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. INTRODUCTION /

I
II’M

■I"Until philosophers are Icings,' or the kings and princes 
of this, world have the spirit and power of philosophy., 
and political greatness and wisdom meet in one, and 
those commoner natures who pursue either to the exclusion 
of the other ar^ compelled to- stand aside, cities willl; 
.never- ha.ye rest from their evils, - no, nor the human race, 
as I believe- and then only will this pur State have a 
possibility of life amd'hehold the light of day."-

-.Plato

:
-'i

II
III^p ■3

t

3

ii!
IS

Through the ages the image of the philosopher-king has 

intrigued the Western imagina-tion. Despite those theories and 

ideologies which stress the sij:uational aspects of leadership 

and the environmental conditions of progress, complex societies 

— in travail have turned time and again to some supposed version 

of the philosopher-king who seemed to point the way to the es

tablishment of a new and final Jerusalem.

But what the Western world iias come to know as-knowledge, 

though a prime pre-requisite, has yet to make one a philosopher 

or a king. The necessary alchemy of historical forces, social 

organization, individual psychoio^ and educational policy . 

remains a mystery. Yet millions in the new worlds emerging

Ij,:
■ ' • .■■■'"I®il'I

Ie

Ii 3 i'A
■fe-

i:'

I

I:
C

¥C:
fbeyond the borders of the West are learning; to look with hope 

to I those few of their sons being transforaed into "Bachelors" 

'•Masters” and "Doctors"

r

the keepers of the gates to their 

New Jerusalems.I What are/ they like, these new gatekeepers? ’ 

How do they see the world, and themselves? Will they, like 

Moses, frustrated by the burdens of their- task.

m
; I?

1/
end ekhausted
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with, only a glimpse of the promised land, lewing-to othei^ 

the; task of leiad.irig their people into it?' Or will M , 

emerge from among their ranks those with the foundations' of

■ 'W
'■Mm a Ih- I

im wisd^ and innovative skill necessao^ to create and lead a 

humane society?

This is a study of intellectuals, the new elect in the 

societies of Asia and'Africa which are passing into.independence. 

In these societies, moving from past to future, the generali

zation made by Shils (19.63:188) concerning their importance 

is of obvious applicability.

. ■. s

■'.fmv,

. r

"Intellectuals are the creators ‘of. the deeper orientations 
of public opinion especially in under-developed cotin- 
tries where they have few competitors apart from the ‘ 
traditional centres of authority. Politicians and 
jpurnalists- influence opinion' bn day-to-day issues, 
but schplars, research workers euad philosophers are 
the creators of the long-run opinion that, in a sense, 
will determine the future of their countries as much as 

. economic and geographical cbhditions will deterinlhe it, 
In so far as human efforts can ever determine the future.

■ V• • • o

m
ii I#-

ff!;!

IS
ii /

t

p

of a country, the deeper permeative influence of intel
lectuals on the basic assuimptions of public life is as 
important as any other factor,"

The locale of the study is East Africa, At the time the data
4. . •.

was collected this area of.the;world was on the verge of

A hew generation of university

IS
SI! political- independence, 

graduates was being created at Makerere College,.University of

r...

simi
’ ■

i c East Africa, whose post-graduate life was to be. affected by

I the problems and .promises of hatibnal independence, A imique 

, opporttmitypresentei itself, Karl Mannheim (19^9:1^6) wrote
lil; -

I some years ago that
V.

Utopias and counter-images are the creations, of 
individuals and not of restive put inarticulate masses, 
although thwarted intellectuals may. become, their allies

If • • • •
I /liIaSI
li
IS

■ ,, f

■i -

■r.m
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aiid spokesmen./ It is their airticulatibii-of discontent; 
and their deliberate pointer-symbols which crystallize . 
ma,ss consenshs iand action.?' ;■ ' j' _•

HistoryusuallypresehtsuswithnuchmattersihtheaPcompiish-

ed'forms: of■revolutions, social movements< assassinations and

wars. ' It is seldom that we can stand at the intersectibn of

history and subjective experience and study the state of mind

of those about to be. pls^yihg leading roles in the process of

historical change. Even as one so often wonders upon seeing

an artist viewing his finished-product if this indeed was the

vision which drove him on, so this question arises of those

who fashion history.

>

t

\

This is a survey study of the selfr-image, of the -visioiis 

of history, society, politics eind religion formed by a gener- 

' ation of studen-tS in the relative detachment of the nniversity 

environment: images and visions, fonned before the conscription 

of those who hold them into leadership roles by the new insti- 

tutions jpirising in their midst. One day these visions and 

their creators may disappear from history, or else they will be 

remembered as the fpundationsof. a new society. In any event, 

they will not remain the seuae. It is important for the.scien

tific acndhrstanding of change j for ed^ policy and

political Mmmunication that the subjective intents, the

•2

/

i

I
;

C .1
per

spectives and the aspirations of potential world-historical . 

figures be understood before their time oftesting arrives.

Otherwise we can never know what they really wanted and how the 

hard marble of historical circumstance

■V

comes to alter the

■-

- ,
V
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Thig study attempts todescribe, analyze and 

: pla,ce into historical perspective these ilmagesV fears, ho^es

artist's design,

and aspirations on the part of a generation of hew African

jwho are still in college as '^heir societies passintellectuals

into political independence.

The fieldwork was carried.out in East Africa between, the 

summers of i960 and I96I at Makerere College of the Uni-rersity' 

of East Africa, Three fundamental limitations were set on
"N ■

- the scope of the investigation.
» • j--

a) It was restricted to men both for practical reasons and 

because of their relative importance in direct .political 

decision-making..

b) It ,was restricted to students who had never travelled or

studied outside of East Africa. The reason for this decision

was. that the recipient of transplanted Western education has 

been relatively neglected as a research subject, especially in 

s such opportunities spread, proportionately fewer 

numbers will receive such education in places other than tlieir 

own indigenous environments, and we felt it time that research 

appropriate to this development, was emphasized, 

c) The study was restricted to a comparison of students from 

two East African tribal .societies.

<:•

Africa, fa
I

1

c
1.

This restriction arises! but of the obvious faret that tribal 

origin and affilia.tioh in Africa is still of great sociological , 

significance as compared with the artificial national bbundaries 

impbsed by the cblbnial administratibns.

(1956:34) has written, with referenceteanether research

i/ f- ■

!

J
AsJ. C. Mitchell.3

a

I

V
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context, i•
■s /r

:
VTh& better-educated Africans appreciate that tribalism. 
is divisive and make pleas for 'unity' but such pleas are 

; -made in a context of Black-White relationships: they seek 
Afrioanunity against -^ropeanso y Trbm the evidence we 
have at ^present, tribalisniii^ .is still-the. doi^nant cate
gory of interaction in social fields in which‘Africans ’ 
alone are involved^ But it is not a relevant category in 

. the' field of'Black-White relations;"

■ M
■

III

X'

The two tribes chosen e.re .Buganda in Uganda and Kikuyu, in ^Kenya. 

"iThese were' selected, for the following reasons.

1. They are two of ihe most politically important tribes in 

East Africa in terms of number and influence bn political 

affairs. No East African Federation, for instan'ce, would 

probably be feasible without some form of organized cooperation 

between elite representatives ofrsocieties as powerful and 

disparate as Buganda and Kikuyu.

^ 2. These two societies are more heavily represented at 

Makerere than any other,

3, They present.startling contrasts in social and cultural 

structure.

mi

r

ife!

'■ ■ 11
1

■

iilS

'A
r.j

fi. I
\

Ml

Buganda was a centralized monarchy with rank and . 

prestige, of oCLans and individuals affected Iby their position 

in the structure of political power and by their influence at 

court. Kikuyu was a loosely integrated society of clems and 

sub-clams cross-cut by age grades..c ■ ife

4. They also present startling contrasts in their respective 

colonial and missionary histories, 

ensed the presence of European settlers 

one Christianity penetrated to its institutional

pther;.iit„did;:not,'';'y'l'':'-.|:.

iFor instance, one experi- 

the other did not; int

mcore,, in the

.. -r: • .

5. Ah.extensive literature is available on both societies ir-':

3.
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. - A s^ple from the two populations was chosen on the hasis

■ of a doriritory Hall of Residenc e which- was fo^ b e : repre-

hehtative of the total population of students ht the time in 

; \ terms; of ;,two. variahles;;'.--^ , ■

-prhportibn of the,twd populaticinS as against all
■others,/and ;
-course of Btlidy e3q)ress.ed in terms of the two cate
gories of Arts/aoid Science subdects#

There was-a satisfactory reason to assume that this sample was

also representative of^yea;r in school, geographic district of 

origin,,and religion expressed in terms-^of^ Protestant

for all the Baganda and Kikuyu Students then in 
attendaLnce at the College.^*

basic intent 9f this project was to carry out an in

tensive social-psycholpgical survey of this sample in order to 

help achieve an understanding, at a level deeper than is 

ally afforded' by generai survey studies, .of the subjective 

correlates of massive historical change. The type of change

I
I

'"-i

t

vs.
Cathol

usu-

with which we are concerned in the present context is mpderni- 

zationi^
The subjective world we are gPing to explore is that 

of the new intellectuals who, in their various capacities, will

be called upon to bring this change about. The sociological 

theory of the self implies that historical change means changes 

in the meaning and experience of what it means to be an "indi-- 

vidual’' as well. But further thepretical development of this 

aspect oif social psychology awaits empirical research designed 

to correlate the psychic apd sOcio-cultural aspects of, change. 

This research is offered as a contfibution tp Such empirical

literature.

<

\

The logic of this study as a whole is based upon certain 

methodologicaa and theoretical principles which define how we'

ment of scientific research and theory;

•MUote: Footnotes appear at Snds of Chapters.
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:The sociology q'f intellectuals has rec,eived renewed 

attehtion in recent years. With respect to non-Western as 

well as Western societies the study of strategic elites 

generally and intellectuals as agents of social change, in 

particular has now been firmly established'.^ One manifestation 

of this .interest has been social-psycholqgical. survey studies 

of the valuesy attitudes and opinions held by intellectuals ^ 

""and other potential agents of change. From one methodo

logical point of view, these surveys can be roughly divided 

into two general types. Some incorporate into the study 

design an attempt to take account of the historica]^ social 

and cultural contexts as influences upon the formation of 

subjective responses. Others, while recognizing their im-

pbrtanee in principlej do not incorporate the study of these
\ ' 4

. factors relative to the survey, results.

• ■'■'I

i
I

■i

i
r

i

■ .<■
■V

..f-

}
5
i

The latter type of■ 

survey hah-come under some criticism by writers such as

a C-
I
Ia
3

. T. R. Williams 1^1959:59-60) who points out that,|
3

....isolation of survey responses from the context of 
the social behavior patterns of individuals who provided 
them leads to a deformation of the nature of the re
sponses, since they a,re removed and treated completely 
apart from, the structure of behavior in which they have 
functional social meaning. The apparent., willingness of 
most students of survey research to ignore relevant 
features of formy structure, order and arrangement in 
the isolation and statistical treatment of responses 
raises fundamental doubts about the scientific useful
ness of survey research coriciusions; r.’

If *

I
I
I

X

I
I
I cI
I
s This study has attemptjE 

type of criticism in two ways

ed to take serious account of thisi

I
I One is the use of diverseI • "

survey methods including a variety of bpen-ended techniques. 

The other is ah effort to incorpoxate-an examination of

I
I
i
:i .'V

r.'.

f
3-

r-i

3
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en-irironinental influences in relation to the s^ryey resuitsV
? ;

The Methodological Appendix to this study contains a detailed 

discussion, of both these pointso But for the pugjose of this 

present introductory chapter 

point is relevant.

Superficially^ criticism of survey studies, often seems 

to be based simpiy upon the argument that one should take into 

account the 'situation* in which a respondent is located and 

relative Ito which, his responses have meaning. This criticism
■ ■ ■ • ■ "v;-

is not easily dealt with,' however. For it is not sufficient to 

define an actor's 'situation* in terms of the role interactions 

in which' he is involved because such roles are paints of insti

tutions which are themselves embedded in a society and a culture 

undergod^g both ibng-tenn and short-term historical change.

Thus any attempt to delimit an actor's 'situation' involves 

in some sense an arbitrary decision^ In the present research' 

contexil which has to do with what is commonly referred to as 

the nbn-Western world, a consideration of 'situation'' confronts ' 

us-directly with the concept of acculturation.

East Africa is an area of rapid chsinge amd transformation 

arising out of the impact of elements of Western society and 

culture upon in^gehous societies and cultures. One of-the 

criticisms of the concept of acculthration has been that' the 

term implies the transformation of a society or a culture as 

a '.whole^^d thus

i:

' t'

I- a further word oh the second»
t'.

•■5:

r
a I■■vi

I '■ f

V
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a

■rd

.'f

J

I
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■V
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a

a
u

caf
'4a
fii

V
•-V4ai How thisIII
-Mi
V

issue is handled in research dependsupon the units of euaalysis 

in which one is interested (e,g, social forms1
cultural patt erns

I

.
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or ' traits' ^. behavior-patterns, or individuals). Those work--,

ing with the concept of acculturation have come to approach

the term ^with some caution. ■ For instance F. Voget (1951:220-231) ;

now speaks of "differential acculturation" on the, ground that

"Studies in acculturation increasingly; have demonstrated 
that'Vanth^pologists can no longer treat native societies 

^ in process of change as if they were'-socially and- '
culturally homogeneous units."

Ill
;;vl

■' '^1

©

I

• In a so^al-psychdrogioal st.udy the focus is upon indi- 

• viduals choosing to accept, reject or otherwise accommodate- 

themselves to .new stimuli. ^ V-ery helpful to a social-psycho- 

logical approach has been the position taken on this by the 

British anthropologist J. C. Mitchell (196Q:31) in his use of 

the term "social field".

r

isl
‘.Xi

^4

-v

m
1"At.our present stage^of thinking it appears that the 

concept Of the social field is the most useful tool 
hsve with which to analyze social systems. The social 
field embraces the range of social relationships within o 

. which the effects of actions in part are likely to
spread. Within the field there are likely to be' clusters, 
of highly interconnected social relationships in whic^ 
actions in one part have a direct and immediate effect on 
other parts, while other parts of-the field will be 
reiatively unaffected by or isolated from these.actions."

From this point of view, social change can be studied in terms

of the degree of integration .or mal-integration between the

rates and kinds of change cha.racteristic of 'pne to .. .,.n'

social fields.. In the present studjr we shall use the term .

acculturatiVe field to denote a social field, in which change

; processes are taking place-^f a kind associated with the

tra-ditipnal term acculturation. It is clear that any sOcial-

psychological study of ohang%-, focusing as it does on indi-

viduals, must not-only locate them in relation to some accultu-!

we
\

"4

S
Is51 4;i;,5

5^.-.i

. f ^■3

Hi
•s-m

mi\'m:mig
151..C iMm ."l

ir liIS 1

ms:i
’if

■ -I ::S';
s:;;a

I -

■- 1rative field relevant to the researcher's^interest It is also;fi 1:5I
■■ra

s
p
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necessary to indicate the" mode of relationship existing b'e- 

tweeri Ihat field and the ; tbtal society of.,which^^^:t^^^ "field is

-.‘sV

I

^ •• .

one sector. These points provide the basis for the design of 

the presdnt study and its presentation
/V r-

I'i
j

h
The .first step as tp provide a brief description of the I

I '■ .V
two societies from which our sample of students derive. This

■ "' ■ ■' . - ' ■ ' ■ ' / /'

.description is based upon the ethnological literature_on Buganda .•
e3

■■ ;1

f

" and Kikuyu relevant to their cultural and/ social organization

in the last quarter bf the nineteenth c'entury- just prior to
/ •

• thfe onset of British imperialism; in^-'East Africa.

stricted sense, one may speak of this descriptioh as one of

i t

■

A- In- this' re-

f
•■■1.

the base-line of change, 

of these ethnological -data..

In Chapter III we deal with’the dimensions of socio- 

^ cultural change which have transformed the two societies. 

These changes have not operated in the same way in both

- ‘‘k Chapter II is devoted to a discussion

3

v:

3
c.

3
1
3

''

f
societies and the chapter analyzes, relative to the material 

presehted in Chapter II, why these.historical differences.have 

come about.i
Ji In Chapter IV we restrict our focus to the'acc'ulturative 

field or sector directly relevant to our interest in Baganda

fhis'sector is the secondaiT'

S

i and Kikuyu university students.
. ...

and higher educational institutions- which /'form, the .critical 

transmission points for the.^lien ways of thought ^ aspira-tion 

and life style which together transform students into a new

■ c
Sr%
3
i
iI
I?
=■;

elite in their own world. There is little empirical research
St
At

data bn this topic, in relation to the social-psychological 

aspects of encounter between African students and the various
i
II
'A

3 /
S:
i
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; agents of Western education in Africa,, Tet tha ^jrn^ics^ p 

this encounter are at least as •histbrically important as the 

more forihal educational designs drawn up - by planheret tela,tive

-
Si' ■■

.
I

■- ,1
5

■

to manpower requirements and so forth. Fpr it ip in the humah 

dimension of interaction in the social field with its potential- 

for problems in communication and adaptation that planned,in

tentions are translated into deeds. This chapter therefore 

reflects empirical investigations carried out by the writer 

on both the secondary and higher education leveis-in iTKenj^a 

and Buganda relevant to the following questions' what were the 

specific dyneumics of -social interaction, between* African students 

and representatives of Western education, which .help account for 

some of the ways in which Western culture and institutions 

appear to African students as reflected in subsequent chapters 

of this study, . ' ■

In Chapter V,the characteristics of the sample.are pre

sented withl emphasis upon social- origins and family history.

i-

4

1

: .-1

>

aT
*

i-

-

The focus of this chapter is upon family history and sociali

zation environment
;

This is based upon _ the. assumption that 

the;socialization' environment of a person in a regioii^of 

rapid but iineven rates of change operates as ^a, kind of base 

line for 'definitions of the situation' which are of g'reat 

importance in the subsequent acculturative history of an 

individual.

• -

■■ -fi

-V !!C I

■ !)

Thus the social psychologist's interest in vari- . 

ations of subjective 'definitions' of situations' must be grounded

in a comprehension of diversities in socialization e^eriences 

within the socib-cultural environmen-t and of the changes taMh^

I
1
!!

■ ■ ^

I
■■■
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place within it to whicii the individual must learn to adapt 

himself and his identityi The theoretical and methodological 

I’atidnaie for dur approach to this problem inthe' present, study 

is elucidated'in detail within the Methodological Appendix.

The theme of Chapter VI is experience of the "self" and 

, deals with the topics of sex, love and marriage; life goals and 

career plansaesthetic experience and anxiety, on the part 

of the survey sample.
■ r* ,

Chapter VII reports on world-viejrs in relation to politics,
v' ■ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :. . . ■

society and religion and examines the ways in which "self" is

related to these perspectives.

Chapter VIII concludes’ the study by summarizing the find

ings and relating them to issues of educational policy and 

inter-cultural communication.^

r*- r

i*

r

/
••

A
. ■

.*• •

A final word should be added concerning the relationship < 

between the present study and the larger question of the soci

ology -of elite'fo’rmation. A phrase commonly utilized in pop

ular, journalistic and even some social science communication 

with.reference to the individuals with whom this study deals 

is "the educated elite". - There are some sociblogical and 

psychological assumptions latent in each of; the tiree words 

of this phrase which should, be made manifest; lest they mislead 

those who use it into empirically false dtrectib^ns

First,ythe word "the'K can suggest that the variable 

'western education' is correlated with the emergence of a soci

ological group or stratum cha-racterized by similar outlooks 

aspirations and self-definitions, and hence by corporate 

This may Or may not be truei

■ c ■ I
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■ Second, the word Veducated” suggests- a single unitary 

^' pHenomehott nr ‘ tiing';;: But anyone Vac^uainted' w^

‘, education with .its; emphasis upon eahly;specializaiionV forI

- example, wOhld have grounds for predicting that this system,"' 

transferred to cuituraily alien soil^ might produce rather 

different interests, and outlooks among students who majOred 

in Science as against those who entered an Arts subject such 

as' economics. This would be especially true in a context of 

a lack of general background education derived from Western- 

style popular-arts and mass media.’ FurtherV there is the 

question of the influence of missionary-culture upOn subject 

matter and student-teacher relationships.

the fact that education 'is embedded'in institutionai contexts 

which have different histories of development in different

and hence different structural relationships with the ' c 

environment. This means among other things that in different 

areas, different sectors of the population are selected out 

for exposura to Western education for differing reasons.

Thus the very meaning and functions of education can vary 

from one contextvto another. ■

Finally, the word ''elite'' raises even more questions. .

Does this term imply that there exists a Condition of influence 

on the part of Western-educated persons over those of their

If sOv what :

- ia the nature of this influence? 'Is this influence sought'-fbf 

or does it just devolve upon those holding the qualifications 

fat i't,? Does this influence lead ‘to joint response based on

Finally, there is

^ areas.

I
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corporate consciousness or is it handled on the lasis' of many
-' ' ' ■■-■ '•■ ‘ ' ■ ' • .-■

;';'^ .diverse, factors?;: ,:-' ,

J; 4.*. ; Obviously the present study cannot answer such questions 

definitively.

V

However it is hoped that the material presented 

here,;When combined with other related empirical investigations,

can help to provide the foundations for a scientific under-
. t •

standing of the contributions of highly educated personh to 

the great transformatibh known as modernization.

In cohclusioh, perhaps :the best statement of the signi

ficance of this project is a comment by Daniel Lerner (I958: 

74-5) with respect to his own work in the Middle East.

"••.-the grekt dramas of societal transition occur through 
individuals involved ih solving their personal problems 
and living their private lives. But certain of these 
dramas signify more for the'future than others.,.;The 

• meaning of events is best clarified, by those whom we 
perceive at the .moment of • engagement* - a moment which 
occurs when an e3q)ansive Self,' newly equipped with a 
fuinctioning empathy, perceives connections between its 
private dilemmas and public'isSuesi This is political 
consciousness, in theiarger sense, and its acquisition 
distinguishes those who have been.pierced by the present 
and in responding, shape the future,...What they are 
today is a passage from what they once were,.to what .

, they are becoming. Their passage, writ large, is the 
• passing of traditional society

;
i
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. Notes .y; .■'■■"/■I

• 1, De4:ails cein be found in Chapter V

2. For basic purposes in our discussion wo accept a.s a , general 

■' definition of modernization the'transformation of a rela

tively undifferentiated^nship-based society into a more 

complex differentiated one undei the impetus.'of the goal 

' of economic deveiopmeht. Among the long-range criteria 

of. "complex", as dommonly understood^ are institutional 

specialization and segmentalization; urbanizationj in- : 

creasing functional rationalisation of the division of 

labor exemplified in the bureaucratization of societjo 

These are, of course, largely formal criteria 

question, of the range»of content possible withia formal 

limitations is very much still an open question in 

social science. Daniel Lerner (1958), for instance,-, 

distinguishes between Westernization and Modernization, 

suggesting that the latter reflects more exclusively a 

desire for the material power and affluence associated 

with Western natiohs minus the philosophies and ideo-.. 

Ipgies associated with Western culture. But he adds 

that "It is not clear, however, that modern ways and 

words can be so easily and so totally sundered." 

(iP«^6-7). John Kautsky (1962) discusses the same 

distinction ani seems to contradict, or at least qualify, 

Lerner's comment when he points out that since

I
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"r...industry in its-most modern form involves automation 
....'.the question arises whether it is this new form of 
industiy with its new social and political consequences, 
rather than the very different elder fonas most of us a:re 
familiar .with thatvwill be adopted by underd.eveloped 
countries in the future

1

Sic
oNot only will-such countries 

not be saddled with obsolete industrial plants, which 
cannot practically and profitably be moderhized over
night, but they will not be slowed down by obsolete 
ideologies that developed with earlier types of economic 
organization suid change even more slowly thain the. ’ ^
latter.

• • o

(p.28)

This issue.is very much alive with regard to differences 

between Western ihdustrial societies as well. In : if

J
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political science -it is currently exemplified in the- 

• conflict over the -merits of the convergence hypothesis 

concerning the United States and the Soviet Union.,. For 

ohr limited purposes here,.however, inyolvement inj these 

. complexities seems, unnecessary.

, 5. The classical framework of analysis was provided by Karl 

Mannheim (1^56:91-170)‘ The renewed interest in. this 

topic is exemplified, by publication of an anthology 

(George B. de Huszar, I96O); by a textbook devoted to 

intellectual as well as -other elites (Suzanne Keller, 

1963); and by theoretical articles devoted to the role 

of intellectuals in social change and modernization 

(Harry J. Benda, 1962;.235-252, Edwa'rd Shils, 1962: 

195-235).- In the'.context of the'present study it seems 
unnecessary to become involved in'the semahtic debates, 

concerning the meaning o'f' "intellectuals" and dis

tinctions between this word and "intelligentsias". We 

use.it for our purpose in the Same simple sense as does

‘^Shils (1963:199 );
"As far as the definition of intellectual is concerned it 
is a. complicated thing, but for very rough aind approximate 
purposes I would regard as intellectuals persons who ha-ye, 
in under-developed countries, a higher education, who have 
a university degree or - that criterion may become less 
anjd less useful - who follow intellectual professions

journalism, .school-teaching,
; ’ university teaching and so on." *

4. Examples of studies which do not go out of their way to

considerations in the research 

design are Gillespie and Allport (1955); Herbert Hyman 

et.al (1958:275-292)f M. Cormack (196I); F. Zweig (1963). 

An analysis and bibliography of related cross-cultural 

attitude research cah be found in E. Jacobson, •et.al. 

(l96Gr265-224). Ex%)les of studies which do attempt 

to take account of'environmentalfactorsatleasttb- 

some exten-t are John a.nd Ruth Useem (1955) ; L. Hw" 

Battistihi (1956);Bennet,i^ssin and McKnight (1958);

r
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Wen-Han Riang ( Edward Shils (1961); G; Jdhoda ■;

(1961) ;: H. and M. Smythe '(1960) ; and ^> , Lifton (1964: 

369-384) . Also relevant are tie. essays iri the two - 

issues of. Daedelus' (Summer I960 and Winter I962).

Naturally these;studies vary considerably in terms of 
methodological rigor,

5. Cf. the important and germinal study of H. G. Barnett (1953)

6. Following Chapter VIII is a Data Appendix. Here the main :

body of rich data,, relevant to Chapters V through VII 

are presented in the form of both tables and categorized 

summaries. The. study concludes with a Methodological 

Appendix containing a brief discussion of specific 

aspects and problems of the study relating, to metho

dology. ■ .
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mi■ CHAPTER II 

THE a^ITlbHAL SETTIHa
There are^ certain lifflitations to any desorlptlon of the 

societies of Eiknyu and Buganda in terms of their existence at 

the time of the coming of the Earopeans. Even though there is 

a good deal of published and'tmpublished literature about these 

two societies, ethnographers and other observers are not neoes° 

sarily in agreement on all issues. There are bound to be 

ambiguities about those opeeific Structural and cultural 

feathres which are farthest removed frbm the life experiences 

Of observers who write about societies alien to their own. 

Furthermore, sOpe of the published literature has been author- 

ed by persons who were not trained ahthropologists. This 

chapter, is based upon selection from the literature of 

generalizations on which wide agreement exists.
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Bujfanda is one of the so-called Interlactistrine Bantu 

kingdoms of the region around Lake Victoria.^ These sooieties 

were chaeterized at the time of the coming of the Etiropeans^ 

by territorial rule of a paramount ruler, chosen from among 

members of royal kinship groups. Such rulers characteri^sti- 

cally chose their subordinate officials, or chi^cfo, froni omong 

their loyal si^porters and placed them in charge of territbriea ‘ 

sttb-divisions. Kargaret Fallers (1960:15) states that « 

relative prominence of these latter forms of political

a
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I Iselection,...marks the Interlacustri^e kingdom-states;...off
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from most of tHelr B^tu speaMng eonsj^ of central and 

southern Africa*"

Sie kingdom of Buganda covers part of the north^foestem 

and western margins of I^e Victprih between the Bile Biver in 

the east and Lake Albert in the west* The total area is now
r'-'i

approximately 17‘(200 square miles (excluding open water).

The empire of Buganda grew by military conquest, expanding in' 

size from the districts of Bnsiro, Eyadondo and Hawo^ta 

(which surround the preseht township of Kampala) - by the 

time of arrivaa of agents of the Imperial British East Africa 

Company in 1888 - to thirteen districts including the Sesse 

Islands in Lake Tictoria* Also by that time tribute was being 

received from still other areas including southern Busoga*

Buganda, with an average elevation of four-thousand 

feet, is part of a.iplateau lying between Lake Victoria and 

the Western Sift* The characteristic appearance of much of ^ 

the couhtry is.that of low flat-topped hills separated'by 

swampy valleys which are now filled with papyrus or roods.

The-most prodactlve soil is known'locally as murraa and it

■i

1

v; ■'

; ^

f.

*

I

supports most of the cash and subsistence crops* 

density of population and the most extensive growing of cotton 

and bananas is in the area of heaviest rainfall in the north 

west and the south-east*

Tho greatest

C :

The basis of the subsistence economy In Buganda was the

garden
r

farmer and his bolding:, on which he planted a b 

(of which a great number of varieties were recbg^sed) and 

the annual ci^s which included beans and (in the short grass) 

millet; Bark cloth and banana beer were also ic^ortaht



jroductso
."'r ;;.v.:.

The Europeans fpiind the Baganda growing sweet 

potatoes, maize and grpun^uts as well, but those were not
■:

indigenous to the country. People of ne^s held herds of 

cattle which were a sign of wealth Ss well aS a source of

meat and silk, A farmer aometiiaes had one or two cPws and 

usually some goats. Sreryone had chickens which ware used

■:

' '
in Baganda both for gifts and eereaohial purposes 

not domesticated but were hunted wild by men for food.

After the declaration of Protection in I89V by Great 

Britain, Bpganda became one of four provinces within the 

Protectorate of Uganda, although with somewhat special status, 

It'was, at the time Of independence in 1962, composed of throe 

districts; Mengo, Moaaka, and Mubende,

ap Kikuyu^ are one of the two Bantu-speaking peoples 

inhabit^g what came under, the British to, be known as the 

Central Province o^Kenya (the other is the Kamba), A dis- 

tinctioi is often made between what.some call the "Kikhyu 

tribes" as against the "Kikuyu", the former referring to the 

inhabitants of all^^^^^f^^^ of riambu. Fort Hall, Hyeri,

^u and Meru which lio in h belt from south to north,^ 

other category refers only to those residing in the throe 

districts of Kiambu, Fort Hall and Hyeri surrounding tho 

-city of ilairobi. In the present study wo have restricted 

purpolvos to consideration^df these three districts plup 

Hairobi, the old settler areas of Hanyuki and Thika and the 

squatter land around Hakuru (Hift Valley) both with reference 

to our general remarks on the Kikuyu society as a whole and

Pigs wereO'.
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ipur selection procedure for deriving our smaple

She Bikuyu arrived in their present setting^ 

of migrations generally- in a direction from northeast to spntho 

She history of these migrations is a con^jler one. It is esti- 

natad that tke kigratibits reached the Fort Hall area (about 

sixty miles north of the city of Nairobi) approximately

O :

-V ■
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1550 A.D* after which they began to 'cross into Kiaabu '(between 

, Fort Hall and Hairobi>o
I
;S.!

♦
At'the time of arrival of the Euro» 

-peana, the area occupied.by the Eiknyu tribes was a homogeneous
f

T

zone bounded and demarcated ecologically by ploins Or high 

ridges. She Kikuyu migration was blocked to the southeast by 

the Kanba who resisted fiercely any encroachment upon their 

land. A strip of territory running north to south on the 

eastern side Of Fort Hall beoame a ao=.man's land betwoon the 

two tribes which neither could dominate. Beyond Hyeri were..
■ I.

the powerful Masai. Westward lay the cold climate of tho 
AberdaJres Mountains which precluded agriculture. Farther 

south the i^ai again presented a formidable barrier since on 

the southern drier plains Masai warriors wereiinvincible. She 

Kikuyu, agiiculturisto who deforested almost all land under

I;1
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their control, loft a strip of forest as a proteotiyo barrier 

along southern Kiambu, and this strip formed the southernmost

Kiombu weis the scene of heaviest

Sic
A

line of Kikuyu expansion

casualties wrought by tho^’ismall-pox opidonio of the oarLy 

1890*0 which swept Kilrayu country

o . .

S
As a result, the Kikuyu' 

withdrew from most of the Kiambu area, in their view tenpo- 

It was at this'point that the Edropeans arzivod and

• ' .

rarily.
■I
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the fduntotions for the coaplor land conflicts to \follotr
4were, laid

majdr crops iiere

sdrghpa, millets, beans and sweet potatoes (eO.though today, 

maiase is the most important crop, both for subsiatence and 

for sale)o Other Crops now grown are pigeon pea, European 

potato. Cassava, baaanasVsugar-Cana, yams, arum lily,' . 

various fruits, tobacco and coffee. The Elkuyu did not use 

. cattle aus standard value but rather goats and sheep, although ' 

cattle had groat prestige value and a wealthy was surd 

to own ten to twelve head.

While there was some external trade between the Kikuyu 

and the Masai and Kamba tribes, there was very little contact 

between HJcuyu and the'Arab or European slave and ivCry j 

traders of the nineteenth century.

With regard to social organisation and uorld-viow of

r

\ c

and Kikuyu there exists an extensive literature which

It is important, hpwever, to avoid 

a discussion cast either in toms so general as to otrosb only 

the continuities between these two Bantu societies or, bn the 

other extreme, to concentrate exclusively upon the quite 

striking differences between them. Both perbpectivoo,oioi- 

larities and differences, are osoentinl to a jubpor under

standing of cbntsi^oraryl^orsons from these two soeioties.

Wo havo chosen to summarise those major points of aiallaxd.ty 

and dlfforenee botween the two socioties,most relevant to an

Bugand^ 

is difficult to summarise.

*.

C

understanding of the si^ficanoe- of the data later to be

i .
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presentedo Our description of the pre»eolonial otato of these 

societies, we nish to enphasize, is relevant approximateiy 

oilLy to the last quarter of the hiaoteonth century, around ^he 

time of the fiiwt contact between King ^tesa of Buganda and 

Henry Stanley, the e^qslorer.

It has been argued that certain similarities in the 

world-view of Bantu societies in Africa warrant the conclusion ' 

that these world-views form an internally - consistent 'whole* 

subject tolocal variations,^ At least there can be said to 

}mve been definite similarities in orgo^zation and butloek 

as well as radical differences between Buganda and Kikayu at 

. the time the Europesms arrived. We will summarize first the 

similarities and then the'differencese

A) Both Buganda and Kikuyu were integrated societal 

systems in which a coiaplox balance of rights guaranteed evary= 

individual a minimum level of survival,, social inouraneo and 

identity. Ho detailed consideration of these rights leaves 

any room for simplistic distinctions between 'communal* vs. 

'private' rights in these societies. There existed in both a 

complbx b^ahee of individual and oornmiuial interests w^ch 

facilitated the perpetuation of the community as a system 

plus the development of socially recognized variations of 

individual abilities. However the institntionalized criteria 

foropciai mobility in t^ two ooeieties soom to have been 

rather diff^nti

B) In both societiep wealth was functionally more

important for status enhancement leather than for capital 

accumulation.- ,

1 •'
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C) In both societies kinship was an iaportaat principle 

of social organisation although, hy the time of the.Europesui 

arrival, this was less true of Bugandathah of ^Lkuyu*

D) Despite home scientific Confnsion about this topic, 

it is clear that thert were some religio-Bagicalattitudeh

• common to both societie8i.t Shis is most obvious with regard 

to life and death. In neither society Were the dead considered

irrelevant to the living; they ware consulted and their
{

pleasure and displeasure was an iEqaortant factor in the 

explanation of events in ways foreign to Western culture.

■i
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In both societies magic as a mode of relatedneoo to people

In both societies the line betweenand nature was important, 

the na:^ural and the supernatural was not xThat it is in our

;

society. It is quite rifricult to state" positively What that 

line was for traditional Buganda and KLkuyu, (In such analysed 

it is usually easier to state what was not included under the 

concept lof the supernatural than what was.) Further, both 

societies, as was true of so many traditional aoci'eties through-

:

out the world, shared a similar concept of "ej^lEination". 

idea of accident played a small role, if. any; and almost any- 

thing unusual required ejqjlanation.

%e

(Sypioal is Lucy Whir's 

anecdote about a Muganda woman who answered her query about
■C

the special attention paid to the birth of twins in Buganda 

with the rbmrki •'well , whbn most people have one child at

a time and somephe suddenly had tira^ isn't that an extra- 

ordinaiy thing?".)

L

It is in thin light that the aetivltieo 

and importanceof traditional roligio-magicallpdraonnel..wan.-:.

be understood.

t.
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In both sociei:ie8 an individual life was inportaht 

and the idea of aocial supor^uousness was a: strhhgis eonoept> 

It is in this context that the meaning of social'and exist.^

. ehtial security in non-Western socieities must be approached. 

For security, of ideui^ty and person (i.e. the sense of belong- 

ing and the right to suryival) was based upon concrete social 

positiono In exploring the reasox^ for this assertion, one' 

arrives at a deeper level of awareness of the relevance of
■ f

. social organisation and world-view to the idea of psychic 

security in many traditional societies (and, indirectly,

to problems of insecurity and "alienation” in our own). In
0 ' . ■ '

a community in which everyone is involved in complex patterns 

of reciprocity and in which the interests of the dead are 

relevant to the living, human life - almost by definition - 

cannot come cheap. This is true for at least two reasons. * 

In a social system based upon a delicate balance of 

reciprocal obligations, the loss of a person involves dis

ruption of those patterned institutionaliaed obligations 

thereby necessitating a more or less cosq^lox readjustment.

'4:

: 'i
' r

. 4.

The value of the ^dividual life is thus based on quite 

objective structural criteria rather than upon ideological 

assertion only
C

Everyone is, in some sense, "neoded" in 

thab he has a function to pierform.

second reason why^ societies such as we are discussing 

picvido security for individual life of a relatively rather 

high order lies-in-bheir theories of death. When it is

believed that^ the dead are not only hot reduced to a state

of non-being, but can actually cause sufforihg'for.the living
,. .■ „■,
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principle of reciprocity does not cease with, death, 

things are as fearf^^ in suph societies as the pro^oct of

the Few

an ancestral epirii exacting revenge against parties guilty 

of transgressions against it in life. 2hus fear of what a 

man can do to a transgressor against his rights in life 

after he dies is an iaportauit sanctipn against nbn-oonfomiity 

with norms. -

■4 :

i

Despite these similarities, however, narked differences' 

between Buganda and Kikuyu existed by the middle and last 

quarter of the nineteenth century.

A) While almost no society is a 'kinship-organised ^ 

socieiy' in teims of the popular misconception of the absence 

of any non-kinship regulating principle, traditional syoteas 

differ both in the impiortance placed on the kinship principles 

and the nature of the non-kinship principle of organisation • 

in which kinship ties are embedded. Buganda and Kibatyu in 

the ninjeteenth century differed with regard to both these

nbn-kinshiip regulating principle of Kikuyu 

was the age-graide system; of Buganda it was the principle of 

independent hierarchical political status and power in relation 

to the pivotal syaboi and status of the king (^baka). Although 

this point about Buganda muot be bscpressed not as a static fact 

but in tbras of a dynamic hiotb^ of tension between tho kin

ship and the political principles, it is true to say that by 

the mld-nlnetoenth century the political principle had achieved

t

»T

c

to rondor Buganda a hiorarchieol authori

The rolativoly greater importance of the ^• '

*
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principle in Eiiaijrtt resulted iA a largely dec.c0Btral±aed ^d 

noi^aiithoritarii^ social organiaatibn with rather

va.gue pblitical boundaries#^ ^ ^

B) !i^ese differences are reflected in accounts of the 

traditional ontblogy# The realm of the ancestors and the gods 

in Buganda were reflections of the living social structure.

V The Buaia (only loosely to be translated as spirit1 of,a dead 

faraet was of relatively little ritual importance (even for 

Ms relatives) compared to that of a dead hihig, And a local 

clan "god” (Inbaale) eh.loyed a far more nodest si^fiCancb 

than the great dynastic balnbaale (pi#) with their national 

cults and extravagant teoplos# On tbe basis of the ptbllbhed 

accounts, it is difficult to imagine a Klkujru wMting of Mo 

traditional society as KaAibala (1946:71-72) has written of 

his, that " 

politics" and that "

,V'

religion was a political factor in Bug^da

»wore thorough politicians 

behind the scenes#" Lihecrise it becomes oOmprehensiblo why

o o • e

the godsCO c c o 0 o

■ n

religious cereaonisO. was of little integrative si^ficanoe 

in BugMda as coapaJred to the single greatest social and 

ritual bccasion, the accession of a new king to the throne# 

Che might say that the history of Buganda^ reveals that even 

as the king axid Ms agents graduMly wen out over kinship 

leaders (the clan elders« or batoka)« sO the hero gods won 

put over the ancbotral spirits and go^te^ of the blahs in the 

■ ■■■:;-"realti wf'''th0.,;doad#''

appears possible from the accounts that fear 

played a more .sigMfleant rolo with regard to social .control

C
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; ii Buganda thsui in Kikuydo If bo , the reasons are not 

understand. In lOLl^ytt the^^^^

vided. ah i^stitutionaliaed ^d jiredictablb basis for social

mobility. Within 4;hiB system there operated other 'safe'

criteria suCh as genealogical status and favored person^

abilities such as hisdom, memory and articulateness. What

ultimate counted in Buganda, on the other hand

capricious.criterion of the king's favor. Kalibala (1948:96)

has put, the matter simply and directly.

"Fear in the Buganda social structure became a part of 
social conduct because each social level aspired for 
political recognition; that is, each individual wished 
to be appointed a bit higher than his social status.

■ e

(This brings to mind the sardonic remark attributed to Gerald 

Portal, an,agent of the British aovemment sent to arrange ' 

the Protectorate Beclaratioh of 1894, that "•«..the religion 

of the Wuganda peasant is that of his immediate superior, 

that is, of the man who has the most power to cause him 

constant inconvenience.")

*

was the saore9
?. • ■

A sharply hiorarchical stratification system with as 

wide a range between top and bottom as was the case in Buganda 

is consistent with a certain devaluntioa of the valuo of life 

Oh the lower rungs of the social laddbr. 

social distance botwoon the king and all others within the

let such was theC

■)

•• fS

society that a strangb^olomont of egalitarianism was intro* 

duced into the social fabric. !Ehe lowest farmer could theo • ♦:

rotically be raised to. thejbighost_gradelo.f__chiof._ftr oven 

primeHaihiBter^ Ikatikkiro )« even as/the latter could be

suddenly killed, both fates at the pleasure of the king
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Yet one was not entirelj unprotected in traditibnal Bug^da. 

She farmer was not tied to his land and the possibility; .of 

the loss of his villagers and their tribute acted as a brake

upon the irresponsible exercise of power on the part of a 

chief.
:

Likewise the influence of the chiefs and the clan 

leaders usttblly acted to hold in some check the great power 

of the monarch.^

D) FiMlly, Buganda - as such societies tend to be > 

was much more of a ”conquest state" than was m 

eapansion was comparatively peaceful and whose military 

activities were primarily centered aroimd the .capture and 

defense of cattle. By the time of the European arrival’ 

Buganda had been in considerably more extensive touch with.

the outside world than had the more isolated society of
/•

the Kikuyu.

♦

All the foregoing points are relevant to an understanding 

of the subsequont course of events. Wmt the Europeans en

countered in Buganda and Kikuyu were functioning social - 

systems. The dissolution of the pattomqd fabric of a society . 

by alien forces of change can result in socicO. and psycho-

j. •

logical catastrophe for the huiaan agents of that society. 

Whether or not, to what extent and why this resulted from the 

impact of European culture on Buganda and Kikuyu is the broad 

question to which we oi^t now briefly

C ■
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Hotea

lo Bug^da is the name of the Isijigdom within the larger

country of ‘Uganda* ^ Origiaaily theoe two trords meant 

the same thing since Uganda was the word for Buganda 

^ KiswaMiij thO East African contact langhagoo In 

more recent times the two words became distinguished 

in order to reflect the two distinct political entities. 
Qoldthorpe and ISilson (i960:9) cite the number of 

Baganda as 836,000, this figure based upon the-East 

African census of 19^8. Population (ALstributi^ 

patchy th]*oughout Uganda as a whole and neither Buganda 

nor U^uida has wluLt could be called a problem of oTer- 

population. . For an iE^ortant evaluation of tbe various 

East African censuses which have been carried out up 

to 1948, see Goldthorpe (1955sAppendix 7II). • 9

The correct te:2. s really thei plural term AhLkuyu. 

However we tise the more popularly known and used term

Eikuyu to a^oid confusion. OoldthOrpe and Wilson 
(1960:10) cite the nui^or Of kikuyu as 1,026,000. Shis 

figure is also based upon the 1948 census. She geo

graphic areas of Kikuyu coxuitry have a sorious problem 

of population pressure in terms of avoraije density per 

square mile which is vastly greater', than that of tho 
rest of Konya. She official East African Economic and 

S-fcatistical Bulletin Humber 11 released in 1951 ebti- 

mated that as of thht date about 70?^ of all Kikuyu 

resided on their tribal areas in Kiambu, Fort Hall and 

Nysri districts. About 4,500 had emigrated to 

Sanganyiha. ^^d 25% of the total estimated Kikuyu 
population was believed to oCcupy the then UWhito 

HLghlondo** oxea. ^As a result of the emergency, a good 

deal of population resettlement occtirred witb Ojporation 
iivll (the removal of the Kikuyu from Halrobi City), the 

rxLgrations of squatters from the highlands to the 
Beserve^^ and the yillaglsatlqmw Tho great

population pressure in Kikayu areas at -that tfce, which

C



continues into the present, is^ OT^ folloTjing tableo

Area in nquaro miles 
exclusive^ of public 
grazing areas and forest 
reserves ^ ■•■;■■:-

Average 
density^per 
square Mle

324Eiaabu 

Ibrt ^1 

l^yeri

All of Kenya

777
-583

336

220,000

515

536

27.5 .
,e ,

3o These district designations ftave been altered since the 

political independence Of Kenya.

4. It is unfortunate that the histozy- of these areas is so 

often trritten just from the perspeetive of colonial 

incursions. It is often true, and this appliosuith 
particular force tC both the Kikuyu and the Bagante^ 

that the post-European arrival and pre-arrival histori

cal processes are intimately linked in the sense that 

had the Europeans arrived at some other time, tke 

historical coasequences would have been quite different.

-f

5. we use the teim ”worid-vi^” in appfozimatoly Jbhe sense

in. which it is used by Bedfield <1953), especially 

Chapter 4. A discussion of the literature underlying 
the hypothesis of a Bantu .world-view can be found in
Jahn (i96l)> especially Chapter 4.

6. Buganda has sometiooG been cited as a. major example 

AfidLcan feudalism* For the best discussion of the 

degree to which this was and was not true, seeC

'A
J

r:;*
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CHAKDER III .

THE TEANSFOEMATiON OF SOCIETY

The trorld of the nineteenth centuiy has been altered '

For modern Europeans the events 

ot the twentieth century have transformed the Imperious eon«

almost beyond recbgnition«

r

fidence of their fathers into an d^trospeetive self-doubt« , t!

Toward the world of their own emcestors, contemporaiy Africans 

reveal a irange of attitudes from ^enlightened scprh for the 

heathen' to a tristful nostalgia for a aoro 'innocent' state
♦ .

of being.
■ y\ This theme of cultural and psychic ambiguity with resp'ect 

to social change is a familiar one both in the popular and the 

scientific consciousness; so familiar Indeed as to ^ve been 

transformed almost into a historical and literal^ cliche. The 

iiwge of the Inevitable destructiveness of the encounter of 

Western and traditional Institutions has quite justifiably, 

however, oome under increasing attach by social scientists 

engaged in detailed research in the contemporary dynanlcs of 

social change. Transformation is not necessarily deotruction. 

Confusion of the two is probably ah out^owth of the coiitenpo- * 

rary Western conscience in relation both, to its laperialist 

histbiy and to its more bn^ 1^ latent but still hot extinct

ronanticd^m rAout the 'hP^^

and "dostructioh" are partly morally eveluativo terms and it

U

Both _ntransformation'?^L.
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is not for us here to pass judgment as to ths moral appropri' 

ateness of one or the other in relation to the societies of 

East Africa. But there is a level of meaning on which they 

are more or less scientifically appropriate, and it is to 

this level that we shall confine our discussion.

With regard e^en to such scientific discussions,

Southall (1961:1) has warned that

^Thereare too many catchwords; detriballsatien, the 
breakdown of traditional authority, the emergence of 
elites and of new political and economic forces, the 
emancipation o f women and the riae of nationalism.
The variety and contrasts of Africa are greater than 
ever before. !Fhere are both air-routes and foot- . . 
safaris, talking drums, newspapers and radios^ doctors, 
lawyers and gangsters as well as lion men and witch 
doctors. It is difficult to find the less ^eetacular 
truth between the extremes."

In the present chapter our eoneem is to examine briefly the 

meaning of social change with reference to two doeieties.

Shis approach, of course, asoumeo the oeaningfulneso of the

Host anthropologioto

and, soi^iologists would probably agree on the ^plicability of 

this tern with regard to the relatively clear-cut and inde- 

pendent (in the sense of boundary-maintaining) Social imits 

which comprised most of the sociad world of traditional Africa.

concept of "society" in systemie terms.

IThat the term means in modem Africa, in view of the changes 
occurred^here, is an entirely different matteri 

(pinions range fmm assertions about the tmaltered survival 

of "tribalism" to apocalyptic visions of rai^ant social 

dLsorganiBation.■

C

which have

One may begin with the fact that, especially in the last
~rrr:r

decade, social scientists active in Africa have sounded
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wamings against tte assuoption that the iopact- of Western

has had nJ^forEi effects throug^hiotit the 

It is geherally Sigreed hou that at Ibasl; tuo

•■ '

3
continent«

i;:

n broad types of considerations must enter into any account of 

social change in a particular areas Shese are, first, the 

particular policies of the agents of change (e.go rbligrfLousj 

administrative, ecpnoaic, militaiy etc.). Tie second, factcir

I'
fi;

J
. ■0^..' ■■

is the preconditions; for change already existing in the tra- .

ditional society (e.g. ideological’predispositiona, trends, 

structural cleavages etc« X.

We shall begin with a brief Ms to rical commentary on 

the rise of British imperialism in East Africa with special 

emphasis upon the particular policies of the agents of change. 

After that we shall turn to tM deteiBinants of response to 

change on the part of the societies of Bnganda and Eihuyu.

There was little that merited the term "consensus”’ in 

Great Britain regarding,the declaration of Protection in 

August, 1894 over Uganda, or the similau: declaration of tho 

Protectorate of East Africa (later hnoon as Konya) in Juno, 

1895 (Cf Oliver, 1952 whose-material is based on the archives 

of the British Ftoreign Office up to 1902). Indood the initial 

announcement was phrased largely in negative terns. The 

venture was a product of the xiot always reconcilable aims of 

British nilitary and ecoponic expansion for the greatOrgloiy 

of ihe nation, and Of private laisses-foire free enterprise 

wMch, in a period of rising protective tariffs against 

Britain, required the security of official spyerei^ty over

y
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ter^torieo TJhefe econooic pas aJ.ready taking

place. There P£U5 also the important influence ot^ t^ 

missionaries f whose interest r^ged from a simple desire 

to convert the 'heathen* to the nineteenth century Victorian 

dream of progress and oiTilisation in Africa of a David 

Livingston. Thus the. imperialist drive into hast Africa 

began «for Britain with an ailiance hetween two aajljr orienta

tions: economic exploitation.for profit, and the doctrine-of 

what was later to he called the'^ual mandate. She latter

measured the justification of imperialism in texms of its

combixiation of the development of the world's resources for
a .

the benefit of man with tho promotion of the 'moral and edu

cational progress' of the natives of those regions, 

of the significant strength of parties representing the aim 

of econoEiio profit, however, it is hardly su^rising tha.t"the 

British government was not during this period able to embark

In view

any clear-cut policy of economic or administrative 

development for its new dependencios. 'The beisic unde^rstandihg 

was always that British colonies would become self-linanoing

Further, as Wallorstein (1961:65)

u

as quickly as possiblo. 

heu3 pointed out,

"Thou^ the British may have felt it their duty to 
accept the 'white cian's burden' ^d bear the responsi
bility of advancing African intorosts^ they did not

ah extension of
. pj. Jeans'-bhe“da^''

Sir Harry Johnston (first Specif Commissioner to Uganda) 

proclaimed fourprinciplos nnderlyijxg British intervention 

in Uganda^ One reason was political: Uganda was an Important

c
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stage oa the rotite. to British India, and also it was argued 

that ohoever cdntrolled Uganda controlled the Hile« A second 

reason was the philanthropic duty of the »*tThite o burden" o 

!I?he third reason, seen as a practical solution for tho second, 

wais the need for European settlement and entexprise in those 

areas deeaed suitable. . Eourth, Johnston sau Uganda as an out

let for Indian enterprise, trade and emigration. "East Africa 

is and should be (he said) from, every point of view, the 

. America of the Hindu." (Apter, 1961:47) In 1901 Johnston 

urged an administrative amalgamation of the Uganda and East 

African Protectorates, and this issue of "closer union"-was 

to recur time and again is East Africa (Cf Botberg, 196i3) o 

But the British government shared no such grandiose 

visions. Its image of a Protootbrate, consistent with laisses-

i

MiM
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faire ideology, was a setting in which tho home government had 

necessary powers of interference without any reciprocal obli

gations beyond defeasej against external aggression,^' Uozya-.— 

little interference was intended, especially of a kind,which

In the face of this ideological impediment,

J

<\

IIwould Cost money, 

no.concrete long-range development goals were possible.

Ih 1902, not os a roQ^t of ai^ careful plnnning, 

Ugandafs Eastern Provihco was transferred to the East Africa 

Protectorate; a fateful step which was to dominate the sub- 

sequent history of Kenyh mid Uganda to -the present dcyr.^^^e 

importance of this event arose out of the fact that this 

Province presented the East hfrioan ProtectCzate with a large 

area of excellent faming land irLth good , climate: for Europeans

C
ii

.i
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ajii^ihna iAi Kenya \3liich was to feel the brunt of the

settler problem, and not Uganda.

0^ the great issue xjhich was fated to

cause such misunderstanding, bitterness and vicience - the 

introduction of European settlement. In light of this bitter^ 

ness, it is difficult to view objectively the historical 

reasons; ftfr this policy. Many Africans, in the sharp glare 

of hindsight, find it almost iapoBsible to see how a man like 

Sir Charles Eliot (Commissioner for the East African Pro<» 

tectorate from 1901 to 1904) could argue, on the grounds of 

African advancement, that the most efficacious policy would 

be the introduction of European settlement. Because of the 

historical importance of this event, and the profound moral 

and political eonfusion it was to engender, it'is necessary 

briefly to review the steps by which this policy came into

■,.V ■'

t

%

existence.

Baring the first half of 1895 the Liberal administration 

in England wasunder pressure from the Conservative oppooitlon 

to oox^truct a railwsgr to Uganda with the purpose of develop^

IThen theing the economic resources of the new Protectorate. 

Conservatives came to power later in l895 they ordered con

struction to begin bn a railway from the coast to lake
C

Iho cost exceeded all expectations, especially 

Since T.a»br had to he ii^brted from India. (The fihaljbbit 

exceeded Seven million pounds. ) By June 1899 the line hhd 

reached Nairobi which at that time wosulittle more than.a

Victoria.

collection of tin huts* By 1903 the railway was almosh
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completed but, ironically oaoughieUie to tbe transfer of the 

Eastern Province, it had npt touched any piece of TJganfe 

(In 1927 the Busoga railway xjas joined tb the 

main line from Kenya, and aot until 1931, when the Bile 

bridge was built at Jlnja, did the main line finally reach 

from Kampala to the coast.) At a cost to Britain of 9500 

pounds a mile and an annual loss of 50,00Q pounds a year 

(excluding interest on the capital cost), the railway project
i . . . . . . . . . . "

- had considerable numbers of''^opponents. To underatand the con

text of the ”settler” decision, it must be understood that ^e 

railway, to its proponents, was a venture in. the highest - 

realms of idealism and daring, Joseph Thomson (the first 

European in l881f ^ cross Masailand and find a quick and 

efficient route from Laiks Victoria to the coast) grasped both 

the dimensions of the dream and the enormous impediments in.^ 

the path of its fulfillment. After writing of the great 

poverty he witnessied and the hostile Kikuyu and Hc^ai he had 

to fight along the route the Uganda railway wets later to cover, 

he wrote the following comment in which wo may glimpse what the 

stakes were conceived to be: (quoted'in Harsh and KLngsnorth,

1955*77)

,

i'

•r

"Many people have proved with most convincing logical 
power that a railway is the proper moans to open up the 
country. They have sketched with a daring hand a few 
thousand ^les of-the iron road, eonneotlhg the cooot
with the various great lakes: bringing untold wealth 
to Britain, and taking unlimited quantities of its 
(industrial) wares and flimsy adulterated cottons in
stead. To make the picture complete, they have told us 
to e:q>eotj as ah ii^ortant result, the stoppage of wars 
and of the slave trade - industrious and contented tribes 
taking to Civilised ways, and shouting unanimously for v
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to come over Md help themo The utter 
absurdity of such brilliant scheiaeB trill require ho 
further proof than the reaarko I have made upon-the 
hopeless prospect of developing any trade in the in- 
tefiof for several generations to coae»»*

Yet even before the railroad had reached Nairobi, it. had already

saved cotmtless lives and had halted the great famine of 1898-9

uhich had struck the Kamba people through free distribution of

.-_rice„s:hich hadibeen transporied - from the coast by rail to the

stricken areao Today, with the hindsight of a somewhat altered

ideological perspective. One realizes -|hat a different policy

would have been possible; the policy of developing African

: V
.

< •

agriculture through a long-term economic, adminlstrativo and

But in the context of the economic ideo-educatlonal program.

logy of the time, the enormous eapense Invested in the rail

way by goyenment bordered on the indefensible and had to beL
redeemed. The basis of the decision to encourage European' 

settlement, then, rested on the assumed need for a rapid 

finanplal return. It also, rested upon the fact that - duo to 

the transfer pf the Eastern Province to Kenya - tho latter

.N.

contained what appeared to be limitless and virtually empty 

highlands beyond the Bift Talley with an ideal climate and 

soil for Intensive eash-erop farming. .Thus it was that im

perial administrators genuinely concerned with ••native 

advancement^^, among them Sir Charles Eliot 

elusion that, for Kenya, only the introduction of European 

settlers could bring about this goal since only they could 

hope to develop the territory economically on a private basis. 

As Ingham (1952:211) has aptly put it regarding this attitude.

C

came to the eon-
’5

: : V. •.
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”His yiet7 was typical of his age, when no one had as yot 
- questioned the right of civilized men th develop the re
sources of the world and their long-term duty ter teach 
primitive people the code eir#-hehavior and scientific

And thus it was that by a historical twist of fate, it was 

Kenya and hot Ugeinda which was to e:q>erieBee the raehihg 

problem of the settler issue, despite the fact that the rsdl- 

way was originally^ conceived as a means of'^^ developing' the: new . 

Protectorate of Uganda since the flag had not followed the line 

of trade from the coast inland, but rather had "followed the 

cross from Uganda to the sea" (Oliver,, 1952:162).

Two other factors played a role in the decision to en

courage European settlement in the Sist African Protectorate. 

One of these was the influence of Hugh Cholmondoley, the third 

Baron DOlamere, whose powerful personality put to the service 

of his vision of a "white man's comitry" was to provide the- 

stimulus of leadership (Cf Elspeth Huxley, 1935)» The other 
was th^ fact that the proposed area of settlemont seemed truly 

empty. Hhat the British could not know at the time was that 

the disaaterous famine and snallpox epidemic of the last 

decade of the hlnotoenth century had forced the Kikuyu to 

withdraw to. NyerL and Fort Hall districts, largely abandoning 

Eianbu, and that in their view - by tribal custom - they re

tained the claim to the land they had vacated.^ The tragic 

stage was set

To people tihacquainted with Africa it is sometimes 

difficult to understand how two continuous areas like Konya

and,J7ganda could have esperieneed sttch Tadically diverse
■ -7 . . ■

M
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let differeiit they were; no oettler

probleia was to plague Uganda, despite pressure from men like

Among the major

reasons why European settlement was never finally oensidered

necessary despite the pressure in favor ofiiit is the pressure

of those who^ like Sir Hesketh Bell (Uoyemor of Uganda from

1905 to I9W hfter^^ ^ SpeciELL Commissioner)V strongly

opposed settlement.

• neht settled African agriculture could be encouraged since the

wasteful and inefficient shifting cultivation methods were
*

unnecessary in the fertile lake-shore region where the staple

colonial histories.

aohnston and Sir William Morris Carter

. . .

Another important factor was that perma-

food of most of the major tribes was planteiin which could be 

grown many years in one garden.

As the British government reluota^ly weis suckod deeper 

into the affairs of its new &ist African dependencies, British 

public opinion sought, to clarify the exact nature of the rights 

which the Crown could properly assume over land. On the advice 

of its legal advisers, the government stated in^899 that a 

declaration of Protection enabled the Crown to claim sovereigpat 

rights ever land-which was not subject to private rights of * 

other parties - i.e. "unoccupied land”. There is little doubt 

tlmt the British government never intended to interfere with 

indigenous land rights; the problem was that for a long time 

it was not \mderatood w

c

t "occupied" or "unoccupied" meant

in relation to customary land tenure 

be understood, it was too late for the Kikuyu.

(1956: 7i^) has analyzed the various land regulations and camei

When this did come to

Lord Hailey
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to the coBclusion that it was hot'only the intransigence of

the settlers hut the failure of the British gpvemmaat ever 

to define adequately the terms p^tfbidhization and'its control 

over it which led to the suhsequent trouhies in Kenya, 

time went by it beceuae ever clearer that the colonization

As

decision, involving as it did ^rdy pioneer settlers from 

Britain and South Africa imbued with concepts of free enter

prise, created a dilenuaa for the British government in Kenya 

which caused it tp vaccilate until shbeked into final decision 

by the horrors of the Mau Kau war. The greatest dilemma w^ 

to be that of the Kenya government. Its power was both weaUs; 

(due to lack of adequate personnel) and, anabhrpnistically, 

very wide since the whole of the Protectorate's economic life 

(land, minerals, rails, stoaaerp and harbors) was toehnically 

in the hands of the State. In the face of this, the European 

settler commuhity was to define what it considered its inter

est^ in the context of a defensive and hostile 'under-dog' 

psychology quite puzzling tp outsiders. But from within their 

limited perspective, product of an ideology comprised of the 

themes of Christianity, laissez-faire and a Social Dar^mism 

frozen into their hearts by a harsh and frightening environ

ment they never came fully to understand, the settlors become, 

in a sense, sadder victims of history than’the Africans they 

so mistrusted

The final comment we shall make here about the common

‘■•"/'V

■ • \ •

c
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strmid of problems which the British faced in East Africa ;

generally, and in whose broader context local variations must
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be viened, has to do nitH the iasue of law and 3ttotice«

India the British found a crystallized oys^teia of Hindu and 

Muslim law which they could coB^rehond.^ 5!heir>prohleEi there 

was to super-iapose a new system that would not appear to 

emphasize the fact that India was passing under the dominion 

of a foreign power with a legal structure that-w&is based upon 

a different and alien faith. It became part of British policy 

to maintsdji as much as possible a customary law based upon the . 

- social and religious life of India. But to their confusion, 

in much of East Africa the British were to find little evl-

In
.-■I

K
a!

I

i
i

dence of what they considered a conception of law as an in

strument of authority which could be deliberately employed

for purposes of preserving social order and safeguarding 

private rights. Much of African customary law was based on 

prlnelplsB of kinship and religion which th^Brltlsh did npl 

comprehend fully. Only in those African/l^oibties which had 

ijtralized political system did the British find'what they 

could recognize as a judicial system with agents reoponsiblo 

to a ruler. let even in these societies logislatlvo power

a oe:

was, from the European point of view, vastly under-developed 

in relation to judicial power. As Lord Hailey has pointed 

out, where law derives its validity from custom os opposed 

to enactment, the conception ij^plicit in the theory of a

C

separation of powers of^ a ruler as law-^ver and as judge

The British admini^ration set about changing 

what in their evolutional^ perspective appeared as a backward 

Because of the diverse conditions .ezloting in

cannot arise

situation.

\ '
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different societies (such: as aeons the Bagemda aji^ the 

these efforts were to bring about quite different results. 

More than changes in legal procedures are involved uhen puni

tive and deterrent sanctions are substituted for eoepensation; 

enactment and codification for custom; and territorial for.

tribal law. fhe relevance of the whole range of African 

traditional institutions is called into question bj such 

changes, and here too the societal fates of Buganda and Kikuyu 

were to diverge again, in congruence with the ways in which

they had already done before the first Europeans had ever 

heard of the strange kingdom near the Hile.

We can now turn briefly to considerations of the special 

e:q>erienees of Kikuyu and Buganda.

A n\uaber of writers have pointed to different dimensions 

along which traditional African societies differed.

^cation is that these differences are important factors in the 
subsequent history of change.

The impli-

The types of factors cited by 

writers as important include means and organisation of live

lihood* religion, political organisation and sooio-eoonomio 

organisation. Some, though not all, of these analyses aro—' 

relevant to any account of the diversities in the colonial 

histories of Buganda and Kikuyu

means and or^misation of livelihood 

(Herskovits* 1955x11-29, and 1962:51-113) is not a very rele

vant variable in the present discussion, 

factor of i.roligion, despite the voluminous literature on ^ 

comj^rativo religion, little has been written on the spocifi-

C
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As coneems the
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ceaiy religions factor in receptivity and resistance to social 

change in the sense iji trhich Christensen (1959:257»279) and 

Messenger (1959;279-3Q0) tried to deiltjith this issue in 

Ghana and Nigeria respectively. An iaportant contribution dLn 

this respect is the monograph by D.A. Lou (undated) in which 

he analyzes the sociological reasons, relative to the nine

teenth century historical and cultural setting in Buganda, 

why Christianity gained entry into that society with such 

.comparative ease.

There is an extensive and gjrowing literature on the 

political organization of traditional African societies 

inspired in part by the pioneering attempt by Fortes and 

Evans-Pritchard (1940) to construct a typology of such systems. 

This material has recently beenssubjected to intensive classi- 

ficatory analysis by ColemM (i960:247-369).:<■ He presents a. " 

four-category classification of political systems based upon 

the sc^le and degree to which political, authority was'central-

....continuously through explicit insti-

A'

!
?

iaed and operated

tutions of governnent.". These types range from "large- 

scale states” to "small autonomous local oonmunitieo". 

(Buganda lay somewhere between the first and oecChd typos, 

while Kikuyu was of the third typie. ) In his diBcaaoion, 

in te:i^s relevant to Buganda and Kikuyu - 

how differences in these ^oliticEil systems contribute to 

differences in political perspectives, orientation to change 

and to political authority on the part of Africans involved 

in the contemporary politics of these societies. ^

ft-

■ c

Coleman shows
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(1961;84-107) trho

^plies his analysis directly to a study of Buganda political 

Apter's typology of traditional political systems 

is based on the interaction of types of value systems ("instru-
y

mental” vso ”consummatory” which refers to the degree of inte

gration of values into the actual fabric of the social structure)

sociology

and;types of authority structure ("hierarchical" vs<• "pyramidal" 

which refers to the degree of centralization vs« decentrali- 

• zation of specifically political authority), 

analysis to the comparative study Of social change by demon

strating the following generalization.

Apter relates his

"The pyramidal and consuamatoiy combination was an 
extremely subtle integration of religious and social 
ties which, easily frangible, was less adapted to 
change than the hierarchical and Instrumental type.
The hierarchical and instrumental type, based upon a 
traditional bureaiucracy and autoeratie kingship, tias c 
more amenable to change, modernization, and soelal 
development, absorbing the cohissquences of such change 
so as to strengthen, not weaken, the system." (pg. 8?)

This aLalysis
is directly relevant to any comparison! of 

traditional Buganda and Kikuyu. Buganda was an almost pure 

eacample of the hierarchical-instrumental form of political

specialisation which is capable of transforming itself into

the contomporajpy political category of "modernising autO' 

cracy" (Apter, I96I:20-28)
C

Kikuyu, on the other hand, was

a society which did not even fit into this typology sinoe it 

was a ^stateless" or "segmentary" society (i.e, one which did

Apter does not discuss 

But it is cloar that societies

- '•'X

J'

not show political specialization) 

these latter types of society 

with political specialisation fare much better under policies

♦
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of indirect rule because the iiHpieiial power^ a system

recoghitable to^it with uhich to mdrki Societies without 

political specialization (like Kikuyu) fare less well' because 

were subject to radical misunderstanding on the 

part of colonial adadjaistrators and hence were ptbne to 

administrative error (such as the t»^sfo3nnation of certain 

forms of the traditional Baiuyu status of elder into the 

quite foreign notion of "chief”)«

Perhaps the most relevant contribution to the stho^ of

compeurative social orgahization and change in relation to 

Bugan^ and Kikuyu is the work of Karl Polanyi and his 

colleagues (Polanyi, Arensberg and Pearson, 1957)» The value 

of this contribution cannot be overrated, and for our present , 

purpose we cite the relevance of Polanyi's development of 

societal models based upon the three major institutionalized 

patterns of social integration; reeiprocity, redistribation 

and exchange (Pdlahyiet. al, 1957:250-251).

"Beciprocity denotes movements between correlative
symmetrical groupings; rodiatidbution desig

nates appropriational movements tomrd a oentiur and 
' out of it again; exchange refers here to yico-vorsa 

movements taking place as betweeaf 'hands' andor a 
market systomeBeeiproeity,thenj assumes for a back
ground symmetrically arranged groupings; rodistrtbutioa 
is dependent upon the presence of some measure of 
centricity in the group; exchange in order to produce 
integration requires a system of price-making markets.
It is apparent that the different patterns of inte^ 
gration assume defi^to institutional supports

Beciprocity behavior between individuals integrates 
the economy only if synmetrically 'orga:^zed struetureB, 
such as a symmetrical system of kinship groups,; are

..Similarly, in regard to redistribution. It^^ 
presupposes the presence of an allocative center 
the Comuhityj yet the organization and validation of 

^ a center does not come about merely as a consequenee
of freguent acto of sharing as between individuals.

» • • •
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Filially, the-s^e is true of toe ioarket syst Act^ 
of exchange on the personkl level produce prices only 
if they occur under a syst^ of price-making markets, 
an institutional setig) which is nowhere created by

We do not i^sh to imply,'
of course^ that tobsei supporting patterns are the butcome 
of some mysterious forces acting outside the range of 
personal or individual behavior. We merely insist that^ 
if in ai^r given case, toe societal effects of individual 
behavior depend on the presence of definite institutional 
conditions, these conditions do not for that reason 
result from the personal behavior in question..

Only in a symmetrically organized envirornnent will 
reciprocative behavior result in economic institutions - 
of any inportanc^j where allocative centers have been 
set ip individual acts of sharing can produce a redis- 
.tributive economy! and only in toe preseryie of price
making markets of individuals
result in fluctuating prices thsLt integrate the economy. 
Otherwise such acts of barter will remain ineffective 
and therefore tend not to occur. Should they never
theless happen, in a random fashion, a violent emotional 
reaction would set in, as against acts of indecency 
or acts of treason, since trading behavior is 
emotionally indifferent behavior and is not, therefore, 
toldrated by opinion outside of the approved channels.”

i '

never

-This passage has been quoted at length because it is 

conprehension of toe differences in social organization between Buganda 

and Kikuyu.\Fiu7ther, redistribution fits logically with the hierarchical 

type of political structure, while reciprocity is more appropriate to toe- 

stateless types in Apter's typology.

The dcmiinant mode of societal integration of pre-European

so important in ai^

Kikuyu society was reciprpci-ty in toe sense in toich this concept is 

used by Polanyi and his associatesC This pattern was based ipon the 

institutional support of a de-centralized symmetrical social structore. ‘

The latter's mSin feature in KilfcjiyTi was toe age-grade system -which imposed 

a framework of reciprqpcal relationships and obligations ipon

members of otherwise almost indipendent kin groipingS 

pattern of reciprocity was also present between the living and the 

dead, and between toe tribe aS a and its high god (ngai)

This
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The latter was symbolized in -tJie small ritual grain canaries 

idiich^peared on the main roads leading to the cultivated 

fields a feif dajra before the ceremonial harvest sacrifice. 

These granaries, ccmiprised of grains contributed by everyone 

who had harvested a crop, represented a gift of the first 

season^ crop to ngai in return-for the gift of rain ^Aich 

made the harvest possible. (Kenyatta, 1938:257-259) The 

• pattern; of redistribution was also present on a subsidiary 

level as a mode of integration. A modified form of 

redistribution on the family level was reflected in the custcan 

wrhereby the wife was re^onsible fob collection and redis

tribution of grain from a central granary sufficient- to feed 

her family for the period between haiTrests. On the sub-clan 

(mbari)level, this pattern was reflected in the redistributive 

functions with req)ect to land rights vested in the status of 

Muramati (a status which can only loosely be translated as 

sub-clan elder or head tdio was technically a kind of trustee 

for the sub-clan and who had the right to allocate land ri^ts 

within the framework of customary landi tenure regulation).

On the tribal level redistributive functions were, on certain 

occasions, vested in particular councils of elders, 

exchange pattern was also present in Kikuyu market-activities 

and inter-tribal trade relations

C
The

The traditional processes 

of work, land tenure, accumulation of wealth, and relation

ships between the living and the dead was structured by this 

de-centralized and largely reciprocative social framework.

Into this setting, throuj^ lhe medium of imperialism,
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there arrived agents of ninetewitii century Ettropeoii idadloglos

which Here to have h profound impact upon the oocio-ecohomic 

life of the Kikuyu, especially with respect to -tho meaning of , 

land and labor. These ideologies^ as we inve indicated, i^^ 

eluded elements of Christian indiyidualisa, Sociaa Darwihism,

more or less unilineeu^ evolutionism, and laissez-faire theory

However it would be misleading 

to assume either that these, ideological themes were nepessarily

3
of economic man and society.

I

inherently related, or that all people drew identical adminis

trative and behavioral Implications from them.^

(1963) has shown in his historical study of the official 

' British theories of land tenure in Bast Africa between 1895

As Sorrenson

•>

and 1939, nany of the early British administrators were quite 

benevolent in their concern for the rights of piiuyu with 

respect to land and did what they could to prevent the ravages 

of freehold land tenure from destroying the traditional fabric 

of KilEuyu society too quickly, 

however, that administrative leeway was severely rebtrictod 

by a oombination of factors including, a) the loisses-faire 

ideology which restricted government action once the settle

ment program had been instituted j b) a lack of knowledge about 

the traditional land tenure system, c) the difficult task of

\

It is clear from his account.

C

administering many different tribes within a oinglo framework, 

and d) by the lack of^a clear-cut philosophical goal for the 

reconstruotlon of African socirety aside from the vaguo expec

tation that it would develop similarly to that of the British.

Uith respect to the last point, a report in 19IO envisioned
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four staifes of evolution on the road to ciTilisation for 

Africtmso The first uas ’'tribal sociotj" In the jreserves;

second nas labor for European faxinorsf the third was urban 

employment; and the fourth nas the stage of p|rofessional 

occupations. But this process^ it was predictedj would take 

centuries to evolve. Girouard, the writer of the report, was 

a proponent of gradualism, as was also Lugard. The'process 

was espected to begin with the government employment of chiefs 

and the education of their sons; the substitution of Pro- 

tectorate for tribal law; and the gradual individualixation 

of land. This paternalistic benevolence, felt by its pro

ponents at the time to be in the African interest, was later 

to become viewed by the new Kikuyu politicians as a ration

alization inhibiting change and modemization. At any rate, 

it is clear that, no matter what institutional sector one' 

examines, the problems of British administration with reference 

appear in retrospect to be almost inevitable given 

the nature of the two spcio-cultural systems which encountered 

each other as a result of imperialism.^

Bnlike Kikuyu society, the dominant mode of societal 

integration in Buganda, by the time of the coning of the

^-7 .

to

c ■

Europeans, was redistribution based upon an increaBingly 

centralized institutional structure. Hore precisely, the 

system was characterize!! more by a balance of power between

institutional interest groups than a elear-out predonizumoe 

of one institution over ail others This is what mado (and 

still makes) Buganda polities so confusing to tbe outsider.
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This generalization na6_ reflected in the distribution of 

property rights as,well, The prihciple of redistribution 

was obviously reflected in the which property rights

were distributed from one level of the political hierarchy to 

another* But the balance of power was manifested as well, 

reflecting especially the tension between the principles of 

redistribution and reciprocity as mojies of integration. 

Kalibala (1946), for instance, points out that theoretically 

■ the Kabaka -possessed absolute rights over all lands. He 

could give any piece of land, occupied or not, to whomever 

he pleased. Theoretically the ri^t to redistribute land 

after the death of the ocoupant was also in the hand of the 

king. This right was reflected in the custom whereby, after 

an individual died, and the fi^ly and clan funeral rites 

were conducted and succession and Inlierltance nos deterolnedf 

the claji elders presented the beneficiary to the king with

>

■

various traditional ceremonies which-included gifts 'to the 

Kabaka from the estate of the- deceased* If the king gave his

consent, the transfer of property rights was accomplished as 

But the king, if he wished, could transfer these 

rights to someone of his own choosing, the originsO. beneficiary 

then inheriting only the personal weeJ^th of his benefactor. 

However K^ibala makes clear that the kinjf in fact objected 

very rarely since such r^f^ts 

within the province of■the clans 

he states, by virtue of tin uhderstending being reached between

planned.

C

were generally considered as

Conflicts were avoided »

the king and the clan elders (bataka) before the ceremony just 

mentioned actvuilly took place, The structure'^ for this negoti-
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ation ruas provided by the special relationship phich existed 

betneeh clan elders amd the king in his status as their patron 

(sabataka). But the principle of redistribution based“^on 

authority was reflected, despite all this, in the 

attitude that the king (but only the king) could interfere 

with the.actual operation of a homestea£j?y its rightful 

oeeupantse This' represented both a limitation on a man*8 

rights bu^ also a guarantee of his rights, the latter being 

■ reflected in the phrase quoted by Kalibala (1946;178-179);

"I am also a king's servsint; you cazmot do this to me*"o

Kinship, however, was not the only basis on which relations 

of reciprocity were based in traditional Buganda* There was 

another institution, namely bipod-brotherhood, which cross-cut
*

kinship lines with reciprocal obligations of another sort.

Here too Kalibaia's description (1946:Chapter IX) is most • 

usefta with respect to our present discussion, because certain 

features he stresses throw into bold relief the reciprocity 

functions performed by this institution. For one thing,

Kalibala clearly diatihguioheo between what he calls' "truo” 

blodd-brotherhood and other forms of blood relations. The 

former had nothing to do with clan totems whatever; it could 

only be instituted between members of the tribe (all other 

relationshipB being faked for reasons of political eaqpediency); 
the relationship was b^diag for life and was often recognised 

by descendants of the participants as binding upon thorn to 

some degree; and assistance was obligatory in encrgencies 

without question, these obligations not being set forth in

■)

C
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detail since the concrete situations Mghi yary i-^ 

principle of reciprocal obliTOtioiTitself was stressedo _The 

poner of this institution to cross»cut not only kinship ties 

but bariierB of political hierarchy was reflected in the fact 

that, theoreticalJ.y at least, the statuses of participants 

in bipod-brotherhood became immadiately equalized, no matter 

^ what their position oh the political hierarchy. (This equality 

of statue, however, did not mean objective political equality 

since it was hot a device for social mobility. Bather it 

meant that if one participaht was politically more powerful 

than his blood-brother, he could not exercise his right to 

execute, punish or confiscate the property of the latter 

sihce blood-brotherhood was a cpatraet for mutual protection.) 

Its irrelevance for kinship relations as far as property rights 

is concerned is equally clear since blood-brotherhood was 

instituted beteeenihdividuals and not groups, and other 
mempers^f One participant's kih group had no such rights 

in the other participant's kin group. Thus the institution 

represented a spiritual and moral association (with magical 

sanctions) between iadividuals. Kalibala presents a clearly 

sociological interpretation of this relationship. Blood- 

brotherhood, he states, functioned as an insurance structuro 

intervonihg between the family and thuj clan. In his wbrdsw

r

•t

/

C

.•••the iatefaediata point betwoen the helpless sihglo 
family and the expanded clan organisation seems to have 
resulted in the association of two onios who bound both 
their families (he means their immediate faiailies) in

y':.aasiatance.'»';";;(p.":356)'':;.vo,,

This writer would add thdt joertain features of the institution

'w'. ■■
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as "aescribed by Kalibria and others suggest that it functioned 

also as a protective prop, fron the armory of institutions 

based upon reciprocity, against the increasing political 

centralization of authority and power reflected in the growing 

inf)ortance^'^of^^e principle

social integration. This is to say that blood-brotherhood 

may have had not only a socio-economic (ihsursmce) function, 

but a political one as well.

When the Eurc^eans came, they found a kind of cowrie 

shell currency system in existence although it was not, in 

the modern formal econcaiicaliy rational sense, a money system, 

and was not involved in any profit-exbhange nexus. The

of redistribution as a mode of

Europeans were also in^ressed with the discovery that Buganda 

carried out economic exchange operations by virtue of a 

coit^jlex division of labor based v5)on village specialization.

Villages were centers of social life based on kin and clan 

By custon, clans (and hence villages) wererelationships

specialized in certain productive skills. Thus some villages

C specialized in iiie production of medicines, some in pots^ 

shoes, beer, ^ears, drums etc. These were .produced for 

inter-village trade throu^ markets and traveling salesmen, 

which functioned tinder the protection of chiefs (represented by market 

officers) vriio, in turn, collected taxes

It is sometimes overlooked that traditional societies 

are not necessarily disintegrated by the inportation of cash
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In the ckoe of Buganda, the fact that this societyeconomies

was-integrated through redistribution based on political

centralisation meant ihat the introduction of a comaereial

market-eschange system did net neceoonrily, even in theory, 

threaten the basic social fabric of Buganda. Some institutions 

based on reciprooity (e.g. blood-brotherhood, some aspects 

of kinship relations etc.) eonld safely decline in iaportance 

without endangering the people's sense of the continuity of 

■ . society as a whole by destroying its main mode of Integration 

which rested upon the authority and symbolism of the monarchy.^ 

Thus the politico-ideological context in which the 

modernisation process in Buganda under tho colonial adminis

tration began, supported the traditional mode of social inte

gration in existence at the turn of the centtUTr. Further, 

if one examines the economic history of Buganda, it is clear 

that the economic changes which have occurred have not been 

such as to threaten this basic sense of societal continuity, 

although various institutions have been altered and the 

dyna^c equilibrium which characterised traditional Buganda ~
7

is no less dynamic toddy.

At any rate, in the face of the many seemingly modem 

institutions the Europeans foun^ in Buganda, Apter (1961:63) 

points but that ^ ^ ^ ^

. r

C

0
"There grew up among the British a myth of Buganda as 
a knightly rind feudal nation....The institatloas of 
tho Buganda kingdom appeared in shaz^ contrast to those 
of other African nations.... If

Out of this myth arbse tho "spebial relationship" between the 

British and the Buganda governments whlqh has been maintained

r* -
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in one isense or another doon to ttie recent grant of inde- 

pehdehceo Shis relationship functioned to maintain the 

integrity of the cOre institutions of social integration« 

Further, despite those who - like Sir milian Mortis Carter - 

wanted to see Uganda developed hy European plantation enter

prise, the efforts of men like Governor Sir Hesketh Bell and 

Mr# S. Simpson Of the Agriculture Department plus the transfer 

of Uganda's fertile Eastern Province to the Bast African Pro

tectorate precluded the alienation o^f Uganda's land for 

European settlement» (Even if these efforts had not succeeded 

in keeping European settlers out, it is coneeivable that the 

"special relationship" would, have protected the Baganda from 

the more ambitious designs of the settlers in a way the Kikuyu 

were noto) Finally, thanks to the introduction of cotton into
'c

Uganda, and the fact that shifting agriculture (the bane'of 

the colonial agriculture departments) was nOt neeesseury in 

the fertile lake-shore region (especially in areeus where

grownnany years in one garden was a 

staple), those who wonted to encourage the development of 

indigenous African agriculture in Uganda were - unlike in 

Kenya - ultimately successful in their efforts.

Me have seen that British administrative motives in 

Uganda and Ke^a were broadly similar. They were benevolent 

rather than aggressive; evolutionary rather than.revolutionary; 

and protective rather than destructive in relation to indige

nous African life and customs. Tet l^e political, oosial and 

economic experiences of BugOada and Eikuyu^ d^

C
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from each other during the twentieth century« The reasons.

as ^ h^e seen, lie In the dialectic hetwoon the pre»colonial

and the esplonisil phases of the histories of these two bociotiesi 

We may now summarlae these points ^

1. ]Di the case of the Kikuyu, the decentralised insti

tutional base was structurally insufficient, as a mechanism 

of societal integration, to protect the traditional social'

structure against the icqjact of another, highly unified.

. social such as the Europe^ settlers. In the ease of

Buganda, prior to the coning of .the Europeans the basis for 

societal integration had been redistribution reflecting the 

gradual shift of power from clan authorities to the monarchy.

As Apter (1961) suggests, a centralised hierarchical system 

is best able to withstand the impact of an alien system if 

the basis for legitimacy is not interfered with. Since it. '* 

was not British policy to interfere radically with the 

Kaba^hip as an institution, this condition for stability 

and survival was net.

2. In the case of the Kikuyu, the sanctions on which 

such a delicately decentralised system rested were impregnated 

with religio-nagical assuj!q?tionso These tend to be unstable 

in the face of a naturalistically-rational and logally-rational 

world-view.' The disintegration of the traditional world-view 

helped weaken the stru«^ure which retlied upon such foundations 

for su^ort. The decline of traditional sanctions conbined 

with resistance to the institutionalisation of Western ty^es 

(this resistance beihg based largely ph the perceived threat

C
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of many aspiecits of the Western world-yievr to communal soli

darity-) creates sm anomic situation In the case of Buganda, 

the major sanctions, having'already been largely transferred

during the nineteenth century from the religio-eagital realm

to the politics^ realm (the figure of tBe monarch), were notq

fundamentally incompatible with the institutionalization of

the new European world-view. Indeed, Low (undated:4) quotes

Hoscoe who had reported that Ndaula, the nineteenth Khbaka.

.stipulated on ascending the throne t^ht he should 
-« not be made the. medium of the god^Miilcasa; accordingly 

the people appointed Juma, one Of Tebandeka's sons, to 
be priest, and gave him his father's fetishes; from that 
tine onwards one of Juaa's descendants has always been 
a priest instead of the reigning king."

Thus, Low goes on to indicate that

"....the fact that Kabaka was not a priest of the 
traditional reli^on meant that he could take phrt 
in the ceremonies of any new one with which he might 
be intrigued, without conflicting with his traditional 
role, without breaking any tribal taboos, and without 
horrifying his people." (Hence it follows that) "If 
t^e Sabaka could take part in the new religions',, 
cjpremonies with such ic^unity, there was clearly nothing 
sacrosanct about the indigenous religion."

In the case Of the Eitaiyu, the decentralized social 

pattern with its'associated sanctions wm so alien to the 

European colonizers that serious misunderstandings led to 

policies which, despite the intentions to the contrai7, 

eventually shattered the traditional f:^ework. This lack 

of comprehension* plus thj fact that Kenya had rich, fertile 

and seemingly unoccupied land (it had been abandoned by the 

Kikuyu as a temporary expedient in the face of the devastating

i

■i
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smallpox epidemic of the l890's Just as the Europeans cane to 

the area), led to a situation in which
f

given the co^ext

of Social Darwinist and laissez-faire ideClbgiao- settler
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ittfluence wak conceived by many Eufopeans as a potentiailly 

beneficial historical force. In the case of Buganda, a 

social system had emerged by the time of the European colonial 

period which was recognicable to the British and fitted in 

with the Tanilinear evolutionary theories dociinant at the 

time in such a way as to place the Baganda into an effective 

bargaining position during -the negotiations which led to the

As a result, despite changes

' instituted hy the 1900 Agreement, Buganda as a societal

Protectorate and afterwards.
r

' ■

system remained intact and patterns of resistance on behalf 

of customary ways to the commercialization of land and labor

largely took the form of rational and negotiated politiced.

action rather than anomic anxiety and violence which were

to form the tragic dimension of the history of the Kikuyu.

C
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Hfbtes

1« Leakey (1952:65) uiriteB that **By Miuyu Ian these trans

actions could not jhe regarded as transferring ownership 

for many reasons, a few of which may be reiteratedo 
a) Ho transaction for the transfer of the eunershij, of 

land to a person of another tribe could take place

.

-• ••

unless first of all the two parties had been linked

;b) no final trans-by a ceremony of mutual adoption 

action of ownership could be completed unless the 
boundaries of the land so sold were marked out ^ the 

presence of witnesses and to the accompaniaent of a 

religious ceremony; c) no sale of'^land was ralid un

less other aembera of the land-oOTiing family had been 

given a ‘first refusal', neither was it valid without, 

the sanction of all the members of the land-owning 

family- And so from the Kikujni point of view none 

of the rights acquired in Kikuyu lands by the white 

settlers were considered as vesting oTmership in the 

newcomers, while from the point of view of British law,"* 
and the country was now administered by the British, 

the transactions were wholly valid and had boen nadsi* 

in at solute goqd faith.” (emphasis in original)

2, One example of tho integrative functions performed by

these councils is reflected in the role of redistribution 

is the legal procedure wherein if a plaintiff won a

of property from the

defendant to himself, ttis trassfor was not carried 
out directly ^t rather throu^ the intermediate hands 

of particular elders appointed reprooenting the epuhcil 

which had rendered tho judgment. Likewiso if a complaint 

arose befofo the cljiin was settled, it had to be delivered 

via the council rather than directly.
Kex^ratta (1958:220-225). ^

• O

C

For details see

For an accoimt of what laissoB-fairq ideology signified 

for a pre-capitalist tmderst;mding of IM^ and labor 

in Eurmpo, see Polanyi (19577163^192)^^^^^^^^

3
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I 4. For example the great English libersuL eopnomist Hobson

the link botweeh

Social Daroinisa and ^British iaporialisa

5« Ihere is a vast literature on this issue generally for 

AfjSLca, but for exar^les which concentrate for Kikuyu 

specifically on the thjree-way encounter between tradition- 

hl Kikuyu social organization, laissez-faire policies, 

and administrative efforts to form an over-all policy' 

reflecting the changing views of the British government, 

see Sorren8dnCl963 a and b)^ Savage (196?), Fliedner

(I965X and Siilitoe (1963).

6. It should hot be assumed, from this sentence, that the

tension between the kiiiship princd^lo of authority and 

the political principle has been resolved entirely in 

favor of the latter. Indeed as Apter (196I) has shown 

so well, historical and contemporary Buganda polities 

cannot be understood without this tension. However 

there is little doubt that for Baganda vis-a-vis the « 

outside world, the monarchy represents the unifying 

symbol of the continued reality of Buganda as an idea 
^d as a nation. This is illustrated by the vigorous 

rise of the Kabaka Yekka party as a factor in Uganda 

politics described in Faliers (1964:357-392). Internally, 

however, the renewed importance of the Buganda elans is 

an indication that their importance is-far from minor.

7. There has, for instance, been some controversy among 

anthropologists as to whether or not the I9OO Agreei^ent 

between the chiefs and the Froteotorate administration . 

created a fixed landed nobility estate or not. (Cf 
Fillers 1957 ahd^^^^

For on interesting example of the psychological ic^ortanoe 

of thiskspecial relationship! to Baganda both as a means 

of st^or;t fpr their sense of superiority oyer other 

East African spoiPties and as a political weapon, see 
the' document •’Ternination of Protection: - A Honorandum
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to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II submitted by Members 

of the Lukiiko of the Kingdom of Buganda" included as

Jippendix in J^ter (I96l!ii79-U88).

Hie fact that two models, one frcm the study of. coii?)arative 

political structures and the oiher from the study of comparative 

^ econmic organization, proved useful in this phapter suggests that r 

converg:ence may be taking place;. A hi^ degree of centricity 

has ramifications throughout a social systan to the eactent that 

political and socio-ecoriomic modes of integration tend tovxard

an

9.

a

t

■ consistency. The same seems true in the case of high egalitarian 

Thus we find -that a model from coiparative economicQtphasis.

sociology (Polanyi) and conparative politics (Apter) converge

to elucidate a idioie range of differences which distinguish

Buganda and Kikuyu."

We do not mean to suggest with this statement that this is a 

ba|sic sociological law. 

not conclusive.

10.

Evidence for that level of certainty is 

We are merely pointing to the general tendencyj 

throughout contenporary traditional societies, for this European 

iforld-vieW to be associated with technological and scientific products 

which are so enticing to the pe^le of these societies that the 

traditional world-view tends to be undermined indirectly. 

is not the same thing as the assertion- writer would deny)

that traditional world-views no longer have functions to perform and

hence are doomed; or that all Europeans and others share what

C .
This

(somewhat awkwardly) have been termed the naturalistic and the

suggesting, howey^, that viiehWe arelegal-rational world-viewp.

religio-magical sanctions form the cement fon a delicately

social structure, if these sanctions become even partly inqperative, 

the entire structure is threatened.
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CHAPTER IV

THE TRANSFORMATION OF ENCOUNTER

The word "encounter” in the title of this chapter is 

based upon one of the fundanental social facts of existence, 

in every hiiman' society; every new generation enters life in 

a savage state, from the standpoint of a given culture^ and 

must be socialised into human status. In the present chapter 

we shall examine the transformation of this process of en

counter between generations. There are. Indeed, few topics 

more important in'the study of social and cultural change. 

Nhat we have come to call education is an arona in which an

: Is
I

r

V

older generation (or emOther sooioty) faces a younger genor- 

atio|n (or another society) to tell the latter someth^g pre

sumably important about life. The younger generation cannot 

help but assume that what it receives in this process of 

communication represents the essence, the distilled core, 

of what society up to that point considers vital to know and 

feel. The spirit of that education may come ts be accepted 

or rejocted, but its trans^osion Is part of the seribuo 

business of life. From this peropoctive, few topics are of 

greater significance for acculturation theory than the 

processes of encounter between cultureo through transpleinted

C

institutions of formal education and the adaptive problems 

and role behavior of their agents• ThisV then, is the basic

..X
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theme of our chaptorv because* for the future ijitolligOT^ 

of -East Africa it is this encounter with transplanted UeStern 

formal education which is perhaps the most formative e^eri- 

ence of socieiliBation into their new roles which most of them 

will know, ^ince most studies of Western education in the 

npn-Westem world concern themselves almost exclusively with 

manpower needs, our emphasis will be on the acculturative 

aspects of education as a setting for the learning of new 

roles and valueso Thus it follows that we will be more eon- ’

cerned here with the informal than with the formcO. »»official" 

aspects of this experience. Further, because of the serious• 

paucity of studies carried out from this perspective, we have 

had to gather most of t^e data on which this chapter is based. 

Our discussion will be organised into three parts. We
<■

begin with a brief review of the prastices of the traditional 

societies, Buganda and Kikuyu, which did not know the formal 

institutional separation of Socialisation practices into what

we think of as formal education on the one hand and informal 

socialisation on the other. H^en we shall turn to the rise

of schooling in ]&st Africa and discuss this with reference

to secondary and higher education
C

^Sociaid^

Three generalisations hold truo with fair regulaiity 

regarding education in many traditional societies, 

is that education, despite variations, has largely been geared 

toward the aims bf socialisation^, 

put this

The first

As Hodfield (1953 *121) has
•r—

$

■ N-
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sI!66 .-iB. h; ismay be safely said that during all of huHan 
' . history until recent times the . end ol edPLcation has 
- been to make, by educatibny the sort of adult that is 

admired in the society in trhich the teacher hiaself. 
grew up and to make"'tbe cktld ready for a CTorld like 
that aLn which the teacher lives*”

This not to say, as is sometimes thought, that traditional 

education did hot invbive any forms of instruction in schools, 

ceremonials or other fbimal institutions. Jules Henry (I960: 

277)' provides a number of examples to the contrary which indi

cate to his satisfaction that there ",,o,is an entire area of 

the pre-literate world where there are schools similar in 

many ways to those of the literate world. It is hard to 

believe that these schools are not a combination of native 

initiation rituals and the white man's idea of a school.” 

Nevertheless it remains true that traditional education often

gi
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stressed continuities between past and present in a way that 

more modem education no longer’attempts.
i

Hargaret Mead- has
; ;
£'i

e:q9ressed this distinction rather well.

”Primitive education was a process by which continuity 
was maintained between parents and children....Modern 
education includes a heavy emphaBis upon the function 
of education to create discontinuities - to turn the 
child of the peasant into a cle^, the farmer into] a 
lawyer, of the Italian immigrant into_an American,’ 
of the illiterate into the literate.”^
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The second generalization which can be put forward con

cerning education in these societies is that moral education 

was at its corS. This^bint can be eapuressed two ways. • lirst, 

moral issues pere not nearly as separated from cognitive 

matters as is true in Western education. Traditional education 

retained at its core a concern with the moral and behavioral 

dimension of life. Second, beeanse of this, the emphasis was
■ '
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laid primarily upon fitting the individual into the social 

community rather than upon the encouragement of individualism 

as a vaiue per se. Fen have espressed5,this point better than 

Kehyatta (1938:119,121-122)

"The selfish or self-regardijig man has no name or repu- 
ta.tibn in the, « . •eommunity« An. individualist is looked 
upon with suspicion

^wEurppeans assume that, given the right knowledge and 
ideas, personal relatione can be left largely to take 
care of themselves, and this is perhaps the most funda
mental difference in outlook between Arieans and Euro
peans... .for freedom of persoiulity is the highest good, 
and coordination with other peo^e and especially mutual 
subordination are on the contrary something accidental 
We may sum it up by saying that to the Europeans 'indi
viduality is the ideal way of life', to the Africans 
the ideeuL is the right relatiohs with, and behavior to 
other people."

The third generalisation has to do with the relationships 

between the teacher and the subject matter. This is an issue

• • • ®

® o ® •

e^lored at some length in terms of its implications by Julds 

Henry (1960:296), who points put that

"In stark contrast with contemporary industrial societies, 
teachers in all non-literate cultures are role-involved 
in what they teach: archery is taught to’the children 
by accomplished hunters, agriculture by husbandmen, ' 
religion by men and women who practice what they preach 
(whether it be good or evil) and so on."

This difference, as he shows, loads to contrasts between

Westein and traditionaa education iji both the content of what

is teiught (in terms of accurmCy, style and many other factors)

and the attitudes towaM what is bejjig taught on the parts

of both teachers and pupils

One heed not belabor the point which follows from this . 

When traditional education, viewed in the light 

of these three generalisations, breaks down, it is often

C.

exposition
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tantte^imt to a breakdo^ in the ^soeialiaation prbcess itselfb 

Mth regaxd to the distinptlons hetween Bhganda Md 

Ei^yn re it is not necessahy to go

into mnch detail eoncemlng them. Education among the ELkuyu 

was structured according to its agU-grade system. Ehus it can 

be said that adulthood unfolded in Kikuyu gradually thrOuj^

^ graduation from one age lerel to the next, culmihating in full 

authority only wiiA the status of elderhood. The distinction 

between pre-adult and adult in traditiohalBuganda, however, 

more neaiiy s^proadjoated that of Western societies in the 

sense that adulthood was eLchieved with marriage. Subsequent 

rights and privileges were dependent upon one's relative 

position and general fortunes in relation to the political 

system. Furthermore, marriage occurred at a generally earlier 

age in BUganda than it did in Kikuyu since young men in the 

latter society had first to pass through two grades of warrior 

status. Aside from these distinctions,' not in themselves 

unimportant, the principles of traditional education as 

elucidated above were similar for both societies.

••s.

FrwmBoc^i^^
^jsejqf WejitMn ^ue^ti^

An i^ortant source Of interest in the Stjidy of edu-
C

cation has b een the renewed and refined application of anthro

pological and sociological theory to the field of education

itself. This has been stimulated partly by the growth of _ 

sophisticated e^irical research in value theory, and partly 

by a growing realisation that educational theory has itself
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too long been batsed upon dpecialized curricuiuB planning in 

the -ii^t of established versions of traditional ahd here- 

tofore implicit goals and^aluesi Thus education as a field 

of study has been dominated by a utilitarian ea^hasis in 

relation to popularly recognized ends such as "eeonoi^o 

development",^oral progress", "lifting the natives in the

The publication of the tuo 

voluaes-edited by Spindler (1955 and 1963) and Henry's (i960) 

recent contribution to the study of CQjaparative education is 

symptomatic of the growing interest in the study of education 

as on agent of value transmission and changdo

In the present chapter we obviously cannot hope to 

discuss the field of education in East Africa as a whole, .

twentieth century" and so forth.

'!
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Our emphasis will be not on what goes on in the classroom 

but rather upon those aspects of European-Afrlcan encounter 

(with special reference to teachers and students) which are 

relevjant to problems of acculturation. Since;this alone is 

a proper sub ject for many separate, studies, our discussion

will prove to be very selective, raising more issues than 

it resolves. Our general focus will be on the elite academic 

secondary schools and higher (university) education, the 

latter receiving the most detailed attention through a dis

cussion of Hakerere CoUege of the University of East Africa.

The organization of the remainder of this Chj^ter in

volves, first, avjtery brief review of the historical aspects 

of the rise of Western education in relation to Buganda and 

Kiku Second, there follows a iLsCttssion of academic

C

t
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secondary scbools and, third, an'aoalysis of problems in 

social-relations and educational philosop^ encountered at 

Makorere Collegeo ",

fhe history of the rise of Western education in East 

Africa is a complex and multi-faceted story which would re

quire a separate study to'do it justice* She initial growth 

^ of education in East Africa occurred in Buganda under the

auspice8_of_:fche Anglican Church Missionary Sodiety beginning , 

in 1895» By 1903 there were about 22,Q<^ children attending 

- C.M.S* schools in Buganda.^ In 1904 Mengo High School opened 

its doors, primarily for the sons of chiefs; in 1905 there 

followed King's College, Budo, And, in the same year, Qayasa 

High School for girls* On the Catholic side, the major 

schools opened aroimd the same period following the appoint

ment of em educational specialist attaohed to the Catholic -

missions-in 1901* In 1902 Hamilyahgo was founded by the Mill

Hill Mission, followed in I905 by ELsubi school for girls
, T V!

(also known as St. Mary's)* From the beginning, religion 

emd education were inextricably linked* The Church Missionary 

Society, for example, had stressed edubation as the moral 

- basis of tho Christian presenee in Uganda* And Ingham 

(1956:11) writes

C

"So thero began to emerge a new elass, an aristocracy 
of education which time tended to usurp the positions 
of importance tforaarly pcwpied by the non-who^^h^ 
the religious factions in^ar^^^ e^^ faSd won their place 
in a peaceJ^ {Land by their strength of character, by 
their exne e and by their powerful following*"

Thus educa^on in Buganda, from the beginning, was firmly 

embedied in the political power structure and functioned
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as a major point of entry into positions of influe&be and 

prestige in thf context of changes brought aT30ut by the 

Protectorateo Because of the link between education ahd the 

indigenous structure, the former became a bridge between the 

past and the future for the sons of the traditional elite, 

hence assuring the sense of continuity which is so strong 

a feature of Buganda's developmento

- _ _ _ _ InJEenya the situation-was- quite different. Due-to-- -

the later advent of the missions, education had barely been 

instituted before 1914 and originally was chMaoterised by 

an almost exclusive emphasis upon practical training, ^vern- 

ment grants taking the form of a capitation payment for each 

'indentured apprentice'. Mission attempts in the field of 

secondary education remained on a small scale until four 

Protestant missiona pooled their efforts to found, in 1926,

>

.. ■' s

I
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the now elite secondaiy school of Kenya known as Alliance 

Hi^ School I
In the same year the Homan Catholic secondary 

schpol at MangiTcpened its doors. Initially there was .

resistance to Western education on the part of Africans, 

but this soon changed for tho Kiku^m, the Luo and the Luyia 

to strong support and a growing demand for more facilities. 

(Other African groups have been more rooistant 

education was still in the process of being "sold" to the 

Babu and the Meru after World War II. ) Kie Kitoiyu cano to 

be at the forefront of African preopuro for otocation, and 

by i960 the majority of students in' tho major secondary 

schools of Kenya originated from this society, 

in education was such that when hostility against tho missions

C
For instance
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(KUniyu faith
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reached a point where ^ open h:i^a;eh was threatened, the

Kiksyu lnd^endent Schools Associatiph was fouhded in 1929 

to maintain the benefits-ofedncatibn with purely African 

resources..:)":-;.:';

■ HerSkOvits (1962:2dl), in his review of themes and

variations in colonial- educational policies, points out with

regard to the earliest European educators in A,fricai that

generally speaking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;

"In their day, an educational philosophy wMch held 
that there ^^t be values in ^African sociai life and 
customs on which a curriculum for Africans mi^t be 
built did not exist,"

But many variations of policy neveftheless existed, even among 

the three British governments in Bast Africa often changing
2gr

with the point of view held by particular influential ad

ministrators.^ The Kenya government held a rather restrictive 

view of the puiposes of African education. The report of the 

Department of Education for the year 1920-21 (quoted by

Ingham, 1962:364) stated

"It will be readily admitted by most educationists 
that literary education per se is harmful to the 
ordinary native Of Africa."

The report just quoted from wad part of a preamble to an

c educational policy directed strongly toward techhipal subjeots 

such as carpentry, bricklaying and so forth Even though this

plan, which involved ^ants in aid to aj^roved mission schools 

in each suimihistrative district. was strongly approved by the 

settlef-dominated Convention of Associations, it was not put

into effect

A Similar view prevailed in many quarters in Uganda ■ •:
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A special cbmmittee^pointed; by the Governor to' report on 

the possibilities of a Native Civil Senrice in I919 .(quoted 

in Inghamy 1962:36W stated

"We are opposed to any extensive literary education for 
the general native population, and he consider that it 
should not proceed beyond a standard yhich will enable 
a native to learn a trade by which he can earn a living. 
Unless literary education ih complete, or is accompanied 
by techhical ttsdiiing, the hative is apt to regard him
self as a superior being for whom the ordinary duties 
and responsibilities of life have no significance,"

But the Uganda government, somewhat freer of the strong

pressures which bore upon its counterpart in Kenya, pursued 

a more independent course. In 1922 Makerere College was 

established to provide instruction in certain skilled trades,

and near the close of 1923 the Governor, Sir Geoffrey Archer, 

:^vited Mr, Eric Hussey, Chief Inspector of Schools in the

Sudan, to Uganda for the purpose’of making recommendations* 

for the development of an educational system. As a result

of the latter*s report, the government undertook a .serious

deveiopment plan in African education; Makerere College began 

to offer both literary and technical training, elementary 

and ^termediate schbole were endowed i^d established, and

an Education Department was created in 1924 with Hussey as 

its first director,'6( Similar' developments wero taking place . 

in Tanganyika, althou^ these plans r-ema^ from un-

Such educati^al developments, however, tojbk place 

within a strongly evolutionist framework which placed 

nejfative evaluation upon the traditipnal aspects of African

opposed^

a

culture (an attitude not unshared by African intellectuals 

of the time such as J.E,K, Aggrey^ the eminent Afidcan
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educator from the Gold Coast) This evolutionary' bias was 

evident in the I^elpB-Stokes Fund Heport on African education

in 1920-21 trhich deeply influenced the policy of American

7fflission education in sub-Saharan Africa. There tjere ex

ceptions to this philosophical perspective as early as 1925, 

as evidenced in the report in that year of the Advisory 

Committee on Native Education in the British Tropical African 

Dependencies, but to little avail.® Even the conception of 

■ education^ progress conventional during the 1920's received . 

a serious set-back with the onset of the world economic 

depression. Hetrenchment occurred in both Tanganyika and 

Uganda, "....the previous indisciijainate policy (being) 

thought to have led to disillosionmeat and discontent among 

Africahs who were unable to obtain the sort ot employment
fC.

to which they believed their education had entitled them."- 

(Ingham, 1962:366) In Uganda,, however, with the coming of 

Goverjior Sir Philip Mitchell in 1935i education again received 

a stimulus. Under his influence, the de la Warr Commisasion 

was appointed in 1936 by the British government to study the 

development possibilities of higher edncation in East Africa 

_ and its report in 1937 reconmended the evolutiok of Makorere 

College to university status as soon as possible; a policy 

carriedput twelve years later.^

After World War I^,incrbasing attention was paid to 

educatioiml development. Also, with the exception of South 

Africa and the Portugese territories, considerably more 

attention (at least in the form oT lip-serxice) was paid

‘
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to the role of traditional African values in the adaptation

Here the io-

poi*tahce of education in the preparation for ijidependence

of Western education to the African context O

in the modem world intersects with the newly awakened force

of African cultural pride in its search for speeifically 

African contributions to world oivillsatlono ThiSj of 

course, has worked to create severe problems for African 

educational piOlicy ajid philosophy.

At the present time, the educational picture in East 

Africa genereaiy, and in Uganda and Kenya in particular, is 

varied and qi^te rich. Aside from the rapid growth of 

elementary and secondary education, and the expansion of 

higher educational facilities through the Univoroity of East 

Africa, other forms of educational opportunity exist as well. 

These include Teacher Training Colleges, Theological Semi

naries, Techhicol/Vocational Schools, Bural/Earm and Trade 
Sehoojls ^ and Commefoial Schools.

es^anding opportimitles for study abroad; a phenomenon 

which, rather like the Grand Tour of Bonaissanee Europe,

Further, there are

✓

is coming to regarded as an ^dlsponsable pant of the

The interesting purelydevelopment of a truly educated man. 

historical aspecta of the rapid growth of Western education
C

in Africa, and espoelally the phenomenal rate of expohsibh 

in recent years in the face of obvious need, can obscure the 

underlying sociological and psycho-cultural issues of 

acculturation and communication whichure as relevant at 

. present as they were over a half-century ago, despite the

j... ..

S. . ■
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To these deeper ioDuespatterns of statistical change O

which will occupy us for the remainder of this chapter; we 

now turn our.attention

It is obviously impossible to discuss all acculturative 

isEJuea with respect to the total picture of Western education 

in East Africa. This writer has concentrated upon issues 

relating to academic secondary and hi^er (university) edd- 

cation in Buganda eind Kenya thus far, and we shall restrict 

our discussion to this level. As there are significant

differences between secondary and higher levels of education

regarding the topics to be discussed, the two levels will be 

considered separately. Furthermore, we have not included 

various statisticaLL data about schools genereLlly since these 

are subject to radical change oyer short periods of time and

Our examination will focus upon 

those issues which reflect deeper problems of acculturation 

and Social change.

hence to obsolescence O . .

In our brief discxission above of tholhistory of Western 

education in East Africa, we have already mentioned the im

portance of European attitudes regarding philosophy and goals, 

'laese attitudes were comprised of a cocsplox balance of emphases.
C

some stressing the need for education geared to the needs of 

the average African villager^^ 

elite for the sake of i)eadorohip^^

some the need for on educated»

even if at the oaponse of 

a generation of average Africans, and others revealing some

thing approaching a sense of guilt for diotuibing the alleged 

equilibrium of an "instinctively happy people" 

result of the ambiguity of European attitudoo toward the

14
One clear
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educatioBtaQ: eaterprise in Ifrica has beeh the ambiguity of

feeling about the edueated Africi^ himself« As the Oast

Africa BoyaiCoEBniasion pointed but (1955:201);

••The theory of indirect rule as neli as the personal 
inclinations of many administrators led to the ebn- 
centration on the doTelopaent of rur^L tribal societies 
rather-thaa the training of an educated urban elite,.,.; 
there has> indeed, been a tendency to look on the west- 
erhized African with suspieioh;.,.Tho8e Afrieaaa who 
have abandoned their customary way of life, find them
selves excluded from the sbeial. and cultural life to 
which they aspire.

Most observers who have commented upon Western education 

and its impact upon the societies of Africa have stressed the 

disruptive and individualizing tendencies of such education, 

with its focus upon the intellectual-utilitafian at the expense 

of the moral socialization themes of traditional education,

tl

y

Fundamentally this generalization is not incorrect, but in

First,"

as we shall see later, it tends to be far more applicable to 

university than secondary education .(because of the*secular 

nature of the former), eind second, the generalization under

estimates the veiy real philosophical underpinnings of British 

secondary education in East Africa and its inherent purpose 

of providing a moral-societal substitute for the consistency 

of traditional socialization.

\
its stated form it tends toward oversimplification.

f-

I
i

’i
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This purpose is reflected in

secondary school structure, socieil life, and personal per-

spectives of European Secondary school (largely missionary) 

teachers.

luiderstood, two unfortunate consequences follow.

S' If this educational philosophy is not properly

First, the

radical discontinuities between secondary and higher education

I
3
ii

S
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'in East Africa will Ve underestimated ejidy secondv the 

anibiveO-encies toward Western education generally both on the 

parts of European teachers and Af^rican otudonts (and teachers) 

will be inadequately comprehended.. If these consequences are 

allowed to occur, no realistic approach to the reconstruction 

of educational philosophy (and policy) pah be eapected in 

East Africa orifor that matter, in Western■societies them

selves since the crisis of Western education is universal, - 

albeit with complications appropriate to particular areas.

Before esqaloring specifically the twin fPundations of 

British secondary education in :fo8t Africa, it is necessary 

to remind ourselves of a common but, in this context, ex

tremely important truism about British philosophy generally. 

Except for the brief Idealist interlude beltweeh about l880 

and 1914 reflecting the influence of T.H. Green, "...British 
thought has been marked by a strong mistrust o'f^^taphysics 

and by the preference for the language of common sense, by 

empiricism, hedonism, and the tendency to exalt soiontifio 

•method as the proper model for ethics and political phi

losophy," (Richter; 1956:446) The British philosophical 

consciousness (and British education), thanks in part to the 

peacefulness of the social transformations of the l8th and 

the I9th centuries in comparison ip the revolutiohary up

heavals on the European continenti did hot feel itself called 

upon to wrestle with the abotractiohs of historical philoso

phical dialectics

ooophical "apeculation" outside the frameub rk b f empiricist

t

C

British aversion to fundamental phil-• ;

t
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“conmoii sense'?f while subject to numerous exceptions in 

England itself (e* g. in sUch diverse figures as Spencer 

and Green}, remained embedded in an alnost undiluted form

within British educational theory euid practice in East Africa 

It would be a great mistake, howuver-, to conclude that there 

were no consistent moral and institutional models underlying

There were two bases in fact;secondary education there

religion and the institutionea model of the British elite
r

public school.- -=>

Eric Lucas, (1959:4) Professor in the school of education 

of Makerere College, states unequivocally in his es^loration

of English traditions in East African education that

"From the start formal education in East Africa has 
been built on religious foundations. Schools were 
started and maintained for many years by the Christian 
Missions and every major edneational report whether 
from inside or outside these territbidoo, has reiterated 
the importance, not merely of including religion as a 
subject in the curriculum, but of making it the whole 
basis of school lifei"

"African schools (he adds). Catholic, Protestant and 
Muslim, have grown up with the encouragement of govern
ments , administrators and teachers themselves broughtn 
up to regard religion as a proper school subject, 
taught by the regular tea:chers, usually laymen; rather 
than by prieots and with religious observance on es
sential part of school life by day. It is this lay 
element which distinguishes the English tradition from 
the Eomah Catholic(though the aims are oommon to both

Actually the last statemeht somewhat oversimplifies tho natter

of religious distinctions

were quite coc^lex

generalisations are possible and useful. One Icportant 

■ generaiiMtion is relevant to any understanding of British 

Protestant secondary schools in East Africa (as against secular

■3

rfc

BeligiOuo distinctions in emphasib 

However, for certain purposes, broad

O .

• '
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Euid even Roman Catholic Ones), Tliis has to do with the 

important role of ^angelicalism in Protestant mission 

theolo^^d motives. It is more or less accurate to gener

alize that Evangelicaiism has pla7ed a powerful role in East 

African Protestantism, including the Anglican church, and 

that it has survived as a potent factor in East Africa in 

ways virtually unknown in contemporary Great Britain and 

other Western societiesV not only among African Christians 

but also among European i^ssion teachers. Richter (1956!447}' 

provides a vivid description of Evangelicalism adequate for 

our purposes in this context.

"As a theology, Evangeliceilism preached little more 
than that dbetrine of justification by faith which 
Protest^tism claimed to be the essence of St. Augustine 
and the Pauline epistles. Actually the Wesleys taught 
an infinitely simpler doctrine than that of thd original 
Protestant reformers. Caring little for theologieaJLc 
subtleties, Etaugelioals made an essentially emotional 
appeal, simple but very powerful. Vivi«ily contrasting 
Nature with Grace, the eternal suffering that follows 
from unredeemed Original Sin with the eternal bliss 
tdiat God in His mercy will confer upon those who call 
upon Him, their creed summoned sinners to repent and 
to surrender themselves to the saving grace of God,

In the individual, the experience of conversion 
was to be kept alive by developing spirit\ml discipline 
through the relentless, methodical self-scrutiny of 
every motive and detionj socially the Methodists intro
duced a much-imitated innovation - eveiT believer had 
to attend both public service and a small group dr 
ciaas which engaged in muttuil examination of its raem- 
bers* conduct. Thus the regenerate were taught to 
destroy the iE^ulsive pleasures of the natural nan 
by doing nothing that had not been oxialyzed in advance 
Membership in ai^ intimate grotip of ardent believers 
did much to reinforce such personal efforts..^.Buch 
unrelenting examination of motive by self and sect 
characterised all Evangelicals, whether Methodists or 
not. Combined with the fervor produced by conversion 
and assurance, these methods created a powerful, if 
limited^ type of character. Evangelical homes had a 
way of instilling, even in those of its sons who went

• • • «
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over to the Church of Home as did J.H« Nenmaui or to 
the Church of Science, as did T.H. Huxley, ah emotional 
dynamic, a dedication to cause, and a calling to self** 

■;sacrifice.»^■

How, it would be gross exaggeration to argue that all British

Protestant mission teachers shared this orientation completely; 

as we shall 'see, many did noto But ho one acquainted with

Protestant history in Kikuyu and Bugandaj and with individual

teachers, can deny that itkplayed a powerful role; certainly

It.was thisa stronger one'than in Boman Catholicism, 

dynamic, and this dedication, which drove so many mission 

teachers to East Africa in the first place; although, it must " 

be added, the dynamic was considerably protected from the 

crises of cohscience brought on in their counterparts in 

Europe by positivistic science, higher biblical criticism.

The dynamic was liJcewise protected in East 

Africa from erosion by the inexorable forces of chemge by 

the sectarian institutional-authoritarian structure of the

and world war.

secondary school. No analysis of these schools, and their 

Afri3Ban products^ can be complete without realisation of this 

point. The present African Protestant intelligentsia, whose 

Baganda and Kikuyu representatives we shall discuss in the 

following chapters, have been nurtured in sectarian com

munities designed quite consciously to provide a "whole" 

way of life in ways not so functionally different from 

traditional society itself. Graduation from these com- 

munities into the "real" world hsis induced a loss of

C

"innocence" as poignant in its way as the effects of modern 

isation in relation to tribal life If ihere is a crisis• :
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of conscience ■among the teahhers in these schools (as this 

writer's ejqjeriehce has convinced him there is)^ it too has 

to do with the growing awareness of the threat to their 

highest ideals arising out of the processes of change from 

whose corrosive effects and ehalloages they had temjjorarily 

been shielded by the circumstances Of history 

has found elements of this crisis of "ego" present in Pro- 

testpmt teachers of both seetariEin and nominally seeulaO»

■(gsvemment). secondary schools to a. greater degree than 

among Homan Catholic teachers he has encountered, 

the differences are not difficult to comprehend, given the 

greater systematic-theological and social-political sophisti-

The writer

:
iI

If so,

- iication of the Homan Catholic Church and its resultant flexible

Iadaptability to socio-oultural change

The second foundation stone of British secondary edu-

O '

.■t<■

Ication in East Africa has been the institution of the elite 

Englistlj Public School which fits into East Africa rather 

well finee " in a thinly populated eoiintry with a selective 

eduoational system, it is quite inevitable that the secondary

0 9 0 0

0>
schools should be boarding schoolo." (Lucas, 1959:12) As 

is well known, the English Public School iat its best fsr 

more than a simple residential boarding school.
C

It was also,

according to one critic, the source of irony bn the theme

*...as well as pomposity, conceit, homo- 

sea^ity, religion and philistinism."^^ xThe Public School

of social climbing

was associated with four characteristics; boarding, fees, 

freedom from local control and social selection. (The major
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schools of Buganda, for exipple Budb, fulfill moot closely 

all four of these qualifications hince the latter criterion, 

until very recently, reflected aot only ability to pay but 

actual position in the official "Establishment" of Bugandao 

The eiosest example in Kenya is the famous Alliance School 

near Nairobi, although -there being no real Establishment - 

socieil seiLection has laurgely meant selection according to 

intelligence eind academic results. If a class structure
f

• develops in Kenya along modem lines. Alliancejaay well

become implicated in it.) Public school themes are embodied

in words like "character", "leadership", "English", "tradition"

and so on, all perhaps best suamed up in the term "good fora".

The good schools (like Eton, Harrow, Winchester etc.),

writes Vaiaey (1959*28) do

encourage the boys to work hard and seriously and^ 
they measure their achievenqnto fairly ruthiessly, by 
the test of the G.C.E.resuits and entrance to Oxford,
>Cambridge, Sandhurst and the medical schools. On top 
of this they take games incredibly seriously; they want 
their boys to be fit and tough. (Gsuaes are hot ao 
strongly emphasised in the schools of East Africa.) 
Because of this they Serve iaeais that are well-balanced, 
they insist on adequate sleep; personal hygiene is 
irqjortant -it all goes in the concept of 'training', 
and (consciously) the game that-^s being trained for 
is seen as a paradigm of life itsolf where those 
qualities will be useful.

All the major Public Schools put emphasis upon religion,

^st being Anglican (and fairly evahgblic^ in mood), although 

there are Methodist, Hom^ Catholic and even Quaker Schools 

in existence. The Schools ore not genejSolly noted for having 

p^duced first-rate original minds capable of a high level 

of spontaneous creativity;father they are associated with

rt o • • p
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the production of public servants for the "Establishment”

institutions, ideally people with a high sense of service

and •noblesse obliged As Vaisey puts it, rather caustically

"fhe Public Schools train people to acc^t the cultural 
horma which they ezist to perpetuate and thejr do this 
as ruthlessly as any cell in Peking. As a result, 
while nhabers of people waik around convinced that they 
are wearing themselves to the bone for the public good, 
they are really walking about keeping the Establishment . 
going. It

We are now in a position to understand somewhat the 

■ difficulties faced by institutions of secondary education in

Their religious foundations _have been challenged 

by Africans who have now thoroughly disengaged Christianity

East Africa.

and Western education and intenscsly desire the seculairisation 

of the latter. Further, as w® have suggested, the specific 

meanings of the religious foundations have become ambiguous 

in the minds of the teachers (less so, perhaps, among the ..

Catholics) who are becoming aware slowly that boys are not 

just ij>oys, and that secondary schoolslife oirply postpones 

necessary cpnfrontation with issues of identity and change 

in the real world. In this task of application of Christian 

(and other Western ideological themes - these points do not 

just apply:*to Christians) doctrines to life, the teachers 

are seriously hampered by their cultural biases and lack of 

anthropological knowledge of tribal life. (Those points 

apply with rather less J^rco to Bugahda than to Kiku^ 

althou^ it could be argued that the very involvement of the 

schools of Buganda in the traditional social structui-e and 

Christian oligarcl^r will - in the future - make them less

C
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effective centers for adaptation to change than the schools 

itt'Kehya which have always remained Outside the indigenous 

social structure.) At this point, a conunent by Vainey regard

ing the English situation is of ij^orteint relevance to the 

present situation in East Africa;

"It has been a coamonplace of educational discussion 
that a school is a microcosm; in it, 'the world's game 
can be played out in miiiiature; and all under the eye 
of b enevolent rather than mailevolent gods. Armed with 
the knowledge gained in a kind of spiritual link-trainer 
the pupils can go out into a real world and traverse its 
skies with confidence. This seems to me a pernicious 
doctrine. A school is not a microcosm. It is the anti
thesis, in some respects, of the world at large; it is, 
at most, a part of a child's environment. A child's 
moat important relationships are with his family, then 
there is a grotrijig series of relatiohships with the 
world at large of which his school is oiay a part, and 
it may be a hot very important part....Shy to this there 
should be adddd “character' a^d'tradition' is rather 
mystifying^ unless you specifically regard the school 
as a place where the harmful assxuaptions of society at 
large were to be eradicated and new values substituted.'' 
(pp.44i45)

o o • •

Viewed in historical context, the problem of how to 
formujlate objectives has always been-an ambiguous one for 

British colonial education. South Africa has been alone in

the extreme ideological formulation of educational goals 

(Kumalo, 1959) but, as Lord Hailey (1956:1221) has written.

"Lack of uMformity and clarity in defining policy is 
particularly marked in British colonial areas. Policies 
differ as between French, Belgian and Portugese terri
tories, but the policy is more or less clearly expressed, 
and the school system designed on a consistent plan to 
^ve effect to i 
British areas is

C

Part of this lack of system in the 
ue to the predominanee acquired at an 

early period by mission^ activity in education, but 
in part also it is duoat^ the projection into the 
colonial field of the traditional disinolihatibn of - 
the British to subject education or any other intellect 
ual''movement; to\Stat0":control..'»''.’'T

1

Furthermore, " the British colonial governments have placed• • • •
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widely different and indeed incbnsistent interpretatibno upon 

the policy indicated in the aemoranda of the Colonial Office 

Committee.” The result has been local diversion on almost

all issues including the timing of the introduction of En^ish 

into the curriculum, vocational vs. academic emphasba^tenninal

primary education vsv primary education as preparatory tO 

further study and so oh Although our temporal frame of refer-, 

ence in this discussion is coterminous with the eve of inde-.

pendence in Uganda and Kei^a, the relevance of these issues

is not at all diminished with independence. As Lord Hailey

(1956:1227) wisely recognises,

"The time has now come when the African is in a position 
to tafce a more positive part in doterainingtho type of 
education best suited to his eireumstances and the 
genius of hie people. But it is difficult at the moment 
to go farther than to debate the extent to which the 
existing systkis Of education are successful in achieving 
the particular ends they have been designed to server”

The sotting of these ends has been chafactorised by some con

fusion and the British educational legacy has thus been an 

ambiguous one. The contemporary African generation has been 

raised in the context of both the strengths and the ambiguities 

of this system of education.^®

UnfortTuiately there has been almost no direct empirical 

research on African schools as fields of culture change, 

although there have been a few attempts intolligontly to 
survey such issues though more or less brief ea^oditiohs in 

The resulting analyses afo useful in direct pro

portion to the intelligonoe and pofoe|>tiveness of tho visiting 

observer. This writer has carried out a brief survey for

C
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purposes subsidiary but relevant to tbe present main reoeancb 

interest, Knding that it eras not possible to comprehend 

many of the important reactions of East African university 

students to the eaperiomce of higher education uithout 

reference to the nature pf their secondary school life, we 

toured the major secondary schools of Kikuyu country and 

Buganda from whichoour student respondents graduated. In 

our discussion, in line with our interest in acculturation, 

we shall, restrict our attention to those aspects of school 

life which, first, afford an insight into the attitudes and 

beliefs underlying the policies and activities of British 

educators in Kenya and Buganda on the eve of independence 

and, second, which enable us to understand the forces at 

work upon this present generation of university students,

Before presenting our own cenolusioas, it would be of

value to review some of those arrived at by observers of
Ea^t African Secondary education over the past few decades,

A. good place to begin is with Murray‘s (1929:267) important

reorder of the influence wielded by the "spirit of the ago"

upon particixlar policies and practices, ospociolly those of

the missionary societies which, until just over a decade ago,

were in almost sole charge of primary and secondary education

in the region of Africa with which wo are concerned

"Ohere the 'spirit of the age* is concerned, it is not 
easy to contend against it. The modem missionary 
society,,,;i8 dependent on the state of contemporary 
thought, Everyth^g comes back to that - its appeal 
for funds and for workers, the response to that appeal, 
its view of its own task, its attitude to the African 

to whom it goes, its relation to Government, and 
; its relation to other societies. It is remarkably 

sensitive to the world in which it works,"

C
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It is cleaf that the importance of this point cannot be 

exaggeratedo Africa, Gunbng many other things, is a l^eido- 

scope of second thoughtff on fundamentals, tmfulfilled aspi

rations and ambiguous hopes, all of which have played their 

role in the minds and hearts of policy makers and edueators. 

Among the many forces which have made themselves felt in 

relation to such matters are evsmgelistic. motives deriving 

from Victorian-Imperialist optimism, world war, tho idea of 

the Dual Mandate, the Changes in missionary theology relative 

to the trend away from sheer evangelism in the direction of 

more humble conceptions of the "Christian witnesa", the rise 

of African nationalism, and the ebbs and flows of world 

opinion.
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In 1935 Thurnwald (1935:237-238) cited some of thel spe

cific problems of educational method emd conceptions. With 

respect to the latter, he points out that

"..^.modern education....bestows intellectiunl hhowledge 
for reproduction and imitation, but it fails entirely . 
in providing other rules of conduct in those situations 
with which the man drilled in memory work and e3q)esed 
to ihdividualistie trends is faced today, feaehers 
with a solely rationalistic attitude of mind are gener
ally disregarding this need. 'This is mostly the con
sequence of ttie under-estimation of the laws dominating 
thenative's life, the ignorance of theHany rules 
with which the African used to administer his society. 
Stili the romanticism of Bbusseau prevails that 'natives' 
live without restrictions and laws, which have only been 

man by 'civiiLaation' ."
However this may have ^een in 1935$ it must be said that 

teachers have become rather more sophisticated about sach 

matters by nbw. But this increased sophistication is often 

superficial, in the sense that many would agree now in prdJiei- 

plo that such knowledge is neoessary but have failed actimlly
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to %provide themselves with sufficient understanding to 

comprehend in detail the problems of adaptation on the part 

of their African students. Under pressure, the "boys are 

boys everywhere” dictiua tends to supersede all else. This 

is a generalization with many exceptions, but its importance 

should not be underestimated either (although the point about 

Rous8ea\»ian romanticism is not widely applicable any longer).

Of greater relevance to the present time is Thurnwald's per

ceptive comment'(1935:389-590) on the effect upon many Africans 

of the growing rejection among some European quarters of the 

Christian missionary foundations of education and even of 

Christianity itself. While here especially any generalization 

is subject to qualification, it is often still true that

”The Afrieang if it suits him, is alert and prompt to 
oimitate (this European attitude) without worrying over 
its further implications in European life. He receives 
the sanction of its smartness from that set of Euro- 
peains. Whereas the mission tries to eradicate old forms 
of crude materialism, another materialistic tendency is 
introduced, so to speak, behihd the mission's back.
These antaigonistic trends of Europeanism-confuse and 
pareayze the African. Consequently the effect of the 
new religion upon the neophyte is mininizedw Althotigh 
nominally Christian, he is not able to draw moral 
advantages from his creed.”

Formulated thusly, the generalization is oversimplified; the 

crisis aroTind the relevance of Christian moral theory is any

thing but; confined to missioha.i^ fields i Nevertheless 6in 

important point is bei^g made with this’observation, 

found that among many if not most of the mission personnel 

within our acquaintance, modern ‘’materialism” (in the sense

C

We have

of money and status idolatry) is viewed as a far greater 

eneiny than- either Islam or paganism Sinally^ t^s writer^B
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experience has convinced him of the cpntemporary'relevance of 

Thurnwald's comment (1935:27^275) on the European teacher 

which points out that

»«The theoretical scientific training of the teacher 
and his knowledge of theoretical European pedagogy is 
of the same use to him as training in European law or 
European business methods or agriculture and so on is 
for other functioimries. it is almost more of a^ draw
back to him than a means for handling the problems 
with which he is concerned* What he really needs is' 
a knowledge of the processes of adaptation, of the ways 
of native thinking, and the features Of their social 
order from-which they are emerging.”

And as concerns the African recipient of European education, .j
... ■ ^ ■

"fhere is always a tendency to bring about a certain 
harmony among the particles of-his new knowledge, old 
experience and inherited tradition. The African is 
Jeft in despair as to how to arrange the mosaic of his 
mind. He eitpeots to find a guiding hand from the same 
European who provided him with the many new stimulations.”

We shall have occasion to return to the latter point later in

this chapter wher.e we sh^l see that the generalization is ""

a perceptive one, although the last sentence needs to bo

modified by the realization that this expectation is fraught

with ambivalence, often tinged with hostility.

In 1947, Professor Turner (1947:69), an ex-principal of

Makerere College with seven years eiperience in East Africa,

wrote that
c

either of two defects is common in Mission Schools: 
on the one hand, too much infonnation and instruction, . 
with strong pressure to industry and obodioncb but with 
little stimulus te, enterprise Guid thought I and 
other, an excess of moral precept and homily, with in 
sufficient presentation of the fed.th and discipline 
upon which Christian conduct must be based.” (In 
secondary boarding schools there was too much of a 
-tendency for) ..copyingrfrom European models, too
little experimentation

In 1954, K.A. Bobertspn C1954+1955:137), writing

«

on
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aspects the pupil-teacher relationship in Hetropplitan 

:^glish as agains East African seconda^^r schools, describes 

the productive tension between teachers and pupils in English 

schools which is resolved by the 5th or 6th Forms by way of 

fruitful intellectual debate. IdSally the outcome of this 

tension is that good discipline is internalised and need no 

longer depend upon constant recourse to external sanctions. 

Speaking of his-experience as a teacher in East Africa, 

Robertson concludes that

.1

"In Africa this tension does not exist. The teacher is 
assured of respectful attention and one of the major 
incentives to good teaching is gone.

"I have noticed that to digress from the matter in hand 
irritates African schoolboys. I think they feel that 
time is being wasted when they could be more profitably 
employed copying Some new facts into their notebooks.... 
For one thing (this) places the teacher in a hopeless 
position: if facts in isolatibn are valued for their ^ 
own SakeV then a teacher, who can hardly help knowing* 
more, comes to be regarded as better than his students, 
instead of simply more mature."

The result of this, Robertson warns, is that at worst the 

teacher may at some point cone to be regarded, to all inteats 

and purposes, as infallible. At best, this attitude leads 

to one-sided teaching, which results in a confusing simpli

fication of ideas. Ideas become accepted as facts, and this 

in turn can lead to thinking in terns of extrenes. The two 

major factors to which Robertson attributes responsibility 

teacher-pupil relationship ar^, first, tho 

lack of group identity due to the dissinilarity of cultures 

(a mituationvwhich tlxe A;fricah i^her suffers from as well 

in his communication both with European teachers and - because

. t
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of the status distinctioii bet#e^^^ studenta - with

h:U students aa well); aeobnd, the Orientation totrard 

in teroa of exoMJiation-paaaing which further atifloo deeper 

'conuiunioation*

aueeeaa

One of the moat perceptive and refreahiugly stikiulating 

oaaeatttdiea of aecondary school life in East Africa is 

^ F. Musgroye'a (1952) analysis of the Uganda secondary school, 

at which he taughi^, as a field of culture change. Much of 

what he reports~Ae of wider applicability^ 

he pointo out that '’Although the pattern of organization 

within the school is little influenced by the structuf'e of 

African society outside, there is, in fact, a cbnplex inter

action between the school and the tribes (in the euvironoeh'i^. 

Amohg his examples are the role of school fees in inducing 

changes in mpbility patterns and economic behavior on the 

part Of parents and relatives of students; the compensatory 
functlo^ of the school in relation to society

For instance

•s activities

relative to the various incapacities of the latter in pro-

meetia^modom demands; changes

in social attitudes brought about by the pupils thonoelvoo 

who become accustomed to nbwnamenities, routines of life and 

standard of conduct. Musgrove also disputes some of the 

more popular stereot3T>es regarding the alleged cenflict 

• bett^en Western and traditional African ideas which are often 

said bo underlie tension within the pupil* s personality. 

Pointing to traditionil beliefs such as

magic and witchcraft, he asserts that

C
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V '’The i.ddae conteiined in Western oulture as preoeiited tp
than j^glit be ejqpect-

ed since some are largely resteLtemehts 9 Pith a nee
already heldo The Hebrep

opsmology, ehich most believe to be an integral 
part of Christian religion, COrresponds closely to their 

^'own'-aosaplo'gyo;"''-.

Citing yariotts examples from Bantu cosmology, Muagrpye adds 

that "The S^ritual geography of the older Christian religion - 

heaven and;hell, God and Satan, Mgels and devils, fits easily 

into this pattern®" The analysis is valuedJle among other
'X

•reasons for the many cOngrUities between Christian and tra=
*

ditional African assUnptipns which are used in illustration

of the important basic point that

"Within the school amd particularly with the mPre 
advanced pupils, the tensions arise not so dUch between 
the new Western and the old indigenous euitures, but 
between the twp apparently contradictory elemonts 
introduced from the West, the reli^ous and the scientific 

the questions are those which were asked Of the ^ 
divines of the late 19th century; How can we square ■ 
evolution with Genesis? How can we roconciie a scien
tific account 0 f historical change with the intervention 
of GOd;in human affairs?”

This point is vital to an uhdefstanding of one of our basic 

assertions to be iatroduced later in this chapter; namely, 

that the conflicts and ambivalencies in the African student 

mind arise npt as much from the tension between traditional 

and Western secondary education as from the irfeponcilabilities 

between two traditions of Western education - that of the 

sectarian secondary board^g school and the comparatiVoly 

secularised and seemingly more anomic university life*

by MusgrOve is

that which seed Western education as introducing a basic 

disharmony between pupils and thoirfamilioB at home. Huogrove

0*00
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states flatly that

•'In the case of this Uganda secondary school it is a 
very doubtful proposition indeed, and one to be'treated 
with the greatest Of caution, that higher education is 

tensions and Cleavages bettreon its products 
and the relatively uneducated villagers.''

It is true, however, as he says,'that the school "causes

social stresses in other ways" in terms of indirect social

consequences on traditional custom, CExamples include changes

in the age of marriage, mobility patterns, and the inculcation

- Of new tastes which in turn affect other institutions such
*

as polygyny.)

A third stereotype which Musgrove rejects is the over-

siisplified image of the "new" African as pure materialistic

self-seeker. In a copnent strongly reminiscent of Thumwald's

statement quoted earlier concerning the African's need for

mentai harmony, Musgrove asserts that

"The African pupil is seeking subtler satisfactions 
than are credited in the familiar stereotype of the 
educated Afri<^ seeking EurOpean-type employndnt, 
dress and living conditions, and discarding His unedu
cated family as nOtr beneath his station."

As we siuOl see in the following chapter, this is accurate

with respect to the African university student as well.

With regard to acculturation theoiy itself, Masgrovo

cautions that ^ ^ ^
c

fThere is no smooth transfer of culture, but a complex 
pattern of acceptance and fejection. From the culture 
tensions a new synthesis emerges which is different 
from both parent cultures."

Of pa.rticular interest are some of the exan^les he uses to

With reference to the modification ofillustrate this point
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religions l)eliefs and practices^ for instance, iie found thdt

^Some boys reject the Christian teaching of jneekness 
and allege that this is taught by Europeans, at such 
blatant variance with modem European practice, in 
order to emasculate the African and conditiph him to 
a role of tame subordiJiationi Others, and particularly 
those tmder the influence of the Balokole (the Revival), 
accept, the Christian virtue of"^eekness as a central 
tenet; it provides them with a stVong defence meohar* 
nism in the 5 culture conflict. For them, the necessary 
consequence of meehneps and repentance is forgiveness; 
it is ususO. for them to -claiai exeinption from school 
punishments bn the grounds that they have repented and 
are filled with humility, and it is the master's 
Christian duty to forgive. The influence of the 
Balokole movement is itself an .expression of culture 
tension: the sect is essentially separatist; it is 
also Salvationist, and its members can relegate all 
Europeans who are not within its rsinks to an inferior 
standing on earth and eternal torment in Heli. It is 
difficult to predict the final outcome of bur teaching 
and, in the case of Christiein teaching, to be sure - 
whether the resultant attitudes and beliefs can be 
meaningfully labelled 'Christian' at all »

The deepest cultural obstacle Musgrove attributes to the 

traditional African conception of causality, both in the 

world of nature and of man. His pupils, he claimed, were 

unab}Le to appreciate the .concept of long slow action (such 

as in geology), or social history, tending always to look 

for purposive actions.

"They want the more dramatic, immediately observable 
results of human action, or of ah agency acting with . 
the moire eapilyundpratobd motive and purpose of^ and 
in the same time scale as, an individual nan."C

Finally there were obstacles inevitably arising out of more 

concrete conflicts such as patterns of sterebtyped suspicion 

whichjsometimes took very weird forms,-. . ^ ^

Of more recent vintage are the psychology of accultu

ration studies of Dbob (1957 and 1964), who has done com

parative research among the Baganda, the Luo^ and the Zulu

X
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tribeSjWitb refbrence tov^eoific hypotbesea aboutvaccultu 

ration He succeeds in clarifying some stereotj^es about 

tbe in^ort^ce of tbe variable of education by demonstrating

O' .

that variables relative tb tribal structure and culture 

(and even clan differences within a single tribe) are im

portant intervening factors. The Ainsworths (1960) carried 

out some interesting studies :bf a similar nature, one 6f the

most interest^g of which utilized students in six ^st 

African secondary schools, four in Buganda (ranging on a 

scale from most to least acculturated relative t© reasonable

criteria such as staff, distance from Kan^ala etc,), and two 

in the Nyanza Province of Kehya (one with predomi 

Luo students, and one with pupils from many tribes) 

the more important findings relevant to the East African 

acculttirated students as a whole are "...^oa striking tendency 

to accept authority, rather than viewing it as punitive or 
^trating

tlynan

Among• .

fr «t plus a tendency to ”,,,, care farJLess for 

freedom in the ®^“8®pf Western democracy than for freedom

in the sense of autonomy of the African politico-geOgraphical 

unit, or in the case of the Baganda; autonomy of the tribal 

unit," Furthermore,

issue in East
AtrtGOif probably because bther lines of cieavage be- 

African and EurOpean-^-and Asian are so clears 
It is perhaps only where acculturation has proceeded 

-BO far towards assimilation that other lines of 
cleavage break down that external si^ of distinction

C

In addition.

nLevel of acculturation was found to be related
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significanilsr to attitudes to authority figures. She 
most acculturated groLup were most frequently capable 

balanced judgments—of appreciating both the nega
tive and positive contributions of the authority 
figures of the new culture

To a striking degree, insularity of political awareness was 

present among the students

also have cause to comment upon in the following chapter

II

an observation which we shall

As far as differences between tribes wa:s concerned^ as might 

be eapected, the Baganda students as a whole showed a,rather 

higher level of tribal identity and awareness than the othe:^ 

We are now ready to present the generalizations arising out 

of our own survey of secondary education in East Africa.

t

They are phrased generally to protect the confidentiality of 

particular sources, and only those are included which are 

based upon reasonable consensus among our respondents.

Generally speaking, there has been a definite attempt 

in almost all the schools we visited to create the conditions 

of an English public school. The emphasis is upon the '•boys 

are boys^’ approach, even in those schools in which Headmaster 

and'teachers entertain doubts about other aspects of the 

English school tradition. Relative success or failure in 

relation to this goal depends partly upon the personality of 

the Headmaster, partly on the sponsorship of the school,

partly upon the support-hhe-Boadmaoter-receives-or-fadis-to-- - -

receive from his staff, and partly upon conditions pertaining 

in the environment. By and large, Buganda schools must take 

more account of the tribal social structure and public opinion

1.

C
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t]^ is the case in Kenya because in. the base of the former, 

as ne indicated earlier, the ■ schbois sure part; of traditional 

society in ways not true in Keiiya^ It must be kept in 

however j that -this generalization is deceptively sii^le.

The rise of the Kikuyu independent School movement aS early 

as 1929 suggests that no European school can function totally 

outside the realm of prevailihg public opihiono However, 

the degree to which a school should in fact adapt itself 

to indigenoas public opinion and cultural values Is a matter 

of some difference of opinion which cannot be said to depend 

entirely upon whether one is a European or an African teacher. 

For one thing, officially Stated views are hot alwayl^dentical 

to those uttered in private, especially in the cake of 

African teachers, FurtJwrmore, opinions vary according tp 

what aspects of traditional life are at issue. There is 

still much ambiguity about what role the school shbuld^play, 

in b^th Bugahda and Kikuyu, in relation to the demands of 

different sectors of public ppiniph. In the case of the 

Kikuyu the schoolboy role has been legitimated within tribal 
iife;22;r--''''';:::v:'''^

f

: . ' ^ ^ ■

\

C with the specific

role of the Kikuyu and • the Baganda students in the schools

In all tha Kenya schools visited the images ofwe visited.

the Kikuyu were virtually identical, 

describe them in relation to other student grot^s were 

"more eager", "more tenacious", "more motivated", "more 

"more manly".

Common words used to

independentn One comment referred to their' »
• ■'
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loVe of *'sec-ret societieB^i Mds does not mean tliat all 

ihiropeans Interviewed like the Kikuyu better thajx the^ o 

: Some prefer the Luo who are seen by almost all as second

only to the Eikuyu in drive and educability« Attitudes 

toward the Kikuyu seem partly to reflect deeper attitudes 

coaoeming”prpper*^ hehavior for **natiTes'Vo Some find the 

Kikuyu exhilairating, others fear them. Almost all Europeah' 

teachers and officials interviewed knew very little about

9-

- traditional Kikuyu sbcial structure and cultural values; 

most indicated that they genuinely liked the older phgan 

Kikuyu whom they had met better than some of the younger . 

more Westernized types; and all agreed that Kikuyu pupils 

came from ”all kinds of homes'* as far as socio-economic

status is concerhed.

Attitudes toward Baganda students ane more ambiguous.

The European teachers in Buganda schools, although they did 

not kijow as much about the Baganda as. this writer e:qpected 

them to, of course did know more than their counterparts in 

Kea^a knew of the Kikuyu. One reason is that the major 

schools are more implicated in the traditional social structure 

of Buganda, having ofiglaally been founded largely as training 

centers for the sons of the Bagandk-Chfistian oligarchy;

Thuaf mof0 is known of the background of the individual

C

student on whom more careful records are kept with 

respect to this than is the case in Keh^. Generally the . 

Baganda students are considered rather highly cultivated for

African students, with backgrounds of exposure to music.
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Europe^ teachers inliterature and the arts genersJ-ly. 

almost all the Buganda schools visited state that the tapper- ~

stratum selectivity which sas true in the past with regard

Pupils still come 

from more financially prosperous backgrounds, but in terms

to school entrance is now diminishing

of status there is now allegedly a wider spread ranging from

sons of ministers to sons of small landowners and lower civil 

servants. However pressure is still present to accept into 

schools the ''duller” sons of high ranking fathers, fhere is 

a strong desire among Headmasters in Buganda that their

schools not be exclusively for Baganda and in one major 

Protestant school Baganda comprise only 30^ of the student 

body, and in one major Catholic school the figure is 

The Bhganda are viewed as generally the most sophisticated 

although it is claimed that if the others are given a. chance 

(i.e. relieved from tribal pressures and stereotyped cate-
r' ■

gorixation) they can do very well.

In Kenya and Uganda (especially the former), despite 

the sincere desire for the contrary on the part of Headmasters, 

there is a trend toward greater specialization in school 

selection on the basis of tribe

3-

C
district and religion Thisf

is partly due to the official British policy which supported

t

partly to the fact that not all African societies have equally

Because ofaccepted the desirability of European education 

the disproportionate Kikuyu dem^d for such e dueation (only 

thei Luo are generally considered as equally oriented in this

• '

■

■•V
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direetioa)« tAe districts aroimd Nairobi are b est developed ^ 

in primary school facilities* The township schools in the 

V Rift Valley (the old ••settler" area) achieve, according to 

one Headmaster, •'staggering^^ results in ^the examinations. 

Religious specialization of schpbls is a reflection 

of the geographic distribution of themissions- 

with the Government's policy of sending pupils Of parti

cular religious^affiliations to schools of their denomination 

^ despite the fact that a pupil's religion was often aiaply a 

reflection of which mission happened to have a primary school 

near his honte. These factors are leading to what one respon

dent referred to as •’district patriotism’' and another as

combined

"district tensions" aunbng some Headmasters eind schools,
■■'24

despite the avowed desire for "tribal balance" 

student body. If this trend is not reversed by the new 

African government, it may render the schools useless as an 

•agency of integration in the drive to•encourage a national

among the

consciousness.

4* Concerning the internal life of the schools, in both 

' the Kenya and the Buganda schools yisitbd, there was a deep 

chasm between the Headmasters and the pupiils, and between the ' 

African and the European staff.This chasm, it should be 

made Cleary was not necessarily one of hostilityi In the 

case Of the Headmaster, the social distance between himself 

and the pupils reflected both the sharp status distinction 

and the fact that, the former was European and the latter 

African. The Headmasters were quite awhre of this and did

C

•A,
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noi^eem strongly cbirterne^ with bridging this ghp They

seemed to feel that their authoritative role required ito

They were also generally aware of the sharp lack of com- 

ittunication between African and European teachers and did 

tend to express concern about this 

were unable to do much -about it in view of the fact tlmt a 

tkird line of cleavage i though not always as sharp 

first two mentioned, existed between the staff as a whole and

However the Headmasters
•, ■ ■

r-
the Headmaster himself

The lack of communication between European and African 

teachers could not be eiqplained by an assuj^tion that Africans 

were Africans first and teachers second ahd thus were closer

to the African pupils than the European teachers* because 

this did not in fact seem to be the case.

African teacher haS told this writer that the status distance

More than one

between themselves and the pupils was nearly as great as that 
between their European counterparts and their pupils. Reasons 

for this situation are varied and subtly rooted in cultural 

stereotypes and diverse customs. One example ampng many is 

the Headmaster of a school with seven African and five Euro

pean staff members who told the writer that one of the main 

problems is that European and African wives have little in
C

common, and that the best de^ is the annual school-leaving

party during which "th.^ Aff'ican b Ocomes a child and romps

in games Africans, he pointed out; are "not at home

Their fbim of entertainment is different - 

They don*t seem free to entertain

entertaining up 

we're always in a hurry.

9 ■
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He described Afric^ tea parties witli tea, stole

bread, formal speeches and 'solemn But "when we go,

they do a jig. His - conclusion was that ’tre havenH found

Things are affable but 

At another school

us.t

a common bridge to a jolly good time

H^be it• 8 vice versa too.'•

o -

not enjoyable

with six Africans(all Kikuyu) staff, and five Western (mostly 

American) staff, the Headmaster told me that the Africans

come to school almost exclusively to teach classes and that 

both groups had their ”own social life” But he hoped the

situation would be alleviated if a staff room were built.

In one school the Headmaster (a gregarious American) has made 

a determined'effort to break through this barrier and the

partisLl success he has achieved suggests that only through 

the action and personality of the Headmaster can this situ-

These cleavages are of great sociological 

and psychological importance because they account for a 
nunlper of highly significant consequences.

Such status cleavages can neutralize the effect of many 

years of experience and residence in Africa for Headmaotora 

and European staff because, eombinetl with the generally 

"closed" nature of the boarding schooi community, an enclave 

of fantasy about Africa and Africans can be maintained.

(This tends to occur more in Kenya than Buganda but it is not 

entirely imtpoasible in the latter.)

wise sophisticated, the experience in'such a epnununity can 

function positively in introducing the ptipil to a wider

But if the staff (especially the Headmaster) also

ation be altered.

a)

C

If the staff is other-

horizon.

- -.T
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happens to be hostile in orientation to the secular €ind uihQn 

world, then the preconditions are set for a traumatic experi

ence on the part of the S&frici^ students after ffraduatioh.

(As we shall see, this is an important clue to an understand

ing of certain problems experienced by Africanuniversity 

students.) a?huB the social structure of the boarding school 

with its various status and group cleavages can function to 

maintain whatever preconceptions the Headmaster and the staff 

arrived with in Africa,

b) Yet the Headmaster has considerable control over the

African pupil's life-chances, because it is the Headmauster

who is responsible for character recomnendationa. It should

be said immediately that all the onesr.this writer, has met

take this reBponsibility with extreme seriousness and search 

their souls with great care in exercising it, 

not necessarily relevant.

But this is

As most Headmasters are well aware,
the ^frican pupils do not approach them with confidence and

hence they really know little about those students, 

masters rocognine their function as primarily disciplinary 

and try to take account of the experience and opinions of 

their staff, both African and European, 

here is often weak as well. Further, the African pupil 

arrives at the secondary school with exporienee in adapting 
to the whims and attiti^es of those bn whose good-will he 

is dependent for success and advancement 

structured soci^ system of the secohdazy boarding school 

prosehts a situation in which these charades can be continued

Head-

But communication
C

She closed and
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Holes are clear-cut amd easily;learned^ 

life is not at all unpleasant, responsibilities other than

with relative ease
• >

aeadeaic are few, and identities in terms of sub-group member

ship are clear and stable. (There are exceptions to this.

especially in Buganda where links to the outside enviroiuaent 

are stronger and hence school life is more affected by en

vironmental waves and currents, but the generalization iS 

still a significant one.) In suchha context the average 

intelligent African pupil has little difficulty adapting to 

the role of a "good boy" and a "decent Christian", especially

r

to the satisfaction of a Headmaster such as the one who told

the writer that "we can never imderstand the African mind"

but who felt about African pupils that "the voluntary spirit 

isn't there; they're used tp being ordered to do things- - 

that's their attitude to life, inertia, they're ordered to

They have an 

Tiiat person-

do something and like it when they're there, 
infinite capacity for enduring^what bores us." 

ality and cultural factors-not all relevant to sincerity and

depth of conviction are operating in such situations is illus

trated by a new American Headmaster nho told us that his ex

periences with pupils was so radically different from what he 

had been led to expect from conversations with more experienced 

teachers and Headmasters, that he was forced into the position,, 

of feeling himself obliged to ignore all advice and to ^strike 

out on his own".

We have dwelt on the dynamics of this generalization at 

some length because to the extent it is valid, it may be

c
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pre^cl^ed that not the secondary school but the imiTersity 

(with its looser norm structure, more secular atmosphere, 

and more complex social organization) will activate the 

contradiotions between the pld ways and Western education. 

It is this very point 

to discuss later on in this chapter.

indeed, wiich we shall have occasion

The religious and social style of school life is often
{

almost as much a reflection of the personality and attitudes 

of Headmasters (and to a lesser extent, of the teaching staff 

as a whole) as it is of the sponsorship of the school, 

if controlled research were done on this matter with the use

5.

Thus

of categories as gross as "Catholic", "Protestant" and 

"Government" schools^ it is unlikely that suph categories 

would prove as useful as an outsider might suppose, 

writer-found that from one Protestant school to another, and 

one Catholic school to emother, for example, radical 

disiinctions in style were present, 

compulsory,rin another not. 

ihgs of the allegedly historical Jesus were stressed, in an

other the emphasis was more on abstract doctrine.

This <

fro:

In bne school chapel was

In one school the life and teach-

in one
C

school the style was propagandistic,, in another more scholarly. 

In one school the emphasis was on dontroyersy, in another it 

was felt that religioi^ groups "should noit be debatinjg 

societies" Furthermore within a single school one could 

often find radical divergences of style and emphasis depending

•; ■

upon the teacher. In one school, for example, the writer 

interviewed two teachers, one of whom obviously combined^a
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conscious doctil.n^ off the sinfttlirehs dfnsunhitisjhraita egcistIc
t-' '

striving with hn admiration pf the independence and <^ive of 

the "town school graduates" even though these schools were

The other teacherviewed by him as bad for "character"*

stressed to us his belief that the African in his traditional

context was better off than at present and described his 

colleague of whom we just spoke as inconsistent because while 

he claimed to believe this as well, he has also described the 

• tribal African as "cow-like". When we asked the latter re

spondent if he did himself in fact believe this as well, he

replied that he did but that he believed it was better tc be

cow-like and close to nature than individualistic and ae-

bitious, a course which could only lead to unhappiness.

despair and sin. Such inconsistencies we found not to be as
ft-

rare as we had previously thought, 

life in Africa force a man to think through his basic assumptions

Perhaps the conditions- of

about life and nature; perhaps service in Africa originally 

attracts men of particular views euad predispositions, 

hard to say.

It is

But this writer’s impression was that the indi

vidual, teachers he met in East African secondary school life

were sharply etched as personalities both in their individual 

consistencies and Inoonaisteneieo
C

It is difficult to judge• '

the effects of such variety of teacher-typos upon the African

1pupils, for the latter 

a casual observer

o not reveal their inner feelings to 

As a group they are'extremely deferential

in their tone and style'of address, considerablyiabre so, in 

fact, than is true of Hakorpre Students xrfio tend either to be
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more aggressive^ o qu3^ than deferential. However

there is little doubt that African pupils vary considerably 

in their responses to school experience, depending upon their 

histories and personalitieB. Religious responses range from 

the fervor of the Balokole (one will usually find some pupils 

influenced by the Revival, especially in Protestant schools) 

to the slick materialism of the cynic» What, then, cibi be 

said to be true of all schools visited? Despite variations,

- as stated earlier in this chapter, one finds an emphasis upon 

the virtues of Christian religion as such, based upon the 

assumption of its beneficial effects oh character fomation. 

Second, the ideals of the boarding school community play a

powerful role in the attitudes of the staffs; the effects 

upon the pupils in schools other than the most elite ones are 

hard to ascertain. Third, in all schools visited these first

two emphases in combination were expected to operate bene» 

ficialLy to break down tribal and stratification divisions 

indirectly. There was little emphasis upon the direct teach

ing of race and cultural relations issues, this being in line 

with the position on this matter taken by the Cambridge 

Conference Report (1953) perhaps reflective of British 

faith in indirect processes of social contact between prag

matically reasonable individuals

C

26

•A
J

6. There was a feeling rather widespread among our re

spondents that there existed little relationship between the 

secondary schools of East Africa and Makerere College

ever there was variation in the degree to which this observation

• ;
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--bnr-tlre-part-of respoiideiits was’ accoapanled "by hostility 

directed against Makerere In some cases this hostility was 

present in sharp form, in others in mild form, and in some

This writer classed as mild hostility those 

oommehts which did not evaluate negatively the oollegen 

experience as such, but which attributed the lack of cpmrauni-

not at all.

cation between school and college to diverse factors^pecuiiar 

to East Africao/ Two such factors were stressed by respondents;

■ one was growth and bureaucratization leading to routinizatiqn 

and consequent depersonalization of socieO. relations, the other 

was lack of competition for Makerere leading to carlessness dLn 

public relations. Responses of this order usually contrasted 

the local situation unfavorably with the allegedly better 

relations existing between schools and colleges in the United 

Kingdom. Bosponses were classed as sharply hostile if criticism 

was directed against the effects of Hakerere life on students.

Such comments were made with particular force by one important 

Headmaster who, interestingly enough, was held 4n high esteem 

at Makerere. In his opinion, "Makerere is the worst place one 

can go to,” Beasons cited for this pinion included the alle

gations that Christian tutors ”donU cut much ice” there; that 

the prevailing atmosphere is anti-Christian; and that the 

colloge was a breeder of oonbeitt in the sense that the latter 

was a by-product of lifi^ at an inajtitution which - in its 

C8u3ual attitude toward rules and decorum (e.g. calling teachers • 

”sir”) and toward Christianity generally - did not provide the 

preconditions for a genuine and disciplined Christian community.

c
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“Tirer respondent statTed: that reactioiiB against MsLkerere^r^ Hot

imcoBUUon among both tutors and students who have allegedly 

told him that ”we leave behind (there) what school stood for”. 

This type of attitude, it should be stated, was encountered 

rarely, although this writer's impressibn. was that more 

individuals shared it than would express it. Our strong

impression is that sharply hostile attitudes toward Makerere

are correlated ,with Christieoi beliefs of a kind which perceive

modern secular college life as a threat to the survival of

these beliefs. It is important to point out that this type

of division in the interpretation of the Christian faith is

by no means correlated simply with the line between school 

teachers and university lecturers and personnel, 

has encountered persons on the university level who believed

This writer

strongly that the view of college life just described is

correct; and he has also met secondary school personnel who

considered colleagues holding such views as essentially

products of ”a different generation of Christians” than, that 

with which they would identify themselves, 

not be useful for present purposes to explore the frequency 

with which these various attitudes were encountered in our 

It is unlikely that all respondents were equally

It is the patterns of attitudes 

which are important and rsvealingf and thus have received 

our closest attention.

It would probably

C
survey.

candid in their responses

The final generalization to be discussed has to do with 

the interrelationships between reli^oUs politicB and education

7
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in: both Keiiy^' aiid Bu^iida.; -a source "Of ijension unlikely tov :

. TIntil about 1950 all schoolsend entirely with independence 

in Kenya were Mission-ruh on the primary and intermediate

levels. Then District Educatioh Boards were set up to pro

vide education for children who could hot gain entry into

Mission schools. These Boards represented the beginning of 

secular, state education in Kenya; they were brought into 

being as a result of articulate African public opinion and 

pressure which is heavily in favor of the secularization of 

education. Most town schools, because of the religious and 

tribal heterogeneity of their populations, are now D.E.B. 

schools. The real role of religious politi-cs becomes visible 

in the more homogeneous rural areas. The Di>E.B. 'o, which, 

in i960, were financed two-thirds by Government and one-third
•5

by the African District Councils, open new schpols every year. 

When a School is opened, people in the area are asked what 

kind of meuiagement they desire for it (D.E.B,, Protestant 

Mission or Catholic Mission), and a real political campaign ’ 

ensues. There is serious rivalry between Protestants and 

Catholics in the (then) Central Province, but the situation 

is more coi^lex than this generalization suggests. It can

not be assumed that there is unanimity among Protestants and

\i ■

Catholics as single groups either. One Catholic order, for 
instance^ receives its\pney largely from American Italians at 

the eiqpense of other orders and this creates a certain degree 

Catholics^ with greater souroeB of funds, are 

able to open more unaided schools than are the Protestants

of rivalry

> .X
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: and -this generates hostiiity vMong-the-iatter--since-it-is—^— 

felt that-the system as it nas Constituted in i960 worked 

in favor of Catholic schools since they are eaqianding in 

number. Thus if Catholics receive equal aid from Government 

but can open a greater iiunAer of unaided schools than can the 

Protestants, it is feit that the outcome amounts to exceBsive

The issue has become aggravated 

since the Hau Mau emergency because Catholic schools have '

Government aid to Catholics.

been spreading with energy and thrust since that time and the

Protestants, who - because they: were there first - control

more than half of the primary and intermediate schools in 

the province (as of i960), feel a sense of threatened vested 

British education adainistrators wero themselves 

privately divided about this issue, some feeling that edu

cation should be secularized, others that Government should 

extend aid equally to Catholics and Protestants, and still 

others that some account should be taken of relative private 

It was commonly agreed, however, that vocal 

African opinion was in the direction of secular education.

interest.

resources. /

One example among many of African opinion in this type qf 

conflict occurred when a District Education Board in one 

district was faced i^tix the common problem of what kind of 

school should emerge when Cl third stream of a triple atream 

school was split off

C

ti form a new school A resolution was• '

passed by this particular D.E,B.tb place the new school 

under D.B.B. management The vote was seven in favor, two

j against The affirmative vote included those of all five



on the Board {amonjsrShqm, wan Catholic) plus two 

The two negative votes were cast hy .

As a result of this, the 

Catholic bishop of the district complained to the Ministry 

of Education and the vote was dverturhed on the grounds that 

when a new school waa formed through the fission of an exist

ing one, the new school should come under the same management 

as its parent school.

Protestant Europeans. ?!

the two Catholic European members.

3

i.
I

■ rl

It is not unlikely that the future ?!/
will see more conflicts of this nature in view of the fact

that African opinion is also stressing consistent increase

in education, often at the oapense of quality in relation 

to quamtity, and resources are limited for the new Africaui 

govemaents as they were for the old colonial ones.
,i

■ 1)The situation in this respect in Buganda is, if any-

j
thing, even more complex. The history of tri-partite religious 

conflict in Buganda is well-known, and tensions between re- 

littous groups remain serious albeit polite. Now'that Buganda 

is'partially integrated into the nation of Uganda, the situ-

1

I
/

' ation is even more complicated in the sense that diverse 

threads of world-historical Catholic political experience

in jShurch-State issues are reflected in the relative, influence
C

in different areas of Uganda of particular Catholic orders »

since the latter are often associated with particular national

Kenya religious politico can be 

expected to influence education, cJ.though in ways more subtle

groupings. Thus, as f

than any sirple dichotomous Btereotype of Catholic vs. 

Protestant would suggest Aside from the fact, that Cathblles



do not; a$ noted, represent a monolithic interest group, there

is the influence of demographic factors in relation to districts

Beligious affiliation statistios for political districts in

Buganda vary radically in relative balance emd thus simple

nation-wide (or Buganda^wide) generalizations become tenuouse

Shese generaliaations, helpful as they may be in the

infornmtion they provide in an area of severely limited

information, are of restricted usefulness regarding the deeper

and:mOre,precise knowledge required for truly Scientific
* ■

formulations of education in acculturation. In the area of

.o ■

27

comparative education such studies are barely in existence,

for - as Philip Foster (1960:113) warns in his incisive

lysis of comparative methodology in this field,

'•The real problem of transferred educational institutions 
is to ascertain how they are actually inoorporated ijito 
an institutional complex and how they become meaningful 
institutions in teras of the traditional society^

Recently,, in what this writer regards as a healthy development, 

considerable attention has been paid to theoretical analysis 

of the directions comparative research in this field could 

take. For instance, in a really exciting article, ^person 

and SClunuck (1963) have adapted the more sophisticated aspects 

of the social psychology of small group analysis to compara

tive problems of learning in the area of value and_nbrm trans

mission. Louis Bone^(l96P) has described a tentative socio- 

logical framework for the coE^arative study of educational 

systems. Ahd Foster^ in the woz^ cited above, has warned 

against facile but; popular stereotypes about the offecto of 

education oil economic development and other aspects of non-

It

c
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Arguing that the great needWest erh societies generally

at the moment was defining the •'relevant yariahles about 

which data must be obtained", Foster concludes that "nearly

O

all these really significant questions are at the microcosmic

level".

.the relation of education to rur£Q.-urban migration, 
- ' the causal factors in dropout, the impact of^formal 

.schooling on social cohesion, and many others of a 
similar variety6...We td-sh to find but how the school 
does operate witliin the community and what functions 
it actually serves. We wish to know something of the 
teachers who work in the schools, the children who 
attend, and what happens to tliese children when they 
leave. We wish to know what the expectations of parents 
are and where conflict ±s likely to occur between values 
taught in the school and traditional "community values 
system." (pp. 115-114)

"...

Finally, although we have not dealt with statistical 

issues directly, proper statistical projections are essential 

for realistic planning. Likewise, an unrealistic (however-; 

popular) assumption Can yield misleading conclusions even if 

the statistics are correct. A recent paper by Richard Jolly 

(1964) Subjects one such asstunption to critical analysis; the 

use of school enrollment figures as a basis for educated nan- *

power projections. Warning that " it is more important to 

know what changes are occuring in the structure of education

• • • •

c in the population as a. whole, and to plan in terms of them, 

than simply to loiow numbers or changes ih-school enrollments",

jolly describes more realistic statisticeil techniques of pro

jection, pointing to specific areas of data which are still

Thus he is able to show that "rapid changes in school 

enrollments may make only small changes in the stocks of edu

cated manpower" since "changes in the educational levels of

needed
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the population as 61 trhole taka decades to ef febt" and even 

rapid expansion of school enrollments may make hardly a dent

Failure to pay adequate attentionon the inherited pattern'*

to proper statistical assumptions Euad approaches, he warns,

leads to completely unrealistic expectations for the future.

For instance, in Uganda'.s case

.even though most of the boys get some schooling' 
tbdky, a.nd about half the girls, over half the popu
lation in 198O will still never have been to school.
This is true however fast school enrollments'ea^and in 
the future. More challenging stiil, in the absence of 
6in effective and widespread progrEunme of adult education, 
illiteracy will still be prevalent Eimong the Uganda 
labour force in the year 2020 A.D,"

By using comparative literacy rates in the 19th century for the 

developing countries of Europe (Belgium, France, USA, and 

Russia), Jolly shows that even then - in terms of literacy 

6uad higher levels of education - these countries were consider

ably further advemced them Ugemda is at present or, given

tt
000

present assumptions, can be for a long time, 

ization is genuinely desired in less developed countries,
■ ■ 1'

"educational backwardness demands an approach far wider than

Thus if modern-

plans for conventional schooling".

pur concern has been more in the area of interculturaO.

c ect to the transcommunication 8uxd educational policy with ne^

But here too we have seen that events are 

still largely determined by unexEunined assumptions and patterns

mission of values.

whose interaal contradictions are the resiat of historical 

chEmges in motives, values and norms on the part of both 

carrierB and recipients of Western culture in East Africa.

Thus far we h£ve confined ourselves to considerations
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arising out- of secondary school education.^ '' ' It is poissible 

and legitimate to rema:^ on this leyel of concern since, as 

we have seen, Research in this area of comparative education

But for this writer, secondary education 

is of interest here as a foundation for a more specific 

problem; the role of the hi^tily educated in the reconstruction

is in its infancy.

of society and Culture. Before turning to this directly with 

reference to Baganda and Kikuyu, it is necessary to discuss

the institutional:eontext ih which eacposure to Western higher 

education in East Africa occurs. We therefore now turn to a 

consideration of MakerCre Uhiyersity College in I960, the eve 

of independence for Uganda and Kenya,

The same ambiguity of policy which we referred to above 

with regard to secondary education was true of higher education 

as well. As Lord ^iley (1956!l229-1230) has pointed out,

•'It is especially in Connexion with institutions of 
higher education that the type Of:instruction given 
depends on the view held of the place in society which 
the educated. African may be e3q>ected to fill,>,

"In the British territories no specific statesont of 
principle On the future of the educated African has 
been made, nor has the educational system been adjusted 
towards some clearly Coiweived place which he could be 
expected to fill. Accepting the general value of an 
eduea.tion based on the European model, the British 
Governments have beeh content to wait until the products 
of this type of education have asserted their claim to 
a position in the political Or administrative life of 
the country. In cases where this position has been 
accorded, it has more often been ih recognition of a 
claim which has bei^ tacitly encouraged than as the 

V:r'result;- of,.;a;. predetermined^plan." v-;''-:

C

Considering the vital importance o f th® university as an agent 

of culture change, remarkably little sociological wOii has been 

Yet, as H.Q. Harris (1963:22) has so well put itVdone.
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**The University is worth considering at greater length, 
because it is the place where the potentially most ih-

of society are introduced to the most 
refined standards! quantitative and qualitativej neutral 
and ideal, beceuise it is the most critical arena in 
which tie clash of systems is fought but and b ecauae, 
consequently, as an active forces it is the most ener
getic and fully conscious midwife o f cultural genesis.
All the factors which influence the creation and use of 
standards in general, and in the clash of systems in 
particular, apply

There are signs that iiterest is shifting in this direction, 

howeverj with reference to our present topic, one such indica

tion is the recent article by Wilton Dillon (1963), Besearch 

Director of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, on '•Universities and 

Nation-Building in Africa" in which he presents what, in this 

writer's opinion, is an outstanding attempt at conceptual 

and methodological formulation of needed research which he 

calls a "Schematic Outline for the Study of the Interaction 

between a University and an African National Community: the
f *■

Social Setting for Learning Elite Holes and Nationhood,"

The research which we found necessary to carry out onMakerere 

College as an institution, as a precondition for the effective 

study of our student sample, lod us in much the same direction 

as Dillon has charted, although our focus was far more restricted, 

since this area oftiinterest is truly a '^frbntior" for 

research, it is necessary to preface our remarks on Kakorere

to higher education,"• •

C

College with some more general observations with reference to
V ■

universities in the Anglo-Americam world. This is especially 

necessary in view of the strong although understandable temp

tation to focus one?s attention upon the discontinuities be

tween universities in the Western world and those in non-
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Western eiivirpnmehts to which the university comes as an alien 

it is joBsible to overstress such discontinuities 

in view of the fact that people who become involved in an 

institution must learn the roles appropriate to it, wherever 

in the world such roles may be instituted, 

tution must adapt to ah environment, distinctions between 

behavior whose dynamics are determined primarily by ihsti- 

tutibnal adaptation to a warticular environment, and behavior 

• whose dynamics are determined primarily by the institutional 

role structure itself, should be drawn on the basih of empiri

cal research.

institution.

While any insti-.,

It is to facilitate such distinctionsathat we

remind the reader of the follow^g generalisations pertaining 

to the university institution in the Western world.

The Western university has faded two great problems of
<

transformation in recent years. One may be called a trans

formation of function, H,G,Harris (1963:22) has succinctly 
described the dynamics of this treuis format ion:

in the Oxbridge or Bedbrick variant of the Euro
pean Uhiversity, the accepted stsuidards until very 
recently were aimed at moulding and perpetuating a 

' certain type of man. This type was a pblished humanist 
with the ability to lead or control others of a lower 
social claiss, less wealth, or of lesser intellectual 
and social ^fts than himself - these distinctions 
being decided by convention-standards proposed by him
self, his class and his God; he was the living image Of 
one of the most powerful ideal-stantords of the University 
system and of his society. But he was, and still is 
being, supercededAby another type, another image of 
another and different ideal standard. This is the 
scientist-technologist who is hot ultimately concerned 
with the "I-thou" of human relationships but with the 
”it" of external Nature which he has conceived, first 
as a mechanistic, and now as ah atomistic, system;
Idke hiS predecessor he also aims at control, not over 
men but over things: this would seem to bb the only V 
thing they have in common. The second type has not

If

C

t
o";
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; the first: because today their syotea is in
a period of transition they exist side fay side, and 
the different values and standards represented, by these 
types tmy combine in any one individual,”

That this transformation, combined as it has been «> with the

increasing democratization of Western societies which opetned

wide the hitherto restricted gates of social mobility, has led 

to a Great Debate as to the proper function of the university 

is a well-known fact of Western cultural history, 

those who say with Truscott (1951:l^H-l*^2);

There are

‘•First of all, let a proposition be re-stated which will 
serve as a foundation,,,,i 
search

; thait the proportion of re- 
is, or more correctly should be, the chief 

part of the aim of every university 
free association of persohs formed in order to iihder- 
take research, then it is, in the purest sense of the 
word, a university,”

• • • •
If it means a« • O •

And there are those who argue, with Ortego Y Geosset (1946:58 

and 61), C-

science in the true sense, i,e, scientific investi
gation, has no place in any direct, constituent capacity 
among the primaiy functions of the university. It is 
something independent,,,.the trend toward a university 
dominated by 'inquiry' has been disastrous. It has led. 
to the elimination of the prime concern - culture,”

And there are those who, with Sir Charles Snow (1959)» are

concerned with the bridging of the multiple ”cultures” which

have emerged as a result of the impact orf humanism and science.

The second great transformation faced by the Western

aniyersity is one of internal structure in relation to the
environmentj and also t^ the issues raised above. Central

here is the increasing bureauefatization of the university

as a social system, with the inevitable effects upon student-

staff relations, and other aspects of communication. Perhaps

one of the most sophisticated sociological analyses of the

If o • o o

C
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limodern American uniTersity (unddubiedly applicable elsewhere) 

as a bureaucracy structured in such a way as to be almost 

pareQ.yzed by its own inner contradictions 

article by Boss Li Mooney (I965)

I iI sig 3

can be found in an1

:It is organized into seven

teen propoaitions divided into three sets; "the first relating

-.'fi
Sia
a

■to a split between teaci^ng and researchy the second relating 

to fundamental shifts inside the university since I900, and 

the third relating directly to leadership.

. spective of the theoretical interests of this present study,

•: ail
SI,

■1 #11- From the per-

r P
I

of course, a focus of major significance is the general nature 

of student-staff relationships.

isi
*1
i

Here the picture in the.Western
a

world seems quite clear. With appropriate exceptions, the 

general picture emerging almost everywhere corresponds to that 

described by Truscott (1951s200) with reference to the Redbrick-
ii
i
i<-■

type university in Great Britain;

"One of the most striking features of questionnaires 
and debates on university life and of discussions on 
the subject in student newspapers is the desire which 
the undergraduate at the modern university seems to 
feel for a closer relationship with his tea.chers 
Apparently, however, the relations plesired are not so 
much academic as personal,"

Many of the reasons for these problems are clearly set forth 

in Mooney's analysis cited above. But whatever the reasons, 

the tensions within the university world, its ambiguous re-

• • • • i

I-

c

lations with the environment and with its own student body, 

reflects serious crises^of idehtity and function and, in a 

deeper sense. a crisis of communication-between generations

as well.

Makerere College was established as the University

S'-

Si
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College of East Afiipa in 19!f9 according to the recoiamendBLtibns 

of the Asquith Commission Eeport published in 19^5 

of Makerere and its transformation; to University status is an

As may be eacpected, considereible selectivity 

has bperated in determining the student patterns at Makerere, 

Aside from consciously imposed territorieil quotas, these 

patterns of selectivity have been determined by social and

intense missionary activity.

The story

interesting oneb

historical factors such as "

- economic and general involvement with the outer world, and a

• • • •

desire for Western education (which) have made some areas a

fruitful field for educational development while others have 

remained relatively little affected," (Goldthorpe, I96I)

Furthermore, the existence of high-grade secondary schools in

a given area makes a significant difference. Finally Gold-

thorpe’s evidence ” strongly suggests that Makerere students• • • •

include .a larger proportion of people with literate parents, 

aind with fathers engaged in occupatidhs carrying high social

prestige, than the East African population as a whole,"

When first encountering MsLkerere College, one is struck 

by the seemingly extraordinary richness of student life, 

writer has compiled a list of student organizations which is 

too lengthy for reproduction.

The

c
These organizations fall under 

tribal, territorial^ religious and special 

ihtefest (academic and o^her) Table I presents the range of

four categories:

student associations in existence at the* time this writer was

present at the College 

the effort to obtain statistics regarding membership since 

these clubs tend to appear and disappear with -some fluidity.

It was difficult and not really worth

. A
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TABLE 1

Number of Student Associations 
by Category

Category

Territorial and 
Part-territorial

Tribal

Heligious

Interests
- sports
- music andfSrts
- academic
- political
- other ..

Number

7• •••••••••
8• • • • • * * • • •#••••

. 3• • • • • • • • •>• • • • • o o

31
.(15)
(A)
( 7)
( 2) .
( 3)

The tribal groups included the Bagisu of Uganda, the Chagga of , 

Tanganyika, the Bahaya of Tanganyika, the Baluyia of Kenya, 

the Kikuyu, Kamba, Ehibu and Meru tribes of Kenya (the Embu, 

in addition, had a separate group) , the Luo of Kenya, and ^the 

Baganda of Uganda, The multi-tribal territorial associations 

included those representing Kenya, the Kenya coastal belt, 

Zanzibar (none of whose officers were African), Western Uganda, 

and three groups from Tanganyika,

The student journals in the writer's possession, all of 

which were publishing in I960, include five tribal and multi- 

tribal territoriea magazines; one religious (Boman Catholic) 

joui^l; and six publications devoted to special interests 

(African literature, ^glish, general, geography and politics). 

The Makerere.Draunatic Society also presents em annual drama 

festival (cf. Carpenter, 1963) Of rather high and original 

quality. In addition there are sports festivalsi art exhibits 

and other types of activity in which students take part. In

C

. ■
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1960r6l, the general opinion of the staff, with trhicli this

writer concurs, seemed to he that tli® loF®8* quality of student 

extra-curricular output was literary, and the highest quality 

was to he found in art and drama, (Makerere has a School of 

Fine Arts which has among its students some startlingly out

standing artists. Further, two students among the writer's 

sample of respondents haiee unusual, literary ability smd one 

of them has recently begun to puhlish his work.)

Aside from student activities, the official policy of 

the College encouraged intensive guidance of students by staff, 

primarily through the tutorial system under which each student 

was assigned a personal tutor (outside of the normal class 

lecture system) whose responsibility it was to know and work 

with his students on a more personal level. The student-staff 

ratio was such that this goal appeared reasonable from a purely

numerical point of view.
'

Despite these signs of student activity and interest on

the one hand, and the official College policy of encouragement

and guidance on the other, it quickly became clear to the writer 

Jhat divisions of hostility and ambivalence existed among the

student bodjr, among the staff, and between students on the one

hand and staff on the other.

With reference to the firsts there was an attitude of

almost absolute mutual Ejection between the African students

and the Abian-Arab students, both groups acting officially

toward each other as stereotyped monolithic out-groups with

. h

C

very little interaction between ^hem, despite the obvious 

fallaciousness of such stereotypes, (In pri.vatB j individual
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students oh both sides often admitted this fallaciouBness 

but group behavior ih public T7as very often bn a diffehent 

level than that suggested by individual attitudes privately 

e35>ressed,) Ejcplanations of this are not difficult to formu- 

It is simply a reflection of the general line of con

flict and mutual hostility existing between those knosn as 

"Asians" and those known as "Africsms" in East Africa generally; 

(a division rooted in history, economics and culture, and
' [.f- ’ i,

■ perpetuated by administrative policy which accepted differences 

based upon alleged "community interests"). In addition, there 

existed lines of hostility (or at least mutual suspicion) 

between certain African tribal groups on cempus.

alliances, and other levels of hostility and coa

litions based upon cross-cutting factors such as territorial 

and even sub-territorial but supra-tribal loyalties, 

not attempt to nap these which would have required sophisti- 

cated socibmetric teclmiques and more time than the effort was 

worth relative to our particular focus in this study, 

observations we did make concerning these divisions convinced 

us that these sociometric patterns of attraction and repulsion 

are rooted in diverse yafiables such as a) hiotoriccil conflicts, 

b) socio-cultural cojapatability between social structures and 

systems of chitural values, o) ignorance and fantasy perpetu

ated by some groups about each other (Africans actually often 

know less about tribes other than their‘own than many Europeans 

know about nations other than their own), d) institutioneiliaed

»

late

There were
K

EQ.so^rib£LL
V

We did

The

c

myths concerning relative superiority and inferiority of one 

group in relation to another (such as the conviction on the

'X
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part of Bagaiiida. of their own absolute culturail superiority) 

These divisions often underlie group conflicts and behavior 

which appear incoaprehensible and even irrational to out

siders such as Europeans who are staff members and adsuLnis- 

trators.

Vi

The second type of division to which we referred above, 

^ those existing among the staff its^f, was based upon factors 

not very different from those to be found in staffs of any 

■univerBity in the Western world, although there were some 

which reflected features unique to British society. In all 

Western universities, divisions among staff reflect depart-

' mental structures, variations in world-views based upon pro

fessional perspectives, bureaucratic competition for scarce

resources, and conflicts based upon personality differences 

of various kinds. Among British university personnel, divisions 

based upon aspects of British society at large are also visible 
such,a^ "Oxbridge” versus "Hedbrick" traditions, the "two 

cultures" problem, and personality differences based upon 

social class distinctions (the latter being perhaps more 

pronounced in British than in American universities, especially 

after the opening of extensive opportunities for social 

mobility through education in Britain subsequent to World
'C

War II ),

''3
It was on the area of tension between students and

staff, because of its acculturative significance, which we 

focused most of our attention relative to the institutional

analysis of college life in East Africa Student-staff

■'s
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relations-it Maker ere during this writer 'a teiiure there were 

sub 3 ect to many hidden tensions hefledted in rumors;, gossip 

Taridus evidences of hostility, Outright misinterpretations 

Of individual a,nd groi^) behavior on both sides based upon

- to a lesser extent (at least overtly) - 

This writer, in his capacity as a Researph 

Associate of the Research Institute, was in a favorably neutral 

position relative to both students and staff and thus found 

himself able to establish contacts on both sides which facili

tated his own investigations.

Vi

r

tribal, cultural, and

racial stereotypesi

It was, of course, hot con

sidered possible (or desirable) to trace the accuracy of

specific riunors or assertions. Rather we considered these

symptomatic evidence of communication failure rooted in

dimensions df motivation, environment, institutional structure, 

and inter-cultural relations not always conscious to the 

participants of the institution. In saying this, we do not 

that in our judgment the tensions we found ' 

appeared to us as ''pathological" (i.e, exceeding a level of

mean to im

tension norms^ to any real-life complex bureaucracy xinder 

similar circumstances) Africa, obviously, is a context in 

which formal Western education actually disrupts, to some
C

extent, the recipient's social and ctiltural ties with his 

environment by introducing new sets of assun^tions, hew 
motivations, and new ways of^ife

It follows that in such a 

context (maiiy examples of which exist in the^estern world as

weil, although they have been severely neglected by researchers) 

the student's responses to education, many of his attitudes to

a "
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it, and (sometimes even his very conception of what is happen

ing to him, will be strongly influenced by experience.with \ - ..s
iI

education as a process of total interaction between himself 

and those responsible for teaching him.

: : s
In such a situation, 

the argument of those who claim that the school is not there a

: 3for general Character training or psychotherapy, on the ground
2. <

that the?e are more properly the functions of other insti-
I

tutions such as the family, the church, the guidance agency 

■ Etc., turns-out not so much to be wrong as irrelevant.

In view of this perspective which, in a larger sense, 

underlies our entire study, we undertook our cursory investi

gation of student-etaff relations at Makerere College. We'' 

wish to emphasize, first, that no effort was made to look

I
■ / a

■ !:

,a;

I?

-I
■ ^

- 1
into all aspects of this complex topic and, second, that cur 

conclusions - based upon necessarily limited data - cannot be
ci-

h

taken as demonstrably va0.id. Our conclusions are based at
- ileast jas much upon participantsobservation and interview data 

as they are upon the results of the questionnaires reproduced 

in the methodpiogical appendix to this, study. This writer

I

does feel, however, that these questionnaire results are 

entirely consistent with all his other data and has sought
C

to restrict his conclusions to a level of generality which 

does hot depart from the evidence cited. . The eotfviction
held by the writer that "^he conclusiohs to be presented are 

of use for a deeper understanding of acculturation and edu

cation in East Africa reflects more the comparative research 

neglect of such issues than it does the sophisti^tion of the
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methods used in. this instance We do feel, furthermore, that 

the types of problems encoimteredb will not change much in the 

next few years because they are outgrowths of underlying 

realities of communication, structure and adaptation which 

can be expected to remain relatively constant despite shifts 

in personnel and superficial policy innovations.

In our survey, two sets of questionnaires were dis

tributed, one to students and one to staff. Copies of the

'student questionnaire were sent to all students in one Hall

of Hesidence at the College at which the writer was well

known since it was from this Hall that the sample was drawn 

of Baganda and Kikuyu students for the study described in the 

following chapter. (The Hall of Residence, as will be ejplain- 

ed further in the next chapter, presents a reasonable repre

sentative sample of the entire student body by year, tribe, 

district, territory, and course of study since students are 
assigned to Halls strictly on the basis of vacancies rather 

than on any other factor which could influence the repre

sentativeness of the population of such a Hall.) Of 172 forms 

sent but, 105 completed returns were received (about 6195 and 

approximately 1296 of the toteJ. male student population of the 

College) which we have been na.de to understand is a very good

<•

C

respbnse at Makerere, The replies seem fairly representative

Of year, course of study^though less so of Science than 

Arts), tribe and territory. Table 2 presents a breakdown 

of student replies by course of study which turned out to be 

the major discriminating variable on certain questions.

■ c
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!EABLE 2

81I
:
■n-i

Selenoe Students Arts Stadunts Fine Arts 111SIiif-■ ii
i< 47 returned out of 

92)
(5^ returned out 

of 75)
(4 out of 5)

,:iIS
Arts - 4l Out 

of 51^
Economics - 6 

out of 10 
Education - 7 

out of 14

Science - 39 out 
of

Agriculture - 4 
out of 12 

Medicine - 4 out 
of 14

li( IIIt

w.
a

“Note: collapsed categories comprising various fields 
of study e.g, chemistry^ physics, maths, socioioffif^histoiy etco

The staff survey nas'^less successful since the x-eturns

amounted only to 3096 of the forms sent out and, in addition,

reflect certain biases in that some departments are under- .

represented aS compared with otherso Nevertheless, some of

forks were returned with very helpful extensive qolmments

and these, in addition to the interviewing which these returns

helpecl facilitate, has made the effort worthwhile and the

results more significant thsin the methodological limitations

suggest. Table 3 presents a breakdown of replies by department.

iii

11
the

I

iiC

TABLE 3 iIfS
iPf

i■
II

No. of Fonas* 
DiStributed

Department N6. Heturned

il':

8English
Economics
History
Education**

4:,Av
IH ¥-■■19 5 liI6 ■■Iw2¥;:T Si10 ;-5^' Si" S: S msamim
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ITABI£ 3-Continued

koo EeturhedNoe of Fonns 
Pistyibuted

Department
3

-2;IS
I?Sociology

aeography
2 2 1
5 0 I

I
M
:40 16 (405ii)To tala 6 a » ae o•a•

f

Medicine**
Chemistry
Geolbgnr
Zoology
Botany
Agriculture* *
Maths
Physics

25S 7
6C 1

I 1 1
6£ 3
6N 1 Y

11c 0
£ 5 2

6S 0

I4Fine Arts 
Wardens of 
Residence Halls 

Administratioh ,

0

6 3
rt

■ i2 1
[I

■ m118 35 (30^)Grand Totals • O • • •

E

I

?*Note; actually a separate Faculty hut included here
for sdLmgplifioaHoa*

I

ifi
Ssome of the results of

this surreyI discussing first the student response and then

Interpretations and implications trill

■■■ £

that of the staff.

I
conclude the chapter. 

Students;

E■'v

ii

Ho clear difference emerged when the returns
g
I

f
1

were divided accordingf to first two and second two years at

There was also no significant differonce between 

respCnseS on the basis of tribe and territory

MsLkerere. I
This may be I:O ' '

I
I
I

due either to the relatively low number of students saapled
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or to the possibility that students respond to the student- 

staff relations issue as students rather than in terms of

(The writer's eacperience leads him to 

accept the latter conclusiono) We have summarized ihterest-

any other status,

For questions where longer

answers rather than simple forced choice responses were 

called for, the answers represent the writer's coding cate- 

Only those sinswers which showed patterns (as indi

cated by a small number of coding categories for a larger 

number of amswers) rather than highly general and random 

responses were summarized.

ing responses^ in table form.

gories.

In addition to the tables we shall

discuss, there were some responses which, while important.

were not suitable for tabulation. One of the most important

of these questions had to do with student opinion of African 

staff. The reaction here was very mixed, but an impressive 

number of students felt that African staff - with certain 

exceptions - were worse than the European with respect to

aspects of student-staff relations when they should have been 

better. It was claimed that some are more aloof than the 

Europeans and were bent on showing how much they knew. Only 

a few of the responses favorable to the African staff were 

based upon a racisa reason. (One comment summed up the African 

staff with the pungent sentence: "British indifference is 

ugly on a black face.") The point here is this: while it 

would be foolhardy to deny that there are elements of race 

feeling in student response to staff, the reaction to the 

African staff questions does suggest that the students were

C
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responding more.(or at least as much) as students against 

staff, rather than black against white, 

experience with students tends to bear this out <> 

students, who would perhaps be eatpected to have the strongest 

race feelings considering their history, are among the easiest 

student groups to communicate with (an impression apparently 

shared by many staff members according to their question- 

ned.res).^®

The writer's own

Kikuyu

Another question had to do with student opinion on

whether staff wives had any influence on the popularity of

male staff members. Sixty-four percent of the students said

yes, and seventeen percent did not know, while the rest said

no. The dividing line between "yes" responses and others

seemed to be an experience with a real or imagined slight on

the part of some wife. According to the answers to this 

question, a wide-spread assTimption among students seems to be

that many wives have race prejudice .even when their' husbands

do not - or are at least less well able to hide it. Accord

ing to this assumption, some wives are more sensitive to 

breaches of table manners, to the physical presence of Africans

Hot a single one of the 105 reoponses 

suggested that wife hostility might be due to jealousy over 

the amount of tiizie her husband had to spend out of the house 

and might reflect a desire to have her husband home with the

generally, and so forthc

t

family undisturbed for awhile by the intrusions into privacy
o

so common in Africa from the perspective of those accustomed 

to Eurc^ean standaritejmd rituals ,of privacy.. . We. have d^^
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point in some detail because it is a typical 

example of tow a lack of understanding concerndag a (to 

some) minor cultureuL difference can lead to serious stereo

typed errors and incidents of group friction.

Another question dealt with, student assumptions about 

what staff thought of them. There was an impressive «3.ack of 

' hostility in the general reactions, considering what one

would e:^ect on the basis of verbalized statements one hears

Eunong both students and staff, Quite a few students wrote
• -

that staff looked upon th^m generally with sympathy eind some 

understanding of their problems. They felt, not inaccurately, 

that staff saw them as lacking initiative, as too reticent in 

class, Eind generally backward in aeademic and social background, 

only very few suggested that sta.ff considered them inherently

What was sometimes not realized by many staff ■. 

members, as Table 4 suggests, is that when students honestly 

discuss this problem and do not just react in a situation

inferior.

they perceive as polemic, they are capable of harsher self-

criticism than most staff members would suspect.

TABLE 4 •)/

c BESFONSES TO THE QUESTION: «• IF YOU WEBE ASKED TO H&KE AK 
HONEST CBITICISM OF HAKEBEBE STUDENTS, PLEASE STATE 
WHAT YOU WOULD OFFBB AS VALID CfiITICiSMS.»‘ (BES* 

PONSE CATEGOBIES DEBIVED FBOM QUESTIONNAIBE 
ANSWEBS.) ^

, Criticisms':;;

Clannishness and provincialism 
General narrowness of interest 

r::',and ^abilityV';'';:;
Snobbishness (e.g, removed from 
own people, aloof, self-inflated)

No. of Mentions
34

26

24
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'CABLE 4-Centiiiaed

Criticisms HOo of Mentions'*

- Lack of initiative and curiosity 
-Extravagance 8uid ostentation 
-Alcohol _
-Lack of gOod manners 
-No answer

12
8
6
5
6

*NOte; Since one respondent sometimes indicated more 
than one item, the total number of mentions can exceed the 
total number of questionnaires recei-^ed.

These responses are interesting in that it was quite 

rare that students would speak of themselves in such a maumer 

in public, especia]/]^ to outsiders much less staff members 

(with certain exceptions among those who were generally 

trusted and liked); furthermore, the high number of responses 

citing snobbishness as a criticism suggests a certain amount

' •

of guilt feeling regarding the separation of the newly edu-

What perhaps has beencated from the people as a whole, 

tapped here is the anxiety which may come to f eed the popu- .

listic tendencies which Edward Shils (1958) has described as

•'massiyely at work" in all countries "periphery to the inOst .

creative centers of Western culture".

C Secondary school e^erience has appa,rently had a wide 

variety of effects upon students. When asked to Compare 

staff-student relations in secondary school with Makerere,

the answers rsmged from "much better than" to "much worse

Table 6 presents datathan" with no noticeable pattern

relative to problems Of adjustment to college life
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TABLES

RESPONSES TO QUESTION; "HAS YOUR ADJUSMETO 
TO HAKEHERE BEEN «• • • •

Easy A Bit Difficult Very Difficult

9 (996) ■39 (5796) 57 (.3k%)

Adjustment Problems Cited No. of Mentions

1. Lectures, academic work, and the
organizati®n of time

2, The shock of self-reliance 
5, Financial problems

Human relations (e.g. learning to 
communicate with staff and other 
students; loneliness, etc.)

5. Climate
Women and s,ex 

7. Laxness of religion at college

4l
35
35

4.

18
3

6. 2
2

These nesponses do■not appear radically different than what 

one might e:^ect of students in an English or Americaoi uni

versity, except that the strong emphasis upon the first problem
-'/v

cited undoubtedly reflects in part the serious problem of

language whichj despite the remarkable facility of African 

students with the English Isuiguage, still presents difficulties 

when subjects are being studied at a depth characteristic of

The first three problems which together 

could be labeled "problems of self-management" seem to out

weigh all other problems of adjustment which is an indication

c

university education

that the former are quite serious because problems four and six, 

(and for a definite minority problem seven aa well).do present

'1
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veiy real barriers to adjustneiit for almost all students with 

whom this writer has come into contact. Since problems of

the ver7 suryiyal of the

student asi a student, while the other problems involve merely 

what might be called the level of ’'happiness” attained in the ' 

student role, it is not really surprising that the distribution 

of responses sbould be what it.isi

Tables 'j?, 8 and 9 present data relative to student 

attitudes about student-staff relations with particular 

emphasis upon relations with one's personal tutor.

V

TABLE 7

RESPONSE TO QUESTION: "HOW WOULD YOU RATE 
YOUR PERSONAL OrUTOR?"

Virtually
Useless

Very Helpful Occasionally
Helpful

■/■Arts;,::-,,;.;

Science 
Fine Arts

22 275
.1810 19

4 0 0
I

Total..j 41 4519

...

Very Helpful or Occasion- Virtually
Useless

C

27 (50^) 
18 (39^)

27 (50^) 
29 (61^) 
4 a009S)

Arts : 
Science 
Fine Arts 0

60 (57%) 45 (43%)Total • • •
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TAB IE 8
I

EESPONSE TO QUESTION: »»D0 YOU EXPEBIENCE DIFFICULTY 
IN APPROACHING YbUB TUTOR FOB ADVICE OR TO 

DISCUSS Things IN GENERAL?”

-Sn
i

I
Yes No No Anstrer

56 (67%) 
22 (4796)

17 (31^) 
22 (47^)
4 (10096)

Arts 
Science 
Fine Arts

1
5

0
I

r
Total 58 (5596)• « • o • 43 (4196) 4

TABLE 9

RESPONSE TO QUESTION: "SMAKIHG HOW OF THE MAKEBERE 
STAFF IN GENERAL, WOULD YOU SAY RELATIONS BETWEEN 

SO^F AND STUDENTS HERE ARE
-I

Arts Science Fine Arts Total
w

Very g<jod

Fairly good 
Mixed 
Pretty bad 
Terrible 
Ho answer

. <•
1 0 0 1I4 ; 14 :9 1

37 31 2 70
6 3 • <1 10
6 82 0
0 2 20

Very good or 
fairly good ‘ 9 (1996)5 (996) 15 (1496)1C

Pretty bad or 
terrible 12 (22^) 5 (1196 ) 18 (17^)1

most complex issue with many criteria involved which operate 

acco rdlng to different priorities in (Afferent _students. The

m
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only roal pattern whicli seems present in these data is the 

generally higher evaluation of student-staff relations among 

Science and Fine Arts students as compared trith Arts students. 

This could be due to any of three factors: 

a.ccident related to the size of the sainple; the closer relations 

brought about through laboratory 2ind other small group contacts 

in the Science subjects; of the smaller student-staff-ratio

a statistical

> '

in the Science Faculties enabling more personal contacts to
7

■ be established on a more uniform basis. Some indication of

what students seem to be in heed of relative to relations

with staff is indicated by the types of reasons cited for-

the forced choice responses. These elaborations actually 

indicate a high degree of uniformity in, at least, the

stereotyped attitude as to what satisfying student-staff

With reference to relationsrelatiohs are supposed to entail, 

with personal tutors, those students who described their 

tutors as easy to approach unanimously described the tutor 

as taking the initiative in getting to know the student, and 

as seeking actively to breeik down status barriers. Those who

evaluated such relations negatively generally did so for 

reasons best expressed in the following quotation by an Arts

student:1
•*I don't think I would say (I find.it difficult to 
approach my tutor) because heiis this, that: or the 
other f but it' s tlje prevailing atmosphere • 
encourage us
'hey, what do you want?'. Once in a while I hear a 
student saying 'my personal tutor* invi-ted me to his 
house' and I say to him 'boy, are you lucky; I wish 
mine would invite me 
aisk questions'

!

They don't 
I feel as if he would ask within him

I would get to know him and ^
I think it would be rude of me to 

go and say: 'Mr. . you a.re my personal tutor, can 
I come to your place for tea so that I can ask a question 
Or two informally?' It just isn't donei
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The response just quoted is characteristic of students who 

claim never to have seen theih personal tutors except pnce;

Others deride the artificiality of thea common complaint.
■' I

afternoon tea where both parties are iinder streiin, not know

ing what to say. The following comment sums up this feeling;

"The whole point is that you are either staff or student. 
We don't meet and if we do it's as if we are.nbt sup- 

.posed to. They do meet student needs by teaching in 
class; that's all. There are many more problems that 
one feels one would like to tell somebody sympathetic 
in a position of authority - wesdcnesses acSdeniicailyv 
finance, employment, personal^etc* But my personal 
tutor is streinge to me. How then can I tell him my 
rather personal matters, muchhhow-can he help me?"

r
' -V

Such responses raise the interesting question of what V

African students understand to be the nature and function of

a Western university in Africa. Table 10 suggests that a

sizeable proportion of students feel that a university in 

Africa Should be different than its counterpart in the West.

I:
<•

I
TABLE 10

HESPOKSE TO QUESTION;
EELATIONS IN AN AFRICAN UNIVIBSITY SHOULD BE IN SOME 

WAYS DIFFERENT THAN IN A WESTERN UNIVERSITY?"

"DO YOU FEEL THAT STUDENT-J^STAFF s

•i

i

1
IYes'/:;:-'; No Don't Know

■5

61,(58^) 23 (22?S) 21 (20?6)

I

The most prevalent reasons cited by those who said "yes" 

were the differences in academic and, social background of 

and the Scute personed problems of students for 

which they allegedly had no assistance

-g

I

Si
ft

students,

I
Some answered ^'no"

A
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on; the; assiunption that staff-student relations were better 

and friendlier in a Western university It was not clear 

how students felt a university in Africa should differ

•'

froni one in the West and this was obviously an issue of

some confusion for many. This confusion both as to the

role a university plays-in the West, as well as to the 

inconsisteicies in their own values unrecognized by the

students themselves is well illustrated by the following
t

■ rather representative comment in answer to the question,
*

"What do you believe to be the basic purpose of a university

in Africa?"

"The purpose of a university is the same everywhere. 
What applies to Europe and whites does apply to 
blacks and yellow people as well. Here I mean 
that a university should prepare a man to play 
his role in society, to widen his horizon of thought, 
to develop hli? bo«^ and soul and really make him ^ 
a meui. But this should reflect the African person-., 
ality, not the West or East. A university should 
not attempt to make a European out of me,"

We shall have occasion to examine the implications of comments

such as these later on.

Table 11 suggests that not all students have a very

profound understanding of the range and character of problems 

which staff experience in their adjustment to Makerere.
C

More will be said Of this later. This lack of

understanding at depth, in our view, is an important factor 

in student-staff relatic/ns.
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3CABLE 11

"WHAT AHE SOME OF THE FEOBLEMSEESPONSE TO QUESTION
OF ADJUSTMENT WHicH YOU THINK THE STAFF FACES WHEN 

THEY COME TO MAZERERE?" (EESPONSE CATEGORIES 
DERI^ FROM QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS.)

No. of MentionsProblems

T

Arts Science Fine Arts Total
{

1. Different culture (e.g, 
lack of knowledge about 
Africa sudd Africans, 
different ways, etc.)

2. No problems; minor 
problems or question 
left unanswered

3. Human relations (e.g. 
loosening up, staff- 
student problems, 
pressure from other 
staff etc.)

Overcoming own pre- 
I udic e against^ Africans

5. Climate, transport ajud 
other physical problems

♦ta

20 17 2 - 59
V

4 2419 2

175 12 0

4.
6 4 1 10

5 5 0 10 •

Finally Table 12 reflects the'heavy load placed upon

the shoulders of a few individuals among the staff but also
C

suggests a lack of communication between students and staff.

TABLE 12'A

RESPONSE TO QUESTION; "IN THE EVENT OF A DEEP 
PERSONAL CRISIS, WHAT SINGLE INDIVIDUAL AT 

MAKERERE WOULD YOU APPROACH?"
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TABLE 12-Continued.

People Mentioned Wo, of MeD-tions

54Warden of the Hall 
Student friend 

Chaplain .
A leeturer

Health bfficer of College 
A relative 

None
'•It depends"

17
. 9

6
6
5
5/

3

This table contrasts rather interestingly with emother which
* i

tabulates responses to a seemingly related but apparently
■ r

significantly different question.

TABLE 13

EESPONSE TO QUESTION; "PLEASE GIVE THE NAMES OF TWO STAFF 
MEMBERS (ANT STAFF LECTURERS, WARDENS, CHAPLAINS, 

PHTSICIANS ETC.) ton YOU LIKE BEST. If

People Mentioned No. of Mentions

* 66Warden of the Hall 
Lecturer in same Faculty 

. as student

Health officer of College 
Chaplain

62
ifl
l6 (of these 12are 

Arts students)
Other 17

Aside from the Warden of the Hall which was polled (who was 

apparently unusuallyr-popular in every way), the two previous 

tables suggest that popularity and confidence are perhaps . 

hot completely correlated. Although over-interpretation on 

such few figures would be Unwise, this writer's experience 

suggests that the fact that the category "student friend" 

came sec ond to the Warden in Table 13 is significant. It 

must be added, however, that as far as we have been able to

C
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] ascertainV there is remarkably little actual cqmmimication 

at depth between students of a kind which American students 

are accustomed to referring to as ''bull sessions”. A great 

number of students haye commented to the writer that little 

such communication ead-sts, although it has not been possible 

to examine whether prnot this is related io tribal or terri

torial differences or is, rather, a general patterri among 

the student body as a whole. A frequent explanation en-
' r

countered was that students shy away from controyefsy with
*

each other except in safely ritueO-ized forms such as'student

politics (which can get quite inyolyed and eyen yicious at 

times).

V

I
But when it comes to deeper and especially personal

problems, despite the fact that one encounters:the same types

of anxieties oyer and oyer again, much of an individual

student's tension seems related to the sense of isolation

of one who staggers under a burden unrelieved by the sense

of communion with others who are, so to speak, in the seune

The writer was surprised at this in the beginning.boat.

but then came to resilize that his surprise was based upon the

uhexamined assumption that the Mcikerere student body was as

relatively homogeneous as student bodies encountered in the 

Actually this is not so.

c
Western world As we have indicated

earlier, the student body at Makerere is divided eilong pro-
;'V ... ':vJ : ... ( .■ .

found socio-cultural lines which are buttressed by miitual

ignorance This meauas that each student can be sure of being 

comprehended only by someone acquainted not merely with his

• '

own tribe but with Conditions in his district, his village
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and ills secondary school (not to speak of religious differ

ences), Thus it. is; not surprising that the '’student friend” 

cited in Table 13 often turns out to be another stpdent from 

the same tribe, district and secondary school as the re- 

spondeut. All this further suggests that the public and 

somewhat ritualized hostility (and incidents) between students 

and staff may perform a latent function. This function may

be one of. affirming a unifying sense of identity to the
(

students as students which transcends the various divisive

identities with which the individual arrives at school. It

is a sociological truism that conflict Stimulates group -co

hesion, and.it is in this sense that student-staff tensionsy
may actually function to help alleviate anxiety among students

This speculation, however, in the 

absence of detailed sociometric ainalysis must remain on a..

rather than exacerbate it.

hypothetical level.

Before turning to the data dejrived from the Staff 

sample, we would like to list with brief comments the types 

of personal problems endemic among Makerere students. Many 

of these are noticeably similar to the ones experienced by 

students in Western Tiniversities, and the degree to which 

this; is true seems not to be adequately comprehended by 

students in the noh-Western world. We shall indicate those

C

aspects of anxiety which are more deeply rooted in the 

African scene. The list which follows -includes those issues

most consistently encountered among students at Makerere,

No attempt is made :here to list them in order of importance 

or frequency of observation which would have 'required a far
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more controlled study than we were able to carry out. 

J^rther, it cannot be said that the students themselves are 

equally aware of the Operation of all these anxieties upon 

their b ehavior, although many aie. If so, this awareness 

too often, however, is highly individual and not rooted in 

a deeper sociblogical understanding.

Iv Financial and material problems; These can range 

from insufficient bursaries to sudden cessation of support 

. from home, or sudden financial obligations not previously 

in existence. Aside from the latter, this writer's im

pression is that this problem is overrated by the students 

who seem una.ware of the considerable finaincial hardships 

often e2i>erienced by students in the Western world. Students 

sometimes appear, to an outsider, as "spoiled" in the sense 

that many compare their financial status not to the environ

ment but to that of the wealthier students in their midst.

It is also true, however, that not a few students .experience* 

financial problems in the context of a sense of guilt deriving 

from their inability to fulfill kinship obligations.

2. Problems of psychological stress and related 

symptoms; These can be quite varied in type and scope. The 

writer has observed those which range from excessive dependehce 

upon escape mechanism such as alcohoi or compulsive social 

activities, to abnormal fears, lack of confidence beyond the 

bounds of tolerance, sudden episodes of emotional disorder, 

outbreaks of intense personstl animosities sometimes resulting, 

in serious violence, etc. There is one serious source of 

tension relative to this* which is absent in the Western.world; 

the clash of ontologies. This phrasie is abstract but never

theless accurate since certain types of psychopathologickl 

synQ)toms may be so within one ontology but not another. (The 

most common exaimplei of course, is witchcraft, of which the 
writer encountered one case directly and one indirectly.at
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: tli6 College. This issue has been altogether too little 

e3q)lored. We have ample reason to believe, nevertheless, 

that some incidents we had occasion to witness of conflict 

and its aftermath could only adequately be comprehended in 

terms of the inevitable ambiyalencies and ambiguities 

attendcmt upon the clash of ontological interpretations of 

meaning, causality, and responsibility^

5« Problems of priorities in personal values; These 

can reflect conflicts between contradictory life goals, lack 

of einy goals, confusion in standards etc. While such issues 

are obviously not unknown in the Western world, it is equally 

obvious that they are being experience'd with special force 

in areas of rapid social change. t

4. Family relations problems; While not as widespread 

as some stereotypes would lead one to expect, they do exist.

Such problems range from conflicts between obligations to 

family' and:career desires, to matters such as lack of emotion

al support from home, growing cultural estrangement in 

communication etc.

5. Women and marriage problems; This:type of problem 

is far more serious than in the Western world. For the edu

cated non-Westerner, increasingly oriented to romaintic love

and individuality, marriage can loom as a crisis of choice 

between tradition and utopia. :^en when the problem does 

not present itself to students directlyj it is experienced
c in the form of anxiety over whether the "tight wife" will 

be found, or whether deep compromises will have to be made

of marriage
and the realities existing in Africa now.

ever

Even if there were 

more educated women than there arej the_piroblem seems to defy 

such facile solution since it appea-rs that many African

students have a strong aversion to women educated above a

even though there is nocertain level if they are African 

hesitancy at the idea of marr;^ng an equally educated European
1

I



womaa; a resolution of wMck m^y fondly dream.- Not a f 

students liaTe informed the writer that the examples set hy 

European wives in Africa ha.ve corrupted African girlsv a 

statement which seems to contradict the previous one. This 

paradox is part of the;iproblem

V.'

6, Problems relative to friendship, and community;

This type of problem, too, is more serious than in the West

ern world. It is experienced usually as anxiety (which tends 

to grow as graduation approaches) over the question of whether, 

as rare university graduates, they will be able to find com- 

• munities they'can fit into, friends they cam talk to, and 

roots they can sink in a particular area.Actually, ob

jectively this issue is no longer so serious with reference 

to the urban areas of Africa, but many students had vague 

intentions of returning to the rural areas to serve their 

people, and many give up this intention not always for the 

often-alleged reason of greed emd selfishness, but also 

because of the kind of fear described here. The price in 

guilt, and the sense of moral betrayal is often heavy and 

undoubtedly related to the waves of populism which tend to 

sweep over non-Western intelligentsias in so many different 

societies.

<•

7, Problems of "Lebensfurcht”: Many students ex

perience anxiety over life itself as it looms after graduation

with ho particular focus of fear. Doubt arises over adjust 

ment to ^ xxhknown and competitive world, and fear of less
C

of control over oneself resulting ip extravagance and even 
alcoholism The writer found stories constemtly in circulatipn 

(although not publicly) about Maikerere graduates who had 
succumbed to such "vicesb, .aind fear is obviously present 

that "if it can happen to others, how can I know it will 

not happen to me?"

• .

0'

As can be seen, many of these problems are manifestations' 

on the individual level of processes of rapid"sociO-cultural
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i
It is with, regard to help in matters such as these 

which students refer to when talking about the presence or 

absence of staff interest in their personal as opposed to 

their academic livesi

It is time to turn to a consideration of the problems

When we have

change, i
<5; 1

i
i
50

0of am expatriate staff in- such a situation, 

reviewed pur data in relation to these, we shall return to 

the fundamental issues faced by the university as a total

i:-

ll
sas
p%I

u
■institution in an alien environment.

5;

I^t^ff: As indicated in Table 3* the staff response 

was far more restricted than that of the students. It is too 15
i

».5.small to reveal any significant pattern such as differences

I?between those whose tour of duty at Makerere exceeds two or

three years as against those present for a lesser length of 

time, although one would suspect the existence of such differ-

iS
Iff;:
i*
li
|5

The sample is also too restricted for siny differenceences.

betweerj the Science and Arts groups to- reveal itself, ‘and

13::
the number of incomplete forms-made the task of analysis 

still more difficult Therefore the results will be dis-

vi
i

Of the 35 responses (out of 

ll8 polled), 25 indicated that Makerere was not their first 

experience in a hon-Western area.

cussed for the staff as a whole.

1

Ic
i;Most have had considerable

sv
ffi
15

Of the 16 Arts staff, 

k had been at Makerere un(ier. three years, and 12 for three 

Of the 15 Science staff, 8 had been at’ the 

College under three years, and 7 for three years or over. 

Of the total sample of 35, those who had been at Makerere

teaching experience in their lives,
.V,5 . 'A

55

years or more

»:■

i
i
a
55
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under three years totalled,15 and 22 had been there over

Only one African member out of six "respondedthree years

to the poll

Before discussing the finclLngs, it, might be well to

say a word on how the staff questionnaire was constructed. 

The writer had been in residence at Makerere for some months
w

During that time he'had thebefohe the study was initiated.

opportunity to observe much and to strike up acquaintances 

(and in a couple of cases.friendships) among the staff. 

With them numerous informal interviews were carried out

relative to the problems dealt with in our analysis. Detailed

notes were recorded of these initial discussions and on the

basis of these, a number of imaginary quotations were con

structed, each one representing a particiilar attitude or 

feeling on a specific topic having to do with student-staff

relations. Then a number of questions were constructed

concerning each quotation. These, together with.questions

about basic sociological variables, comprised the question

naire. (See methodological appendix.) The reaction of staff

Some welcomed such a'survey and were remark

ably frank in their replies; some showed hostility on their 

questionnaires (and many obviously showed hostility by not 

responding at all) either toward the writer or toward students;

was very mixed,

c

and many others felt tki^t the survey (or at least some 

questions) was an intrusion upon private feelings, 

students are notorious for not responding to research inyesti- 

^e high level of response to the different phases

Makerere

gations • ■■ ■• '

■-t-i
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a of our:stu^ is an indication of what carefnl preparation 

can accomplish even in an environment where social research

is not fully institutionalized as a "legitimate” activity 

Thus the writer must admit that hot hostilityand motive.

but lack of the same careful preparation among staff as was 

exercised among students’is responsible for tffe low response, 

However j it must ^sO be seiid that the survey benefited a 

great deal from contacts with those staff members who were

3

f3 t
willing to.assist us privately and not all of whom by any

-■J

I
5
ii

means agreed with each other in what they felt they had to

tell us. ■ .'.V

The most dominant impression derivable from the data

is variety - a lack of any one pattern of experience or•:5

I
attitude characterizing the staff as a whole, Table 1ft4.

■i
-<■

f suggests a fairly high degree of adjustment difficulties

for a number of staff.

' TABLE Ilf

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS

I A) "Do you find that students at Makerere are basically 
different from students with TThom you have had 

experience in the West?"CI
3

Tes No In Some Ways Don't Enow

i 5 13 15 -'2f;
a
a

B) "What are some of the major problems with students 
you face here which areF Outside your e:5»erience 
in a Western university?" (Response categories

i
3
3I
a
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TABLE lif^Contimied

Problems No, of'Mentions

-Different background (e^g, feocial, 
academic, philosophical, general 

;/Reference:'etc'i )v''^ '\V 
- Language (eig, overt lack of know

ledge, subtle differences in humor, 
use of words, flexibility, etc,) 

-Lack of intellectual initiative, 
■originality, .curiosity,' objec
tivity,

-Lack of Self-reliance. ■'

15

9

8
3

C) "Were you aware of these problems you would face at 
Makerere which are different from those of a 

Western university before coming here?"
V

Yes No No Answer

18 611

Those who said "yes" did so 
on the basis of previous 
experience or deduction from 
general knowledge.

fMany of. the tables suggest tinderlying disagreem'ent s

to the type and breadth of staff responsibility toward 

students for which the former should be held accountable.

as

c
!

Indeed, there is often serious disagreement as to what cohsti' 

tutes "successful" student-staff relations
Is

■ But that this

disagreement may be largely theoretical is implied in the 

fact that there was a high level of agreement as to the 

individuals on the staff who were considered outstandingly 

ca]pable in this area. To the question regarding the

f
i

I

I

I
I
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establistoent Of a guidaiice unit at the College(^2^^^^^^^

sponses were in the affirmative, 1? in the negative, amd 

6 escpressed no opinion Proponents generally thought in 

terms of a professional guidance staff to haindle serious

• '' '

emotional problems, and an appointments secretary to handle

employment and related issues. Those opposed based their 

opinions upon one or more of three general objections:

a) a guidance unit would further encourage the 
already serious alleged lack of self-reliance

. sunong students! ^
b) it would unduly professionalize and hence render 

artificial the helping relationship between staff 
and students, especially since meiny staff would 
take a guidance unit as an invitation to cut down 
still further their contacts with students!

c) the machinery for guidaince already exists in the 
form of the personai tutor system, wardens, 
chaplains and Health Office,

V

Although there are areas where understanding of students 

is Bej?idusly lacking. Table 15 suggests that staff have a • 

better understauiding of student problems them the latter 

often think they do, although it is hard to tell whether 

these responses are based on any depth of knowledge or upon 

stereotypes.

TABLE 15

RESPONSE TO QUESTION: '‘WOULD YOU PLEASE LIST SOME OF 
THE raOBLEMS YOU ARE AWARE OF AMONG YOUR STUDENTS?"

Problems Cited No. of Mentions

Financial .
Adjustment between home and College life

Women'and'sex,'; ■
Academic difficulties 
Family problems 
Over-dependence 
Career'^ worra^s':

".."'■.No answer'...;'

20

11
8

•4
3
3
4

,, .
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Whatever may be tie accuracy and completeness of this list, 

or the perceptiveness of its priorities, it does show a 

reasonably high agreement with student evaluation of their 

own problems (see Table 6) and certainly indicates more 

sensitivity to the fact that students do have problems than 

do the students relative to staff (see Table 11 where the 

second highest response category was the one which deniedx

i
I
r

si
: . vff

'

■Z
V,

that staff e:q)erienced serious problems of adjustment at 

• all). We shall have occasion to return to this point later.

Table l6 presents interesting and revealing data about 

general experience with and opinions about students on the

s'••sr

:|SA

^ IHere bur previous comment about the varietypart of staff.

of staff responses to their ejqperiences at Medcerere is
6

illustrated.
Pi

■■■■JR<■

ITABLE 16 i-

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS. ‘'-V :
;v.

IA) ’*What criticisms do you feel can be made of Makerere 
students as a group (that is, criticism which goes 
beyond the idiosyncracies of n few individuals)?" 
(Response categories derived from questionnaire 

. answers,)

■ i i i

R ;c
Criticisms . No, of Mentions

5t;'

Iti
i

Too passive (e.g* ihcurioun ^ ho 
self-reliance, xmcriticei etc.)

Too narrow (e.g, no outside inter
ests, hobbies, no sense of the 
roundedness of life etc.)

Distant and aloof

12

8
3*?

i
RV v\.
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- TABLE l6-CQiitinued

Criticisms No. of Mentions

2Ostentation and extravagance

At least 10 refused to answer 
in generalities.

v I

B) "Aside from academic knowledge and skills, do you 
consciously attempt to instill certain values or ’ 
st^dardS of appreciation into your students 

of an artistic, philosophic or 
religious etc.’nature?"

I

NoYes ^ I

25 10

(Varied but with some emphasis on 
intellectual integrity and sooie on 
religion cind some on scientific 

objectivity.)

C) "Do you feel that you as an individual have, anything 
to gain from personal contact with students?"

NoYes

54 1

c (Many felt this question was ridiculous, but the emphasis 
was almost entirely on gaining knowledge and understand
ing of people of another culture.. No more than 3 or k 
mentioned personal friendship.)

3' ^

D) "Are those students you know, best on a personal 
level also the ones you are most interested 

. in ace^demically?"

Not ApplicableNoYes

4■ 16 15
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TABLE l6-C6ntinued .f

"Do you find you have any tnibal or regional 
favorite groups of students?"

E) :!
t

■i

Yes No Groups Mentioned
:■

I
I
!24 Kenya (especially Kikuyu) 

Tanganyika (Chagga) 
Arabs and Indians 

Baganda (both as most 
■ popular and. unpopular)

11

j
1

r !
F) "Do you feel it is jxhhealistic to-maintain the academic 

standards of performance at Makerere which you would 
adhere to with students in a university in 

Britain (or the best American or 
South African universities)?"

i

Yes No No Answer . i

J
i

!
1

9 25 1
C

(although some recognized this 
as only theoretical goal)

G) "What do you thii^ Makerere students in general 
feel about the staff in genereLl?" ; !

.)

1
Opinion No. of Mentions

Too remote and aloOf

They respect good staff eind feel we 
are reasonably friendly

They mistrust us

"Can't generalize"jetc,

No answer

10c
5
2

12• .

6

•i
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TABLE l6-Contiiiued

£H) "At present, do you dp any referring of student^ to 
other staff members such as the student health

warden, etCi,?"

i
IS

/I :1

iofficerf chaplai »
‘ fs

l
Yes ■hNo No Answer

■i

141^ 2
?(l6 pf these 19 responses were 

from the hon-Science faculties)
I

i
Some of the variety of these responses is due to conscious 

(and somewhat stereotyped) aversion to generalizations of

-fr
}
t

a
Icertain kinds, but some is also quite obviously due to differ

ing interpretations of questions and of the appropriate role 

to be play^ by staff in a university of this kind. Question 

"G" of the table shows that some staff, at least, are well 

aware pf student feelings about the remoteness of staff. One 

of the major complaints of staff against students, showing 

up repeatedly in questionnaires and even more so in inter

views, has to do wllh alleged student passivity^ This seems .

\

V

.'4

I
1

if; i ii:
1
■I-

i

to be one of the most frustrating aspects of work with

students and obviously reflects experience with the relative-

ly more vocal and active students in Western izniversities.

The impression i& reinforced fact that many staff,

for one reason or another, have a minimum of contact with 

students outside the classroom, or the "tutor* s tea". 

in such formal settings that the African student is at?his

But there are other factors involved in stkff 

Table 17, for instance, represents a response to 

a question .designed to elicit role definition.

I( iJ

It is

I"
•(!

most pasBive, I
I
gresponses • ' ,;.r

g'v '

i:
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a?ABLE 17

: IffiSPONSES^^^^TO;STATEMENT: '»THE BASIC WRPOSE OF A lECTU^ 
IN ANT UNIVERSITY IS TO TEACH STUDENTS AND NOT TO PLAY 
NURSEMAID TOVTHEM I DO NOT SEE WHY IT SHOULD BE 

DIFFERENT IN A UNOTERSlTY IN AlBICA.»» ;

DisagreeAgree No Answer

22 11 2
t

The following response is typical of those who disagreed with 

the statement;

"Nursemaids do some of the basic training and motivation 
of children and if this has been left out or not completed, 

then it should still be regarded as teaching and is the-duty 

of the teapher. Some of the so-called nursemaid activities 

are necessary to get the necessary rapport between student 

and teacher and to get the student into the best condition 

to benefit from the teaching."

Staff members were asked to write out a schedule of 

their daily round, of activities. These are too complex to 

^sp-^o'luce here but these schedules revealed that most staff 

were involved in numerous activities and details related to 

■their cl^reers of which students seemed by and large unaware. 

This ppiht also will be returned to later.

; I

It seemed luseful to query the st^f concerning their

a.ttitudes toward their coll eagues 

of resistance was encountered,

Here the greatest anwunt 

and yet the respionses were

• /
S

forthcoming and are quite interestihg
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TABLE 18■s

r
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS

Ii
&a
.V

A) "If you w^re asked to maiie an honest criticism of 
Makerere staff, please state what you would offer 

as valid criticisms." (Response categories 
derived from questionnaire answers.)

a
s

a

I
Major Criticisms Cited No, of Mentions

a

$

I

General aloofness, too remote, 
lack of interest in students

Academic inferiority

No flexibility, tied to traditional 
ways, unwillingness to experiment

Too many "missionaries" and 
"schoolmasters"

7
if:!

I k

4
a No answers 9if
Is

C-(The rest were inconsequential, 
minor, miscellaneous comments.)•i

'•'4

"There are very few among any staff in any university 
who are gifted enough both to maintain the standards 
of their profession and to establish a personal bond 
with their students. It requires a special talent 
to walk the thin line between taking fan interesj:

; in.your students as individuals and deterioratihg 
into full-time social workers at the expense of 
your profession} between easy informality and 

the familiarity which breeds contempt.”

B)

I

I

r CI
t
I

Agree Disagree Don't Know No Answer
4
4

J 1016 : 2 7

i "Do you place yourself in this kind 
: of special category?"!

Yes y No No AnswerI
3 6*i 13ft
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TABLE iS-Contihued

B) "If you agree with the (initial) quotation, do-you 
feel that this talent is something generally un- 
definahle - is ’just there' in the personality, 
or do you feel that these people have qualities 

and techniques which could be consciously 
learned by all who would like to improve 

their relations with stud-ehts?"

- }

Just There Can be Learned Both No Answer'

13 3 9 10

* Often accompanied by question-mark.

Now, it is obvious that the questions asked on the survey 

were projective. That is, they were formulated in full know

ledge that interpretations of their meaning by respondents 

would vary and that, in some cases, the alternatives offered 

were insufficient or superficial. The questionnaire was 

purposely designed to elicit stereotypes, if such existed, 

and to encourage complex responses of a type best dicited 

through interviews. In this we apparently succeeded because

even many of the questionnaires which were returned marked 

"ho answer" on most questions carried'comments which proved

By and large this writer was impressed 

with one aspect of these responses Which had impressed him 

also with respect to the student replies 

of soul-searching revea3?ed in private as against what one 

encounters as the "official line" in public, 

expected, the staff respohses were, in a sense, jmore 'feophisti- 

cated" in their variation and articulation.

10 be quit e help ful.c

the high degree

As could be

It is also in

teresting to note that staff, by and large, seem to rate
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student-staff relations at Makerere far-higher, than do 

students (see Table 9)«

I
fttif

TABLE 19 ■s

. I •

"RESPONSE TO QUESTION: "WOULD YOU RATE STUDENT-STAFF 
RELATIONS AT MAKERERE GME^LLY AS

If
I£

1
if"Relative to Your Experience 

in other Universities"
"Relative to 
Your Ideal"

Ifn
i/■ f It

If35Very good 

Fairly good 

Mixed 

Pretty bad 

Terrible

et19 10 . ■m
8 10

40
'

1 (African 
member)

1

2 7No answer

Fair of
fairly good

Pretty bad 
or terrible

f^ m.
24 13 *1

I
'j !■:

51 I
i'

R

t"i

Genereilly, the data suggests that staff members are by no

f
£:

There are differencesmeans of one mind about each other.

of opinion and temperament among this as among any university 

staff which are extremely fundaunental, and this point should 

be kept rigorously in mind in any discussion about something . 

as complex as student-staff felations.

this point by illustrating the variety of motives which-have 

brought staff members to Madcerefe in the first place.

C

..
Table 20 reinforces I

i
I

I

I
I
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TABLE 20

»WHAT WOULD YOU SAY WERE‘YOUR(I RESPONSE TO QUESTION:
MOTIVES IN COMING TO MAKERERE AS AGAINST TEACHING 

Tn YOUR OWN COUNTRY OR IN SOME OTHER WESTERN 
AREA?*’ (RESPONSE CATEGORIES DERIVED 

FROM QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS.)

I
S
i;
II

Motives No. of Mentions
i

8Search for usefulness 
Geheral curipsity about Africa 

Academic opportunity and advancement 
Travel and desire for change 

Leave Sout'h Africa but stay in African 
Research ‘interest in Africa specifically"' 

(not necessarily in people)*

S
■8

6i
1

6
6r

•'X,

4

i
These initial differences in motive (even though many change 

after prolonged experience in Africa) cannot be dissociatedf

from staff reactions to the situations in which they find

i
I-

themaelves.

An important key to the comprehension of staff attitudes
'4
■r to such issues is an understanding of British individualism; 

a cijltural value which is especially entrenched among academic 

Facets of this value include a strong respect for
1

personnel.

privacy plus a general - so to speak - * sink or swim* attitude

about interpersonal interaction, a general willingness to

accept or reject a perBon as a total individual rather them 

as a meinber of a group or category,

by-products of this relevant to student-staff relations, 

this kind of attitude "Discourages categorical thi nki ng which 

often includes sociological and oultural analysis 

formalistic and moralistic approaches ^e siniiiarly discouraged 

in favor of individualistic •'spqntaLneity'*,

S' ca
1
i

There are two important
3

First,I'-l
.5
aa
I Secondi: II
I
a

We shall illustrate 

this with two very relevant quotations from survey forms
3
I
1 '1: ■■

i
t
3
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The first is a comment insnbmit'ted by two staff members 

reply to a question dealing with attitudes toward how personal

problems of students should be handled,

"Here T must be frank. 1 know very few students and 
hardly ever invite any to my house - though I enjoy 
it when I do, provided it is not a 'duty invitation'. 
The reasons for this are personal (l discourage all 
visitors except-a very few close friends), I'm just 
like that. In English universities the recluse type 
is accepted. For years here I have felt guilty about 
this, but now no longer care so much - though I still 
think that personal relations, home-sharing etc. are 
really part of our job here.

"I answer (the question as I did) because I don't see 
why 'personal problems' should be so urgent - I don't 
think the students individually press their 'problems' 
unto you, though perhaps it is in the air. There is 
no reason why you shbuldn't have perfectly ordinary 
friendships out of which intimacy of that kind will 
probably grow - but it should be natural. The air 
here is heavy with 'duty' and 'problems*, and I don't 
think it need be the case. Perhaps ibis is one of the 
reasons I jibe at these 'staff-student relationships * -

I amthey are condemned beforehand as 'duties* 
afraid I must leave you to sort out the contradictions 
in all this."

• • • •

The second quotation from a staff member in a different
depaLtment expresses a similar reaction even more directly,

"In MeUcerere there has been an officieLlly-inspired 
policy to create a sort of Staff-Student bonhomie, 
which has mercifully failed. I do not believe that 
I shoiild have relations with ^a person because I am 
Staff 6ind he is Student, or because he is black and 
I white. Relations are based only on human qualities 
or affinities. I want to have friends, but I could 
not care less whether they are of a pairticular race, 
or whether they are Students or not. Does this bond 
exist, or does it hot? That is to me the only rele
vant queetibn,;^ In my Own case, there is a bond between 
myself and carton people, some white, some black, 
some students; and some not

'^It is - possible to list certain'people on the Makerere 
staff who have established this 'hail fellow, well met' 
bonhomie with a largenumber of students, but my own 

that they have few really constructive 
relationships. Most of bur students who come from the 
Mission Schools are used to a situation where /thou

C
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love tliy neighbour' is a Commandmeht to be 
(iarried out mechanically to the best of a person's 
ability. Hence these students know no better relation
ship with an elder, and particularly with a European.

exceptions. One is likely to find, 
therefore, that a student will appreciate this 'tea 
and buns' relationship whiie^he is at Mak:erere^ but 
from conversations with past students, I suspect that 
t^^^^ find little of permanent value in it. They do 
not often bbther to come back for more tea and more 
buns when they can afford to buy them in a restaurant

"I believe that my ideal of. a Staff-Student relationship 
is not far removed from what I found as an undergraduate 
There, students could build up real and enduring friend- • < 
ship with those Dons with whom they had affinities.
Some did, many did not. This is potentially true 
here, but very many of our students are not prepared 
to take the trouble to discover that it ^ true. I 
believe that their number is decreasing."

• • • •

• • • • '

These comments are illustrative, as we have said, of a wide

spread attitude. They cannot be lightly dismissed as evasive

because, as mciny who have known Englishmen can testify, few 

people are more capable of deep and abiding personal friend- 

ships and loyalties then the British. Further, who would

deny that spontaneity is a "Good Thing"? But having said
"

that, it might be suggested that this type of attitude, 

applied indiscrimihately, can lead to the dichotomization 

of all social relations into personal friendship ("Good 

Thing"), or formal and impersonal ritual ("Bad Thing"). 

Africans tend not toUnderstand such a dichotomy, partly 

because, perhaps, they do not fully appreciate the extreme 

individualism on which it is based. Those who stress "af-

C:

'3
finities" consistently in every situation may tend to appear 

as"ihdifferent" to those with whom they have little affinity, 

Bind in a culturally alien area

In such circumstances the argument of spontsineity

the latter obviously pre^

dominate

..
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can function to facilitate evasion of real issues of insti

tutional policy and/or personal style. It can certainly

facilitate tlie postponment of the attainment of necessary;^ 

objective knowledge about the people with whom one is deal-f
I

ing, and, in this writer's view, it has to some eactent done 

We have had occasion to meet individuals
i

so at Makerere
■ :

who have been residing for years in East Africa who Taarely 

knew more than they did on the day of their arrival^ Some

accumulated hostilities and stereotypes could, in our judg-
%

ment, have been prevented by adequate intellectual preparation

I
'I

r

for the encounter with people of another culture. One of A

numerous illustrations of this point occurred in a meeting

convened by the writer with the staff of the college to dis-

During the general exchemge,
C-

one member with five years experience in East Africa (and., 

much more in other parts of Africa) asked with exasperation 

what he was expected to do with a student who three' separate 

times gave the excuse that his father had died when asking 

to be allowed to go home during semester. It turned out 

•that the member had not thought to ask the student if he was 

using the word "father" in the classificatory sense which 

would have included his father's Ijrothers, but had simply 

assumed he was being lied to 

standings and other difficulties

i

i
CUSS the results of this survey.

5
s'

i

c
i

s
4 Naturally not all misimder-■#

1 in communication can be
*

s approached so simply, 

to inter-cultural relations which involve steindards of"good 

form", "propriety", and other comjplex dimensions of response

There are far more subtle barriers
3
■1

I
I
3

3 5s

g

3
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c;
t,o. cues often embedded imcorisciously into a personality 

througb life-long enculturatiOn,

subtle that it cam tadce many years for an individual to de

cide that "he doesn't like Africans because they are un-

t;

Such, matters can be so n
;
grateful", or "callous", or "passive", to cite the more

common responses to unfulfilled interpersonal cues. Many 

such differences are quite "real" (i,e, embedded in'diverse 

cultural values), and many are outgrowths.of "new situations"

kI

k

1:1f i-Iin which Africans have found themselves and for which no

stabilized norms and role prescriptions exist. In such a II
situation, the social scientist's professional stance of ■4

j

IIsuspended moral judgment and orientation to explanation in
.r

terms of scientific theory becomes of great practical signi- I

ficance. i
f' '<-

In concluding our discussion of the staff segment of

this survey, it would be useful to list - as we did with

reference to the students - the major pressures which impinge 

upon the staff and play their part in influencing behavior.

In their preoccupation with their own problems, most students

1

I
■ ■ S

V’:,'

are Unaware of the presence of many of these problems, al-

As before, this is not meantthough they are aware Of some. ili
C :

t'l

to be taken as an exhaustive list, nor are we in a position 

to calculate relative importance or the diverse variables

Jwith which these probrems. are correlated in their distri 

bution. Nevertheless our data (especially the interview 

material) attests to the importance of this list.

m
■' 'li

MS

SB

.. .i-.-a.';!
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1, _Colo_r_cons£i£U£D£SB^^£eTe£S££olo_r£onsjci£u^- 

iVe refer here to the problem of the person who cannot

(We use 'reactions* ratherrid himself of color reactions 

than 'prejudice' as the word because the person may be in

tt .

many ways unprejudiced and yet xmable to control his re

actions to color, To some this may be a contradiction in 

terms, but the writer feels he has met people about whom 

the distinction should be made,) Reverse color cohsciousness 

is the .problem of 'sentimentalists' for whom Africans can 

do no wrong because they are 'victims'. Such individuals 

frequently end up bitterly disappointed after some years of 

experience with Africans as human beings.

2, ^h£ £r£b]Lem £f_r£lati.v£ £tatus: The writer has

been told frequently that life in Africa affords many lectur

ers a level of prestige and rank in the hierarchy of social 

mobility higher than what they could achieve in the United 

Kingdom; a difference which is also expressed in material 

standard of living. Some staff allegedly remain in Africa ., 

primarily for this reason but a few of them are said to suffer 

from feelings of guilt and self-contempt as a result. One 

staff member expressed this in writing with the caustic com

ment I that "in general, 90?6 of the staff would be school 

teachers in Britain", If true, (which the writer is not well 

able to judge) it would have to be only relatively true de

pending upon the academic discipline and the relevance that 

Africa has for itf since if this releveince is low then long - 

service in Africa could be a 'dead-end' as far as future 

mobility at home was concerned. At any rate, if such factors 

do play a role, then obviously powerful anxieties must sooner 

or later evolve relative to such motives.

c

3
3» .^^e Uwifa problem''; European women can face

pecxiliar problems: in Africa if they are not prepared for 

them These rauage from color consciousness based on sexual 

fantasies in relation to Africans^ to problems of handling 

authority over domestic servants they might otherwise never

• ' ■
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haw6:Ma at home. Whatever problems wives may experience 

they are bound to affect their husbands
r

9 ■ i

^ Academic__and_p£ofe^sional £^r^ss_u£e£ nojb jren^ajfced.

jto__tja£h^n^; This is an issue which students, almost to a 

man, are unaware of. It is a major source of friction since 

time is involved, and hence the issue of privacy is involved. 

Students are unaware of this source of tension on staff for 

Ii.rst, not being scholars themselves ;they do 

not understand the research motive. Second, in African 

tradition, time could almost be said to have been a communal 

. property right and this attitude is shared by most studehts 

still. Third, most secondary school teachers are not as 

strongly motivated by scholarly interests (with the exception 

of Sixth Form teachers) and hence the student has not had a 

chance to learn of this orientation on lower levels of the 

educational system.

:

three reasons c.
i:

'i

f
r

;

V

E
I

It5* an_ali^n__c^ltu£e: Some

staff have had little effective experience in a multi-cultural 

or multi-racial society and suffer from acute awkwardness,- 

shyness, or general lack of ability to communicate across 

socioircultural boimdaries. Students of course share this 

■problem, but profit from the tolerance arising partly out of 

the fact that they are not the "visitors", and, partly out of 

the Western emphasis on noblesse-oblige in such matters.

Among"themselves, however, as we have seen, with reference 

to the groups into which they are divided, students are under 
similar pressure. This problem could be considerably aJLlevi- 

ated for staff by proper preparation for such an experience; 

on-going consultation with staff anthropologists; and carefur 

record-keeping on the part of personal tutors in relation to 

the students for whom they have primary responsibility,

6. _The pr^b^em _of_'unfulfil].ed ne_eds*; This is an 

important source of frustration, often overlooked by students. 

Such needs can' range from such simple matters as the need for

I
<■

I

1:

I
Ic
!
I

I

i:

more time with family and friends, privacy and relaxation, to
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- the more subtle needs for aesthetic and intellectual stimu

lation which students at Makerere are oftenunable to fulfill.

These factors, plus the pressing demands upon staff

time from all sources relating to institutional maintenance 

of the College itself (commi%:ees 'etc.) and the psychological 

demands upon staff of student needs combine to produce in 

some a kaleidoscope of feelings comprised of unfulfilled

ideals, resentments, confusion, and in a few - a vague sense 

of guilt. Some staff hold to the view that in a university 

there should be no special sense of responsibility to students

, J

beyond imparting knowledge to them, 

have never compromised what they consider as their total

A few staff members

responsibility to students, but the fulfillment of this re

sponsibility has often been achieved at a severe price -

usually a hormail family life and eutiy hope of contributing ' 

their own research to their chosen profession, 

said'bhat students are generally aware that these kinds of

It ceinnot be

prices are being paid for them.

These points should not, however, be interpj^eted as 

ignoring the remarkahly good relations which do exist between 

majiy individual students and members of staff, or the veryc
real effort which most staff have made to come to terms with 

a difficult situation which many of thek had not expected to 

find. On the whole a good case can be made for the assertion

that general relations between students and staff at Makerere 

may in some ways be actually ''better” than at many universities

in the-United Kingdom, if evaluation is defined in regard to
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efforts made on the part of staff to expand and .'improve the

It should

be remembered that many university personnel hold to the view 

that good student-staff relations are those which result in

quality of felatiphships they have with Studehts, ■I

t

.
students passing examinations and no more. The failure rate

at Makerere is not inordinately high, and if this criterion

of evaluation is used, student-staff relations are very godd. 

Whatever the criteria decided upon, it must be kept in mind 

. that in terms of problems such as student-staff ratio, en- 

rollment, financing and curriculum planning, a university in

r

Africa will be decreasihgly comparable to universities in

the West but may also increasingly be facing the a.dministra- 

tive and human relations problems of universities in other 

non-Western areas. If true, this will raise many acute issues 

not the least of which will be those arising from the human. ^ 

interaction of the teachers and the taught.

In the light of this prospect,, we conclude th§ present 

chapter by turning from the social-psychological dynamics of 

interaction between institutionaX role occupants, which are 

so important in the acct^turation process, back to a consider-

;• i

atioh of the basic institutional dilemmas per se facing the 

university in a multi-cultural environment undergoing rapid 

Much of our attention has been focused upon

c

social change

the discontinuities between a university in the West and one 

in Afrioa(and by implication, other non-Western areas as 

well). But we initially began our discussion of the university 

with the suggestion that, fundamentally, all discontinuities in

♦ :
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the ejid ; could only be understood ih terms of vproblems of 

transition faced by the university as a generic institution

We shall now return to this perspective 

by Considering these fundamental institutional problems in 

terms of their.relevance to the University of East Africa.

There are two broad areas of ambiguity which must be 

resolved as the university prepares to enter the future. It

anywhere in the world.

is not our task to resolve them here, but to define them in 

'their relevance for Africai They are what we will call the 

problem of "ambiguities of institutional function" and that

of "ambiguities of institutional role definitions" and, as we 

shall see, $hey are obviously functionally interrelated iu 

that decisions in one category will immediately affect de

cisions in the other.

Ambiguities of Institutional Function

As we saw earlier,, the modern university is, at best, 

in a stage of transitional adaptation to new social needs 

an.d, at worst, in a state of paralyzed crisis.

(7

At the very

least the question of its functions in the environment is 

shro uded i n aimb igui ty, We cited the. background of this briel- 

ly, earlier in the chapter, and now we shall focus more specifi-

cally upon the particular dilemmas which are entailed, thus 

clarifying; in a broader ^ntext the kinds of daily problems 

such as we have been discussing faced by Jtekerere and other

such colleges. This is obviously a vast topic which we are 

not here prepared to explore in its full complexity 

risk of.oyerrsimplification

At the

we may separate three problems
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of function which shall be diBcussed separately 

follow from the ftindamental recognition, which all but the 

naive would affirm, that the university, in one way or another, 

is an agent of values, 

way is or should this be true.

They all

The question, of course, is in what

This can be asked in three

ways.

A) With reference to society as a whole, should the

university be an agent of directed or undirected change? By 

. "directed'* we have in mind, a policy which is formulated in
V '

the light Of an authofitatively defined set of values and

societal goals in the interests of which planning machinery

(including education) is constructed. By "undirected", we

understand the types of changes brought about by an institution

merely carrying out its various but not inter-correlated

functions. This distinction never, of course, appears air-.,^

tight in empirical reality, but it is fair to say that an

institution tends toward one or another polar end of Such a
*

dichotomy. In a liberal deniocracy such as the United States, 

for example, centrally directed social change is not legiti

mized in the cultural vailue system. In an outright totali

tarian society, everything is geared into such a plan, the 

plan itself being rooted in ^ ideological interpretation of 

history. However the distinction is not that simple. In a 

way it could be argued thkt those among the American Founding

r

I

C
t

Fathers interested in education, especially Thomas Jefferson, 

had - in the context of the' l8th Century Enlightenment 

ception of. truth

con-

a theory of education strongly influenced
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by a political goal This :goal was the transformation of the 

consciousness and intelligence of the masses as a precondition

for democratic self-detenEination. Furthermore, in contempo

rary liberal societies sectarian schools (especially but not 

only Roman Catholic) are reooghi?ed (i.e, legitimate) insti

tutions for the directed management of sub-commimities. As

the complexity of modern society increases, and the recog

nition of the need for comprehensive s»cial planning proceeds
f

apace, the possibility of education as an agent of directed

change will again become an issue for serious debate and

examination. If this can be said of mature democratic societies.
1

it follows that it is obviously all the more true of the so-

called newly emerging nations. In such areas, where all is 

in flux, where the idea of democratic self-determination is -

to say the least - problematical, and where education is a

major and almost disruptive agent of change, the idea of 

^is change to proceed undirected will probably 

appear as bordering on the irresponsible to the leaders of

1 .
allowing

.

these new nations. This point has come to be realized by 

some British educationeil administrators.^^
v

A point relevant to this was made by R.G. Harris
c

(1963:21). In his discussion of "standards in transition".

he writes that

because the) older religious-humanist values, and 
the standards they generate for their self-preservation, 
are still powerful in the European technological system, 
they are includecl in the cultufaLl package-deal offered 
to East Africa. Indeedv they are pressed upon East 
Africa, all the more solicitously for the very reason 
that they are in a decline within the system that bred 
them, and are offered all the more arbitrarily as ideal

If • • • •

■■y,"
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values and standards just because in their-mother 
system their force is psychologically restricted

This point, we would lies at the basis of the crisis

of disillusionment among African students concerning Western

religio-humanistic values (a crisis endemic ^ong those who

have suffered from their non-applicability in practice).

Harris' point is most api)licable to secondary education in

II
• • • •

East Africa up to the eve of independence because circumstances 

have conspired to,-allow the boarding secondary school to 

function as a kind of capsiile Jn which some relationship

can still be maintained between these values and behavioral

norms. These circumstances include; a) the missionary control

of most of these schools which meains that a value consensus

is already present in the very administrative structure and 

personnel selection procedures of these schools; b) the 

physical isolation of the school communities from the major ' 

centers of change and conflict; c) the acceptance on the part 

of the traditional societies from which secondary students

<■

are recruited of the cultural legitimacy of the student

role; and d) the fact that a major tradition of the elite 

British public school was character formation which meant

that a reasonable supply of appropriately motivated teaching 

personnel was available to staff the schools.

c
As we have

suggested in our earlier discussion of this, the latent

paradoxes attendant upon this "package-deal II are in the pro

cess of coming gradually to the surface if one looks closely 

it is in the university expei'ience that the 

''package-deal" becomes most thoroughly unravelled and the :

enough. But
■■■ r?'
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paradoxes staid forth in their more glaring inconsistencies. 

The university; Makerere for instance, is metaphysicsily

pluralistic in its value base which ranges from religious 

orthodoxy to atheism. Its administration is secular. There

is no dominating personality such as the secondary school

Headmaster who imposes a particular d;yle upon the life of

the institution. The university is more intimately involved

Student-staff ■in the core processes of change and conflict.
> 'V ^

. relations are more individualistic and functionally specific.

And finally, in many societies, considerable conflict between

the student role and other roles is possible since higher, 

education involves the postponmenjs of normal adult role be

havior in ways that secondary education does not, (We shall 

have occasidn to return to this last point later on.) Viewed 

in this light, it can be argued that whatever traumas may be"^ 

attendant upon the introduction of secular Western education 

and the values of Western secular individualism, these are 

rather more likely to affect students on the level of higher 

education th^ they are on levels below this. It is in the

university that all protective screens which shield the student

from the full implications of the new way of life are removed.
c

This situation, however, occurs in a context in which no new 

consensus of vailues and norms has crystallized, 

finds himself cut off fMm the past by rapid socio-cultural

The student

\
chhhge, but also now from what he thought to be the mainstreeua

of Western civilization whose outline seemed coherent and

internally consistent because it was introduced to the student 

through the •authoritariah eind clearly defined .structure of
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tie mission secondary school

atruck by the number o f Makerere students who laughingly

informed him of their ••naive" belief during secondary school

days that all Europeans were ••Christians":.)

suggested that any student we have encountered was anxiousfto

return to the ways of the schools, but only a psychologically

insensitive person would argue by virtue of this fact that

university students do not experience serious ambivalence in

• their feelings toward all representatives of a system which
*

has brought about these almost classical conditions for anomie. 

(If we may be permitted this degree of speculation, it is not 

inconceivable that such ambivalence is one element present 

in the occasional outbursts of violent hostility against

(The writer was constantly

It is not being

university regulations which occur in many universities in 

the non-Western world.
<-

In am amomic situation, regulations

can appear as arbitrarily restrictive if they are not associated 

with a sense of security amd coherence.) At any rate, it may 

be escpected that this issue will increasingly become a matter 

for serious debate and analysis. It can be questioned whether 

the free amd individualistic tradition's of the Western uni

versity community can survive in such a generally anomic

At the very least, speaking of student-staff 

relations in regard to this larger issue, one could suggest 

that university personhai he encouraged to give more serious 

thought to their role in this matter lest such decisions be 

taken out of their hands altogether by agents of institutions 

far less concerned with the subtleties gfindividu^ student

c
environment.
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deyfelopment tham tliey are

B) With reference to Jjlie persohality. should the 

university be an agent of directed dr undirected change?

• :

Almost everything said with reference to the previous question 

is relevant here as well It isf however, possible to separate 

these questions even to. the point of answering this one af-

This, in fact,firimtively and the previous one negatively, 

is precisely the case with various university personnel this'
' /t'-

■ writer has encountered both in the Western world and ih Africa,

One's ultimate position on such matters presumably would re

flect the sociological theory of the individual one implicitly

That is, how much does one 

believe (if one cares at all) the isolated individual capable 

of acoomplishing in society without major institutional trans- 

University teachers tend to subscribe, consciously

or explicitly subscribes to.

formations,

or unconsciously, to a number of different amd hot always 

reconcilable assumptions in their relations with students

which can be a:source of confusion if the latter are not

accustomed to individual variety as a cultural value of high 

priority, Perspectives here can ramge from leaving the student 

as an individual altogether alone, aside from imparting in

formation relative to one's discipline, to the other extreme
c

of stressing the production of sbcietailly functional indi-

Table l6-B reflects 

the variety of attitudes apparently existing among KEakerere 

: staff regarding this kind'of issue.

C) What should be the function of the^curriculum?

A
viduals such as the"New Soviet Man"
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(Ehis questibn has, perhaps, received the most amount of 

formal attention at Makerere and was a matter of urgent

It isdehate during the writer's stay at the collegpo

indeed frequently the case that university personnel every

where in democratic societies first begin to face issues 

relating to the previous two questions through detailed 

attention'and debate about the curriculumo In the Western

world such discussions are proceeding everywhere. At

Makerere the word 'battle': would be more appropriate, for
♦

few issues have generated more friction and heat aimong the 

staff than that of the proper nature, function and priorities

of the curriculum. The major symptom of the need for such 

examination is, to use a favorite term employed there, the 

lack of "background" among African students. Goldthorpe 

(1961), in discussing this, cites two examples but, as he 

says, most teachers have a fund of anecdotes similar to those 

which he relates (to w^ilch this writer can add a few).

"In Aiugust i960, when .the Congo crisis was at its 
height, a colleague found that the majority of a class 
of first-year honours economics students had never 

-heard of Ralph Bunche, while none knew what a Nobel 
Ih’ize was. On another pccasion,^^ freshmeh^s 
tutorisQ. class one afternoon I found that the only 
one of six students who had ever heard of Darwin was 
the one non-Africein, a Gtoan. Belatihg this the seime 
evening to a group of senior Arts and Education students, 
it emerged that hone of them had ever heard of Darwin 
either, except one girl who knew it was a town in 
Australia; Literally nothing can be taken for granted

In the light of the utter absence in East Africa of the in-

c

If

.formal sources of education taken for granted in the more 

modernized societies, the reasons for this state of affairs

are not difficult to comprehend But as Goldthorpe points# . .
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out, "in terms of positive action, .iidwever, less is now

During the 1940*8 an attempt 

was begun at Makerere' to ailleyiate the serious gap in general 

education relevatht to public affairs, 

a compulsory general social studies course to be taken by all

done (1961) thM formerly."

This took the form of

students in their junior, years, 

program was described in detail by those who managed it in 

an article (C. Ehrlich et.al

A later version of such a

1955). This article is in-•»!
■ teresting not pnly because :it describes the progreun in detail,

%

but because it reports on some of the reactions to the material 

on the part of the students. The:authors state clearly the

premises on which the program was orgsmized. Pointing out

that although students were political-minded when they arrived

at the College, their thinking tended to be bitter eind un-
I C

constructive, it was therefore decided that

"It is clearly an important part of the College's 
task, then, to guide these energies into constructure 
channels; and, to adapt a phrase of Sir Keith'Hancock, 
the ideal is not that the undergraduates should become 
dispassionate but that .they should learn to be just."

The program they describe was compulsory for first year

students and consisted of three semesters; the first taught

by an economist, the second by a sociologist, and the third

a political scientist.

hour lecture and one discussion, to it.

anthors, the course was

C
Twolhours a week were devoted, a one 

According to the

1)

weir liked by the majority of students and (was) 
of value not only in supplementing the new student's 

very meagre knowledge of everyday affairs and in re
moving some of the grosser misconceptions of fact under 
which he often labours, but also in helping him to see 
in clearer perspective the meaning and relevance of the 
subjects he will be studying at the CoHegev"

tt • • • •
• • •
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AcGordirig to Goldthoi^e the progreun was eventually abandoned, 

.mainly under the pressure from the Faculty of Science

In 1957 a committee was set up

PII iy.
t '

on time-table grounds

••.i.itP consider the whole problem of general education 
(but) failed to put fo^fward any proposals of importance 
that commended themselves either to the Academic Board 
or the teaching staff as a whole as desirable or 
practical.'*

ir

g

t
I

i; ■ !

The committee recommended one term of general education to
a-'-;
t I 't.precede specialijZed degree work. But

the students* very limitations, however, made 
academic departments reluctant to surrender gmy of 
the time hitherto devoted to examination work; while 
a widely-shared attitude unfavourable to proposals 
for general education was expressed in the words of 
(one) professor (who said) 'We are under the impression 
that when we are teaching stuifents subject X we a.re 
educating them.'*'

In the face of this kind of resistance smd division of thought, 

nothing was done to replace the general social studies course 

which ended with the 1955-56 year.

Concurrent with the debate on general education at 

Makerere, another one arose over the question of what con

stituted the Ideal Arts course. The writer arrived at Makerere 

at the tail end (or, better, during a truce) of this debate 

which, apparently, was carried on with a good deal of acri

mony, In i960 a milder version of the debate was published 

dJi the form of three articles in the Matkerere Journal (Carl ip, 

Lahglonds and Carter, 19^0), This symposium is an excellent

I4
;•

iit

i

i i;

t-

3

I-yi
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i
4

i

I

i

,c

f!.'55
source of insights into the difficulties.,involved in teaching 

certain subjects in a non-Wester^ context, notable English, 

and also into how Western university teachers are grappling 

with the issues raised in this chapter.
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etaerges. clearly, from the debate is the question of the use

fulness: Of cohcehtration on one discipline as against a more 

generally integrated view of knowledge, 

the Ideal Arts course are, of course, wrestling with a problem

The proponents of

whose basic core was stated very succinctly decades ago by

Ortega Y Gasset (I946:71f72) who argued that

••Prom all qiiarters the need presses upon us for a new 
integration of knowledge, which today lies in pieces 
scattered/Over the world. But the labor of this under
taking is enormous; it is not to be thought of while 
there exists no methodology of higher education even 
comparable to what we have for the preceding levels of 
education^ At present we lack completely a pedagogy 
of the university 
and systematisations of knowledge
kind of scientific genius which hitherto has existed 
only as an aberration; the genius for integration,”

The situation is particularly acute in non-Western areas like

Africa because, as M.M. Carlin points out in the symposium,

•‘There must be a million things African students don^'t 
know - if "know" is the word; things ranging from simple 
facts to complex habitual modes of response. Yet the 
whole structure of a western university in Africa rests 
on the assumption that they do'know them. The teachers 
operate in a field of allusion which the students do 
not share. And this is the heaviest half of their 
burden

the need to create sound syntheses 
will call out a

• • • •
• • • •

f1

The opposing, discipline-centered, vie_w also has its pro

ponents on every university staff, in this case in the person
c

of B.Langlands who argues

"With a concentration on one discipline, the student 
all that that has to offer - the ^alysis, 

classification an2l synthesis of its matter, logical 
reasoning, comparative studies in time and place, 
description, appreciation and debunking. The means by 
which this discipline is studied are as I have said; 
reading, essay writing, discussing and attending lec-

The argument obviously turns bn the question of ultimate and

tt• :
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Again Carlin and LahglandsIjasic priorities of function 

crystallize tlie diverse ways of approaching, this most diffi

cult of all issues Seemingly mindful of the viewpoint re

flected in the comment quoted earlier by an African student

purpose of a universitywho, after affinning that ther,^' 

is the same everjrwhere" went oh to state that '’A university 

should not attempt to make a Europeein out of me”, I^glands 

argues that

9 • 9 9

"Probably the end result of our teaching of English, 
History and so oh in the way that we are doihg it, is 
tha.t our students are assimilating a little of Western 
culture - all I would contend is that they should not 
have to if they do not wish to. Is it hot possible 
to blend the best of Western judgments with the best 
of African social and moral codes and present thereby 
a ciiiture distinct from that prevailing elsewhere?
Having made our students aware of Western value judg
ments through exposing bur modes of thought in an in
tensive study of an academic discipline, having acquired 
some awareness of Western moral behaviour from their 

. Christian based schools, and having been brought up • 
in a local social system, may they not make a choice 
of what personally suits best?”

e>

For Carlin ^this argument apparently seems a dead-end 'for he

does not see

”. . . .how we cein avoid the conclusion that the very 
• essence of our activity here - I don't mean as it should 
be but as it is already - is a process of westeiiiizing.

I have taken (care) to avoid the word Europeanize. 
....Ofhe business of imparting knowledge is even less 
central to the university process here than it is in 
England. What we are practicing at Makerere, day in 
day out, in every conceivable aspect of life from 
graduation Ceremonies to Scottish dancing, is the sub
version in 6U1 intimate and detailed wayv of the African 
mind; the breadEing down Of menthl tissues; their 
constxnction in the Western mode; the reordering of 
thoughts, feelings, habits, responses, of every aspect 
of the mind and personality. This is what we are 
doing, and cannot avoid doing - this is the opre of 
our activity.” (emphasis in original)

# • • •

C

re-
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It is not possible here to enter more deeply into the 

details of this poignant debate, other then to show as has

been ptir purpose 

for every area even remotely influenced by Western modes of

the world-historical na^xire of this debate

ambition and social organization. Although we have stressed

the special problems of the university in East Africa, we

have seen that at no point could such issues be entirely 

divorced from their counterparts in any area of the world
I

-that Western education has penetrated.r

However a question cam be raised about not what was

said but what was not said in the debate. This question 

which, inr.our view, can be raised is not a minor one, but 

has to do with whether or not the Western university is in 

actuality presenting even the facts of the history and society 

it represents. To answer this fully would require a content., 

analysis of all courses with special emphasis on those of 

the Artjs Facultiesi Such a task was outside the scopd of the 

present study. However a partial answer is available in the 

1960-61 Syllabus of the Faculty of Arts which, it should be 

stressed, is not an official publication but a guide, and is 

not the sole sourpe of bibliographical advice regarding pre

paration for the examinations. However, as a 100 page biblio

graphical reference guide for all Arts subjects, it is not
.... ^ •. ■\-.

unimportant. Examining it, pnedisbovers some rather startling

omissions. Among them are Marx (except for the '•Communist 

Manifesto"), Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Freud, Max Weber, Karl 

Mannheim, Franz Kafka, Bert Brecht, Martin Buber, Eric Fromm,

c

5
*

I
I

1
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Hannah Arendtj Rrahz NeumannV Earl Polanyi and o,thers.: Aside ia
afrom neimes, one finds missing any reference to the study of 

National Socialism in Germany and - perhaps most interesting 

of all - there is no separate Department of Philosophy. 

Granting all the qualificationacdhcerning the syllabus 

mentioned above, it can be suggested that any syllabus which 

does not contain most of the names listed above is simply

3
15
t
T--'

s

■ Enot related to the Western world of the twentieth century 15
t

55
■..t

. (and much of the nineteenth).Y When one adds to this the ^5^
-
Elwell-known British aversion to viewing contemporary history 

as "real" history (because of its recency and the resultant 

incompleteness of documentation), one can begin to wonder 

whether the contemporary African student will'be condemned 

to repeat the history he never learned. In view of the 

nature of this history and its effect in undermining faith * 

in almost every assumption which once gave order and coherence 

to Western civilization, the absence of a Department-of 

Philosophy to interpret such issues to students about to 

enter the modern world raises questions.

I
'f S
Vi?

■ r

I
I

15-

ii
sAmbiguities of Institutional Role Definitions
K

In this second broad area of ambiguity, three sub- 

topics can be distinguished. The first is the structure and 

norms of the bureaucratic leadership roles in a university. ^ 

Since this topic has received sophisticated attention in the 

article by Mooney (1965)» as well as in other sources, we 

shall not explore this matter at length.

however, that the application of existing analyses to the

c E:

I
i

I
I
:

13

It should be added,

*

I
35
%
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Ifrican sc;ene -generally an endeavor nowhere, to this writer's

knowledge, as yet carried out would prove most interesting 

in view of the peculiar pressures which must exist for the

university as the only major institution representing demo

cratic free inquiry in a political environment which by ho 

means takes this value 'totally for grainted.

3?he second sub-topic is.the notorious problem of staff 

role conflict, ,especially with reference to the researcher 

and teaching roles (with the latter divisible into two separate 

role definitions also, that of simple imparter of knowledge 

and that of quasi-therapeutic molder of character). This 

question has received so.much attention, both academic and 

popular, that we shall not ejqjlore it at length here. Suffice 

it to say that, as we have seen, this kind of role conflict 

is very acute in a university located in the non-Western 

world. At Makerere, staff are under pressure from all sides 

to fulfill all three roles, a task which usually proves im

possible. The personal tutor role, the institutionalized 

definition of the teacher as an influence on character aind 

persona:! development, has been shown to be a major focus of 

tension and hostility for all parties concerned. For those 

who underestimate the seriousness of the dual role of all 

teachers (the cognitive and the personal or existentiail
■■■: ^ .. . ■3' ::

guide), or who would separate these into air-tight compart 

ments, the writer strongly recommends a brilliant little 

study of this issue by Victor Kobayashi (1962) who 

the problems Of the Western cognitive-oriented teacher to the

C :

compares
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Zen Buddhist teaciier oriented to the achievement' of •’satofi"

in his pupils • .

: The third sub-topic is that of role conflict among 

studenta, in which the student role comes into conflict with 

the demands of other non-academic roles impinging upon students. 

Here, too, we shall not .go into extensive detail. Elsewhere 

the writer has published (1961) an intensive sociblogical 

analysis of this issue relative to the distinction between

. minority and majority (nonradult and adult) roles including
*

the ways this transition can impinge upon the student role 

at Makerere. To facilitate analysis, one tribal culture, 

the Kikuyu, was used as a basis, since the very gradual nature

of the minor-major transition in an age-grade society differs 

radically from the saime transition in most Western societies. 

Further, the use of one tribal base enabled use of the method

of intensive case study of individuals which is important if 

one's interest is in processes of conflict resolution. For 

present purposes, we shall elucidate the problem of student 

role conflict at Makerere by way of two generalizations.

1. The Makerere student is susceptible to role conflict
*

arising from a situation in which he feels he is treated as 

a minor in the school system (the College) but feels himself 

to be_ah adult

place the student in a position somewhat analogous to that 

of a minor (such as some tendency to refer to students as

c

There are elements of College life which• "

"boys",:disciplinary rules such as the midnight curfew and 

and the limitation of certain 'adult' activitiesgating"ft
f

V.'
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^ ^d prerogatives such, as teavy drinking and fighting) 

is interesting that the reverse may also occur 

many ways in which the student at; ^kerere as treated much as

He is subject to instruction ohlyi ^d his 

personal relations are neglected in comparison to secondary 

school; his relations with staff are rather circumscribed 

and confined largely to the classroom except when he is accept 

or as a fiaendly acquaintance; the student is .

It

There are• '

■ .*%

a Western adult
•- ■

l

ed as a friend,
' f-

on h±B own finahcially etc. Further, the student may also 

be cariying some of the obligations of adulthood in his

r

traditional social relations. These inconsistencies underlie

considerable role confusion among a number of students (a

situation which has parallels in many resident colleges in 

the United States).

The Makerere student is susceptible to role conflict 

arising out of a situation in which the parents and immediate 

family define the,student role as an illegitimate extension 

of minority status replacing the performeince of adult role 

obligations as they view these.

2.

Thus, while the student may 

feel himself an adult who just happens, to be gaining an edu

cation to qualify himself for a higher position, he may be
C

treated by his family as one who:is trying to maintain his 

dependence upon others and "prolonging his 

student days" (again, a gituation not unknown in Western 

societies)

The writer has observed that role conflicts of the kind 

which involve contradictions between "home and school" are
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susceptible to certain types of resolution of which we have
''I'-"..

Conflict can be resolved, 

first, if the son haa worked awhile foi^ wages between* gradu-‘ 

atiqn from secondary echool and enrollment in University,

isolated four different kinds.

thus satisfying certain of his financial obligations to his

family,

sibling with an older brother who has equal if not greater 

access to financial resources (perhaps throu-gh am equeil amount

• of education) and is using,them to fulfill financial obli-
*

gations, thus relieving the pressure on his younger brother,

A third possibility is that the family is economically so well 

off that there is in fact little need for financial assistance.

Second, it cam be resolved if the student is a younger

And fourth, the.problem is alleviated if the family adheres

to an ideology of "progress out of the old and into the new"

for which it is willing to make sacrifices, much in the wsiy 

that immigrant families in the United States used to devote

their lives to the social mobility and assimilation of their

children into the Americam middle class. These qualifications' 

have phrased obligation in terms of financial assistance 

because this is usually how obligation expectations are 

expressed, i^r more difficult are the types of situations 

in which roJ.e conflict reflects expectations expressed in non- 

finamcial terms. The latter types of expectations seem to 

divide into what this wi^iter would call "activity continuity" 

and "religiorcuitural continuity!*, just possibly both. A 

common example of the first would be a father’s desire that 

his son take oyer his land and d.evote his life to agriculture

C
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e

as in the "way of his fathers" The meaning of the second

and exeunples can r^ge from expectations easily 

satisfied through a few rituals, to full immersion in the 

ritual and religious life of the traditional 

society to the exclusion of invoivement in modern life.-

is obvious,

K
structural,

I

-■

■faltpgether

fixated on situations such as these, but the writer Has found 

this to be a radical exaggeration, similar to the exaggerated

Popular stereotypes in the West often become
1=

I •I

f i• generalization concerning the clash of "old emd new country"

cultures among immigrants in the United States. The general

level of conflict resolution is higher them many people
li’:

believe although, of course, it is fat from absolute. I

1'
Anxiety relative to such role conflicts is a major problem i

S'for Makerere students of which most staff are often unaware Isi

except in the most general terms, 

resolution, if it comes, does so only after the student has

And as is so often true,.
J
k

"proved himself" and his determination. For the Makerere

student, this may well coma only after his student days are

over.

■.1'^

In our discussion of education, we have moved back and 

forth between the level of theory and policy on the one hand* 

cind what we were hble to ascertain of empirical reality on 

the other. Many topics were of necessity omitted 

focus could be maintained throughout upon the dynamics of 

the actual contact situations in which agents of one culture 

encounter those of einother ahd the complex and elusive pro-

c

so that

£

cesses of acculturation take place

Sii
1
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tiTh« tiniQ has coma to eacplore at depth in the lives of '■4

individuals the.meanings of these great transformations in 

the face of which the transition to political independence 

is but a minor adjustment.

%
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Notes

1. Our use of tile termS; socialization 'and enculturatlbn,

follows Herskovits
;;:' ;:(1955l32^r^26;);;:

'’The process by; means of which an individual is dnte^ 
Krated, into his society is called socialization. It 
involyes the adaptation of the indiyidual to the fellow 
members of his group, which, in turn, gives him status 
and assigns to him the role he plays in the life of- 
the community." .

"The" aspects of the learning experience that mark off' 
men from/other creatures, and by means of which he 
achieves competence, in his culture, may be called 
enculturationt This is in essence a process of con- 
scious and unconscious conditioning, exercised within 
the limits sanctioned by a given body of custom. From 
this process not only is all adjustment to sOcial-liv
ing achieved, but also all those satisfactions, them
selves a part Of social experiehce, that derive from 
individual expression rather than association with 
others in the group,"

t

i
i

2, Quoted in Redfield (1955;121). Also relevant here is 

, Read's analysis (1956:98,99) of this same point;
f"A number of anthropological writers 

education in (pre-literate) societies as the process 
of transmitting a people's culture from one g.enera.tion 
to the next

have definedo • o •
I

IThe .titles of two recent studies among 
the North AmericeLn Indiems illustrate this by their 
very phrasing: 'The Hopi Way* and 'The Navajo Door'. 
Another study in the Pacific, 'Becoming a Kuoma', 
sugg;ests the same idea. In those and other parallel 
studies, the emphasis is on the process by which a 
Child, born in a spbiety possessing a certain culture, 
which is his by right of birth and inheritance, never
theless has: to go through a training which may be in
formal as well as formal, in the course of which he 
recognizes the Hopi Way, goes through the Navajo Door, 
learns to be a Kuoma although he was born phe.

• • • •

1
I
I

c :

I

"We should admit at once that this linking of culture 
and education, that/is regarding education as the trans
mission Of culture, is on the whole foreign to Our way

if weof thinking about education in Western EurOpe 
were to ask Ourselves Or if strangers were to inquire 
of us, how a Child born amd bred in one of the nations 
of tke United Kingdom learns to recognize the English 
Way* to go through the Scottish DoOr, to become a 

. Welshman, we should have no ready answer.

I

I
It might be• • •

T

* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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argued here that bur Britisli concept of freedom and , 
the"role of the individual in a free society, preVehts 
us from placing much emphasis on the English Way, of 
the Scottish, or the Welsh in our training of yoting 
peppie.”

.

I'
1;

'I

This statistic is cited by J.E. Goldthorpe (196I).3 ?■
• .

4. Statement based on personal interview with an educational 

administrator in Kenya. , -

e
iFor instaihce, the rple of Governor Sir Donald Gameron in

Cf. Ingham
3.

/ iTanganyika's educational development,
(19^2:363-367). ;

The Kenya government had established an Education Depart

ment in 1911 and subsidized approved mission schools. 

In 1913 the government opened a school at Machakos 

that offered technical subjects and teacher training. 

In 1918 a system of school inspection was introduced 

amd not until 1926 was the first secondary school for 

Africajis established, Generailly speaking, far more' 

money was spent pn European and Asian education (in 

that order) than on African, and Kenya's official 

education program for Africans, when compared 4° those 
of Uganda and Tanganyika lagged considerably behind.

6.
s;

I

1'

!

i
Is

I
Epr instance the following comment in the Report (quoted 

in Herskovits, 1962;226);

"The present distribution of the African groups through 
the various stages of human society, whether that stage 
be cannibaiistic, barbaric, primitive or civilized, is 
a natural,condition thatjhas been-almost completely 
duplicated at some time with all civilized races. In 
the long procesB^of evolution it is well known that the 

period of the most advanced races has been 
but brief in comparison with their long period of 
barbarism."

7. !

I
i

C I
I

■5

8 For instance from the Report, (quoted in Herskovits, 
■;.::'';,1962:228) S
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••Education should b e adapted to the mentality, aptitudes, 
occupations ^d trailtiohs of iJhe various peoples, con
serving as far as possible all sound and healthy elements 

‘in the fabric of their social life, adapting them where ' 
necessary to changed circumstances and progressive ideas,' 
as an agent of natural growth and evolution.”

9 Higher Education in East Africa. Colonial No.l42, HMSG,

London' 1937 ■■9

10. For the relatiohs between these schools and drpp-«puts 

from the main school system see Kamoga (1963)o

11. ”At first, schools in all three territories followed the 
English pattern of six years primary Schooling and six 
secondary years, which were divided into three junior 
secondary and three senipr secondary; After a Series 
Pf government Pbmmissions, the view became established 
that the first objective should be to concentrate'on 
four years' schooling - the minimum regarded as neces
sary to establish literacy - available to all African 
children. Schools in Tanganyika were accordingly re
organized in the early 'fifties into primary, middle 
and secondary, with four classes in each, and in Kenya 
in the middle and late 'fifties similarly intp basic 
primary, senior primairy, and secondary. In Uganda, * 
the traditional system was followed till the end of-the 
'fifties, though not all primary schools were 'full 
primary' with all six classes. The proposal now (i960) 
is to adopt something more like the Tanganyika and 
Kenya pattern, but with eight years primary.educatipn 
for all as the objective, followed by four yeats second
ary, or six if two years for Higher School Certificate

(Further) education is not free (in Eastare included
Africa) any more than it is compulsory or universal.

' Fees are payable at every stage, while parentstimay also 
be at the expense of school meals and school uniforms, 
ks well as losing their children?s help: on the land or

In Uganda, for example, the lowest 
fee recently reported was 3 shillings a term for Primary 
One in the remote West Nile district. More usually. 
Primary day fees range from 8 or 10 shillings a term 
up to about 30, rising in the higher classes, so that 
the total cost i'^ fees alone of putting a boy through 
a six-years Primary course has been estimated as^ any
thing between l40 and 250 shillings depending oh lo
cality
about another 10 shillings a term.

• • » *

c

School meals, where they are provided, cost
Most primary schools 

have a single imiform, and though this is seldom:-, 
compulsory most parents do in fact provide the prescribed 
....at a cost of perhaps 10 to 20 shillings. Thus the 
cost of putting a large family through .primary schpol 
mahes a heavy claim on the cash income of a peasant 
which may amoTint to no more than 30 to 40 Pounds a 
year (600 to 800' shillings)

• • • •

Aided/junior secondary
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schools charge day p;ipils_between. 100 and 200 shillings 
a tem for tuition only, boarders 300 to 400 shillings 
for tiiition and board. Private non-^aided schools 
pharge much more, usually for inferior tuition, llll 
senior secondary schools but one are boarding schools 
(as of i960) and the fees range from 400 to 6OO 
shillings a term, or as much as 1000 shillings for 
the newly-instituted Higher School Certificate classes.'*

Cf, Goldthorpe, (I96l:chap.2). For other relevant 

statistics cf. Helen Kitchen (1962).

12. For instance, Dietrich Weste'rmann wrote in 1925 (quoted 

in Goldthoype, 196I:chap,i),

"The time is past when the school could content itself 
with the development of a small elitOt and with direct
ing this development on European lines, without refer
ence to the pupil 5ind his environment. The favouring 
of an education which was adapted to the needs of the 
European has led to the fostering of higher euad pro
fessional schools to the detriment of elementary 
schools. This should not continue. The urgent need 
is for village schools in abundance adapted to the 
needs of the villages and destined to serve them,"

13. For instance. Sir Philip Mitchell (quoted in ibid.).

"I saw....that my duty lay in promoting to the utmost 
the development of izniversity education, including of 
course^advanced-teacher training, of technical education 
^d of Secondary schools, to supply both with teachable 

^ numbers and of teachable-quality.
If this meant that the education of the masses must 
remain for a while - a while that might be a generation, 
the muddle that it then was - I could not help that,
I ha.d hpt the piower to stop it, to close three-quarters

nor the means in money and 
teachers - to make them any better."

C 14 For instance. Van der Post has a phrase describing 

(quoted in ibid.)

"This learned self-conscious gloom which higher edu
cation inflicts ja^ost without exception, on an in
stinctively happy people If• .

For one of the clearest examples of this argument cf 

Thurnwald, (1935:237-238, 379-580, 389-390).

15*
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l6. . V '»;Some of Green's first coiwrerts to Idealism, students 
as gifted as F.H, Bradley and R.L. Nettleship were .

. denied First Class Honors by examiners who were genu- 
... inely shocked by thegje^bung men presumptuous enough 

to discard the language of Mill; for that of Kant 
Hegel ahd Greens" Richter, (1956:4^5)

More accurately, the general distinction should be 

drawn between Anglo-French and German thought as re

flecting socio-political experience. For example, 
see George Sabine, (1955;648-649). Thus England's 

continued adherence to liberal utilitarian pragznatism 

was a reflection of the simple fact that it fitted 

England's experience - an e3q)erience relatively peace

ful partly because of this same approach to politics. 

Even Green's Idealism was formulated in terms congenial

»

to the left wing of the Liberal Party (although this 

was hot true of Bossanquet). One result of all this, 

however, was that British pragmatism blinded the English

to many social and ideological trends which were not 

to become clear until their material manifestatiohs 
in the form of bombs and shells. To a large extent * 

British faith in natural rights and .political indi

vidualism with its parliamentary institutions is re-
1 : " . -f
:^lected in what may yet prove to- be one of history's 

most futile experiments - the imposition of the West

minster Parliamentary model on the new states of Africa 

and Asia Analyzing societies in terms of their rela

tive adherence to ideology is, of course, a most diffi

cult matter. British society has been more prone to 

ideology than many would prefer to admit. See forc
instance the important recent study of, among other 

things, the role of ideology in the official British 

reaction to the Irish potato famines of the l840's, 

by Cecil Woodham-Smith (1962).

17. A Catholic missionary complained tolApter (1961;153 

footnote 24) in a.n; interview that "The Protestants 

do not xmderstand sin, they are always trying to abolish

»
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it. But we know that sin. is the state of man. It is 

part of the human pondition. That is Vrfiy there is a 

church. No sin - no church,*' This is' ah important 

comment on the distinction between Catholic and Pro

testant understanding of the church.
i

18, The Catholic community, after all, is. not necessarily a 

community of saved (i,e, converted) individuals and 

whatever the fortunes of the moment, the historic 

church survives and has so for nearly 2,000 years.

This sense of continuity, we found, is a major psycho

logical prop and source of inner security for Catholic 

teachers we encountered.

1

Vaizey (1959).

that by the elite public school is meant "
19. The point should be made, as he does,

only a• • • •

proportion of the private schools that cater for about 

one/eleventh of English children," His article, de

spite its critical stance, is a good source of in

formation and, over-all, provides a more balanced view 

of the institution than his critical tone might at

On the public school, see also Rupertfirst suggest, 

Wilkinson (I963).

20, It is such-unresolved aunbiguities which confer upon so 

much of A,V, Murray's outstanding study of British 

education in Africa (1929) such contemporaneous sig
nificance. This book is an'must I for anyone interested

Its significance

Of special

in educational theory and policy, 

surpasses any single locale or time period 

relevance are Murray's diBCUssions ojF the problem of 

vernacxzlar langu^e in education (chapvS) which in

cludes an incisive critique of the.relationship be

tween language and naive versions of an alleged "soul 

of the people", and his formulation of the meaning of 

"liberal" education in what are in this writer's view 

the most stimulating chapters of the book (chap,9

c
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which is relevar^tvt^ A:frican education, and

chap.Id), Amohg others of Murray's major contrihutions 

are his exploding of common but fallaciously formu

lated dichotomies such as that between tribal loyalty 

and more cosmopolitein Ibyalties; "literary" vs,"vo

cational" or"technical" education; "secular" vs.

I';
u

"feligidus" education as formulated by Lord Lugard and 
others Of special significance for acculturation 

theory is his discussion of the ambiguities hy-

pocrisies)'-of -'?moral instruction?t_which -is -baised upon 

sterebtype'd (and thus falsified) parables and stories

1
■i

■3

which not only distort reality but which are not even 

perceived by pupils as they are intended to be,

(Included here is a fascinating dissection of the major 

moral-instructibnal literature of his day.) Somewhat 

obsolete now are the evolutionary biases evident in 

parts of the book; his strictures against the anthro- 

j)ologists; aind his view of African societies as without 

history (although this view still has a little relevan^: 

if one has in mind intellectueO. and technological 

history and the production of Hegelian-type "world- 

historical", figures and events).

S

i
i :>

!

%'•

As an example, when one..reads in an official report

written in 1953 a passage such as this (Ward, 1953:6?, 
par.47)

"....

»

any moral code worthy of the name must rest on the 
spiritual guidance that comes from deep and sincere re
ligious belief. As Christians we naturally look to 
Christianity,for bur guidance, but we appreciate that 
the Muslim religion provides such guidance to many good 
men and women whose lives are examples to others. In 
the matter of religious belief we think that where 
Governments in East and Central Africa have hitherto 

position of neutrality in relation to re
ligion this attitude nhould ho longer continue. A 
public statement on a belief in this necessity for a 
spiritual basis to education in its widest sense would ■ 
give encouragement and strength to those already at 
work and provide the inspiration for future deyelop- 

.^.^.ment,v:

C
4

:?

5
I
I
Ji
11
11
'.-Ji

€
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oii^ wonders if anyone has read and pondered Murray Vs 

incisive critique of "education based on religion" 

in which he warns that

"The word * religion' has b eoome t erribly cheapened in 
Africa by its association in this way with education^"

"The modern administrator in Africa means something 
quite different by this from the meaning given to it 
by our English forefathers in the nineteenth century 

in practice it often comes to the same thing. An- 
educational system was considered to be ‘based on re
ligion', when::.proJfessionary religious people control it .

As long as teaching included Scripture, and as long 
as this emd the other subjects were taught by Churchmen 
£ind Nonconformists respectively, and as long as these 
teachers were controlled by the h'eads of their own de
nomination, education was 'based on religion'.The 
foundation of education in religion was accepted in , 
this mechanical sense because both religion and edu
cation were accepted in a mechanical sense. Religion 
was conformity and education was instruction."
(pp.234,235)
These points can be applied with even greater relevance

• • • •

• • • •

to the "Beecher Report" (1949). This Report, too, 
assumes a "....breakdown in moral standards in African./" 

society in recent years and the comparative inability 

of the school product to put matters right."

• • • •

The argu-
ijient is advanced that there can be no comparison be

tween education in British society and in Africa, 

'^....between the emphasis placed on moral instmction

in one and in the other" because behavior in British 

society derives from Christian foundations and "....ac

cepted Christian principles over which there is no

(par.244) This remarkable generalization isC dispute.

contrasted with the alleged situation in African com-

II

munities of Kenya about which it is claimed "Little 

or nothing is done-an most homes to inculcate moral

does not in consequence, acqtiire 

character in its early years which is built up on 

principles which alone have any relevance in the modern 

society of which the child is to become a partv" 

it follows for the Committee that "It istherefore.

Thus
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the task of the schools'to implant these principles and 

to ,db so almost .entirely without help from parents. .** 

Ihdeed, "This is a speciaiist task, like teaching 

chemistry dr history, and it should be given to those 

who are qxxalified to do it. The secular teacher, what

ever his other qualifications, has generally not been 

trained to take part in this work." (par.245)

These remarkable comments rest upon the followin.g quite 

serious fallacies which, if accepted, will play a power

ful role in furthering the "inability of the school pro

duct to put things right". The first fallacy is the 

assumption that Western societies’ differ emy from

African in the irrelevance of their traditions to the 

conditions of modern existence. One need hardly point 

to the voluminous amount of both secular and theo

logical writings which have addressed themselves to 

precisely this issue of the discontinuity between past 

arid present as regards the most fundamental traditiona,!
Without expressing *values, both Christian and other, 

any judgment as to what should be the moreil foundations

of education, it may be seriously suggested tha.t_the--

v^holesale application of the ideologized foundations 

of Western morality to education in Africa will succeed

in denuding them of whatever relevance they might prove

The seem-to have if allowed to operate in other ways 

ing desperation of the Committee'with respect to this 

issue is, perhaps, not unrelated to the second fallacy
c we would like to point out; the assumption that little 

or nothing can some from African homes relevant to 

character formation in the modern world 
bases this upon no ^empirical

The Committee

foundation whatever; 
logically the assumption is dubious, and empirically^ 

there is little evidence for it, including in our own

of the Committee to
stipulate what their criteria are aside from the genen 

al biases of the Committee members (which themselves
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are hot stated) It ban at least be seriously question

ed if there are not in tra.ditiohal African; communal'

values and reciprocal social structures, techniques and 

behavior patterns which will prove q;uite relevant to 

the conditions of modern existence in so-called under-
, Srdeveloped countries, provided, of course, that they

But the_heed for
i:

. i-
can be adapted to these conditions, 

adaptation is a long distance from the assertion of -i

- ttotal irrelevance. The third fallacy, which foll.ows 

logically fromthe first two, is one which we have 

already examined with respect to the Cambridge Report; 

the fallacious assiunption that moral teachings can be 

taught systematically without outright indoctrination 

and all its correlates. How close to the foundations 

of indoctrination the Committee approached is illus

trated by their assumptions, first, that no help must 

and can be expected from Africam parents and, second, 

that such teaching is a '•specialist task like tea.ching 

chemistry or history"; a view which is closer to that ^ 

of a thought police than to contemporary Western edu

cational practice.

t-

1=
I

: f I
in the issues we have, been discussing up to now, little 

seems to have changed from the days of the 1925 White 

Paper on Education Policy in British Tronical Africa
■'

which stated, with regard to religion and character 

training, that "Education should strengthen the feeling 

of responsibility to the tribal community and, at the 

same time, should strengthen will power; should make 

the conscience sensitive both to.moral and intellectual • 

truth; and:should impart some power of discrimination 

between good and evil, between reality and superstition." 

In the light of recent Western history, it may be 

suggested^ the content of pilese rhetorical statements, 

are even more matters for controversy and confusion now 
, than'" they; were''in ::i925.V';'

■:

C

I

1

I
I
I
5;
;;
i

i
1
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It may be wondered why we spent such time on

Reports written long ago and which are now obsolescent 

in any case, fhe first reason is that such retro

spective analysis helpa to throw light on the present 

African reactions against features of Western culture, 

especially MLssioh-Cohtrolled education. Second, the 
deeper probiems of communication and the transformation 

of once traditional but now questioned moral assumptions 

into ideologioal formulations for purposes of social 

control is a fundamental phenomenon not restricted to 

Western societies (e.g. Mau Mau propaganda aind even 

some features of present Negritude propaganda) and to 

any one ti®e period.

eg
5?^11

rfi
I MIS
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ki21. In all seven schools were visited, four in Kenya and three 

in Buganda. The four Kenya institutions included one 

Protestant interdenominational, two Catholic, and one 

Government school* In Buganda we Visited one Protestant» 

one Catholic, and one independent (demonstration) school. 

In each school we interviewed the Headmaster (with the

i
gi

n
&

-

I
Wi
II

exception of the last school mentioned) and at least 

one Other.teacher. Our emphasis was upon the Headmaster 
; sinOe, in the English boarding school tradition, the. is

ipersonality and philosophy of the Headmaster is the 

- major influence upon the policy and general "style” 

of the life of the school - a situation even more pro

nounced, understahidably, -in Africa. In Kenya we also 

interviewed the Provincial Education Officer of the 
(then) Central Province, and the Manager of all Pro

testant schools in the Central Province, and the Edu-

if

I
I
il
III

c
I

II
Cational Advisor for JKenya Protesteihts to the Christian 

Coimcil o f Kenya * No iail interviews were equally 

productive, but sOine were reniarkably so. However they ' 1
were all granted on the basis of a.bsolute cOnfidenti- 

ality, and some of the materiaO. was useful precisely 

because of its personal nabure. We have therefore 

taken care to protect the inteKility of our sources by

li
111

li!
as
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f.
withholding exact doCumehtation. 

viduals interviewed in 1960 and 196l aire no longer in

Some of the indi-

I:
■P .■ fthe posts they held at; that time;, ■ and the schools 

; : themselves have undergone changes IThus the.picture 

we shall draw of secondary education relative to I:

IBuganda and Kikuyu is one whose greatest relevance is 

to the ■eye of independence 

we have fbcused pur attention.
Ithe time period on which

We hope that pur dis

cussion will make it obvious that the problems'and -Iissues cited do hot lose their relevance for East
■ i;

Africa because of the onset of political independence. 

However our major purpose in this phase of the investi

gation was to enable a better understahdihg of the 

forces at work in the formation of the present gener

ation of university students from Buganda and Kikuyu.

f

t

I
p

We have also, for reasons of complexity and space, 

refrained from any statistical exploration of the topic. 

Such a discussion would not be relevant for our im- 

media:te concern and information of this nature is 

available through other sources.

r

i
Tjiis is due both to the intensive emphasis upon'education 

in contemporary Kikuyu society, and to the' fact’ that 

in the Ei-isLuyu age-grade system young men of roughly
t

secondary, school age would have been junior warriors - 

a status now "empty" of content"since the imposition 

of peace between the tribes under.British adminis- 

tration. In Buganda, becauBe of the powerful influenpe 
o^^ a surviving and adapted traditional social structure 

relations between schools and community

22. .

. V
t
I

c f:

r i

as incidents
recorded in our f^eld notes suggest - are more compli

cated and dependent upon tact and diplomacy.

As of i960, two ;Protestant denominations, Anglican and 

Presbyterian Church of East Africai - plus the Roman 

Catholics were in virtual control o f African education 

in the then Central Province of Kenya. 'Anglican

23.

■
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fiProtestants in Kikuyu country were ;cpD.centrated in 

Fort Hall, and Presbyterian Prot estants in Kiambu■and 

Nyeri districts.

I
Tbe Africa Inleind Mission wa& also 

rejpresented, to a lesser degree, in Kikuyulaind. Among 

the Ca-tHolicS j the (Irish) Holy Ghost mission was

:?

II:

represented heavily in Kiambu, Thika and Nairobi 

(Italian) Cpnsuellata order was active in Nyeri district. 

In Buganda the Protestant representation is almost

The

exclusively Anglican and the Catholics were predominately'^;

(British) Mili Hill Fathers, - although • 

other ordfers are active elsewhere in Uganda.

a
ip?

■ f

This balance, reflected in statis-tics collected by the 

writer, was attempted in both the Kenya and Buganda 

schools eind reflected a conscious non-tribal recruit

ment policy.

24.
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25. This description is interesting because the writer has

•observed a similar "tea party" pattern of encounter at 

Makerere and on other occasions. I
fS

The latter included'^ 

a wedding at Fort Hall which was actually divided 

(though not officially) in half, the first half being

very "proper" in true "tea party" style, and the second Iha.lf involving smaller informal groupings jovially 

interacting over beer. After an adjournment at sunset 

the more lively guests (almost all Africans) reconvened

■for an all-night drinking and dancing session in town. 

The wedding ceremony itself had also reflected this 

combination of Europeain and African theme.

.

IS
C

26. "We consider that the educational, system will be failing 
to reach its objectives if it does not produce a better 
understanding het^een men and women of different races. 
This is of particular urgency in plural communities. We 
do not think that reliance Shbuld.ibe placed upon formal 
teaching about race relations. Proper attitudes are 
acquired almost unconsciously from association with 
teachers who themselves show in their lives goodwill 
to?/ard other people. They are learnt by pupils in the 

; process of living, working and playing with pupils who

I

i;

I
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belong to other communities. Boarding scfipols can do 
much vsrithin tiieir own limits j anS yaluahle; lessons 
are learnt in multi-racial scout camps etc. and through 
playing games against teams of other races. 'Wd suggest 
that the interracial principle already existing at 
Makerere and.the Royal Technical College, Nairobi 
and in secondary schools, should be extended wherever 
suitable opportunities occur." (7ferd, 1953:173,'re
commendation 39)

: s

i 'f

].

I
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I

27. Figures for three districts of Buganda for I960 6.n per

centage) given in confidence to the writer (hence the 
. disguiseX-illustrate this point ..

I

■ t.

,,vf

»■

Protes
tants

MuslimRoman ■ 
Catholics

Other i
tDistrict

I: sub
division A h9. l6.227.5 7.5

i,ssub
division B k7.3 51.5 7.9 15.5

; i.

61.5II: 15.5 1.7 21.5

56.5 6.9 24.7III: 11.9 ri-

One can imagine the competition which proceeds for
. - f

access to the '’others".

28. Foster, (1960:113-114). The generalizations he reviews

. include, for instance,, those which see formal education

causal factor-in the marked urban drift , 

that is occurring in some African, territories"; the role

for labor assistance from 

their children in relation to the school drop-but 

^ white-collar ambitions of school leavers;

and education ascritical causative factor in economic 
■development.

c

See especially P.F.Vqwles (1959) and Goldthorpe (1961) 

As of 1959-60 the College had just under 900 students 

representing close to 80 tribes throughout East Africa.

29 . •

: r. is : \
-X.
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; and divided into the foilpvsring courses of study

Si
4:vt

I
;siV

.NumberCoursea
■ t -H

121Medicine
Agriculture
Veterinary
Education

Science: London Preliminary* 
Bachelor of Science 

London Preliminary*
. Bachelor of Arts 
School of Art 

bth^r

49 . *•-;im32a
66i

a
■ 212

s
it

I

51 I164Arts
153
28 'ti

ii f ;s|5
{ 881Total i; 1 

m
■I

*Preliminary year was a year for students who fell 
short of the College's entrance exam but for whom 
vacancies existed. This was eliminated in I96I..

11

1I
j

I
1

The above figures are taken from Goldthorpe (I961). fi
.i

a
In terms of territory, in 1959i there was the following 

• distribution.
! !

. I

BaI i'5
ti:

i
f SIr

Other Total
Students

African Arab Asian' i .'iTerritory

.1f
t B .'B1‘

I !304283 16 3 ■Uganda
Kenya
TcLUgEuayika
Northern

Ehodesia ■ 
Nyasaland

0 ■;"3

a 355323 1 30 1 St!

183 14 2 2001 II
11

3
ii- -^27 20 -0 0

2 20 0 0

r C ;ty6 87869 6St Totals.i... 797 ;7 aJt
■M

asI as■7

1
Ih 1959i' the following students from Kenya were study

ing overseas for a degree in higher education:
SI

1
'1SI

1
tiia
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mi ■:

m a1 Ikam n3 iAfricans ArabsAsians Europeans
i
Iia 18 2589^ 668UnitedaKingdom 

India and 
Pakistan 

Other Common-, 
wealth 
countries 

Other^■ 
(mostly USA)

IIa a/.
ifl570

t-@■3'' 4
■

iffi 20
'

■

E
I182 917 .
fi. as

’llm
In 1960, the following African students from Uganda were 

studying overseas for a degree in higher education;
II-1aM?

1 si.r529 (at least)'iiS
Si

United Kingdom 
India 
Pakistan .... 
Communist bloc 
United States 
Canada ......

64• * • • • *••*•••••••••• • • • • • •
i:"'v 4a

i ^1 -
24f

b48• ••••*•• • • ••«••••«
6if i .aa^Including 22 in Moscow and 1 in Peking.

As of 1-Iay 196I in 55 institutions in 20 states.
11 b

:

The figures for territory distribution at Makerere and 

students studying overseas are taken from, Kitchen (1962).
iff

lia
1130. Of course, one should keep in mind that any objective 

- analysis of Kikuyu-European history quickly dispels 

a facile assumption of race as the major conflict 

variable. Even the bloodiest encounter, the Maji-Mau 

war, was at least as much a civil (and even quasi- 

class) war as it was a racial or even tribal revolution. 

Cf. M.P.K. Sorrenson (1963).

3

1
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31. For instance, cf. Sir Eric Ashby, (1964). Imm

111
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CHAPTER V
7I ‘iSI ^

ICHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLEIII
i
»a 4

In this and the next two chapters we deal specifically 

with the resiil-^s of pur study of the effects of the gehereO. 

accullyiii^tioh process oh the new intellectuals of Buganda and 

In this present chapter we review the characteristics 

of the sampl^e bn which the study was c'arried out. Chapter 71 

cohcerns itself with what we have called the dyneunics of self- 

proceos. Here tte aspects Of life involving the role and fate 

of the indiyidual’s "self” will be eaptlpred. 

life purposes and career plans; conceptions of love, marriage 

and the faunily; the influences of aesthetic experience (spe-^ 

cifically literature, music and visual arts); and finally the 

realm of anxiety (perceived problems, self-doubts and ambi

guities etc,), Chapter VII explores the dynamics ofworld-

The foundations of world-view 

attention to religious con

ceptions, both in terms of their relation to other attitudes

through time, lEhe chapter

a.lso explores political ideas, conceptions of the past and 

present, conceptions of^tradition and modernity, and

these,

these

chapters has be^n gathered for the sake of convenience in a 

Data Appendix. Referehces to data in that section will be

sgi

I
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in D.A.)labeled (eee Table or KLgure_

bur first cbncern in tbe present chapter has to do with 

the representativehess of the saunple.

R

We have made an attempt in this study to select as

representative a se^ple as possible within the confines 0f. 

our broader purposes. Of necessity, compromises with strict 

statistical rigor have had to be made. Tables 1 and'2 provide 

some eyidehce that our decision to adopt a Hall of Besidence 

• at Mafcerere as a base of operations was statistically sound.

It shows that the selected Hall was representativei'.of the whole 

student body according to the tribes relevant to our study, 

and also according to course of study when these were divided 

into Arts vs. Science subjects for all tribes.^

'S'l
■1

fB

On the basis

of this we havemade -the assumption, which we could not test, 

that the Hall was representative according to religious distri-

We were assured by those 

who l^ew the College that this was the case, and having not 

seen emy evidence to the contrary, we feel this is a reEusonable 

assumption

the selected Hall was strongly representative df the total 

student body according to Baganda and Kikuyu tribes subdivided

I--:-m
bution and year in school as well.

■

fi

Table 3 loads credence to this since it shows that

li
miH1'C '..•i

iiinto Arts vs. Science students.

i'- -iThese three tablesy however, are basedupon the sample 

Hall as it was upon our arrival on the scene. Certain adjust' 

ments had to be made which we must assume also to be repre

sentative of the total student body

i
- 1

1
a

The major: one arose out 

of the entrance into the Hall of a few new students just before
•-S

m
I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ .
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the, commencement of our study, 

siderable valuable time to gath.er the figures necessary for 

a retest of representativeness and since the Hall had proved 

to be so strongly representative in relation to our test, we 

felt it unneceBsary J;o interrui)t our program for further 

tests of this kind.

Further, one Muganda in the sample Hall left school 

during the study^ probably a randomly distributed event.

■ ever one Muganda and two ELkuyu, withdrew from the study early
* -

in its development which, of course, affected representative

ness aji unknown ways, 

that any attempt to argue representativeness assumes that the 

dimensions selected for testing are correlated with other

It would have consumed con-

1

i -

i|
.m

How- K5

r

Also, the reader should be reminded

il
it

1
liI

i
vs

dimehsibns being subjected to research attention, 

dimensions tested for representativeness, the safer this 

asstxmption; the fewer tested, the weaker the matching procedure. 

In our oase, intensive sampling rigor-of this kind was not 

desirable in view of our time budget relative to other goals 

of our investigation.

i The more

tel
f'' ^

Finally, every study must be designed 

according to practical limitations in the light of its goals. 

Our methods sought for depth and(this precluded large numbers.c
for this is the inapplicability of statistical 

tests of significant difference to most of our data

Irl

In the

case of our questionnaire, research in a non-Western cultural 

framework demanded numerous open-eHided questions, 

meant that the resulting number of response categories into 

which we coded the answers precluded statistical analysis

m
Sf'..'f

4 V
I This often
if

^ 3X'
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beyond percentage differences because the individual cells ,•.3

sjr'

proved too small.

0^ sample qharacteristics in this study reflect

decisions we have had to make relative to resources at our

ai
■i

Ii
disposals both in tergs of finances euid time, 

been in the direction of multiple methods aiming at capturing 

depth emd complexity of human respon® rather than statistical

Our bias has •'ia;

•i;

i

ielegance.
f

t 1
I f?

TABLE 1 'a

iBAGAMDA AND KIEBYU STUDENTS BY TOTAL MALE STUDENT 
BODY AND SAMPLE HALL POPULATIONS

ft

a

Baganda Kikuyu

I<• nTotal Male 
Student Body

ft
12.5^ (N=105) 21.09^ (N=177)

:ft

Mile Student 
Population of 
Sample Hall

Total

ft17.69^ ^=32)12.196 ( N=2 2)

TABLE 2

ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS BY TOTAL MALE STUDENT BODY 
AND SAMPLE HALL POPULATION I

ft

ft
ft:SciencesArts'3 ft-

I
Total Male 
Student Body

'■'(i

ft;43.096 (N=360) 57iC^ (N=478)
ft

Total Male student 
Popttlation;of • 
San^ie fell

ft
55.896 (N=10l)'44.256 (n=8o)

ftft

ft. '
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TABLE -5

BAGANDA AND KIKUYU ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS BY TOTAX 
mam: Sa?UDENT BODY AND SAMPLE HALL POPULATION

Baganda Kikuyu

Arts Science Arts Science

Total Baganda and 
. Kikuyu Male ' 
Student Body

47.6%
(N=50);

32
(N=55)

53.1%
m=9^y

M.9%
(N=:83)

Total Baganda and 
Kikuyu Male Sample 
Hall Population

41.0%
(N=9)

59.0%
(N=13)

56.2%
(N=:l8)

43-8%
(N=l4)

■I

!

Table 1, D.A. imd Figure lA, D.A. present the actual

sample and its characteristics after all adjustments had been ^ 

made. We now turn here to important aspects of our.data which

we believe to be broadly representative of this generation of 

Bageinda and Kikuyu university students.

Goldthorpe (1955), in a sample survey of Medcerere 

graduates, has shown that students derive from the higher edu

cational and status levels of the general population of East 

Africa. With referehce to our own sample this generalization 

1ms been demonstrated to be relevant. Fig;ure IB, Di^A. presents, 

basic background information concerning economic activities, 

status;achievements and literacy for each respondent's parents

t

I

C

and grauidparents If this data is aumlyzed for evidence re-

lating to socio-economic positionj the conclusion which Gold

thorpe drew is inescapable, especially with respect to the

;
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5
Baganda,; At least eight (40%) of the Baganda respondents 

are sons of major or minor chiefs. As regards literacy^

(i.e, the ability to write which presupposes the ed)ility to 

read), eight (40%) have parents who are both literate in either 

English (one) or Lugan^a (seven), Eleven (55%) have fathers 

who are literate either in-English (five or 25%) or Luganda 

(six or 30%). In other words, six_ (30%) have one or more 

parents literate in Engiish, and nineteen (9^) have one or

& 3
i;g

i
u
i

I
ft II
ft;
1?•vn r

T
ft

I
mt)re parents literate in Luganda.

i But in view of thelsignificance of land in Buganda, 3i
land ownership is perhaps the clearest immediate indication'ft

Id of the general status origins of our respondents. Fallersft?

i I
N:-

(1964:189-190) has recently estimated the rough shape of them
i BugEmda social stratification hierarchy on the basis of aI
I
u number of possible variables, one of them land ownership.

fOn the basis of Land Tax returns, occupationail structure and I
Graduate||i Tax payments, he divides the people of Bugainda intoV

ft
ft

i a broad undifferentiated (peasant) base making up 
Some six-sevenths of the population; a middle group of 
approximately onerseventh consisting of the relatively 
few men engaged in the more specialized forms of pro
duction and excheuige; and a tiny elite of the wealthy, 
educated and powerful.

In terms of land ownership alone, it was estimated that in 

1956 only 2,463 people out of about just under 331*000 o^ed

fl • • • •
ft*:

I F
,s

II

I c
r

ft
F

more them ten acres of land with more than five tenants on
I

But in our sample five respondents (25%) come from

(Four of these owned 

Another five (29%)

On the basis of such

3 them.
I
f

3 families owning at least 300 acres each 

at least 640 acr^s or one square mile.) 

have families owning at least 20 acres,

• .
ft* ii

i’:
i

i
I

■'■r.

ft'

ft
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combined variables, one may assume that at least 255^ of the 

BugandasEunple derive from the top tiny elite of the educated, 

wealthy eind powerful, and almost all of the rest from the 

highest seventh of the populatioh as estimated by Fallers,

Estimation of the status origins of our Kikuyu sample 

is more difficult because, the Kikuyu h^e been far less, studied 

thw the Bagauda and thus comparative data do not exist, 

evei: the ctimulaiive evidence-s^ sbrbn&Ly a similar con- " 

elusion as in the case of the Baganda,

•h

mmi vS:

;:7:

I'r

ii

I
ir'

1How-
■ e

" -'"f* ?'■»
ii
aFor instance, six (or 

18.85^ of the Kikuyu sample) had fathers who were aramati (tra- 

ditionail heads of sub-clahs); another six had fathers with

m

ii

. ■<

Iim
other high statuses such as Headmen, members of Location

Councils, in^ortant senior elders, members of local school 

Thus a total of 57«6% of the Kikuyu sample 

had fathers who enjoyed high prestige positions in their

As concems literacy, nine (or 28.196) have parents 

who are both literate in either English (one) or Kikuyu, euid/or

Another eight (2596) have fathers alone who 

are literate in either English (three) or Kikuyu and/or 

Swahili (five)

i;:
committees etc im9.

Ii

society.

Is
Swahili (eight) I "i!

: :
a
illIn terms of occupation^ a rather large number 

of fathers were employed within tlie “oderh cash economy in 

jobs which - at least before the advent of the Bnergenoy- 

netted many of them relatively satisfactory incomes 

in fact, that only one father wa.s outside the mohey economy 

in the sense of being a siibsistence farmer. Boughly speaking, 

eight fathers were commercial entrepreneurs in creating their 

own businesses; at least three were cash crop farmers; eight

C,

It appears.0.' ■

m

i ii :

a

fl
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more were in Government service, some on high levels; tHree 

were teachers; eight were employed in service occupations 

such as cooks, salesmen, clerks etc.; two apparently derived

income from the renting of land ahd one was a domestic 

servant,
■2 ,

linally, with respect to land ownership, seven 

respondents (or 21.996) come from families which own 15 or more

acres of land which, in view of the serious lemd shortage in 

Kikuyu coimtry, is/not insignificant.^ 

noted that the generaLLization about high status origin is 

buttressed by the data relating to respondents* paternal amd 

maternail grandfathers which indicate a rather illustrious

It should also be

heritage in many cases, The general picture wMch emerges 

from this data is one of a background of considerable entre

preneurial drive and upward social mobility. Perhaps it can 

be suggested that family success in the traditional system 

acts as a predisposing factor toward mobility drives in the 

offspriijg relative to the newly emerging social system. We 

do not pursue this here becausej in the absence of stratifi

cation data pertaining to the old society, much speculation 

would be involved. Kikuyu, especially in comparison to 

Buganda, was a considerably egalitarian society, with few 

serious institutionalized barriers to mobility and prestige 

for those with relevant innate ability and energy. However 

i^^^^ difficult to aivoid the conclusion that, despite these

■,

<■

I

f

caveats, Kikuyu respondents too have derived from backgrounds 

above average in wealth and prestige The dynamic fluidity of 

these backgrounds is but a reflection of the more radical
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upheavals characteristic of the social transformation of 

Kikuyu spciety as Compared to that 9f Buganda

Before moving on to the more complex question of ac

culturation relative to these backgrounds, it would he useful 

to the reader for u^ to comment upon why we have included the 

raw data ebncefning respondent backgrounds in the form of

There are three advantages to presenting the 

data in this manner rather than exclusively in the more 

abstracted manner such as in the form immediately heretofore. 

The first advantage is that the reader may observe the diverse

Is

a
i Figure IB, D.A.

0^

r

•
I
Is

IrS patterns of economic behavior and their interrelationships 

within n single family over two generations, 

advantage is the saune but this ti me with reference to status

Is
The secondSi

positions; iEind the third is that, in the case of the Kikuyu, 

the impact of the Emergency is indirectly visible when one 

realizes the careers and activities which were aborted by it. 

In other words Figure IB, B.A. presents, in reasonably compact 

form, a dynamic picture of the variations of family history 

and the interlocking variables which constituted upward and 

downward social mobility in an era of fundamental change; 

change which, as we saw earlier, was tumultuous and radical 

in one society, slower and more benevolent in the other.

We turn now to the complex question of acculturation in 

relation to the birth and l^ocialization enyironmenta of 

individual respondents. The difficulties relative to the 

concept of hcculturatiqn generally were touched upon in 

Chapter 1. Yet, despite these, it is important to resist

ji

f

c
I-;

i
:■

our

3I
a

3
!:)

3
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avoiding t^e isgue altogetiier b ecaus^^^ real ±Lfferences id the 

socializatioh experiences of individuals do exist in 

to traditionaiistic

relation.

as against mpdernizijiginfluenceso Since 

it is very difficult Cif not ifflpbssibleitb

tive unidimensional ti^olbg^es of acculturation,

A

construet compara-

we Imve not

attempted to do so in the present context 

be of value to indicate

However it would 

for each of our respondent samples,»

what acculturation in relation to socialization really means, 

and to■point to some of the major variations wMch have in

fluenced pres ently existing attitudes and values. We shall

discuss first the Baganda and then the 

of the Kikuyu.

more complicated case

Regarding Buganda, we have shown that the cash economy 

and Christianity both had been firmly integrated into the 

traditiohal social fabric! which had altered as a whole to

accommodate itself to these new forces under the 

symb ol o f the nonarchy 

may be described as being ''acculturated**.

^aganda: data clearly show that acculturation in this 

has not entailed the Qonscious and deliberate rejection of 

•^ribal nationalism based

supericjrity oven other African societies
ization

legitimating 

In this respect, then, the Baganda

However, the

sense

on a sense of cultural and ethnic

Indeed, the social
.• •

process, as revealed in the autobiographical records 
respondents, with^ery few

a s trong emphasis on cultural nationalism 

separatist pride,

exceptions contained 

and, in some cases,

* ”^eing a Muganda'* today si^

been extended to include some aspects of Western culture ^ V
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wid-cii have been added to the store of traditional culture. 

Evidence presented by Fallers (196^:chap.4)i>iimplies the possi

bility that Baganda do not perceive meiny facets of moderni

zation in quite the"either-o^^^ terms which would be e^^ected 

if, like the Eikuyu people, they were experiencing; the grow- 

ing obsolescence of the traditional social structure. Since 

this is not the case, the background-history records of^our '

Baganda respondents present a more uniform pattern than is 

the case with the Kikuyu sample. The Baganda, so to speak,
*

can both have their cake and eat it in relation to the modem-

i

ization of their society. Since we found that Kikuyu students 

(somewhat contrary to our e:qpectations) also come from families 

of some eminence and/or affluence in either traditionail or

mpderh terms, we may conclude that;differences in socialization 

experiences reflect the radical diversities which characterized -‘■ 

the acculturation patterns of Buganda and Kikuyu as societies, 

shall not.present here any excerpts from Baganda 

autobiographies. These are, in comparison to the ^kuyu 

records, far more uniform and well summed up in the story of

the staijistical summary of Figure IB,

D,A. presented in this chapter.

two described themselves as raised within the traditional

All Baganda respondents except
. C

framework of their society as the latter was understood by 

the Baganda elite at the time. This, as we have seen, was 

quite compatible with the motivation to b ecome involved in

the formal Western educational system 

described themselyes as not raised within the traditional

Only two individuals

S '
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One -was the son of ah eminent church official 

(himself the son of a clergyman) who was occupationally and 

probably ideologically involved more in the world Christian 

community as a reference group than in the specific structure 

of his own society ei^ecially since, at the time of the re

spondent's birth, the family was residing outside of Buganda.

fraimework.
.

The other respondent was part of a family which, economically.

The father having died iwas the poorest of our Baganda sample,

•when his;son. was eight years old, the mother had to contend

with the task of raising eleven children. The situation 60.1

through the respondent's childhood and youth could best be 

described as 'touch and go'. The autobiographical record

indicates active involvement on the part of the respondent

in efforts to facilitate his own mobility into suad survival

in the educational sys tern, Little time having been spent in- 

one place, it is not sui^prising that traditional reference 
group Influences appear not to have been strong in this indi

vidual 's socialization.

It is interesting to note that in not a single case 

wais there any attempt on the part of parents or guardians 

deliberately to isolate Baganda respondents from their 

traditional surroundings or customs, whereas fully 25% of the 

Kikuyu sample reported such attempts as a feature of their 

socialization ezrperience,'

finding, we turn to the complex question of the dilemmas of 

acculturation in relation to socialization in contemporajy 

Kikuyu.-society,'■

c

3
In the light of this important

'-'X
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Tlie first probiem encountered in the reliance upon 

respondent recall is the distihction between actor and

With respect to the Kikuyu respondents

¥
observer judgment • " I-

nthis is a serious matter because it appears that many if not 

most were simply not aware of the considerable Tariation 

existing in socialization, practices and styles of life within 

Kikuyu country as a whole. This xmderstandable reflection

i

{"I
SI

■■■■■■S'

i
'i f

• ?

of uneven rates of change presents a serious problem in inter-'
f

We have therefore chosen to discount as much as

■'i: i

-pretationo

possible a respondent's subjective evaluation of the tra-

ditionality or modernity of his backgrovind and have relied 

upon objective variables embedded in the individual's account

Here, too, there are problems because

*. I
pf his family history, 

the coiii^ination of variables is often so subtle, emd so in

fluenced by the possibilities and limitations for acculturation

n

Iset by the socio-geographic environment that one can hope for

only thje grossest typological distinctions,

Nyefi District, farthest removed from the.-jpowerful modernizing 

influences of Nairobi, presents certain limitations to ac-

Thus, for instance.

culturatibh which would not be found in- Ki ambu District which

Iis closest to Nairobi It is at this point that what onec
meains precisely by the concept of acculturation comes to be

If one chooses to stress the motives 

of individuals with respe<it to acculturation and thus looks 

for modernizing ideologies, one could be led to discount the

of major impprtance

i;.

importance of geographic location in the sense that psychological 

intent Can be just as strong in Nyeri as in Kiambu District

•i.

I
I-
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despite.differences in objective achievement of intent. 

However if one is stressing socio-cultural and economic 

factors to the exclusion 6flpsychological motives, 

graphic differences become of major importance, 

ration typolo^ whicji excludes motives achieves greater 

refinement of categories-, whereas one which includes motives 

has all the difficulties of a more relativistic approach. 

However the latter may also be more realistic,

■ we have chosen;not to be drawn anto this issue at great depth 

on the ground that insufficient evidence exists for 

elusive choice on one side of the issue or the other.

then geo-

An accultu-

In this study

a con-

As’ far

as the present study is concerned, respondent recall does not
•»

provide an empirically satisfactory basis for conclusions con

cerning motiva.tipn of parents and relatives in any event. .

This last point is of special relevance to another 

issue which arises with respect to acculturation classifi-

cationjs, namely socio-cultural and psychological syncretisms. 

This is one of the most important aspects of the study of 

change and there is abundant evidence of such processes in 

respondent accounts. Syncretism can only properly be defined 

as such by objective anthropological observers because they
C

often occur below thb level of consciousness as far as social 

actors are edneemed and require a comparative basis of 

ness to b ecome visible.

aware-

Among the Eikuyu, three variables*seem of greatest 

inq)drtance in almost any definition of acculturation. They

are a) involvement in tie money economy, b) Christianity,

and c) a motivational factor which can be called '•acculturatiye
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intent". The latter seems held hy persons who are at least 

partially aware that the old order, to a large extent, will 

pass awayunder the i®paot of modernization. The major cata

lyst for such an attitude is usually conversion to Christianity 

which gives, moral and supernatural sanction to what might 

otherwise perhaps be considered intolerably mundane material 

motives. It is quite clear, however, in the accounts of 

socialization practices in Kikuyu respondent autobiographies 

- that modernizing intent does;not necessarily exclude emphasis

upon traditional nonns and values of propriety in social re

lations and recipirocal dbligations. Indeed, a major motive

on the part of parents in encouraging education among their 

offspring is the hope of a more materially effective execution

This is understood by 

our Kikuyu respondents and there is little evidence that they 

resent such obligations or consider them seriously excessive, 

although the range of obligations to .non-immediate kin is con

sidered so and, in many cases., these obligations are renoimced. 

The first general conclusion apparent in the auto- 

biographicai records is that Kikuyu students come from already 

acculturated backgrounds in terms of all three variables dis- 

In fact, while definitely not absolute, thed

of kinship obligations later in life.

C
cussed above

"fit*' between these variables is quite good, 

intent" can be calculated

"Acculturative

to some extent by counting the 

number of cases in which a respdhdent records that his parents 

(or guardians) attempted consciously and deliberately to 

separate him in childhood from contact with dther. more
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(Such am attitudetraditionally raised, Kikuyu children

was almost unknown in traditional Kikuyu life with its egali

tarian emphasis.) The number of respondents reporting this 

with regard to their own childhopd history is eight, or fully 

259^ of the sample 

attitude on the part of parents were religious (in which case

The two major reasons cited for such am

the out-group was often called ''heathen’' or "pagam'l), ' amd 

quasi-class feeling (in which differences in education, wealth 

■ and proper up-bringing were- often cited), 

reveals the i mportant role of the modern cash economy and of 

Christianity in these backgroxmds.

Figure IB, D.A,

On the basis of a very

loose classification, taking all these factors into account,

we would suggest that four students derive from relatively

"traditional" backgrounds in terms of at least two out of the

three -variables. Twenty-six seem to come from relatively

(The records of two students"acculturated" backgroimds. 

seem unclassifiable in the sense that-the dominant impression

is one of little directionality or orientation from the

parents or guardians, but rather a sense of impotent drift

from which the students in question have been rescued by a 

combination of their own determination and the almost accidental
C

presence pf a modernizing role model somewhere in the environ

ment,) However it is interesting tb note that even of the 

four records we have iabeled as "traditional", only one lacked 

all three of the criteria of acculturatibn which we cited 

earlier in relation to the Kikuyu

tionalist" records indicate, as a minimiun with respect to

The other three "tradi-
• •■■■
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acculturatiTe intent, encouragement on the part of parents 

of Western education for their children Only in one case 

was such education specifically discouraged on the ground

that it would undermine traditidnal ways. Yet even in this 

latter case the respondent states that he was allowed by his 

father to attend a Kikuyu Independent Schools Association 

school as the best compromise available with the incrWsingly 

widespread emphasis, upon Western educaticm among the Kikuyu 

• people.

In the two Kikuyu cases which we did not classify 

because of a lack of orientation in the respondent's immedi

ate socialization environment, it is interesting to note the 

factors responsible for the respondent's eventual'^involvement 

in the educational system, 

of the respondent living a considerable distance away from the 

immediate family was responsible for encouraging the pursuit 

The respondent, understandable, started school 

at the rather late age of eleven years in a rather poor K.I. 

S.A, school fifteen miles from his village, 

same brother alone who insisted that the respondent transfer 

to a better school and financed the movei

classified case the major influence in an acculturative di-

In one instemce an elder brother

of education.

Later it was this

In the other un-
C

rection was exercised by a:beneficent Christian-African land-
•• 'A ■ , •

lord on whose land the respondent's family was residing as

tenants (shoi)

In summary, we have noted that records of the social'

ization environments of our Kikuyu respondents show many
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variations eQ-oiig numerous dimensions. Economically, some 

socialization fields reflect relative affluence; others re

flect impoverishment; and still others reflect considerable 

economic fluctuation Some records reflect a history of 

very recent acculturation in which the transition process

from the old order to the new is clearly visible, 

records reflect ein environment o.f multi-generational ac

culturation in which the respondent has experienced as a 

■ child hardly any contact with traditional customs in his

A few records reflect relatively considerable

Other

so cialization.

traditional influences in socialization. Thus one of the

more striking characteristics of Kikuyu socialization accounts 

among these students is the riohness of variation in responses

to socib-cultural change apparently to be found among the 

Kikuyu people generally. This variation has made it possible

for us, as we have shown, to discuss acculturation among the

Kikuyu in teirns of three apparently distinct aspects 

three factors have been economic behavior, religious affili

ation ^dspciai-psycholo^cal intent relative to acceptance 

of or resistance to modernization as reflected in parental 

attitudes to and modes of socialization of their children.

These

C
A word should be added concerning the question of con

flict in relatioh to the acculturation process Growing up,

anyvfhere in the world, involves the experience of conflict

in some sense. Our interest here is based upon the obser

vation that many Kikuyu socialization records alsOre/eal 

types of conflict which appear to this observer to be
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Rintimately related to the acculturation process itself. 

Such conflicts are extremely difficult to classify, es

pecially pn the basis of second-hand data. Broadly speaking, 

conflicts apparently related to acculturation seem id fall
'■'W

into two not always^clearly distinctiTe categories. We shall 

first discuss them abstractly and then illustrate by meams 

of case-study analysis,

A) One t^e of conflict arises out of unanticipated 

consequences of the acculturation process. a?hi6 interpretation 

of the link between conflict and aCculturatibh is, of course, 

an observer judgment since to the actors such conflict usually 

means simply part of the life process itself (although it is 

by no means impossible for actors to achieve a level of in

sight which meikes the link evident to them). Such conflicts 

usually arise in a given social group out of uneven rates of 

chainge in role definitions and other unanticipated impli
cations of new and shifting loyalties, values and norms,

B) The other broad category of conflict may also in— 

volvenhanticipated consequences of social change but here 

one finds an additional factor. The latter is more or lees

explicit Ideologleal formulation on the part of actors re

garding an orientation toward social change (usually cate-

.1
■f]

. .-a

t:

C

gorisable as acceptance or rejection of modomisation as a 

value in itself) Whpre this is present, conflict nay take 

oh ideological overtones relative to the clash betweeh such

orientations ^ch can divide families and communities 

such conflict is present in the soci^iantion ea^eiience of

Whene'
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a’ perBon, it caa be refiected within the individual respondent 

in the form of ambivalence to Western institutions.

It is this writer’s belief that the ajahy syncretistic 

ideological formulations attempting to combine indigenous 

traditions and Western institutions which are so widespread 

in the non-Western world have some of their psycholo^cal 

roots in both of these types of conflict embedded in the 

socialization ea^erience of the intelligentsias responsible 

for these ideologies.
. V ■

Our Kd^yu records reveal a range all the way from no 

evident conflict relative to acculturation present in the 

socialization experience at all on the one hand, to both 

type ’’A" conflict (which can be labeled "unanticipated con

sequence conflict") and type "B" conflict (^ch can be 

labeled nideoldgioal conflict") on the other hand. The follp^

ing discixssion of some of the more interesting and relevant

case 8t|idies illustrates these rich and varied distinotions.

Accounts are reproduced here as they were written by 

the respondent or recorded by the interviewer except where 

omissions are Jjldicated The latter reflect either the 

presence of commento irrelevant to the present topic or names 

and refere nces which might identify a respondent.

The following account is an example of a Mhuyu social- 

environment which^contains little evidehc e 

arising out of the aceulturation process itself.

C

Ization of conflict

"I was bom in 1936 at a village about 20 miles 

and cd)out 50 miles from 
is in Fort Hall District

from the nearest town of 
Nairobi The village :6f
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just at the foothills of the Aberdare Mountains. ^ 

fatherV being a little literate (in the sense that he 

can vread and write), was then a leading figure in the 
sohooil an Indepehd<^t School (E.I.S.A.}, which was just 

a few yards froa my home i was the second child, the

elder One being a girl who is now married.

”lty father was then a. polygamist, a status he retains 

' even today. The Independent Kikuyu Churches were not 

opposed to polygc^ in the strictest sense. But by the 

time i was a young boy oUr j^ily was not a big one but 

was bound to espand rapidly in the course of time.

Today, it is a fairly large one. Although two of my 

sisters are already married, I still have about three 

young sisters and a brother who are now about to sit 

for his Cambridge School Certificate.

^ ■

.

"It is difficult for me to assess the wealth of the 

family in those old dlays, but I remember that up to 
about 1948 my father was one of the fairly well-off men 

around the ▼illage. He had several heads of first- 

grade cattle which used to be the attraction of the 
administrative authorities. In general I should say 

that he could not be labeled a poor man. But after 
1948 his fortunes began to decline rapidly, so much so 

that by 1950 he was having difficulty securing our 

school fees.

"Hr father had left his father's household at the end of 

1935 and set up his own home at the~present village.

He has told me that one of the main reasons was that he

IC
t
I

wanted to be hear a school where he could get the 

necessary primary education. And as I have already 

pointed out, this was one of the reasons why our home 
was just a couple of jr^ds from the schools His father 

(still alive and about 80-86 years old) was one of the 

richest men in the area.

I

...Until the beginning of the f:I:
s;

!
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Q EmergencyV he could still claim to be one of the most

trealthy men in his area 6U3 far as goats, cattlo, sheep^-' 

etco were cbncemedo In addition he was a wealthy land- 

bwner.i,,! believe (my father) was respected on account 

of his father’s huge atatus, - - -

"Hy days as a bojr were spent in the atmosphere of school*

Since theI went to school at the age ofIsix years 

school was yards aw^, I was always to be seen playing 

with other yotmg children after School and in general

I used to visit my grand-I was never really lonely* 

father at his village but I really .sever gOt H^-self

used to the sort of life I used to see around there

where no schools dr any modem facilities were available. 

Ail that the young boys' did was to look after cattle

KiiS was quite difforent with me atand sheep herds 

home where sincd the early days I was brought up in

school and above all, by a Christian family. Therefore 

I cannot claim to have been brought up within the 
socieil framework and customs of my society, la fact, 

even today these customs and traditions seem to me some- 
wl^t eilien* I have read some of these in books only*

I have never had a chance to see them or experience them* 

Probably I was unfortunate becauso sometimes I feel that 

I missed something of the old order*

<■

... - r...

"As already pointed out, I believe father, being a 
Chrlsii^ and literate and a leading man in tke xwnning 

of our school, wais not himself much interested in the 

traditional ways of life* Everything in. our homo was 

to all intents and purposes modem* His only ambition 

was to see xis get the oduoatlon which he vaiuos so much ' 

oven today* *..Most of the teachers (in my sehool) were 
local village people xTho^^k some educationi at least 

about 6 or .8 years,* *.After doing the Common Entrance 

Examination in 1948, I went to another Independent 
School just a "ifow alios from hono**.iI believe these

C •
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Independent Schools helped 1^7 children. She elders 

themselves provided the funds from their otm pockets, 

for the erection of buildings, classrooms, salaries 

for teachers and all other e^enses*;•
• o • »

’•At this time my father was hard put to it to provide 

ray Own School fees, about 126 shillijigs per term, as 

well as for my uncles and of course the younger fellows. 

Since he was never employed as a wage earner, and in 

view of the declining fortune, he had 

the sale of land

against h|ja since then hut he has always been able to 
help himself Somehow

The respondent goes on to relate the circumstanceo of

to resort to 

In fact things have been ^ing badly

o o • •

• • • o

his acceptance into a Catholic school and discuss his to ■

complete his education, during which time he has persuaded 

himself " to forget about all the other family problras 

until I leaive the College when I can play my full parto, secure

in the knowledge that ” .my father fully understands this", 

chosen to include this exai^le because of several 

interesting features it contains of relevanco to acculturation

tt • O

We have

theory. First, one caii see in operation the Independent Schools 

movement as a kind of institutional bridge from the bid to the 

new order. Second, it is evident that what we have earlier 

labeled as •aceulturative intent* plays a psychologically
C

sapportivQ role in maintaining motivation for socialisation 

praoticeS in the face of adV.orse circumstances and declining

fortunes. We have a number of autobiographies which strongly 

reflect the consequonces of a lack Of such motivation Third,

thioi excerpte illustrates the dramaticLparadox of the desire

to provide moderhiaihg education for onefs Children, in tho

.. . .
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paitterns of kinsld^ obligertioas, act 

lug as a dzag on the capital accuaulatlon (herd in the form 

of land) necessary- for ecohomic developmeato Short of total 

escape from land and kin to the anonymona city, this dilemoa 

will eontihhe to interfere with economic development until 

society succeeds in providing education without penalizing 

those able and willing to pay for it to the point where capital 

accumulation is interfered dith. ELnally, we find in this 

aceoimt an interesting combination of strong aeculturative 

intent going back as far as the youthful days of the respondent's 

father (note the story of his leaving the home of his wealthy 

father for the sake of education) on the one hand, and a 

failure during all those years to enter the money economy on 

the other hand. Our data suggest the existence of numerous 

such cases. This means, at the very least, that it would be •
V

naive to assume that failure to onter the modem cash ocpaomy 

is indicative of a lack of desire for modernisation. Other

<

forces, perhaps the desire to preserve the community life so 

evident in this account, may deter people from entexing the 

Imaginative Innovations in community develop

ment will be required to tap these often non-vlsiblo sources 

of motivation for change

At any rate, the previous account contraoto startlingly 

with the following one which is actually the only example in 

our files of what appears to be a minimal level of acculturation 

influences present in tho socialization onvironn^t^

money economy.

C
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bork in Myeri District in a village called _____ 
in quite a small family-d Mjr father is tie only child 

a6 I ami told and apart from thd members of cyr clan nho 

me are distantly related to/the family is quite a small 

one, faking my clan as a whole, it is quite large but 

they do not live in the same area, fhey are scattered 
over the'district but they come together when it is 

necessary, for enaE^le trhen they are celebrate 

marriages and other ceremonies which neled the presence 

of tho whole clan. If I make a general statement con

cerning the wealth status of the clan as a whole, I 

would say that it is poor. The reaison for the poverty 

I think is that the members of the clan were not quick 

to accept the Western way of life and therefore judged 

by modem Dtandards, most of them come far down the list, 

Wot only did they refuse to accept the tfostom ideas, 

but they refused to smd their children to school, a 
fact they realized when it was too late. In fact none 

of the pireseht young people of the clan has rocoived <

sufficient education to enable him to stand on his own 
feet.

;

'w father is the leqder of the clan probably by .virtue 

of his age. He observes all the Kikuyu traditions and 

ceremonies and as such, I was brought up and taught to 
observe the traditions of my people until I was about 

9 years of age when I went to school and departed from 

some of the traditions which conflicted with my faith.

Hy pa.rente did not want me to go to missionary schools 
for they thought that some of the teaching in the 

missionary school wjre contrary to Kikuyu traditions. 

They advised me to go to Kikuyu Independent schools 
where they thought I would receive moderate teaching and 

where the school fees were not hi^, I remember for the 
first year in school I paid a tot^ of cento. So I 

received my primary education in Kikuyu Independent

C

• • • •
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school until 1950 tffaen I decided to enter mission^ 

■schools.,.;.:;/;.

•*! owe my present status to My dnyieldiiig deterQiiiatioh
This has beento prepare myself for the future life 

the guiding factor and especially when I was a young 

boy, I have been, determined to see to it that I over

come some of the difficulties which have confronted my 

family in the past tl• e e •

Ho respondent other than this one among the Jikuyu 

■ ss^le comes from aV traditioiml a baclcground. When ashed 

during the interview what the feelings of his parents were 

with respect to his attendance at Kaherere,.the respondent 

stated that his father was quite concerned about the fact 

that his son had not yet married since he feared death in the 

absence of a first grandson to peipetuate his spirit in this 

(ontologicsa) realm which could only be assured if a grandson 

carrying his name was living. This was the only confirmation 

of the existence of such a belief which appeared in our .records. 

All other Kikuyu respondents had either denied the existence 

of such a belief, or had stated that they really did not hnow 

enough about traditional culture to comment.

In this rep>ort wo can observe, again, the role of the 

Konya Independent schools in setting the feet of some on the 

path to the new society through formal education. Unfortunately 

this respondent did not reveal enough about his psyohold^oal

;

C

history to enable ns to understand the sources of his high 

level of aispiration !^e formation of this aspiration seems 

to have occurred in stagos since the respondent states that his

notivatiba to attend college grew after his graduation from
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secondary school ^hile ke ms holding a. Kenya

goversBient agency. Considerable will po^er was obviously 

required for hijn to arrive at his gosil isiid he gives exclnsive 

credit to this factor for his success. 13hat the social- 

psychological sources this drive might hay® been we could 

__not ascertain, la any event, the break from the past for this 

individual, seems to have been sudden and fairly eoaplete, 

without overt evi(ience of conflict and group cleavages on 

the part of his family and community, although these may 

have been hidden from us (and perhaps from himself).

Such evidence is very much present in the following case

■ 'r

history which reflects what we have labeled os Tjrpe or 

ideological conflict. Belevant eispects of this autobiography

The respondent's description 

of his father reveals a portrait of a self-made man whose world

are too long for reproductlen here.

was heavily influenced by Nairobi where he wept after leaving

This trip, made frequently and in

volving a distance of more than ono hundred miles, was made 

on foot

school te in the 1920*8.

The father's ebonomlo history reflects censlderable 

entrepreneurial drive and detenalnatlon.

are the remarks scattered throughout the account concerning

the dissociative aspects of acoulturatlon in relation to

this re^ondent^s family

father was bom in the year 1911 

and I have good reasons to believe him as I hove seen 

both my grandfather and ay father's grandfather. He 

went to school in one of tho missions built by the first 

missionaries (Ceitholid) in our country.

Of interest here

C

• ^

so he tells me.

Ho almost went
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for the priesthood* hut finaliy just aanSged to leave 
school trith a good eduoattoh th^ benefited a ystmg man 

of his ti3neo.«oWhilo ii schooi he tras hanging betue^

Oh the onetso forces that wanted him for monopoly 

hand were the missionaries who wanted him to remain in 

their school to be taught religLoa and eleaentauy edu

cation, suid'pa the other was my grandfather who con

stantly invaded the misdidns saying that he wanted his 

son home so that he could take part in social functions 

as befits a young and true Kikuyu,”

ahe respondeat describes his father has having bean

O ■

C

strongly embittered by circumstance against whites in general

and missionaries in partlculoro But this does not Seem to

have resulted in anomic family life,

"Although my parents had abandoned much of what belonged 

- to the tidbol organisation of their parents^ they had 

retained one thing: enfonceaent of discipline as befits 

the nurturing of any Kikuyu child. Discipline is the 

same either among the older men* or among men of the 

new generation in our society. My parents therefore 

constantly stressed to me the importance of respect, 

good manners and obedience to elders and Superidrs.
Hiey saw to it that I was particularly respectful to 

yisitdrs and guests in our home and when I wont to 

school* they omphosisodtho importance of being obedient 

to teachers and friendly to other children,"

The account has fascinating glir^ses into the multi- 

farioup influences upon one individual arising out of the 

aeeuiturative process

■- ft

C

thOn 0 one hand

my grandparents - both paternal and maternal - 
tried to see that I learnt some of the traditions which 

are essential in our society 

used to summon my hrothers and he each evening

• • • •

• • • •

Ky pat emol grandfather
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Cfpttage right after supper* fliere^^

fiotitioHs stories uhich as I grew tip I came to realize

were narrated in the real Eilniyu style on thoir aain 

themes were best understood in a background with a 

traditioasa way of life. Such stories in fact touched 

upon the various Kikuyu CeretaoBies such as marriage, 
initiation; purification and ^re-birth". They touched

upon the lives of young boys and girls, grown-ups and 
old men and women I often regret that I could not 

properly grasp what my grandfather wais trying to tell 
paternal grandmother also used to take me with 

her totribal dances which were still in existence in

O'.'.

us.

early 1940's. My maternal grandparents like-wise tried 

their best to tell me how diir clans lived when they 

(grandparents) were in their youth t1
• O O 0

Oa the other hando o o o

"Though my parents were not Christians, they did not 

allow me to take part in such ceremonies as purification 

or ancestral worship as practieed by my grandpareats. 
FurtbezBore, all five of ay paternal unoleswero professed 

movers of ^the Catholic Church and as I grew up around 

thba, they in a way persuaded me and almost tmeceo^ed in 

convincing no that all tribal ceremonies were 'wicked 

things belonging to the devil' - the devil in this case 

being identified with the ancestral spirits who were 
frequently appeased in such ceremonies. Of course I 

do not now blame them very ouch because I understand 
this la what the early missionaries taught^...for they 

considered our society as one living in the 'dark ages* 

and as such we could be indiscriminately eiaightoned .n

Actually this autobiograiphy has elements in it which 

apparently relevant to an understanding of the more acculturated 

Mau Man revolutionaries of which there were more than a 

as the rocwit book by feriuki (I963i^^

are

Our: respondent• . ^

‘X
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was not acdji The Hau Man Mergency becaiise of IrLs youth 

but the following comments token from parts of his autobiography i

Ishow how an intelligent and sensitive young nan of his ex

periences could be led in such a direction

"My blose contort with white missionaribs has also in
fluenced me a great deal^ Prior to 19^9 I was not 

legally speaking a member of the Catholic Church although 

I had attended Catholic serviceB many a time. In that 

year I was baptised in the Catholic Church and two years 

later I went to a Catholie boarding school for boys.

Here I saw Wlthny own eyes misoi^narles preaching to 

us daily how we should live and what we ehoiid do to 

our fellow neighbors. But one thing was very striking: 

there were many things to show that we were regarded 

as people who could not understand anything or who had 

no chance of knowing anything more in future than we 
were taught then,"

s

• .

§
I

r

i

I
a
s

4
",oo,the pupils had to be in for all religious teachings 
whether they liked it or hot 

thht our-white teachers literally bullied us.
What struck me there is 

One of

e o , ,

I
them in particular referred once or twice to.our 'having 

recently come from the trees', I had and I still have 
a feeling that these people thought that we would know

nothing more than they taught us. As I hrte s^ I 

pursue the policy of let bygones be bygonesv and as 
such it is not my purpose to recount the many things 

that wore at fault in that school. But I must say that 

what went on thoro has influonood my present views on 
religion,^

;

C

After expressing his opposition to denoQjJiatioaal edu

cation on the grounds that it is linked to ir^erialisa and 

perpetuates the color bar, ho goes on to say that

•X
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”I am shocked that the eharoh is not doing trhat it pro

fessed to have opme to do in our cotint ITT* I personally 

believe that our traditional reli^on where pe reco^iae 

the existence of one almif^ty Qed ^d crease our an- . 

cestral spirits is preferable to the present religious 

denominations, for unlike them, it does not divide 
people socially or otherwise. **

"Somehow, influenced by the missionaries, I decided to- 

be neutreO. (in the Eaergehcy) for it did really pay to 

be quiet, ^ut when things came to the worst in 1955*

I saw j^self punished and beaten as Man Mau; some Of 

the missionaries who were actually intimately connected 

with Be sent me to be screened as a Hau Hau and it was

an agonising time for me when I had to stand alone and 

tell my soreonors to take any measure a^iinst me if they

found that I had had conneetioas or a great deal to do 

in the movement, for I had had none. Probably they

could not believe me as I belonged-to a- ^fau Man f^^ -
i-' ■

and probably because I had not helpbd the ao-collod 

security forces. Just at that same period I witnessed 

children die of hunger and men and women cripplod after 
bjeing severely beaten , in our village. I must say that 

I an sure our rulers were aware of all this. I most 

also say that to mo what the security foireeo did in cur 
area was hot3different from what the terrorists were 

doing. It is no wonder therefore that at one time I 

regretted a lot feat I had not jdiaod the novemoat 

that I could really bo punished for what I had actually 

been guilty of

so
C

o • o •

"I must say that I nay be forced to be friendly to 

European in Konya, but I an afraid I can never trust 

be he a nissionary, 

busiaessmaa or ruler

a

a profesoional, technician, 

I do not think the Europeans 
in pur country regard us as human beings, f

one



We suggest that the bitterness in this particular account 

Is rooted In the conflicting loyalties reflected in the history 

of t^B respondent, each force struggling for hib allowance 

eabodied in sose emotionally iaportant sector of this ladi> 

vidual's family. In the context of such a history, the stereo- 

types held by so many Suropeans about African society and 

culture in Kenya could only come as salt in Hounds already 

inflicted by the cireuastanoes of history. It is unfortunate 

that despite all the theoriBing in the Corfleld Heport (IS^O) 

concerning the meaning and origins of Hau Hau, no accounts 

of this nature appear,^

The foregoing autobiography is remarkable for the extent

to which it pictures a coheslTe nuclear family unit in the

face of tumultuous oircurastanCeso Indeed this may be one 
' < 

reason for the son's defense of many aspects of the old ooeial

order and his resentment of European stereotypes concerning

it.

The following case, which is an example of what we have 
labeled TypO jWA" or unantl^patod

consequence conflict is quite 

different in that change whs obviously accompanied by trauma

and disintegration. Bather than reproduce the respondent's 

account of his life which is written in a somewhat anecdotal
C

style with many side-comments and exQi:q>loo, we have constructed

our own account of his autobiography which stresses what is

relevant in it to bur discussion of acculturation

"The respondent was born into an African Inland tttssion 

His parents wore among the first to be con-

in Kiombu

• '

Rmily
verted by the American As liH. at

r.':'
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Helations nith the missioii were close* She parents 

nere anong the first of a very qi^ minority uho agreed 

to cease female circnmcioioa* Shis decision fomed a 

definite barrier between the respondoat's family and 

the other Kituyu familiee in the area* ^e parents 

li:9ed in the t^ssion area tmtil the respondent was 
bora in 1936* at which time the father bought a piece 

of land seven iailes away* aie new home was still within 

influence of the Mission and mai^ people went to .oharch 

on Sundays* Since the father Imew English, he wm - 

until 19^ 7 working in the staall Mission press trans

lating materials, and on Sundays he interpreted in the 

church service* Thus the family connection with the 

Mission was a strong one*

' ,

"Beligion presented a barrier between the respondent 
and other children in the area* In his own words, "we 

(by my paroiibB)*«**neyor to mix with other 

children as they would teach us bad words and we would 
not bo children of Christ*" When this order was dis-

were told 6 0 • •

obeyed, which It frequently was, beatings were the 

result* The religious atHosphore of the home was 

strict*extremely
banned, as was the witaessing of all Kikuyu traditional

£teoking, dzdnking and dancing were

ceremonies* Eaphasis was placed on sin, hell and damn

ation, especially on the part of the mother* The ban 

on Kikuyu playmates, plus the strietneso of home, eom-

bined to produce in the respondent a profound distaste 

for religion* Church cane to be the symbol of the 

barrier between himself and others

C

The respondent went 
to A* I*lt. schools tmtii socondaiy level* The Strict 
religious aiaoqpher^ continued thoro^ instming

hostility in him althoujdi he states that ho did pray 

frequently and with Siaceirity

"The A.I.M; religionihos been woven deep in the*,social 

context of this respondent's life The African heads

V
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pf the Missloii near his home Tsrere appareatly cbusiixo 

Pf his fathero All four of the recfpoadent's r-eported 
brothers are members of AoIoH Of his nine reported 

sisters, five are married of ^hom two are married to

members of A. IoM. Kie respondent himself is en^ged 

to a giiO. whose idiole faMly including herself, are 

members of A,I.He stated that u ntil he learned 
differently in government secondary school at the age 

of l8, he had thought that all Europeans were A.r;,M, 

Christianso

"In 1940 the father wais alloyed by a Forest Station 

a clerk and a ranger at a station eight miles from their 
home (fifteen miles from the Mission at nhifih they had 

formerly resided), Ehe father had to meve to the station

as

to live and cycled the eight niloa home erery weekend, 
la 19h7, due to quarrels betwoen the then wealthy family

and their poorer neighbors, many of whom were relatives, 
the entire faiaily moved to j the father at the forest 

station
.

. fhe area around the station was apparently 
much less affected by acculturation. She respondent's 

ly was the only formally educated one in the area.fe^
Mojney was not in use in the area except to buy a few

necesaitiois for the homo or to buy sugar for brewing 

Weekends were spent drinking.beer The respohdont was 
again forbidden to associate with the local children, 

and again he disobeyed. All in all, the family was now 

in an environment in which they were isolated from their 

neighbors economically, culturally and socially 

more tha^ had been true in their previous home

So it remoinod until the Ehergoacy

C
even

nearer
the Mission « .

"Althou^ the respondent's father was a monogamist, his 

marriage had broken up SJhere had been a long aeries of 
quarrels and recriminations based, according to the

• ■ ,

respondent,;upon the father's view Of his wife as dis^ 

obedient and willful for which he beat her a humber of



me eventusaiy
■ the father remained on eighteen acres of land received' 

throng land consolidation 

Man activities from 1952 to 1956

rate patterns of conflict in this story all appear to be

directly due to acculturation. For instance, some of the

neighbors in the area were relatives, including two of the

Vi

He was detained for Hau

father's brothers. According to-the respondent, the wives 

of these people bec^e jealous of the family's new affluence 

which perhaps was not being shared enough according to the 

traditional custom. Aotiially, disruption has occurred along 

two dimenoiona: between the family and the environment and 

within the family itself, fhe eavironaeht into which the

respondent was bom was considerably divested of traditional 

social orgahization. Land tenure in Eiambu Siotrict was more 

individualistic than in other Districts, and the immediate

area was under the direct influence of a particularly strict 

and nonj-compromising Christian church. The family became 

estranged even from this acculturated environment. It did so 

by accepting a level of religious faith and practice which 

presented a barrier to intercourse with nei^bors as reflected

in tho decision on female circumcision and the ban on playing 

with other children in the area

C

The ostrangomont vt&a further• :

aggravated through economics. The. father aceopted a govom- 

meat job and income rose
J
Probably the family did not sharo 

the wealth according to traditional hinship obligations/ and

O.

friction compounding friction, it became;aeceBsary for the 

faiaily tolwithdraw from the envirozuaont altogether
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The cleavage within the faaily does not see£ unrelated 

to acculturative processes either 

conscious acceptance of many aoh.bitKiditional custoas and forms 

of behavior, the account suggests that he treated the respond^ 

ent* s mother in a traditional Eiku^ aanner in the sense that 

ho e^^ected a high degree of dbediehce from her, aad <iid not

Despite the father'sO

hesitate to exercise his prerogative of ooeasionally beaming 

his wife in the event ofh: disobedience. The Qother, however, 

had some formal education and was apparently Oriented toward 

the equal rights of woaeh in a aohb^ous relatioaship. Per

haps it was tMs unanticipated difference in orientation to 

aarital roles which aggravated the dissension. At any rate,

the nother, having no recourse to traditional aechanisas of

social control in such cases since her parents wore dead and

her relatives far away, left her husband and aovod to the 

Mission to live.^
The coming of the Man Man Saergency which 

found thh respondent's father and mother- on opposing qidloa

iJi their sympathies, apparently shattorOd jtho last bonds of 

(The respoadont could not suggest any hjrpothesis as 

to why his father's sympathies lay with Hau Man.)

itnion.

This, then,

is a histoiy of one's family's acceptance of many aspocts of
C

change, and the heavy price which was paid in the absence of 

the typo of 'Taridgo meohanioas" appearing in other accotmts 

^e have explored this autobiography at somo length partly 

because the respondent's personality appears to have been 

severely affected by this history

the college for alcohol and violence. To this writor he

He had a roputation at
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appeared disoriented in his view ofthe future and seemed to 

hawe to expend ail Ms emotional energy 4«clt holding himself 

together and maintaining a satisfactory aeademie record 

analysis suggests that such personea symptoms of trauma may 

have their roots in objective pattems of historical change^

Whether viewed from the perspective of the total societal 

history of Bu^da or from the abre diversified and Iodised 

patterns revealed in the Kikuyu accounts, it is obvious that 

the accHlturatiye process in East Africa is characterised by 

subtleties and divergencies which cannot easily be caught in 

unidiaensional models of acculturation*

Hay ue expect from this that equally striking and subtle 

differentials trill be found in current attitudo^and value 

orientations ^ong our saaplo of future Baganda and Kikuyu 

intellectual leaders? In the follouing two caters wo shall 

deal with this question.

OurO'"

■■ ■
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Notes

1.; For parposas of the present study ue categorised students 

in tex^ of their course of study within the two classes 

of Arts and Science* fp Nave avoided this hot aldays 
desirable step would have involved us ^ ooE^lez eocipu- 

tatioBS not worth the effort because of the sooll nuaber 

of eases sivailable for each specific course of study*
Our Arts-Science division comprisea the foilowihg:;

Arts Science
t

English
History
EconoBics
Sociology
Fine Arts
Education

Matheoaties 
and SOienees 
Agriculture 
Medicine

2* !Ehe figures exceed the total Kikuyu sanple (thirty«=*two) 

because there is some overlap in that some fathers had 

HulWple occupations as can be seen in Figure IB* D*A* 

In the case of three fathers it was not possible to 
determine their occupations*

3* The significance.of land ownership is difficult to gauge,
hon'ever, because land varies radically in its. productive

ness in that part of Kenya, and information concerning 

land usage by area in relation to the economy is not 
available*

4* For the most intelligent commentary both on the Corfiold 

Heport and on the Mau Man phenomenon generally which has
C

come to this writer's attention, see Coohent on Cerfieid 

(i960)* This document, while authored by a group of 
students, reflects th^ 

of the Hevorond F*B* tJelboum
lafluenoe and eoneeptuallsation 

one of-the most astute 
oonnentators on East Afiieeui rellgioud phenomena 

(Uelbourn, I96I)

*

o
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A miaber of respondents aade eentibn of the influence 
of their nothere uho took b^er soeialisatlbn functions 

when fathers hec^o traunatized or otherwise dii^bled 

by eirbuDstaaceSo A nuaber of Kikuyu If

one is to judge by their accounts, would not have lasted 

as atudehts to the uhivefsity level were it not for 

their mothers and, in one case, for the mother and 

her co-wiveso ‘

5 O
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SELF EROCESS

In the present chapter we shall deal with four topics 

releveuit to self-perception and identification: sex, love 

^ and narriage; life puzposes and career plans; aesthetic 

experience; and eou^etyo 

A)

Ihe general importance of this topic in relation to

t

almost anj aspect of the study of soeio-eultural change is 

First, when all is said and done, the family is 

generally still the front-line institution in the transmission

obviouso

of cultural values and social norms from one geaeratien to
<

the next; it is the filter through which all else is oeeno 

Willingness to innovate in this centreQ. institution, it may 
be suggelted, is an important, duo to mors widespread inno

vative potential in the society since few stmotural trano- 

fomatioim can bo^poKianent if the family is not affected 

diroetiyo A man's attitudes and values with respoot to the 

family, it can be argued, because of their centr^lty ia the 

psychic history of the personality, are perheps the most im

portant clues to those porapootlvoo on society which ho nay 

hold upon which he is actually most prepared to act. Second, 

there is a fespecthble body of psyohoanolytic theory which 

soehs for linkages between alterations in family exporiencos

C

4

■y.

on the one hand and the d^^ poychoanalytio procoaditions4

I
i
‘t



for the spread of one or another spedific typos of Bocio= 

cultui^ organization dh the othero (Hkgent 1S|62) She 

tentativeness of theory in this field is no argument against 

the importance of the topice Unally* the realm of family 

life and activity presents a major alternative to direct 

involvement in the affaito of society at large. This had 

been recognized in the frequent discussions of the phehomenon 

sometimes referred to as ”privatisB”, a term pertainiag to 

theiwithdranal of affect from societal issues at large in
■ , V

favor of the immediate interpersonal ^rnomics and fate of the 

family of procreation. For all these reasons, anything uhlch 

studies of this nature can contribute to the dynamics of 

e^ge to foi^y pattern is of potential

importaaoeo
r

She jdatg ge vrero able to elicit through iatorviomtog 

on sexual practices and attitudes ^ quite interesting. Only 

a brief glance at it mould be needed to dispel uhatoyor imago 

there might still remain among those prone to it of the stereo^

typical "natural" or "uninhibited" African given to "free 

love" in the primeval forest of human desire. If onythlng,

tha data is quite stfihihg in its indication of the influence
C

of Bocdtol norms and oven onxioty on sexual attitudes. Sexual 

experience to the soaoe of iatorcoufoe dpparoatly eonmeneod 

fairly early to the lives bf our respondents. Of the total 

sarnie of 52j eighteen stated that it occurred before the age 

of 15t thirteen betooon ages 16 and l8j eight said they more

age 19 or oyer; seven denied that they had had any experience 

(six of these were Baganda, too of uhoo noro priests) aid for
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sijc there was no indication ia our protocolo^^ X^

wore Kikujm) !Ehere seemed no inportont difference here by 

tribe. Again, of onr total sa^le, six claimed they in- ,

O .

dttlged frequently in sex relations (five of these were Kihuyu); 

thirty-five described theEiBelves as indulging infrequently, 

and for eleven there was no indication.

Of our 52 respondents, four (all Baganda), expressed the 

attitude that sex was primarily for the purpose of procreation; 

twenty-seven were of the^opihion that sexual pleasure was a 

value in and of itself independent of its procreative function; 

for twenty cases there is no record of any opinion of the 

matter; and one doocribed himself as totally confused on the 

subject.

Of our, total sample, oighteen (or 34.6S6) stated that 

they felt pre-marital sex experience to be morally wrong; 

twenty-nine (or 55.8s5) said it was not wrong; and for five 

i(9a69^) there was no indication of an opinion, 

hero is the variety of reasons presented by those who folt 

that it was morally wrong. Five presented religious doctrine 

as thoir reason; two felt that pre-marital intercourse created 

wioose women”; one expressed theddosire for a "clean" wonan 

^rginity) for a wife; one described such intbfconrdo 

as selfish neanihgloss indulgence; one worried about nogativo 

effects on the pnr^nor; one feared that pro-marital sexual 

®3cperionee would nake sexual fidelity after marriage difficult; 

and one apparently had accepted the belief of his parents 

sex ual relations apart from the procreative function would

Of interest

that

S';
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a result in prograBsive weaiiess uith iaapotence at the endo 

Most of those crhd dehied any oOral reprobatiba to pro-^rital 

sex gnaliflod their response xrith the opinion that pre-marital 

pregnancy was to be airoided at all costs; no sore than a couple 

of individuals overtly eiiqjressed the feeling that this, was the 

girl's problem exclusively and that they would feel no personal 

responsibility in such an event. Pertaining to this issue, 

there was aome evidence of a difference in attitude based on 

tribe. • Of the Baganda, 5^ felt that premarital sex tob wrong, 

and 25^ felt it was not wr«ng while 2(«S espressod no bpinioh, 

as against 21.9$^, 7956 and respectively for tho Kikuyu.

Thus the Baganda seem, on this issue, somowhat more conservative 

than the Kikuyu.'

There was also some variety on the issue of artificial 

birth control. Of the 92, eleven stated opposition to it 

(seven of these were Baganda, and none of the eleven were Boman 

Catholic). Three said they did not know as yet what their 

opinion was; one was in favor of it only before marriage, 

one only for after marriage; and thirty-six endorsed birth 

control without any spontonoous qualification. (Hardly any, 

howeverj turned out to hove had any esqporlonce with it in 

practice.)
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tgalta He attempted to approach tho question of ooxual anxiety
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indirectly by analysing our interviow protocols for spontaneous

traces of ita Wo found two interop oporationkl indibators
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which seemed rolovant; i^oolflo Qontlon of sox as sin, and 

specific mention of diooppointmeht with sox fii Of the Kikuyu,
i
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five (or 15,6S6) protocols made mention of sex as sin (mostly 

witli reference to prec-maritdl relations), mhile for the 

Baganda the figure was ten (or 50SJ) 

expressed aoibivalence on tkLs siAject, while in the rest of 

the interview no mention of sex as sin appears although some 

of these individuals did mention that sex was viewed as sinful 

in their heme communities. Of the fifteen protocols mention

ing the sinfulness of sex, seven were those of Bomah Catholics 

and the rest Protestant. Thus, here again we see apme evidence

of a tribal distinction in the responses. As eoneemo disnp**
. > .

pointmont with sox, seven Eihuyu interviews (or l8«89i) had 

indications of this, as against six Baganda (or 3(^). The 

reasons cited are instructive. Of the Eihuyu, three put it as 

specific disappointment with the sex experience itself; of these 

one laid the responsibility to his father's "Christian" Influence- 

which stressed sex as "black" but stated that his own attitude 

was in the process of changing, another said that he had ah' 

aversion to girls that had been encouraged by his grandfather 

who saw sexual activity as a block to education. She root ex-

fwo Eikuyu directlyo, '•

pressed various typos of trouble such as guilt, fcan of pregnan

cy etc

and ambivalence about shx itself

Of the six Baganda, four laid their diffictaty to ^It

one said he didn't like woaen, 

and one stated he accepted Kristian views on sex (^ch he

C

..'J
asBopinted with negative feelings) but didn't know specifically 

why he did and would have to grtvo the matter much 

Ohat, then

1more thou^t.

, can be said about sexual attitudes and praBtico 

as a whole among our sample on the basis of these data?

^ ■
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^ the present gener

ation of Baganda and Kiicugm intelligentsia are edmprised of Any

thing but libertines, either in ideoloKT or practice, fhero are 

oany signs of inhibition and conserrativeaess as far as sexual 

freedoB is concerned^ despite a widoi^read eaphasis dpion sensu

ality as a oultaral value in African societies as compared with 

the Anglo-Saxon world.

Second, no clear-cut unitary profile of practice and
' r

attitude seems evident. Bather there are signs of variety which
■ *

are difficult to attiibute to any single factor, although this 

nay be due to the grossnoss of our methods.

V,

Shird, there are many signs of genuine thoughtfulness con

cerning the role of sex in oodem life. Attitudes aro in flux; 

they are being exaained constantly and the issue of sex is con-
rt-

sldered ii^ortant. It was not uncomoa to hear from rot^ondonts 

(and others in the field with whom the writer has eonvoroed on

this topic) tlkt a clear "philosophy" of sex suitable for modem 

Africa has yet to emorge.

Fourth, there was some suggestion in the data tlm.t the 

BagtuiiM were a bit more consemative regarding sox than the

If so, the reason perhaps lies in a gonoralimtion citedKikuyu
C
by more than one observer of the Bagcmdn and affirmed to this 

writer by numerous Baganda with whom he discuoood it namely,

that heterosexual relations in Buganda, both inside and ontside?)

marriage, wore and cure now quite unstable. Horo than a few

Baganda respondents spontaneously pointed put to the writer

on sexual
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bepoao oerlbuoly ereddd Shis happeno to be true 

of Kikuyu society Us uell, but nore Bagauda studeato than Kikuyu

seemed overtly bothered by it, suggestiag that perhaps sexual 

uncertainty and anxiety is a more serious problem in .Bug^da 

Bfowever comparative statements of tois ktad are risky in the 

absence of hard data, and the uriter mould not like to commit 

himself beyond the evidence»

Finally, the evidence clearly shows the same kind of split
■■ ■' f ' . ■ ■ ■

between theory and practice regar^g sexuality familiar to the 

Anglo-Saxon world, with its attendant correlates of anxiety and 

guilt*

O'

Thus we find that, with reference to the problems of 

sexuality, the distribution of attitudes does not actually

appear sigaificaatly different from what we find among iatelligont 

young people in the societies of the Western world* Such a find

ing, in the context of rapid social change, should surprise no 

one not subje^ to romantic stereotypes about.Africans* In no

known society is sexual activity not subject to institution^

regulation and all bver the world those rogulations are in a 

state of transitipn* Further, the present generation of Baganda 

and Kikuyu intolligontsia has boon subjoctod to Christian in- 

texprotations of social norms and human nature, on influence
c
which, ns ud shall see in the following chapter, has loft power

ful ^lapos within the personality,
Most of all, perhaps, one 

would ej^oct this to bo tiTie in the area of sox^ * novertholoss.

• '

rioting that thoro seems almost entirely abobat from 

our data any evidence of a radical innotrative influence such as
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one associates with some early Socialist or Comaunistesjeri- 

ments or tTith the early days of popular FreuiLanisadJi the Weis to 

!Hius we find in our data no sign of any attempt to eoastruct a 

syistematic ideological justification for a genuinely non- 

repressiwe sexual et^c apart from the loose and stereotyped 

formulations of African "spontaneity" as against ^ropeon 

"formality" associated with, most formally, the literature of' 

Megritude, but shared in a more informal sonse by almost all 

Africans (and many ^ropeans) this writer has had oceaslen to 

neet in East Africse We believe there to be two reasons for 

this degree of conservatisao One is the absence of the con

ceptual and intellectual building blocks for the construction 

of sueh a radical ideology due both to the nature of the ac- 

culturative field explored in the previous chapter, which 

obviously did not provide the basis for transmission of sueh 

tools, and also to the apparently restri.cted reading and other 

communication

Ukuyu students themselves 

point follows later in this chapter*)

adduce for this sexual conservatism of attitude is a more funda- 

mental eonsorvatise with respect to the institution of marriage 

and the family itself existing among our Baganda and Kikuyu

So this complex issue we now turn our attention.

^bits of the present generation of Baganda and

(Evidenco pertaining to the latter 

She second reason wo

re^ondonts

She popularity of marriage as an institution (or at least 

the ea^rosBod desire for it) is affirmed by the fact that 

teen of twenty Baganda stated their intention to bo married 

only one reported his desire not to get married, while two did

seven-

f
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not answer the question* Of the thirty-too ELkoyu, toehtyc»oijc 

wanted to narry, three were already laEuciddd at the time of the 

study, and none esqjressed a desire to avoid mrriageo^^^^^^^ M 

interesting is that all seventeen of the Baganehi who wish to 

marry want a Christian ceremony, while of the twenty-six Kikuyu, 

twenty-two want this type of ceremony while four did not care

if it was Christian or civil. Of the three who were already ^
...

married, one had had a traditional ceremony, the other two a
- ; ; r

Christie one* It would be a mis-te^e to apply to this a rell^ous
»

intexpretation; the status value of a Christian ceremony in laany 

parts of Africa is well known. It is the extent to which this 

is still apparently true which is of ijiterest here. A fully 

secularised attitude would presumably express itself in the 

desire for a civil ceremony, free of the possiblo encuabiances 

of bhurch doctrine and control over marital matters, 

ceremony may also, of couroo, bo desired for the sake of parents 

is so often true of young people in Western • 

societies. Finally, and perhaps most important, it is possible

Such a

i
and relatives r
■that the Christian wedding ritual may represent a way of main

taining the principlb of ritual Itself, in contrast to the 

ritual civil corenony.

non-

Shus, there may be a psychological diffor- 

enco between adherence to Christian derenony and Christianity
C

itself in the interest of maintaining the traditionally im

portant emphasis oh ritual in so^al lif o. ^

gablo ft-4 (dll tables not reproduced in this chapter have 

reference to the Data Appendix) lends 

interpretation.

some crodence to the latter

She distribution of responses for both tribal
.V.-t-v-;.-;
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groups reflects strongly an accoombdative (or pragnatic) atti

tude tonard the important traditional iaetitution of haidenealth, 

gable Q-l4« however, shoss that this attitude does not include

ghe fact that the pragmatic answer 

(category "C") was outweighed by the more strongly idbologicnl 

answer (category •‘A”) suggestsathat the opposition to polygyny 

is not based merely upon economic and other pragmatic factors,- 

but upon a view of marital relations with wives ineojipatible with 

go see if this is, in fact, the case we must eaplore 

more deeply the characteristic views of the wife, heh purposes, 

identity and the basis for her aelectiono

gable Q-6 reflects an interesting division between what 

scene to be loyalty to parental wishes on the one hand and a 

desire to hold on to the potential mate of one's ehoiee on the 

a problem which apparently exists for both tribal 

ghe difficulty in interpretation of this finding lies in the 

possibility thajb parental wishes were not absolute in thoir 

influence in the traditional pre-Europeah culture either.

However it is unlikely that one would have found as hi^ a 

percentage of nales potontially Willing to defy parental wishes, 

and the Comparatively largo “undocided" category suggests that, 

for many, this is a real problem, ghis finding has significance 

ih view of the widoopiread anxiety this writer found in existonoe 

hnong all types of African studonth at the cbliogecoaeorning 

the chances for marital kappinebs

How for, then, are such individuals willing to go in search

of the right wife? gables Q-7 and Q-11 suggest they are wHling

the custom of pplygyny.

polygyny.

groups.
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to go quite far She Bageunda aeom just a bit more tribally dn- 

Hiis distihetioa ia more marked in

P. ■'

dogamous than the Kikuyu O'

the base of religious endogamy, although it would be riahy to 

attempt an interpretation of this finding* ^e significance 

of the data in these two tables lies hot in their predietiwa
•r ;

power as far as mate-selection behavior is conceraed« 

likely that a survey of marriage patterns would reveal stronger 

endogamous (especially tribaLL) choices than the data suggest*

It is

Sheir meaning lies, in our view, in the degree to which they 

reflect concern about oate-seleotion*( Hany factors other than 

attitude enter upon final choice (as recognised by those who
V

answered "no**, largely on the basis of recognition of practical 

barriers in communication and mutual comprehensibility, as well

as problems with relatives and so forth). She question arises,
\

then, as to what the ooncem is aboujh; what kinds of wives do 

respondents desire, and what roles do they see wives as playing 

in the total scheme of life?

fho distribution of responses in gable e-9 reflects, in 

our view, a strong emphasis upon the role of wife as con^anion 

and life partner, as against a person possessing high academic 

^ucation for its own sake on the one hand, and a purely 

functionally efficient household aanagor on the other. On 

another Jqaestlon in the questionnaire, hot a sihglo nenbor of 

the sar^lb stated l^t he would marry a girl chosen for him by 

his parents if he were ^not Jh love with her"^ Howovor, that 

this answer does not ro^oet an emphasis upon what 

tutors have called the cult of romantic love is suggested by the

some eonmen-
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Some of the respondento 

spoiitaheoBoly added written coameiits with referohce to this 

question.

a tiuganda we quote below, but in ^irit most contained to some 

degree a similar type of disillusion with the word "love” as

response to category "F” in iEable Q«9.

Not eill comments were as strongly put as the one by

applied to mate Selection

"I think this (referring to category "F" in the question) 

is the most irresponsible statement one can make. 1 know 

it is often made but I miatain it is the most irresponsible 
thing to say. Probably I am aa extremish, but I think that 

choosing a life partner is the hardest task we hare, hence(

all precautions, reasoning and responsibility mut be put 

under ▼ery stitct consideration. Well, as you know Very 

well,-»lovo* is a word which is so much abused hundreds

of people utter it almost without thinking and almost give 

it but one meaning. You know oiay too well because the 

abusage is now universal. Therefore I would not dream for

• o e •

a second to take a girl as my wife without eoasidering the 

aeopssary good qualities because I am in love with her. 
'IrOve®*4oday means mostly an emotional state and often it 

means plain lust. Isn't thidi the biggest mistake for one 

to commit if one takes a girl for a wife only because 
'loves' her?"

one

Table Q»5 reflects an apparent willingness to allow a wife 

iatitude outside the home for satisfying caroero or occupations 

provided, presumably, that such doos hot interfere pith her 

functions within the household. Tables a»lQA. B and C reflect a 

strongly equalitarlan ideal of role responsibility modified only

a little hymalolauthority in natters of inhoritwice, land and

money. It is clear that ideally, for our reppohdents, marziod 

Evolves rolo sharing^^^^r^^
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division of labor (one even finds the influonce of this ideal in 

domestic household affairs) One also finds in these data evi

dence of an es^ihas^s upon the;:prerogatiyes of the huclear fSsily 

as against the extended family and the clah. 

inforces this inipression, since

Table a»28 re-

for four categories of problems - 

the wife ideally is the first person turned to for eonsultation.
■

(Parents or members of parents' family play the greatest role'in 

consultation about land ^d property. Friends play as ic^ortant 

a role as wives in consultation on matters of caroer,)

Tables Q«»32Ao B and C reflect the high hopes placed on 

family life as the major source of satisfaction and happiness in 

life; it appears as first choice even ahove career (although 

there is some differonce hero between Baganda and ELkuya 

spondents), Itor only one member of the entire sample does family 

life mean fourth choice as the source of greatest satisfaction.

The seriousness with which marriage is approached by 

re^ondenta is reflected in attitudes and ea^octations 

ing divorce. Table Qr»12 shows that only ono-quarter of the total 

saE^le overtly admits the possibility of divorce in their lives. 

Interestingly, in the "no" response, the variable 'first

(

ro-

our

eoncorn-

vs.

fourth or higher year in school* proved to be a statistically

significant factor in the response pattom at the ,65 level 

(i.e. related to the variables of 'tribe'. 'roligipn', and

•arts vs. science majors*). Since year in college is hi^y 

correlated with ago differonces and hence, jjrrosumably 

maturity, such a finding is not surprising 

for divorpe for husbands and wives

with»

Concerning grounds 

rospondonts recognised

O ''

»
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infidelity as the first major gronhd for both husbands and uiveso 

The second hipest auHber of Qontions for husbands nao incom

patibility; for wives it was crueltyo The third most serious 

ground for husbands tu^ed out to be sloppiness and/br lack of 

proper respect; for the wives it was sexual inconpetence or 
sterility.^

The role of infidelity as the chief ground for

divorce for husbands and wives equally suggests at least the - 

ideological decline of a double standard.^ 

divorce, was explored further in the, interview.

The subject of

Of the Bagaada,

eighteen of twenty broadly recognissed divorce as a; right of(

V-
both husbands and wives; one did not and one did not know.

But the "yes" responses reflected diverse attitudes toward

Four stated specifically that adtatery was the only 

ground they recognised; one recognised witchcraft as a ground; 

the two priests in the sample recognised divorce only without 

remarriage according to Catholic doctrine.

divorce.

Of the Kikuyu sample, 

twenty-five rebognized divorce as a mutual right, two did not.

three said they didn't know yet, and in two protocols there was 

no record of an opinioni Of the "yes" responses, six i^ecificolly 

stated that they saw it strictly as a last resort; one saw

divorce as rnoraJLly wrong despite his acceptance of it; one felt 

that only in grave situations ^buld a divorced party be alloTred

to remariy; one stated that he had be^ to havo second thoughts 

even about adultery as a grotmd; 4nd one felt that the husband 

should have the final say in the end. Of the three respondents

who claimed not to have a clear opinion, 

ambivalent because he partly accepted the Catholic church* s view

one stated that ho was
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of dirdrce and partly ddLd not, another said that if the church 

was involved in the marriage (in the sease of having legitiimted 

it) then he waM't sute what he felt and if the church was not 

involved then divorce should only he the husband*a right.

We have Beationed all these diverse coaaents in order to 

illustrate our eonolusion that Barital stability and satisfaction 

is one of the most salient Issues in the attitude patterns o'f 

this generation of Baganda and Kikuyu intelligentsia alike. It

may be that their coamon concern is due to different reasons: 

for the Baganda the instability of heterosexual relations gener

ally which many claim to have been ehdeaic in Bu^da for a long

tine; for the Kikuyu marital instability arising more specifi

cally out of the rapid rate of socio—cultural change and the 

socio-psychic ravages of civil war. Whatever the reasons, the 

pattern is clear. The search for the stable family is of prime

importance at the e^^ense of both traditional patterns or possible 

innovations J|hich
would interfere with its interests.

This generaliaation, finally, is reflected in our interview 

data concerning themes in the socialisation of children about 

which respondents were asked to project, 

questions about the types of traditional institutions (or modifi

cations of same) they would like to aee carried over into the

Some of the responses were relevant to the

Respondents wore asked

C

next generation.

present topic. Fourteen of the Baganda and twenty-five of the 

Kikuyu (75S5 of the total sample) eapresbed support of the tradi- 

tional role of ^e classificatory father (in which every hrothor

ef the father is referred to by the traditicaml term for father
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and Is to soae extent emotipiially so regarded) 

every case the reason given had to do with econonie ahd/or 

psychic insurance for the child

la almost

I&iny of these reopoadants 

pointed out, however.that they did hot see this as necessarily

coBtihoing to share the emotional definitioa of fatherhood with 

their owa brothers Some e:ig9ressed the hope that this insti

tution would be temporary until the Weste^hn auclear family style - 

could be supplemented with fiaancial insurance scheaes. Others

made qualifications ceaeeming wealth and edueatioa as pre

requisites for sharing the i*ole of father with their brothers

Some accepted the tradition with no qualifications. Among the 

255^ who did not support this tradition there was some degree 

of impatience with any but the nuclear family system. Among 

the Baganda. sixteen expressed specific oppoBitioh to the tradi

tional practice of loanihg children to relatives for a period

(Shis response may haveOf years, while only two supported it. 

been influenced by the fact that the local Catholic clergy is

generally in opposition to this custom, but negative feelings 

concerning 4t wore quite strong.) Only one person mentioned a 

desire for the continuation of the tradition^ behavlor-^ttem 

of the wife (although some were Concorhed about what they felt 

11^8 increasingly aggressive independence of many edueated

women); two expressed a desire for rider kinship rolations and 
obligations in the lifo^oj^he^amily

Concerning f(riily planning 

thirteen were in favor, althou^ one of theoo (a Catholic prioat)

would accept as legitimate only abstinence;

Baganda sample, all of them Homan Catholic) were opposed to the

live (25S5 Of the
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practice} one (a:i8o Catholic) TOs su*ivalent} aiidl for one there 

ih ho record of an opiniotto In the t^se of the Kilrayu saia^ 

only one supported continuation of the brideooiath institution; 

two were in favor of wider kinshijo relations; one was in favor 

of the continued superior authority of the husband; sevax favor

ed continuation of the practice of male circumcision, although 

six of these stipulated that it should be by medical means only 

minus the initiation cerenoniea; and twenty-eight out of the 

thirty-two favored family planning, three being against it 

(two of whom were Catholics) while one was not sure. In both

groups, however, thero was some positive concern expressed for 

continued respect for eldoro, including relatives.

To return to the questionnaire concerning this topic.

Table Q-19 gives a clear picture of what this generation of 

educated Baganda and Kikuyu seem concerned to hand down to their 

children. It is certainly a socially responsible profile of 

themes and alWb quite a conservative one. The emphasis is upon 

maintaining the bonds necessary for the continuation of society

and felicitous human relationships; while it is definitely not a 

traditionalistic profile 

general absence of interest in societal and cultural innovation 

even in the reli^ous sphere

it is conservative in the sense of af

C
Table ft-20 gives a partial clue

to the sources of these attitudes; background ohaag:ea for their 

children covering educational, Aiterial, and emotional quality 

of family life (categories "C" and "D»») account Tor 62,5?S of the

distribution of re^onses. Also the list of niscellanebus 

sponses under category in the case of the Kikuyu present a

re-
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pdi^smt refleetioa of anxious and disrupted childhood 

the Baganda apparently feel similarly in vietr of their more 

stable backgrounds is hard to say. Perhaps their'o is a case 

of the revolution of rising espectations in the realm of con-

rahyO '

cern for the individual's emotional as well as material welfare.

IJhatever the reasons. Table Q-17 shows that the traditional 

African desire for large fsEd-lies, while modified, has apparently 

not been adversely affected by historical circumstance. Fully 

25^ of the total s^ple desired more than four children which 

surely manifests a certain optimism about the future. The 

difference between Baganda and Kikuyu in this case is an under

standable reflection of the gap in economic affluence between the 

two societies. TShilo ttere may be this optimism, Table Q.-26 

shows how high the stakes are; unhappiness in marriage and parent- 

hood come second only to illness and death as spontaneous defi

nitions of the worst thing that could happen in life.
Thus tl^ere can be little doubt of the high level of concern 

with the quality of family life and marital relations existing 

among our Baganda and akqyu respondents alike. To comprphond 

fully the significance of this eohcem in the context of broader 

life goals, it is necessary to turn to a consideration of the 

foimation of career plans and their underlying values 

we will truly approach the link between the self and the outer 

world of change and transformation.

B) eawe£rjand^S£lf;-Dovolo£Oi^t Orientations 

A man's work is the means by which he ootablisheo a liute 

between his own developnont and personal history on the one hand

C
For hero

• '
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and the gr^at world outside on the other. Sius this topic re

quires considerable aqd careful attention froa more than one

perspective It is, after all, because of what this generation 

of intelligentsia in the world as a whole will do or fail to

do with their lives on the public scene that pur interest in 

them exists.

H-rst, perhaps, it is of interest to know how our re

spondents conceive of hheir working lives as against their non

working lives in geographic tezas, since geographic speciflolty 

is BometiaoB a clue to other radii of interest and application.

Of our Kikuyu sample of thirty-two, one statpd his desirp to 

work within his tribal area but with intontions to travel widely; 

twenty-eight want to work in the territory (Kenya)or perhaps 

East Africa) but not necessarily in their tribal area; one de-
X ■ ■

sired to spend his working life in some other part of Africa 

altogether (Ghana or Nigeria perferably); and two did not 

the questipz . Hone wanted to work outside Africa itselfij Of the 

twenty Baganiia, seven wanted to remain in their tribal area 

during their working lives; twelve in the territory (Hganda or 

East Africa} though not nooesBarily in the tribal area; one did 

not care. Thus the Bag^da appear more geographically-opeeific 

which is understandable in view of Buganda's greater societal 

cohesion on the one hand, and the socio-oopnomic origins of 

pur Baljanda respondents on tha other. There are simply f^ 

penalties in terms of personal isolation and odononic sacrifices 

involyed fpr the Baganda working among their own pooplp than 

would bo true for Kitayu, for tfhpa the distinction between bding

answer

C
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•: V,;
located in H^robi (or dtiter large cities of Kenya) as against 

tbe rural areas is a. little aMn ta t^orking in Paris o^r 

French provineeso With reference to a retired life, the picture 

changes soaewhato Here we find that fourteen^i or alaost one- 

half of our pjtuyu rei^ohdehtB, want to live in their tribal area; 

fifteen, or alaost the other half, chose the territory but not 

necessarily the tribal area; one Hahted to remain in soae other 

territory of Africa; and one replied that he would settle "anywhere 

but his t^bal area"* Of the Baganda, BeYeateen chose their tribal 

area, and the other three the territory but not necessarily the 

tribal area* Here again we see the greater geographical speci

ficity of the Baganda, but also a definite desire on the part of

both groups not (at this stage of their lives at least) to aevor
*•

their deeper roots from the surroundings of their birth*

Hext it wotad bo instructive to examine the distribution 

of themes in what can be called the individual's goal-economy, by 

which we mea^ the priorities of activities according to which a 

person consciously and ideally arranges his time and enbr^ allot

ments* Sables Q,-32A* B and C es^lore this* We have already com

mented upon the apparent importance of family life no the major 

expQCted source of satisfaction Career is a cloob secondo and 

botwobn them -they acoount for over 803$ of the first choices, and

almost 95?S of the second choices* She only otholr significant 

category is that of religious ^tivities which elicited five

Baganda first-choice responses and oho Kikuyu 

bution of third choices which begins to show us important differ

ences between our two tribal smiles

It is the distri-• '

The imbalance in eEqshasis
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with regard to toligiotis activities continues as in the fitst 

choice selections !Ehe division in the Kikuyu direction con

cerning participation in national and international activities

is obviously very sharp, while the Baganda, to a saaller extent, 

favor participation in the affairs of their tribal cooBunityb 

(Actually it is sig^fieant, in our judgment, that this cate

gory received so few choices from the Baganda gsaerallyo It 

could mean they take it for granted, but evidence to be dis

cussed later suggests that the reason lies more in their a- 

political orientation,) The bulk of those sikuyu respondents 

who chose participation in tribal affairs did so as fourth 

choice, Bhile these Sables do give us some understanding of 

the relative importance of various categories of activities 

(especially the importance of family life), it would be risky 

to interpret the distribution beyond what we have suggested Since

the psychological intervals between choices (especially third 

and fourth) are unknown,^
Nevertheless it may be assumed that 

first, second and third choices are most important with fourth 

choice the weakest and probably indicative of least potential 

energy expenditure, and third choice the most revealing if one 

assumes first and second choices exhausted by family and career 

categories.C

Shis brings us to the difficult question of the meaning 

of the word "career". In oth^ words, both what nay wo aosune, 

to be in the nihds of our rospoadents when they use this word 

and what aro the Jjsrplications of what they mean for their po

tential roles in the newly evolving society of which they are

1

. C
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such an important pa,rt«

Figure II. D.Ao presents the details concerning life goals. 

The composite presentation was constructed by the writer on the 

basis of material derived from the ^estionnai^rei the autobio

graphy and the interview. Figure II was constructed because of 

the difficulty of classifying this type of material in any simple 

typological formi such as intended occupation, 

fications would conceal the dynamic quality of respondent think-
f

ing on life goals which we have tried to capture in this fora.

Regarded from this perspective, it becomes clear that 

important than job intent (which can easily change with oppor-

’. i

Saoh

more

$ •

tunity or academic fortunes) is what we slwai call life-goal 

orientationso These are quite difficult to classify on the basis 

of our data, but we have done so on the ground that interesting 

differences do emerge between our two tribal groups. <-
We shall

first present bur typology with case numbers included so that 

the reader laeiy judge for himself.

are fairly loose, resting both on what was said and what

Criteria for classification

was

not said, especially as concerns what we have labeled category 

C (”Life Puj^oses”). Thus, for instance, if a respondent ex

pressed a service orientation, he was included under that cato-
C.
gory; if he did not, then he was not 

proved more difficult to classify than others, 

kept in mind what the purpose of this typology is:

phasis is not on logically strict and mutually exclusive 

(discrete) categories, but rather orienktion emphases

Inevitably, some cfflsoo

It should bo

the em-

Despite

the difficulties, we feel that such an approach does tap less

-H,
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superficial aspects of intent and orientsLtioa -than a sJjaple 

listing of occupational goals*

cases #; 2,6,7,11.12,17,19,21,22,24j26,31*32
Baganda cases #: 2,3,7,8,9,11,13,14,16,18,19,20

0.00*13 cases 
12 easesoe*««**o0#

Privatism Orientation

lajcuyu cases #; 13,16
Baganda cases #: 4,6,12,17*

*2 cases 
o4 eases

ooo#«o«o00o«0«o0e*««o«0«««««so»««oo

Bureaucratic Careerist Orientation

Kikuyu cases #: 1.
Baganda cases #: 1*

1 case 
1 easee

\
Pure-Intellectual Orientation >

Eiknyu cases #; 4,10,29
Baganoki cases #: none**.

3 cases 
0 eases

Artistic Orientation

EUAnyu eases 27* 0 
Baganda cases #: 3,13

,1 ease 
,2 eases

Adventurist Orientation

Kikuyu eases #: 8** .
Baganda cases #: none

,1 ease 
,0 cases

Transitional
(i.a* non-olassifiable because of severe 
^consistency or lack of foraulated 

orientation altogethor)

Kikuyu oases g!: 3,9,14,13,18,20,23,23,28,30
Baganda eases

10 oaoos 
0 easesnone

Adaptive ('interesting job') Orientation

Kikuyu cases j^s 3* • • • •« . * • * * * * * • * • •••*•• * • * * * * * * * * * • * e * *1 case
1 eaoo^Baganda oases #: 10.

Servieo oriontatitm is^erkaps the moot obvious type of

As stated above, it :^fers to individuals oho express 

a desire to be of service to their fellou nan or. to their socioty 

£uid, phraOed in this manner, one soxild expect this to be a eomnen 

response. Hosover, as one can see from a hn^er of these oases.

category*

'V:
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this type of motivation is often close to the center of a 

person's solf-iaaileo Since ue find this ijatent nsualiy in 

combination with a generous dose of enlightened self-interest 

(as against the often unrealistic "pure altruist" type), there 

is little reason to feel that such expressions of desire to 

serve* SEpecially among individuals of such great potential 

responsibility, are anything less than sincere. Of interest 

also is the rather wider range of types of career envisioned 

by KLkuyu as against Baganda respondents•

With the term privatism orientation we re’fer to the typo

)■

%
.'i:

ill
1 ■:

: I

■

t I

of attitude which discounts the importance of career plans in 

favor of (usueaiy) faEJily life. Shus the range of expectations 

is restricted eind focused upon a narrower institutional sphere !
■

(resulting, perhaps, in greater affective emphasis upon that 

sphere).. Shis does apt mean that career issues are of ho im

portance, but rather that they seem ob;}eot8 of lessor ego-

involvement ah^d perhaps lesser affective expenditure. She 

Baganda, to a slight extent, seem to have more cases in this 

category than the Kikuyu which would not be surprising in view 

of Baganda's greater rblative affluence and eohosiveaess, 

(Buganda, socially and morally, could be said to "afford" a 

greater degree of privatism than Kikuytt,

ii
s

'A’vjSi-1

if one wanted to look

at it this way,) However the number of cases appears too few

(It may, of courso.

ri-

for any pejrious attempt at geher^isatioa^ 

be that a few respondents who might have felt this way refrained 

from expressing it because of a desire to appear more socially 

responsible than they really were.)

'ilif!I
te ; -ip--

1:



By bareanoratio-eareerist orientation we me^ tho type>&

of attitade which does not look beyond the nonaal stages of a 

bureancratie advancement ladder It io pbyibuB from our data 

that while many, if apt most, of our sample will find them

selves in government bureaucracies, very few limit the definition 

of the meaning of their career to that of a bureaucratic function-

ary.

PBre-intellectual orientation refers to the desire fora 

life devoted to the search for truth and knowledge for its own 

sake as expressed through activity in science, knmanitiea or 

philosophy, ?here are only three such eases and they are all 

KLkuyuo This type of motive does not seoa dLmportant among either 

group of our sanqjle (though one could argue that throe out of 

thirty-two Kika;n» is not, considering the rarity of this orien

tation anywhere, a small number}, This writer suspects strongly 

that an important reason among a possible number of othors is 

the absence of a Department of Hiilosophy at Makorere, sinoe , 

Bhiioaophy is the major institutionalised method in Western

.

education of inducing a professional interest in "ultimate” 

issues for their own sake. Another reason, of course, may well

be that an orientation such as this may appear slightly lururious 

in the context of widespread poverty and general underdevelopment 

This, however, would be more applicable to the Kitoyu than to

as we hai^ seen, there appear ho examples 

The fact that we do find it; among the 

Kikn^suggestsathe probable relevance of the historico-speio- 

iogical thesis, recently conceptualised and empirically e:]q)lored

the Baganda among whom t

Of this orientation •
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in considerable detail by Hartindale (1962), that the greatest 

eras of intellectual development and innovation are associated 

with periods of profound socio-^cultur^ dislocation and tiranB- 

formatioh* As we have seen, the degree of such upheaval is 

perhaps the major relative difference between the societies of
1=

Bugagida and Eiknyue

By artistic orientation we have in mind the type of life
t-.H:

devoted to self-estpression through the arts, with the emphasis
. f

upon expression rather than pursuit of more formal forms of 

knowledge or truth.

1

r

We find this orientation present among both 

hribal samples, undoubtedly stinulated by the excellent Makerere 

School of Fine Arts and reflected in vi^rous and original 

tributions to art emanating from ^ist Africa.

con-

As the term implies, adventurist orientatioh refers to 

the desire for a life of adventure, exploration and experienee 

for their own sake. The apparently almost coi^lete lack of 

such an urge among our sample this writer finds quite ronarkablo 

and would consider a major exauple of what was meant earlier 

when we de8czi.bed this sample as essentially conservative. The 

probaible major reason for this non-adventurous'state of mind is 

the number of financial and social kinship obligaticas which this 

generation fools encumbent upon it, before purely porsbnal desires

Another possibility is that ouch a motivation 

has not become sufficiently stylised through literature (oj^ocially 

in childhood which is tisually when such fantasies are anculoated 

in Woatem societios). It is possiblo that only when a person

has travollod abroad at least once does the possibility Of such^^^^^^^^^^^

I
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ai con be fulfilled• .
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a life begin to poeur to bin indeed, foreign service in tie 

United nations or an Enbassy in the dijaly imgined but fabled

urbEua affluence of the Western trorld aay serve as the focus for

such adventurist dreamso

By the someuhat clumsy term of adaptive ^interesting job*

orientatibh tre signify the type of attitude nhich, while not a 

restilt of sophisticated eucid profound cogitation upon the mean-^ 

ing of life and work, does reflect a strong desire not to be
r

bored by immersion in organised routine. We have applied this

label when such seemed the paramount e^^ressed concern relative 

to a respondent's future. The low number of such cases, of 

course, reflects the widespread range of opportunities for

interesting and meaningful careers open to educated intelli

gentsias of the new nations.

The high number of Eilmyu found in the transitional cate- 

gory (defined in the classification) we interpret to be a re

flection of thei greater ferment of personality and esqtorience 

resulting from the more discontinuous ^d tumultuous nature of 

the change procesB characteristic of Kikuyu as against Buganda.

Perhaps the moot interesting aspect of this claosificatibn 

is not what was but was not included, We refer to the obvious
C
a-political nature of these orientations 

si^s of strong personal ambition to ezeol beyond one's follows 

indeed not only through political^means, but any moans, 

desire for fame through power is entirely absent from our sample 

(despite objective opportunities which would moke such ambition 

not ontirel^r anrealistic), and almost (tfeoujEEh not entirely)

One looks in vain for

The

li.,,-..
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Absent in reiatipn to other in8trttment6Q.ities for fame as tielio £
• K
rA-.

■(See for example Baganda eases numbers 7 and l6o) Here is an

other basis for our earlier labeling of this sample as eon- 

serVatiTOo It could, perhaps, be argued that this generation 

of intelligentsia takes its future poner and eminence for granted.

^ i

: i:
f

I

and sees no reason to mention it overtlyi but, in fact, as the 

number of educated persons increases, real opportunities, fame 

and power will diminish, especially in view of the fact that 

education is by ho means the bnly path to notoriaty. Farther, 

a number of our reapondeats specifically disavowed such a moti

vation. One is led to the conclusion that our evidence reveals 

an attitudinal profile (reflected in projected occupational 

choice patterns) essentially that of a 'backbone of society'- 

type of socially responsible middle class with this stratum's 

charaeteristic disinterest in the straggle for power and ulti

mate responBibility for the direction of society itself. Hor 

do we seem to be in the presence of a generation of intelli

gentsia gripped by a prophetic vision of the future in the name 

of which it espouses experimontatien and structural innovation.

r

i

<•

:

fhis issue is one which wo shall explore in greater detail in

But at least as far as images of personalt^e following chapter 

destiny are concerned, this generalisation seems warranted.

• '

Somewhat related to this is another interesting phiht on

Social change means, among : .

many other things, a transformation of the institutional bases

Shis pj^ocess takes time its

■‘3

which wo have some relevant data .

1
i

of elite influence and power 

dynamics are not always visible to the partieipaats at a given

a
■5
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V Holding ike reins of influence and power often entailsmoment • '

either the ability to recb^ise these dynamics and place oneself 

accordingly at advantageous podiits in the matrix of influence; 

or the good fortune of being placed there by circu^tance with

out full personal awareness o

■1, ■

I;

f;:

In contemporary East Africa edu

cation, with its poorer to win entxance into the mobemiain^

ii:

bureaucracies of goverhaent, industiy and the university, is 

not" the only path to influenceo Economic entrepfehenrship on 

the one hand and land ownership with its potential importance, 

on the other hand, in agriculture and/or control over landless 

tenants provide two other roads to power# The latter two 

instrumentalities, it need hardly be added, provided the major 

bases for class and status in the history of Europe# 

it would be of soma valuo to e:q>lore the salient attitudes (and 

perhaps, indireotly, the awareness) on the part of our respondents 

concerning the other possible bases of influence open to them#

It would have been a simple matter just to ask them about this#

We felt it of greater value to attempt to tap the spontaneous 

level of response without revealing the deeper sociological 

significance of such.questions since, to do so, would have intro-

-I
A

r

'A
%

a

Accordingly,3

a
.i
3^
a
a

a

%

■f'

duced the distorting influence of the investigator's porspective 

the point where the very purpose of our questions would bo- 

como irrelevant

■■s

a:

a
a

Thus we confined this probing to seemingly 

innocuous questions concerning desires for nultiplo occupations.

• /
a
I

S
J

attitudes toward land and so forth. Considerably varied 

sponses were obtained which we have attempted to classify in, 

necessarily, a quite general manner. (Since the basis for the

re-
=

I
I ’>v

■3
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classification is category ‘•D‘^ ("Homogeneity of Career Plans") 

in Figure II, DoAo, the reader again is able to verify Or alter 

our cpnclusions for himselfo)
I

k;

Of our Kikuyu sasGale, ue find that eleven ojqsress an in

terest in land ownership- and/or commerciai enterprise apart from

Of these, four appear to express reeog- 

niaably entrepreneurial intentions Ci.e. desire for involve

ment in and profit from the money economy for reasons other than 

pure security or retirement income); three seem to have in mind 

only security or retirement income; and only One expressed an 

overt emotionEa attachment to land for its own 8ake« 

rest there was ihsufficient basis for a judgment of intonto 

Next; six of the total Kikuyu oaiiqjlo expressed an interest in 

land ownership alOne apart from their main caroero

IR

i'

their major careero

t i;r;;
>

-■

• U
t I

I
z
i

For the

1;

■5

] R
■iOf these i:
itV C-

three indicated recognisably entrepreneurial motives; one had 

an emotional attachment to land, and for the rest there was 

insufficient indication. Third; of the total Kikuyu sample, 

four mentioned an interest in commercial enterprise alone apart 

from their main career. Fourth; seven of the total Kikuyu 

sample mentioned nb;interest in secondary ontorprisoo despite, 

in^the case of one of themj on emotional attachment to land 

Beasons cited for this homogeneity of career intent were as 

follows:

J'

■!,

>>

one felt that the Civil Service does not allow ad- I:
I

ditional enterprises; three cited their desire for a predominantly 

urban existence; one did not like trado in ai^ fort: 

there was no indication of a reason. Finally; onb odt of the 

total Kikuyu sample stated a general intention of initiating 

all kinds of secondary ontorprisoo, and for throe prbtocola

and for two»

-

■A
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there was indication of any attitude oh thia issue recorded. 

9aus, ail sua, the pjmsru seoa to hewe a q^te active intereot . 

in a hererogeaeous career pattern since tuenty-too out of a 

totea of tha,rty-two ih^cated an interest in second^ enter

prises iji coanerce and/or land, with at least seven es^ressiiig 

reee^iisably eatrepreneurial sotiyes (plus at least four acre 

if ozie accepts the assumption that those who desire involvement 

in a commercial enterprise alone do so for uniformly entre

preneurial reasons). Whether or not these figures reflect the 

actual distribution of such intentions with exactitude, they do 

serve to demonstrate that the Kikuyu are not unaware of the 

advantages and possibilities of secondary enterprise. It is 

also clear that there is no overt pattern of awareness (or 

interest) in the more long-range ob^jective sociological possi-
s'. ' '

bilities of such activities in relation to social and political 

power or class foraation« Overtly. Kikovn intelligentsia do 

not, as a whole, talk about themselves in these terns, although 

they are all profoundly aware of the political and emotional 

iEqiortahce of land to their own people and to the structure of 

Kikuyu society itself, (They also have detailed knowledge of 

iimd litigation problems in their own areas or in relation to 

their own families.)

When wo turn to the Baganda sample, we find an even more 
active interest of this nature. oJ the sample of ttreaty,^^^^^^f^ 

expressed on interest in land and/or cbnmerce; three of these 

for oeeniht^y entrepreneurial ndtivoB, and two for the purpose 

of security alone. Only oho expressed an enotional attachment

.!

I

1-.

I

•■.X
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to lands Next; six expressed an interest in land alone, three 

for entrepreneurial reasons (one of nhon also had an emotional 

attachment -to the land) 

comaerce onlyo

■r.fm
£
-V

1
i

o 3^rd; three e:^ressed an interest in 

Elnallyf three expressed no interest in secondary 

enterprise at all (one because he just wanted enough money to be

Iu
i
S
fm

comfortable and had no interest in- business, another because he 

is rather urban oriented and the third because true skill at
|s
i
si

one's main career precludes anything else). Three protocols 

contained-no record of a response on this issue. Thus fourteen 

out of twenty Baganda plan a hererogeneous career pattem. In 

the caso of th® Baganda we may assume a certain leuel of aware-

m
1KmI®ammm

ness regarding the possibilities of such diverse enterprises

since many of their fathers maintained their power in Biuganda 

through precisely such means. Again, however, there seems little 

overt indication of a personal power orientation among our ro-

m81
O. Si-

spondents. Generally speaking, if this high rate of interest 
in secondary ent|>rprise is maintained and developed to the full 

capacity of the potential affluence of this generation which our 

roi^ondents represent, the objoctivo advantages of which they 

will find themselves in possession nay bring homo to then the 

posoibilitioo (and tho temptations) of more active political 

involvenent as individuals or as a stratum.

This brings us to the interosting question oi trtiat forces 

our respondents predict will be responsible for their advanconont 

in life.

II

8;1

8

&

:a
■J
1

Table Q-33 shows that faith in the influence of person

al ability soeno overtly hi^, but very strongly so among the 

Kikuyu as compared to the: Baganda.

S'

18

This distinction in response

8
IS
8.

'8
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it reflects the more privileged background 

^''oi. the Bcigahda respondents as cellared nith their Kikuyt counter- 

”-parts for whom ability and other personalqualities oero, for

vith which to overoojne the odds 

that objective cirouBstance had placed in their paths

Finally, Table Q-35 suggests, that Baganda and Kikuyu alike 

are fairly optimistic about their chances for sncqess in their 

chosen careers relative to each other as individuals«
f

It would now be useful briefly to esqslore one area of 

influence universally important to the development of orien

tations such as we have just discussed,

C ) Ae£the^i£ ,

Wo have paid relatively little attention to this topic and 

Shall stress only those aspects of our material which we«feel to 

be of relevance to the other issues raised.

..

• c

First, with respect to music, twelve (or 60^} of tho Baganda 

^ontaneouSly ea^ressed a liking for Western classical music. So 

against twelve (or 38,7?5) of the Kikuyu,. This difference reflects

both the longer es^osnre of Buganda to Western culture, and also 

the more elite social origins of the Baganda Sa^le itself, 

of the latter desori^bed themselves as actively _^volved with 

music in the aehse that two play piano and two sing

Four

Two Kikuyu• '

are musically active, one through the guitar and the other 

throng the organ which he taught himself 

point of proficiency

to play to a hi^

All members of the oos^ie ojcprossed 

ehthuoiasn for jams and dancing, the quality of the latter being 

to this obsoryor, extremely high and q^to subtle

o •

f

♦ ' '
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She art oflpainti^g nas also papular, ?lth over half of )
.5
f
ieach of the ttro samples describing themselves as enthusiastic 

live of the Baganda aad^ f^ the Kikuj^ actively 

Hepresentatives of both tribal groups have con

tributed, serious and high quality work to the colloetlons of 

the Makerere School of Fine Arts which has done much to stimu

late the development of visual art in East Africa,

33ie picture changes somewhat with respect to literature 

' and this fact, in our opinion, is important relative to other 

dimensions of attitude and perspective, 

about their reading habits and below we reproduce the hu^ers of 

spontaneous mentions in relation to specific categories of 

literature, in order of in^ortance by totals.

about it

indulge in it. i
;■

n

;
5

■.i

1

• a
r

Respondents were asked

■ i
8
I
'i

f

<■ ■

■■ i

Total Baganda ELknyu

Miscellaneous tul- 
elassifiable (i,e. 
newspapers, saagasines 
plays and novels).,v.,,21

"Classical', ..,
"Mjrsteries”, , . ...
Adventure and 
M.sto?ical novels
■■Pooiry:'";.',
Favorable mention 
Unfavorable mention.,,,12

"Eomancq”,,,........,,,5
Self-Help (d^ o. ‘'how
to" books),,4......,,., 5

!

10 11
6 612

.11 2 9

49 5

.7 43• • • • • • «
7 5

4
J

41
Politics 

Hiilosophy & Religion 

Biographies 

Travel.
Science

3 3•••••••••••••••
3 './■ ■I''-'-: 2• •
2 0 2. . . .........

.......... . . . . 2 0
.•.•.... ....•.^. 1 ' 0 1
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Abbut the saae proportion of Baganda and Kikuyu respondonts 

Blade specific nentioh of literature as of Bajor iaportance in 

their lives in the sense of having influenced their self-image 

and uorld-yiew (five BagandaV or 2931^ of the sub-sample, and 

nine Kikuyu, or 2936 of that sub-sample).

The follosing are the authors ahd/or books specifically 

mentioned by respondents as being of some special importance 

in their lives.
f

Bagemda

Books or Authors Number of Mentions

Shakespeare
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conduor 
Dickens, Great E»»eetations 
Patbn, Cry the Beloved Countiry

3
1
1
1

Kikuyu

Books or Authors Number of Mentions C

kSheikespeare 
Dickens, Oliver Tmist 
Dlekbns,

M^h

1
1(unnamed)

k Tsain 
Bobert Brooning 
Bullock's Hitlor

1
1
1*

.Hatter. The Outnumbered 
Dickson,. The Hardy Boys 
Pasternak. Doctor Zhivago 

Cosmic Consciousness 
A biography of Livingston 

Kehyatta, Facing Mount Kenya

‘■'Peter! Cheney

I*
1
1
1
1
1
1
2**

■3*Citod by same person 
"•Thouriior can attest that this author mas much more 

aidely read than here indicated;

•

In this writer's opinion, mithput indulging in evaluative 

impreasioniam, it can be said that if this 8dEq?lb is representative
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of this generation of Baganda and Kikuyu student intelligentsia,

the latter cannot be said to have been profoundly a.ffected by

the accunulated experience embodied in t^i® Western liteiraiy

At the risk of bverinterpreting limited data, weheritage

would stress the importance of this apparent reading pattern

from a number Of points of view. Sirst, the data imply that.

with the partial exception of Shakespeare,, the encounter with

reading Induced by formal educational assignments has been 

compartmentaiiaed off from the main thread of iafluences ia-=> 

pinging upon personal development. Of course, it can be argued 

that the influence of such reading may operate on a non-eonsoions 

level and this may, indeed, be true to some extent, Heverthe-

less, even granting this possibility, it still remains signifi

cant that the myriad ideas, ooncefts, and possibilities' for 

life, philosophy, society and experience generally which stand 

articulated in the literary heritage of the great world civili

zations seem outride the mainstrean of oonseious reflection 

among Our respondents and those they may represent. Some possible 

reasons for this, we feel, can probably be traced to features of 

the dyhamics of aceulturative encoimter discussed and analysed 

earlier in the present othdy<

what will be discussed in the following chapter pertaining to 

perapectivoo on politics, oociety and religion can bo traced to 

this apparent gap be^een formal ihteileotualized encounter with 

world experience on the one hand and the internal realm of re-

We also feel that many acqpects of

flection and personal style of articulation on the other 

least it can be suggested that the present generation of

At
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intelligentsia se^s not deeply to possess the vicariously- 

acquired tools for articulating in the mind the range of 

possibilities for innovation in personal style and social

brgahi»ation which is one of the functions of the ideological 

systematisation of reflection,^ If, as CM be argued, this is 

one of the necessary prerequisites for intelligent and realistic

adaptation to social change, then the foregoing is of vital 

political significance considering the fact that we are dis- 

■ cussing a future stratus whose destiny it will be to stand at 

the confluence of intellect and society.

Before turning directly to our chapter on politics, 

religion and society, we shall esploro the question of how the 

tensions of social change and personal responsibility are ex

perienced within tbe personality in the fora of patterned 

anxieties.

D) An^.^tieja,

Various qujestions in both the questionnaire and the intor- 

view were designed Bpecifically to elicit aspects of anxiety on 

the part of bur respondents. Table Q-26. for instance, presents 

the categories of responses to the question about the worst 

things which could happen in life. Injury to the person in soae 

way is by far the most i^ortant conoorh, although this was

apparently oonetAat more true for the Kikuyu than for the Baganda 

This diistinction is not difficult ^o coEqprehond in view of the

itoorgency, during tfhich the presont saEqBlq of Kifcuyu^ r

were in their 'teens' The second most ir^jortant fear had to do 

with unhappiness in marriage and parenthood on which we had
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obcasion to eojaaent earlier in this chapter. It is interesting 

to note that, for the Baganda, fears, having specifically to do 

with religion , were quite ir^ortant cdia^ared to the ja 

from whom ho such reaponBes were forthcoming, fhis can be 

inteirpreted either as an indication of greater religiosity among 

the Baganda, or as a reflection of the higher possibility or 

potential for other types of disaster envisioned by the Eikuyu, 

Since the Baganda responded in terms of more categories than did 

the Kikuyu, one could argue in favor of the greater religiosity 

hypothesis. However this does not account for the possibility 

that the Baganda could better "afford" to respond to the re- 

ligfiouo problem because they were less affected by the general 

traumatic aspects of change than the Kikuyu and hence had more 

"emotional energy" left over to worry about religious questionB, 

She higher Kikuyu response in category "D" (marriage and parent

hood) and category "H" (personal isolation) might be taken 

evidence for thi-S view. However the Kikuyu response in the "no ' 

answer or can't say" category would seem to contradict this 

approach, Shus we cannot help concluding that evidence for 

both intorpretatiohs of the difference in response with respoct 

to religious issues exists. This topic will bo ea^lored further 

in the section of the following chapter dealing with religious 

issuesc^ At this juncture, we might point out that of thb four 

Baganda responses in the roligLou^ Catogory three were by 

Catholics, so that if there is a tribal difference here, it 

would seen to.i; apply more to Catholics than to Proteotahta

gable 0-27, in this writer'o view, reveals something of

I

!
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potential 3j®ortahce« 3?he iy,ff^^^ the degree to which the

Bagahda report the ea3)eriehce of losing toheh with friends and

relatiTes hecanse of ch^ges in ideas as compared with the

Kihuyn is significant to us not hecause we can show that this

difference is statistically significant hut hecause the direction 

Of this differehee was naeapectedo A ooBfflon-sense approach to 

this issue would lead one to ej^ect that the survival into

modernity of an indigenous elite structure in Buganda, from which 

• our respondents have he«i shown to derive, would mean a greater 

sense of integratedness for the Baganda students in this structure 

than for the Kikuyu studeats who rppresent a wider and less liter

ate and moderniBed range of Kikuyu spcictyo Jahle Q-27 suggests 

that this type of reasoning is falseo Hiia writer would suggest 

an alternative interpretation more in line with our data,, 

dimension ^ong which our Baganda re^ondents may he moving away 

from their friends and relatives outside the University could he 

the issue of cultnii^ ahd political nationalism, 

mansion may here he of greater psychological significance than 

^ forias of modernity that

exists hetweon the KJJcuyu students and their friends and rela-

?he

and this di-

tives outside the Bniveraity, We have seen in Chapter 3 that 

political and cultural nationalism is of vitak paychic signifi

cance to the Bagahda. ^d any departure from conmitnont in this 

area on the part of the educated intilligPntsia 

od to produce serious strains, even if these strains

could he ezpeot-

aro success

fully concealed from view hy cohforaidb and ritualized helhivior. 

Whether the twenty-five percent of the Baganda who
roported this
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sense of apartness from their milieu 'Brill become prepared to 

act upon this politically is another question* To say anything 

about tha-t, one wodld have to Imbn what^ if anythi^ 

be prepared to dedicate their loyailty to other than traditional 

institutions. This question is a major theme of the following 

chapter, to which we defer further discussion of this in^iortant 

issue. It is significant, however, that four out of the five

“alienateid.” Baganda were students in their fourth year of college
■ /

f or higher.

It is interesting to compare Table Q.-Z7 with Table Q-29 

which has to do with a question on loneliness. Here the Kikuyu 

seen somewhat more lonely and desirous of close friends than 

the Baganda, suggesting that some aspects of alienation and the 

eaperionce of loneliness are not necessarily entirely equated.

Our data is too inconclusive to allow anything more than a warn

ing concerning this for those who night tend prematurely to 

equate different possible meanings of alienation.

Table Q-3Q suggests that the Baganda are generally more 

optimistic about their future than the Kikuyu in that none of 

the former indicated anything other than enthusiasm or hopeful

ness about this. Year in school and tribe, for the "enthuoiastic" 

"hopeful” categories proved related to each other at the 

•05 level of significance. The distribution of responses by 

year suggests that first year students (or younger ones, since 

this is what may be reflected here) are somei^t less optimistic 

a^^^^ their future than fourth year-plus (or older) students 

This is probably dud to thbi^fact that first year students

■

an

are
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not yet sure if they will survive college to the point of gradu

ation ^ whereas this is no longer true of fourth year-plus men. 

me tribal .difference is probably due to the fact that fnilure 

in college does not mean as serious a blow to the potential 

prestige and upward mobility chances of Baganda as would be 

true of the Kikuyu since the former derive from ein already

entrenched elite

Table ft-31 indicates^ that the Kikuyu respondents experience 

a stronge'r sense of goal-less drift than do their Baganda counter- 

We would say, again, that this is due to the fact that 

Baganda do have an objectively better defined (and hence more 

secure) position in their society than do the Kikuyu sample,
.<S

who are faced yet with the necessity of croating one for thorn- 

selves within a context of socio-eultnral flx*x and transfprmatione

parts.

The Bai^aida can, at any time, resort to this already-secure 

position provided for them by their indigenous society, whereas 
the Kikuyu, whether they like it or not, must remain awaro of 

the relationship between their own efforts and the nature of

the lives they will later live. One would expect this differ

ence to be reflected subjectively in the distribution of answers 

in both T^les Q-30 and Q-31.

In this context the slight diff^ between Baganda and 

Kikuyu with respect to perception of the world and of people as 

evil and dangerous reported Jn Table 0-34 is not surprising.

The Kitayru seem somephat more prono to this view than the Baganda 

and it is interesting that this difference is not greater in 

view of the tragic contemporary history of the Kikuyu people

*

• -

■ ■ '"n:
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IOne reason might lie in the influence of education itself as is
I

suggested hy the sharper differences one finds in responses from I
first year as against fourth year-plus students* The difference 

for categories ”G" and (the disagreement categories) are re

lated to tribal response at the .05 level of si^iificanceo We 

would suspect t^t it is education rather than simply age which 

is important here since it is reasonable to eapect that Westeia ^
' *r.' • . . ^

education would bring people consciously to;view events in terms 

' of naturalistic causation rather than in tenas of innate tenden- 

cies (moral)o This would account for the fact that the more 

advanced students seem quite sharply to disagree with the propo-

'.'."V'.C

; ■?

i
:■ -fc

f!

If

I
li

sition in con^iarison with the first year students*

Logical also is the distribution in Table 9-37 coneeming 

perception of the family of orientation as a barrier to advance

ment* The fact that the Baganda tend somewhat less to see their 

families in this sense simply reflects the greater wealth and 

higher status position of these families than is true in the 

case of the KihuyU sample. Indeed, it is.interesting that so 

few ELkuyu respondents saw their families as barriers to advanoe- 

mont* In view of the fact that, relative to the Baganda, the 

Kikuyu do have greater financial problems and obligations in 

connection with their families, the distribution suggests that 

Mkuyu respondents did not define the question exclusively in 

economic terms and that the data may)reflect the close ties be

tween ELkuyu students and their families as much as it reflects 

economic problems in relation to them,

likewise to be o:g?oeted is the distribution in Table Q-39,
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f
Considering the large and Often tragic role of Sate and circuD 

stance in the lives of the Kikuyu, it is indeed surprising that 

hot more Eifa^yu re^ohdehts than did indicated an expectation 

that their destinies HotJ-d be deteimihed largely by eitemal 

circumstances over which they could have little control, 

haps the awareness of their own potential indispen^bility 

operated to circumvent the formation of such an attitude on 

a more tridospread level
f

gable 0,-51 imparts, in our view, significant information. 

Here respondents wore asked spontaneously to name throe serious 

personal problems they e:q)ected to encounter after graduation 

from Mafcerere. The most ii^ortant responses were categorised 

within relatively feu categories which are not unexpected in

In terms of content, the hi^er nu^er of "miscol- 

laneous" responses from the Kikuyu and their varied, often 

poignant, nature is of special interest. One is tei^ted to 

arrive at the contusion not necessarily that the Kikuyu "have '

ch, of course, may be tme),

but that they are better able^o articulate them in terms of 

finer levels of discriminatii^n,

portant aspect of this Table 51 is of what it informs uS with 

respect to what happens as students approach gra<hiation, 

gory "A" reflects the inability of all respondents to anticipate 

as many as three serious problems subsequent to graduation. For 

this category, year in school was relatod to tribe at the \,G5

For category "B" which deali with 

problems of self-establishment, year in school and tribe proved 

to be related at almost any level of significance.
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Icase more first year thaJi iast year studeats trere unable to 

anticipate as many as three problems, and in the second caae 

many more rei^onses citing self-establishment problems mere 

fprthcpaing from fourth year-plus Btudents than from first 

year oneso The implication is clear

i

I
111

ti
" r

phr suggestion in the
• •• ■

■Iprevious chapter that secondary school provides a hind of 

institutionalised protection against the difficulties of reality' si
. .-j ^■1

seems supported by this data. Boys are truly boys in the iso-
' f. '

lated community of the secondary boarding school, and this
*.

spirit is to some extent carried over into the first year of, 

college life. But as graduation apprpaches, the prosoures of 

reality intrude against which the £eae^£ctoj[t aspects of college 

life become increasingly ineffectual. This finding has iiipli- 

cations for any formal guidance policy the college may wish to 

institute as it does for the-more informal personal tutor system 

in effect during our tenure there, ^e evidence suggests that 

general anxiety increases rather than decreases as the college ' 

years go by rather than the other way around as assumed by many 

Western teachers' thinking of the initial shock of college life 

with its now responsibilities and freedoms. For further eluci

dation of this point, we refer the reader to our discussion of 

student role conflicts in the previous chapter.

The issue of perception of personal probiems proved of 

sufficient ii^ortanoe to warrant fufther eiploration in the 

interview. Bespondents were asked about their reactions to nine 

problem areas, which were defined in thp interview, with refer

ence to themselves. Following is the distribution of responses

.
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Hext to each problem category is listedfor the total sai^le I

for each tribal groiip, the number and pereOntage of rei^ondents 

nho indicated that the problem area tras of relevance to them in

their minds

Problem Area Baganda EdJcuyu

1 (5^)" 5 (15.656)1. Alcohol
2o Problems after graduation: fears 

concerning «hat they might be.

5. Personal values; difficulties re 
what is epecifically desired for 
life goals; value contradictions j 
guilt feolihgs about •‘inappropri
ate" values etc

9 •••• e • OO ••••••• o ••• • 90 9000

5 (2556) 12 (37.5?i)

3 (1556) 7 (21,956)O O • O • 9 9 O • • 9 9 9 9 0 O 9
4. Women and marriage: e,g, fears 

over possible conflicts between 
career and home; personality 
conflicts in heterosexual inter- 

, action; sexual fears.•...•• 11 (5556) 16 (5056) fi.

5. Friendship and community: e.g.
problems about "roots"; fitting 
into commuMty life; finding 
one*s own Level etc...«. 7 (21,956) .0 ~

6. Ihresent family relationships: e«g. 
conflicts, obligations, com- 
rntmications problems...•, 6 (3(W6) 20 (62.556)9990009

7. Personal psychological symptoms 
and proble^: o;g. fears, 
confidence, mental illhess 
fantasies, lack of consultatipn 1

12 (37.556)4 (2056)
8. Financial and material problens

at present............;w.....

0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9i 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

3 (1556) .20 (62.556)
9 Over-intense personal aniaosities 

and hostility reactions,.....^. ..* 3 (15^) 7 (21.956)

•Porcentages are based on sanplo s.iBO of bach group but 
do not total IOO56 because almost all re^ondents cited more 
than cne problom area trLth which thoy wero personally concerned.

are several things of interest about this distribution,

: i

t

_.. . . . . .
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fi t? ^ : IFirst, we see agEiiB the extreme iu^ortance of private family

life to the entire saa^le in that,- on nti^er 4

of each )rob-sai^ie rosik»ndei positively aho^ concern with

I -SI
.1I ■I& IiI Ifi

r

I lil®this issue• She differences in re^onse on various questions 

are predictable on the basis of the socio-ecohOBic differences
in n: I

of the societies these respondents represent. Shus, with refer

ence to number 5, whatever forms of alienation may exist be- ' 

tween our Baganda respondents and their environment, in the face 

of the cohesiveness of Buganda as a society, these apparently 

«re not interpreted by respondents as a problem of "roots” or 

identity relative to a community,, For the mkuyu, however, one 

would expect some degree of anxiety concerning this, although the 

relatively low amount indicated here and in other questions dis

cussed previously is a strong argument against any over-facile 

assumption of;total alienation between a new intelligentsia and 

their traditional roots in the context of rapid socio-cultural 

change, ae differential in number 6 probably reflects the

•i:
. I

I
tt

I
I
?

I
1

I
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I
I

I
j

I
s

shorter acculturative distance between Baganda respondents and 

their families in comparison with the Kikuyu, as well as the 

general point cited immediately above.

I
II

In the 'case of number 7, 

considering the traumatic childhood experiences of the present
i

3

c
3

Kikuyu student generation, it is somewhat surprising that the 

differontial is not higherI And number 8,,of course, reflects 
the difference in material circumstances between contemporary 

Buganda and Kikuyu.

Some rather interesting comments were made by a few re

spondents conceniing some of these problemsareas which it wotad

a O'..'- lai 1i
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i
fWith regard to number 2, for instance 

one Muganda described his fear of ’^eing a young man" after

be of value to reproduce. t

graduation with more freedom and a reasonable salary to which he

will hot be accustomed.
i

"I might just look at life in a different way altogether;

I could turn to drinking, women eind end up nowhere. I 
can't say this will not happen to me. How can I keep calm 
and remain myself with this new-come moneyp Will I become 

'^its servant or master? I have seen what I am talking about 

Especially drinking,, I know a (member of important pro

fession) who was sacked and went to a (facto:^), Fow he 

lives in the country and is no different from any vagabonds 

around here. If that can happen to others, it can happen 

tome. I am praying hard,"

With reject to number 3» a Kikuyu student said;

"I want to be a lawyer. I'm too ambitious. ^ ambitions 

are too big for me. This is a possible source of unhappi

ness. I feel that advancement is often based upon hypo

critical and even lying activities since human nature is 

perfectly capable of this. (This respondent had osgaressed 

his belief that human nature is basically - evil,) I fear '

I cannot do this."

Regarding number 4, a Muganda respondent worried about what type 

of wife he might take up with. He stated that this was a serious 

problem for Baganda since a person ?who has married twice is

■;

- ■

!
\

■ ■ $

r

I

)

c

^ ?
not as respectable" and "there is a kind of frustration because

you will never bo free fwm feeling of failure if you divorce".

This respondent agreed with the "common view" of Baganda women 

as less stable and more laaterialistic than other African womeni

He believes that women vko cone from very rich homes are not

apt to be stable There is trouble if she is brought up to get
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eveiythiag she expects and marries a man uho cannot stqjply hero 

And more women come from wealthyhomes inBuganda than frbm Bmy 

other area. To thisv he added tl^ 

a cultural characteristic of women in Buganda.

A somewhat positive response to nuaiber 7 was this one by 

a Kikuyu respondeht:

"les, I have excessive fears and I feel the world is evili 

Basically, in the end, I cannot trust peopleo My friends 

don*t brood about the future as much as I do,"

And a Muganda student commented about himself concerning the 
same problem,

"Tes, I have what you call freo-floatihg anxiety, I dread 

mental illness more than anything else in life, I have seen 

a teacher who was mentally ill - he went mad, I was in 
primary school,

of adjustment problems in school, 

less,"

■ ■

These days I have lost confidence because

Everything seems hope-

And one Kikuyu student found himself sufficiently worried about 
'|;hat:

number 9 to say

"This is part of Kikuyu student culture - I feel it in 
myself. ^on I get annoyed I get a headache; if I give in

to this impulse, .1 could dorreal damage, I don't know why 
this (violence) atoreotype is true of the Kikuyu, but I 

think it is; I'm very concerned about this tendency. 
Loss of temper is perhaps a cultural trait of the Kikuyu

C

deriving from the pride of fighting and honor,, from the 
days of the Masai wars,"

Considering the childhood er^erienees and the competitive 

straggles to which Kikuyu respondents were exposed throughout 

adolescence, such tendencies are iiot surprising 

a lesser degree, among the Baganda;hut their response differs, in

They exist, to
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"" that there seems to he an ihstitutipnalized emphasis upon iTith- 

holding hostile emotions before members of out-groups and pride

in politeness and interperson^ propriety

always an easy matter tras stated by some Ba^da respondent a, 

especially in the face of what they felt to he considerable 

anti-Buganda sentiment in Sist Africa.

That this is noto ,

f;

t
r:

One respondent, when 

asked how he controls his responses in potentially arohsing

situations, stated simply; "I avoid committing myself.”

Finally, the last question in the questionnaire attempted 

directly to elicit responses concerning role-ahzlety on the part 

of respondents concerning their future responsibilities.

writer constructed an imaginary ”quotation” (which he attributed
■ ■

to an anonymous source to ensure honesty of response) and 

■ participants were requested to indicate their agreement or 

diaagreement and to comment upon their feelings regarding the 

••quotation”.

T'S

This

.J
■

Clj-

The latter read as follotrs:
4

I '•Many African students, after they graduate from University, 

will shortly find themselves in positions of great power 

and influence. They will be too young and inexperienced 

for these positions; they will have no older generation

for guidance; the traditions of their sdciety 

are no longer adequate to guide tholr docisions; they thom- 
seives are confused and cmzious about who they are and whattt 

they really want. Yet the decisions of many of them will 

influence the lives of millions of their fellow Africans. 

Considering all this, it must be said that few groups stand 
in greater potential danger ofpersonal unhappiness, 

profotmd corruption of ctoracterj and egotism than does 

the young African student elite of

The distribution of forced-choice responses was as follows:

'll'
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Bag^^da Kikuyu h

t
■ &
II largely agree with this

10 (5056) 13 (40.6J6)S'ba'fceEie&'ta • • • e » • o » » • O O ♦ •••••• o

I largely disagree with this
: statemento•••«•••••eo«*A•••«oo

I don't know if I agree or disagree 
because I have never thought 
about myself in these terms o e•

Id (31^.296)k (2056)

6 (30^) 8 (2596)

(one replied: 
It depends."

a

I396) :: !!I
p
I

The degree of agreement within both groups concerning this state

ment is striking, but so also is the whole distribution with its 

large percentage in the "don't know" category. The latter may 

rSflect emotional blocking or, as in our view is more likely 

(and hence its significance), it may reflect the possibility 

that a siaeable portion of our sample ^ve indeed never really 

thought seriously about themselves as members of a power-wielding 

and soeietally responsible elite stratum. If so, this would

■I

l-
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I
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provide supporting evidence for our earlier suggestion concerning 

the existence of a high degree of "pidvatism" motive among our

respondents,
.' ' . ■ ' ' ' '

not sufficient.

For such a Complex qnestipn, ntunericol responses

and we have, accordingly, selected some of

the more interesting written comments from among those submitted

by our reBpondonts. mA fifth year Ki^yu arts student, who agreed

with the statement, wrote: ^ ^

"There does not seem to be much that one can do about it 

They will have to learn by experience. Perhaps advice from 

disinterested odtsiderGcould^he^ a little. Yet there is 

no doubt that some may ’prove -to be ^^uite ccpablo of rising 

to the situation,"

are
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A first year Kikajru arts student, who agreed with the sta:t6iient 

wrote;

»

"I think the handicap of eaperience can only be overcome 

by trial and error and application of right reason to 

problemso As to confusion about one's personality 

this is likely to occur oiay in those Who have not treiined 

themselves to regard themselves as independent entities, 

not living for gratification of society. Dangers of un- , 

•happiness certainly are there. But I should think that 

it will be a matter of individual bases, and it will not 

necessarily follow that ALL will be unhappy. At any rate, 

let's hope people will be able to stay happy."

A first year ffikuyuscienco student, who agreed with the state

ment, added:

»

"Many will find themselves in power especially in view of

Africanisation policy, but of course being ineaperioneed, 

especially since they will not have much tiae as juniors, 

will find tkemselves in embarrassing positions. Previously

there have not been other Africans in ouch posts and there

fore the young generation will have none to look to for 

example or advice They m^ therefore, by trial and error, 

try very dangerous policies which will affect many people 

in whose charge the young people are.

O:.

In such circum

stances the making of a mistake might touch one's con

science and remain for decades and even for life making

the culprit (the young man from college) the nnhappiest
being imaginable. Such is the life some are going to 

face, regrettable as it is,"

C

And a first year Kilcuyu arts stude^, who agreed with tho state- 

0ent,Vwrote.:;/'.

"The young African student has one foot in the primitive

society of Africa and the other in the Western ideals a^d 

civilisation The situation is not, however, as d^goMus
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-4or black 8L8 it might look, for the society is ready to
fhe^fficulty is to get hia to knoOlearn and be ledo 

the problems and the danger lies ih his oan group of edu-
.4

f--6

eated people nho sometimes fail to eb-operateo" ■- J
3

r

Turning to those KLkayurespohdehts who disagreed, the 

fpllowahg comment by second year science student is fairly 

representatireo

"I don't think that they will find themselTes in positions 

of great power because,alrea(^ we have an efficient civil 

service and graduates leaving this place get junior posts 
and are promoted as they get more and more eupezionee. I 

also think that our predecessors have set up good standards 

and we definitely won't lack guidance,"

A particularly thoughtful elucidation of his disagreement was

i
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contributed by a second year arts student who wrote:

•they themselves are confused and anxious about who 

they are and what they really want*. 

away strikes mo as wholly wrong.

If
0*00

I;This aentenco straight 

The way before an African 

student is clear - to go, serve his country and bring it.

' t- I

if possible, to standards equal or even higher than those 

of eivilizod countries In the world and improve the 

conditions of the African by trying to fight against the

if
I

barriers that shut him in darkness and poverty. This is 

what they want. Difficulties of course are many. All

But the target is

They are not confused. They know what they want, 

(Concerning the sentence) 'The traditions of their society 

are not longer adequate to guide their decisions, -They-^ 

will;hove no older generation look up to for guidance f ; 

aecoptlng that we are aspiring to achieve the standards of 

civilised countries, the lack of traditions need not worry

this cannot be achieved ovomight, 
C there

■■■■-' K
-- fc;

::

kI:.
US, This would o nly worry us if wo had not these countries 

to look to for copying what we want,
/ ■ ll

i;
In addition, these 

countries will give us helpw We will try to develop alOhg

i
?:
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the lines they liiOTe follonhd while taM 

the various cbnditionir^rbund as euid adjust accordihgly« 

If this is what African countries have in nind, as I 

think is the casei why worry whether we have traditions 

or not? If we were trydng to have a different life un

known in history then traditions would of course he 

If we dW nbt have themy then it would

In so far as custom and

necessary.

difficult for African leaders.

culture are cbhcezned, we shall adopt the ones we need. 

If ail civilized peoples' customs are good, then I do

not see why we should not take them ali if ours are not 

good.' . If ours are good then we Should retain them, the 
African loader can only have difficulties in trying to 

acMwve these ends. Hie author of the statement forgets 

that Africans aro being trained by Europeans 

get e^erience in leadsrship, 

ship after Eurbpoans leave jbbs to Africans and they will 

in turn train the oncoming young graduates. In addition 
we shall still retain Europeans to make the oncbming 
graduates 'experLenced' in their jobs."

t

Shey will 

These will aoouae loader-

O'

fi-

And a somewhat more caustic bit of food for thought was added 

bf a third year ar|ts student who pointed out that

"Surely (giaduates) will find themselves in a position of 

great ihfluenco and of great power. But Africano are as 

capable as Europoahs and if a European of 28 years of age

can run a district of people whom he does not roally 

^ understand, what About an African who has been brou^t up 
in the;sbciety and knows it?**

The Baganda also had comments of interest to cohtribato.

perhapsA fifth year Muj^da arts student a bit optimistic in 

his proposed solution, argued that he agreed with the statement

f

because

"The way in which African students are taught or heive been

taught for many years has been to memorize andnot to think
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It has been said thkt Africans can aonorise but caimot

These students uouid find itthink. This is true, 

very difficult to thij^ to b e l^dc^s neMs^

If the system of toa.ching is changed from memorising 

to thinking and understanding, everything would be easy."

A third year Huganda arts student linked his agreement with the 

problem of education:

"I do agree with this because most times such people as 

we who leave this place with all expectations of good

living, power and all'the rest want to have these things 

mostly because we are selfish. Bealisation also of our 

privileged position sort of dases us and we do not really

examine things in clear and realistic llf^t. In other 

Words I really do feel that the education we receive hero, 

the real purpose of a university and academic pursuit i.e. 

a disciplining of mind, is not fully realised or attained 

by many of us. That starts a chain reaction.- Hhat I feel 

the solution to be is for every student to realise on his 

own that education is deeper than we are liable to normally 

think. That ought to make us humbler and be able to listen 

to and learn from others who are in a good position to 

advise."

Finally, a fifth year Huganda arts student strosoed the role of 

tradition as a mitigating factor in qualifying his agreomeht 

with ; the statement

C "The danger could be avoided by introducing these yOung 
students giadualiy into those positions Hie old tra

ditional rulers and men in positions of power should not
'P .

bp removed all at once. The ^d traditions will thus 

mingle with the new views.
.out."

The old will gradually die

The following interesting response by a second year 

Huganda arts student is in vigorous and detailed disagreement
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t.Iwith the statement.

’’This is a shallop nncohaeeted inference. a mere distortion 

: of logic - a pet tool calculated by Europeans to stay here ; 

longer! 1 flHB AT OUR EXPENSE.

INEXPERIENCE; pho is more inexperienced nr instructive 

in my society; an expatriate of 90 or a native of 30, even 
if he be misunderstbodo We get ^ropean govemmeht 

officers at the age of l8 to 20.

' 6
■i

■1

I

■ r
■ {,:;1

'■

-■

OLD GUIDANCE; 1) Africans believe in African civilisation, 

African customs, African politics etc things more often 

radically opposed to European culture, if not uncomfortably
•»

so l!I
2) We are all painfully apare of the slow 

Africanisation reluctantly being carried out;

3) Moreover our elders do not expect to 

offer us guidance e.g. in administrating offiger, no a 

District MedLical Officer etc. because they, lihe sensible 

people, see it absurd.

'f

■'J

1
I-

II
}

if 5 V

V 4) Finally if this apparently irresponsible 

author of such lies charged iri.th imperialism, iet intent on 

’old' by which he fears to call ’present’ - I huggeot that

i

I
t’I

i
there is always somebody to see the ball rolling a natch. - 
It is noraal that opponents do not insist playing on the 

opposite sides ’bdcause the sun is against then’ and they 
thus plead experience. It is not up to anybody under high 

heaven who is to judge whether we are fit or not but Africans.

1
f

■ t.

('
i

TRADITIONS; I can’t see (what is wrong with);

1) sitting at t^le with wife and children,

2) giving ny fanily priority even ag^ '■ f:

i
a few bldoro’ opinions.

r:S Itrue di^ty by not

being her ’Hasterb but husband.

I

!

5

4) Exercising froodon of expression as the

fundanental right of ovory individual irrespective of 
traditions

I3

I proper training for sonde of judgment
5) Discouraging such traditions the motives

s.

3

I
3

5
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of which are morally wrong beeattee they were coastituted 

on pagan; ideas <

6) Ou^t we continne to deny women the 

pleasure of eating chicken, eggs etc. (Note: these were 

traditionally forbidden to women in Buganda.}?

So you see therei ought to be a revolutionized ideology 

but only as the African sees it, because he, being in

digenous j knows where and how-to end - yet that person 

(scarcely does he deserve the name author) thinks we get 

corrupted*• He can't face facts to say we get Civilised! 

because it makes his stay here tmstablei

Bad traditions will have to go - whether Makorere graduates 

come to power or not. Europeans passed a law to such^, tra-^ 

ditions as witchcraft - that it is still practiced only 

goes to point out what a drastic change their 'decision' 

forces upon us.

I

Etc, Etc."

Finally, the following comment by a Muganda second year 

arts student fairly well represents those who aceoi^anied an

answer of "don't know" with any qualifications.

"Ify immedia|be reaction to this statement is that the writer 

anticipates inexperienee, incompetence and greed for both

wealth and power in a graduate who suddenly rises to the 

highest responsible position. Well, this may be so but 

it cannot.be helped, for although the youngs man in question

will be too young for that position, he is the oxay one 

C wholnust lead his Society today. Therefore his unintended 

mistakes, throned sheer inexperience, will have to be put 

up with by his Society until he gains bhe necessary ex

perience and sense of .rospons^bility,"

This writer is ii^roosed with certain characteristics of

these and other comments he has received pertaining to this 

question

1) While they are sometimes of dubious conaLstenoy,and/or

I . . . . . . . |- . . . . .

. .  . . . .
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precision of thoiiffht, they are tinifornily thoughtful* Quite 

obviously the issues r^sed in tho minds of respondents by the 

quotation* are not taken lightly

2) Whether the coambnts reflected agreement or disagree

ment, they almost all reflected a considerable degree of 

jection of traditions and a tendency to accept, often stereo

typed, models of Western standards of judgment and civiliBationo'

3) The previous generalisation is almost totally unquali-

fied by aiyevidence of anti-Western ideological formulations.
*

There is no sign of any spontaneous e:q)ression of sympathy for 

anti-industrial, anti-scientific or anti-rational theaes of the

AS
:

/ < I

■ ; * .

5

re-

t

1

kind one associates with aspects of the Hagritude movement.

4) The second generalisation is also unqualified by any 

evidence of innovative tendencies. Indeed, many of the comments
, 'S''', . . .  •

loave an i^ression vrith this writer that, if the idea was posited 

to these respondents that they might have-to take on the re

sponsibility of

}
• .. I

<■

. i

jjnnovating new structural forms and institution^ 

arrangements to solve some of the problems experienced in Western

societies before they reappeared in virulent form on African soil, 

considerably more anxiety would have been expressed than

It will be our task in the following che^pkter to explore 

the substaiH;ive content of the conceptions existing in the minds

was.

c
i

of our respondents as to what kind of a world they envision for

orientations, iiopes and fears with respect 

to politics, reli^on and society We have left for this point 

in the present chapter a commentary on the question discussed

immediately above which, in this writer's view, is of a quality
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of sensitivity^ Bophistication rarely encountered among 

undergraduate college students anywhere in the worldo It was 

contributed by a Kikuyu second year arts student and seems a 

most appropriate way in which to bring this present chapter to 

.a-plosd,

!
i

■ )

"The apparent confusion in the African society today is 

not in fact confined to the emerging African nations, but 
p'erhaps is a part of a wider eonfusion, hesitancy and 

anxiety prevailing in the whole world, Chie of the reasons 

is the rapidity of eheuiges. If, in Africa, ho stability 

of society has been found due to old values, culture amd 

traditions being overfihrown after coming into contact with 

new values, it is also true even for Western societios and 

their cultures. The rapid econo^e changes in recent years; 

the development of science (and atomic nuclear weapons, 

satellites and rocicets) have opened vast opportunities for 

ipn's development, O^ere is fear and nobody knows what 

the final pattern of this revolution will be like. Under 

the i^act of such changes, is it any wonder that even 
(Western) culture is changing? Is it any wonder that there, 
is confusion', uncertainty and fear? Who knows where he 

is going?

"In fact, it is in Africa where, under the new sense of 

emancipation, under this new challenge, there is less fear 
and more hope. In fact, a number of people are thinking 

that perhaps it is Africa that will eventually give a lead 

to the world. Salvation may come from there. Long ago, 

Africa gave refuge to Christ, and it is the teaching of

i

■;

.

■■■

i

timt same Christ, it As Christian ideals implicit in that 
teachJjttj, that fora the underl^g or basid yedueo that 

form the Western culture. Under the stress of-suffering 

a path to wisdom and understanding there is perhaps ground

for hope, Man may learn from this and far from boeoaing 

aggressive, seek cooperation and friendship,
"Confused? No Africans are not cbnfusod but overwhelmed 
by the new possibilities before them,"
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Notes

1« A third possible indicator, hpaoseaniality, never agppieared.

being sure of the possible response if ue raised the topic 

(since doing so might ]mve interfered with subsequent 

rapport) we decided against doing so, espeeially sinee the 

topic of sexual behavior generally was of secondary in-
.j-' ' ■ ' • •

terest to us.

'

^ •

2. The reader should recall here that we refer only to those 

who have not travelled abroad for study or es^loratlon. 

This'eiq>erienee, of course, could be expected to produce 

new factors altogether.

r

3. Here it would be of interest to know the attitudes of those 

educated abroad. One may assuae that civil cereaoay would 

have received more choices had we included a sample of 

those educated abroad.

4. These are the writer's coding categories constructed on the

For

C.

basis of responses to an open-ended questionnaire, 

ezplaxiatibn of this relative to other such questions, see 
Data Append|x.

3. That it has not declined altogether is suggested by the 

distance between answers giving first and second most 

serious divorce grounds for husbands as aga^st wivos.

For husbands, infidelity received 43.69$ of the mentions, 

as against 19.19$ for the second highest ground. (However 

the interval between first and second choices, presumably 

reflective of opJaions of relative seriousness,: was almost 

identical for both husbands and wives.) Interview material, 

moreover, suggests that a number of male respondents, when 
preasedV would like husbands to have more latitude, al

though most do not claim to be able to justij^ theirfeei- 
ing'ideolo^cally.^'

C
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6; We could, of course, have constructed a series of questions

However we wished asdesigned to deed with intensity

far as possible to have out results compatible with the 
methods used by Gillespie and Ailport (1055) in their 

comparative study.

7. For an excellent discussion of the important positive 

functions for society of ideological systematiBation as 

a form of controlled mental experimentation, see the essay, 
by Henry D^vid Aiken (1964).

r 8* The following distribution is presented without further 

breakdown because responses proved to be independent of 

any of the other variables in terms of which we analysed 

the results (i.e. year in school, arts vs. science major, 

and religion).

ft-

C

-'X
J
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CHAPTER VII ;

SOCIETY, POLITICS AKD HELIGIOH

In the previous chapter we were largely concerned with the 

dynaaicB of the self in relation to our saQple. In the present 

chapter we shall seek to bridge the gap between the self and the 

outside world by organising the presentation of our data accord- 

ingly. Thus we shall begin here with considerat^n of the self 

in relation to attitudes concerning the survival or decline of 

traditional institutions on the one hand, and attitudes relative 

■ to Western institutions in East Africa on the other hando Then 

we shi^l move "outwards”, so to speak, 6:5)loring the attitudes 

of our respondents conceiving problems of the world at largSo 

In addition to attitudes, we shall be investigating the faun- 

dStions of attitudes as well through specific attention to what 

could best be referred to as the frameworks of meaning (or 

better, perhaps, the interpretationaihoriBons) within which 

attitudes are foimodo We shall do this in two sehoos: first 

woCshall e:]q>lore the coghLtive foundations of political meaning 

revealed in answers to interview questions which required each.

<■

respondent to define specifically certain key words relevant to 

all serious contemporary problems of political philosophy and 

action. Second, we shall analyze the rich respoaseo to questions 

dealing with spocifiC attitudes and beliefs concerning the major 

non-traditioiial system of bultd^te^ moan^ into East
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Africa, namely Cliriatianity. Our pui^ose here will be to ex

plore the relationships between normative definitions of right

on the one hmid and the^ecific structuroo of beliefs 

pertaining to Christian doctrines on the other.

To begin with, certain data presented in the previous 

chapter have relevance to our focus here. For instance:

Tables 0-4-7^14-19-20-32 reveal, among other things, a relative' 

(at least theoretical) lack of conceni with traditional ways 

pertaining to bridewealth, polygaE^i tribal endogamy, and other 

aspects of traditional institutions. We have explored this 

issue of the link between the traditional past and the problem

atic future oh deeper levels than are revealed in these data, 

however. Table Q-38 A,B,C, reflecting what our respondents feel 

should be carried over from traditional culture into the new 

society of the future, is interestdjig from a number of points 

of view. Most noticeable, perhaps, is the large percentage of 

responses in the "can't think of any" bracket (category "A").

For first choice, this category was a close second in size, and

Jn the^second and third choice tables this category is the 

largest by far in the number of responses. The Kikuyu seen

consistently less able than the Baj^da to think of traditions
C

to be carried forward to the future However tribal difforenees

seem not to be the only factors operating as far as this cato-

Protestanigory is concerned. More s than Catholics replied in 

terns of category "A" to the extent that religion proved related

to tribe in the response pattern at the ,01 level of signtl^canoo 

We must admit some difficulty interpreting this finding. One
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possibility lies in the differences in religious socialization 

characterls1;ic of Boman Catholic inission work as against the 

Protestant (especi^ly eyangelical) approach 

that Protestant denominations possess a theology stressing 

justification hy faith and * inner conviction

It is nell known

Shis involves• '

inner conversion and strength to a somewhat greater degree than 

is true of a Catholic convert who is asked to conform to the

sacraments and to make himself a part of a Catholic community in 

' the hope that faith and conviction will grow over the generations 

through reinforced habits of obedience and conformity to ritueO.

The ability of Boman Catholicism over the centuries to incorporate 

into itself many traditional customs and beliefs of the culture 

areas it bz'iiigB under its influence is also well known, 

may follow that becoming a Catholic has traditionally been a 

comparatively more "relaxed” procedure relative to traditional

Thusi it

customs than becoming a Protestant, 

for a finding such as we have presented, 

detailed knowledge about religious sub-cultures, however, and 

their effects on individuals.

If so, this could account

In the absence of more '

any attoi:q>t at a definitive inter- 

It was also found, however, 

that more Science students than Arts students answered in terms 

of categbzy "A" to the extent that re^onses based on tribe as

pretatlon would be highly dubious.

against course of study also proved related at the .01 level of 

significanee J).This might sicqDly reflect the possibility that 

Arts stadonts, being habitually more involved with social issues

because of the nature of their studies than is true of Science 

students, might be more introspective and hence more articulate
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'‘(or perliaps just more articulate) about issues such as the

!i?hese differences I it should also be 

kept iJi mindf^ sub-tables A, B and C (firat

through third choices) were totaled together.

Apart from this point, the Table shows the.importance in 

the minds of our respondents of the influence of traditional 

rules of social intercourse.

question dealt withO

Besponses pertaining to this 

(e.g. categories "B'’ and seem impressively to outwei^ other

This point will be found to recur 

throughout our data in this chapter and the writer would place

rraspects of traditional life.

significance on it on the ground that we may here be in the

presence of a defensive countervailing reaction to the Western 

emphasis (in both religion and economic ideology) upon individu

alism which, in the context of rapid social change, can easily 

be perceived as a threat bpth to the individual ego and to the 

social fabric. This same issue was explored in the interview 

with reference more specifically to family life and socialiisation.

practices relative to their own future families and children

about which refipbndents were asked to comment.

respondents were asked if they in

tended to socialise their own children as Baganda (that is, with 

ific
consciousness of and pride in being Baganda). Wine 

(or 4356) aaswered yoo, seven (or 35^) said no, and the root 

(four or 20^) ^ve equivocal and nix^d rooponooo which could hot 

be categorised as either yos or no. The Kikuyu sample was asked

the s^e question and four (or 12,35S) said y^
(twenty-eight or 87.536) said an unequivocal 

ested in what Kikuyu respondents who said yes had in mind in

spec

and the rest

no. We were inter-



view of the disintegration of traditional (society godjig on 

around themo fech of the four who answered affiraatively was 

asked in wtot way h? meant the statement that he wanted to 

raise his children as Kikuyu* The four individuals responded 

in terms of the foliowiug content;

1) Hespect for clan; kinship .obligations in the ereat 

the respondent dies,

2) "Hot histofy or heritage as such", just "some kind 

of feeling"; also continued role of the classificatory 

father in the event real father dies,

3) Hespect for elders; traditional friendliaoso; solf= 

respect aa Kikuyu but not in the oonse of tribal pride; 

classificatory father and mother roles and functions,

4) Hespect for elders; manners to people and authority; 

stress on stories about the Kikuyu past; continued 

role of classificatory father.

It is interesting to note, as we shall see, that some of these '
' '

themes were in the minds of respondents who answored this parti-

: ) •

J

r

§

{

\ <
I

i
r

I

Ietaar queoition in the negative as well, suggesting that on af 

firmative response nay reflect somethdLng more than the mere sum 

of the content-parts that underlie itw

I

Perhaps those who did 

answer affiaraativeiy had in mind a somewhat content-less eiiQ>haois
:C

oh Cor need for) the sense of identity as Such; a search for 

some kind of reference group to satisfy the neod to belong to

something which was projected into attitudes on socialisation 

of their own children This possibility occurrod to us suf- 

fioiently early to enable the insertion of another question in

• .

. '
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4 the intervien deslj^ed to elucidate this issue* Thus we also 

asked resBondents the s^e questioa ht another time ia somewhat - 

different fora, neuaely, of what reference groups would they 

prefer their children to feel themselves members* The following 

distributibh of responses is in terms of number of mentions 

(since some individuals gave more than one reference group)* 

Beference Groups

as
•i

I

■ ^

Humber of Mentions

Kikuyu* *••*•«••* * * * * * * * * 

Kenya.

Africa*•••*•*••«*•* « «•» *

3
r 16

f

6
j)

k •Ghidstiaa.

Ho group, just be an 
effective individual*^*

Western civilisation

Their own family.

ki-

1090O0OSO • 0 0

1O • O 0 0 O 0 0 #0 000

2SnMfili F&COo • O 0:0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 0

We have here a distribution of rosponsos covering almost all 

conceivable oategorlos Of identification* The same question was

■ rasked of Baguida respondents and, significantly,, the range of ' 

responses was narrower, suggosting^iat Bnganda indeed funetloned 

effectively as a referenoo group*

I
I
S

Humber of MentionsBeference Groups
1

Buganda 

Uganda 

Bast Africa 

Human race* 

Ho indication

10000000000000000000

i c 7**••••■ • • * • • • • « •

1*••••.*-•**••*•••*

1? 1• o *.* • « •.* >;'* •':* •.* *.'' :
■■ ' ■ . ■■ ^ '

4* • • • •* • • • * * * •
I

It is interesting that the category "Christian^ is missing from

In view of what has boon sold, and will be 

said, about the religiosity of i^e Bagonda, one must conclude 

that ChristioitLty may well bo part of the eatogory ••Bu^xnda" in

the Baganda replies0 '
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the ainde of these respondents; a not unreasonable eoneluoion 

in vie® of the iatiHatehietbidcal relationship betseon Chfisti- * 

anity and Bngahda society.

This sane issue was esplored still further in the inter- 

view by means of a question which asted respondents to state 

specifically what traditional instltutionB they wanted to see 

carried fozward by their own children.

In the following paragraph relating to Baganda replies 

percentages total in excess of lOOjS because most respondents 

answered in terms of more than one respense-category

Of the Baganda, fourteen (or 7C^) aentioned the rolo of

the classificatory father as against the Western emphasis upon 

the sole ii^ortance of the biological father in the aueleEir 

family Some respondents qualified their support of this tra

ditional institution with modifiers such as wealth, the presence

o'

of "modern” attitudes on/the part of the father's brother etc,

A few stated that they preferred this custom to pass away but 

feared that if it did in the near future, children night be 

left ^thout adeqt^te care in the event of tbeir father's death 

Siicteen Baganda (or 8C^) expressed a nogativo attitude toward 

the^traditlonnl custom of loaning one's children but to relatives 

at a fairly early age and stated that they intended not to follow 

this practioe with their own.children (ozoept for ono who said

Whatever basis in unhappy personal 

experiences this attitude ni^t' have, it was undoubtedly 

otrongthonod by the - fact ttot Bonan Catholic influonoo has been

Only two (or lOSi) exprosoed

O .

he would do it if asked)

directed against this custom• :

—.J

'■ • \
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themselves ill favor of this particular' custom. Next, four Bage^da 

(or 2(W6) cited traditional manners and courtesy; three (or 1556) •

cited items under the general category of traditional legends 

games and folklore; two (or lOjg) argued in favor of the sur

vival of traditional literature; two (or lOJiS) were fox the 

maintenaince of wider kinship relationships generally; two '

(or 1096) cited the .traditional respect, for the Kabakaship;

(or defended, "traditional wife behavior”; another (;?;6) 

emphasized traditional "cleanliness"; and two (1(^) stated that 

they could not think of any specific traditions they were in 

favor of carrying forward.

Finally, in Viet? of the traditional rei^hasis upon tho 

superiority of the Baganda relative to surrounding societies, 

most Baganda respondents (sixteen out of twenty) wore asked if 

they were in favor of the eontinuation of this theme within their 

• own families. Of the sixteen, three answered "yes”, nine "no", 

and four did not like the word "superiority" but preferred the 

term "pride" which, they felt, did not contain the destructive 

aspects of the other word.fwo of the three Baganda who answer

ed in the affirmative on the issue commonted upon their position. 

On^ argued that Baganda were all raised with a certain self- 

reqaect based initially t^on success in inter-tribal ward, 

("Baganda used to enslave others wkLle no one could do this to 

us.*') ^en the Baganda became wealthy and superiority came to 

be based upon education and cultural devolopnentf, She Mugandn 

it was asserted by our informant; feels superior towards others 

even if the latter are of hi£^er educational attainment. The

r'

one

f

•i-.-
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Uganda "tehawes better" ^ch leads to difficulty ib his; re-

For instance the Aohbli, ,

it was alleged, will start fighting after a few drinks while

Bren illiterate Baganda 

can carry themselves better than members 

of other tribes since they are sintply more dipiified and re

lations with members of other tribes ■ ♦
o-

B^gahda can control themselves. 

asserted this informant f

sensible, virtues which are inculcated along with the sense of 

superiority. The other informant who spoke of this likened the 

' Baganda to Englishmen who also, allegedly, feel themseives 

intrinsically better than others. Ho argued that this feeling 

was intensified for the Baganda by the political situation

vis-a-vis the British Protectorate, and his conviction is that 

the feeling is justified although many of its manifestations 

are bad. When asked dbout the content of this superiority, 

informant cited eating customs, dress, sense of style, form of 

government and general adapthbility to change. He feels, how

ever, that if th4 sense of superiority is continued beyend a 

certain point, it will become irrational and states that it is 

apparent to him that there is some relationship between Euro

pean arrogoneo and the continuance of a similar arrogance on 

the part of Baganda. In this writer's view, theso commonts 

elucidate moot of the grotindo for this sense of cultural pride 

so common among the Baganda except for one other point; the

from th^ institution of the Eaboka- 

ship itself. This was definitively summed up for us' one evening 

at a party during a conversation with a Huganda, nbt in 

sample, who stated, not without apparent sTspathy; 

cans will never understand us because you lack one of the greatest

our

sense of uniqueness derived

our

"lou Ameri-
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e^erienees a Han ^e; the knbtrlodge that,
. T ■ ' ' ■

he has his kingo"

Of the Kikuyu respondents,(or 780M6) also 

mentioned the traditional role of the classificatory father 

functionally necessary although a fen argued that he should he 

allowed to exercise his influence and obligations only if he 

were fi^cially and _educationally qualifiedo Seven (or 21,9?S)

1

I
as

-

supported the continuation of male circumcision, although pnly 

one of these had in mind the traditional ceremonial, connected 

with it. The main reason given for this opinion was the symbolic 

. importance of male circtimcision as a rite of passage for society 

and hence its psychological importance for the individual*

Three (or 9o^) argued in favor of respect for elders; three

r

R

I

i

t
others mentioned traditional friendliness and courtesy; two 

(6o3?6) cited general kinship (clan) relations.
: ■■

The following

received one mention each (3ol5^): bridewealth, communal bo- I

havior and work relations, traditional authority of the husbandj, 

and some aafpeots of traditional land tenure (this last was 

apparently a reaction against land fragmentation)V Six (or 18.^) 

stated that they could think of no specific traditions they 

tdoh^d c^ried forward.

Theroseoh to be no radical differences here between the 

kinds of traditional_ instituWons respondonto from both sociotios 

havo in Ednd w^ respect to the imediate future or the in 

tensity of feeling with which they regard these institutions.

There is a high level of functional reasoning in the manner in 

which they aKp«>ach this issue as a whole. Thus it is interesting

e;
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that Table shows a considerable difference In the natiirA of

Belf-identification relative to tribal vs, national categories 

betoeen the tuo sub-sanples of respohdents. This datnn supports 

pur eaxaier suggestipn that PBuganda", at least as a syabol, 

provides a more stable focus for the sense of identifisatioh and 

belonging than does its'Sikuyu" counterpart#

With this as background, it is interesting to turn to 

Table ,01-41 which has to do with the question of what aspects of

'4.

■ Western culture our respondents would like to see kept out of 

the new Africa Most striking, of course, is the large number 

who could not think of two aspects in this respectv But equally

interesting is that "physical customs” shoulp prove to be of first

importance together with the more plausible category of "impersonal 

interpersonal behaviors". TWs type of finding is another ex

ample of how the ’little things of life* can become implicated

in the ’great issues' with which intellectuals like to deal.

The distribui^ion of responses in Table ft-42 A and B 

Biuch as one would expect. It is interesting to note that in

Pf■this catalogue of problems expected by respondents 

to be the most serious for their societies after independence, 

the preservation of traditions and customs (categoi7’’F") did 

not appear as first choice for anyone! as second choice

are

^ The threat of communist subversionfor only one (a Huganda)

also seems of quite minor importance.^

In tho context of these expected problems, Table Q-36^ 

which reflects a question about how a large Sum of money would 

be spont at graduation if such were forthcoming, also holds
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The saall degree of difference existing be-* 

tween the priorities expressed by the fiaganda and the Kikuyu

I:
few suiTorises S

!r-

1
respondents reflects the differences in the economic affluence 

of their respective backgroundso^^^^^^^^^^^^

Turning now to the larger world stage. Table Q-40 revegis 

the feelings of our respondents concerning the three world 

problems^of greatest concern to them. It is obvious that the 

danger of nuclear war and related issues of international 

tension are of first inqportance in their minds.

I
:

%
i

i
But it is a >

bit disconcerting to find the »»don»t know” categoryC^H”)

^second in importance, indicating that S siseSble number of indi

viduals could not think of as many as three world problems.

There are no startling differences between Baganda and Kikuyu 

here except, perhaps^ the "economic development" theme (cate- 

gory "I") which the Kikuyu chose far more often than the Baganda. 

Presumably this reflects the relatively more severe economic

I;:
fe
II:
i:

I
I
1:

c ,

Ipr^lems Of Kenya a^ against Buganda, but the finding also 

suggests that respondents tend to see the problems of the world 

in terms of their own local experiences rather than on the basis 

of what they have studied about world politics and history.

This conclusion is supported, too, by the response to the problem. 

of population (appearing only as part of category "K") to which 

the Kikuyu again responded somewhat more heavily, again pro- 

stioably reflecting their e^j^efiences in the Land BesexvoS.

f
ft
f
I
II
@
i
i;
B

I
IS

A B;
Isomewhat unexpected finding was tho response to colonialism 

(category "D”) which apparently was hot a salient issue, 

for the Kikuyu, suggesting that the public emphasis

ioven

1upon this 1

Ifi
i
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question by Africans in the councils of uorld pb’Erer aay reflect

functions other than the eapression of genuine private anscieties 

Concerning the aatter. And it is also evident that on the urorld 

level, as on the local level, Communism is apparently not viened 

as a major threat

Tables , A smd B are rather interesting in the contrasts

they present both between each other and within each. For one 

thing, both Baganda and Kikuyu seem quite able to separate their 

ea^ectations about solutions to world problems from their jieeirejB, 

but otherwise there seems little agreement, either within the 

groups Or (although more so) between them. For instance the 

Kikuyu seem to desire strong nationalism almost exactly as little 

as the Baganda e3q>ect it, while the Baganda seem to desire it 

almost exactly as muoh as the Kikuyu ejcpeot it. On the other
's'

hand, two interesting areas of agreement are reflected in the 

desire, common to both groups, for world government through the 
United nations and |(to a lessor extent for the Kikuyu), re^onal 

federations. The Kikuyu seem quite pessimistic about the oh^oes 

for world government, Ue are obviously not dealing here with a 

group which is of one mdlnd about political soltrtions to world 

problems, and wo also find it oignificaht that both oub-oimples 

seem to expect regional federation somewhat more than they 

desire it (see also J, Bye, 1963) 

liJcexiise it is of interest, 

our respondents

concerning what they mean by the torn •’dbmooracy”. The dis

tinction upon which the quesW^ was based io derived from

• '

iobie
0-43 tells us, that 

especially the Kikuyu - are not of one mind

as

a
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TJ .^H,E.S.C.0; study cohceming the distribxitioii of bpinida on 

this distinction on the part of the world’s intelligentsias 

(R, MeKeon, 1951)>

Mindful of the importance of such differences in funda

mental perspectives relative to definitions of key sociological 

and political terminolbgyv we explored such per^eetives among

our resp^dents by means of the presentation of Certain key

terms ^ch they were asked tej define and, in some cases, to 

contrast with other related ooneepts. In this manher we 

attempted to inquire into the general level of sophistication

on the part o^ our respondents with respect to key conceptions 

of Western political and social thought.^ Figure III, D.A,

presents a portion of this data.

The first over-all iiaprosoion one derives from examining 

these responses is that they do not suffer in cooparisoh with 

what could be ei^ected from average American and perhaps British 

university Btudents and, in many cases, specific responses are 

of a level of sophistication parallol with the most articulate 

formulations of Western students of comparable age and education. 

The second general iisqpresQion is one of variety in the sonoe of

marko^y different levels of sophistication with respect to 

different words Some terms have obviously boon objects of 

considerably deeper roflootioa than others.

More specifically we can contrast the younger otudehts and

the older ones. For the younger students, there seemed to bo

little difference between ’’Idoology” and "Ideals”, with the 

Kikuyu students appearing a bit more articulate hero Seaerally
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ppeakijig, these responses ooggost that there is little awar§= 

ness of the fateful role in our tiiae of the concept of ideology* 

Perhaps the vaguest responses are those relating to the dis

tinction hetneentfotalitarianisa" and "I)ietatofBhip"*mth 

one exception (Kikuyu Arts student #A) there was eOaost a coh- 

plete lack of undefstanding of the dynaMcs of totalitarian 

history eoid potential in the cbntengjorafy world; and ••dictator

ship” tended to be interpreted in the si^listie tenas of one- 

aan rule# In contrastteonslderable thought has obviously been 

given to the conoept of ••DeHOcfacy^^. For soae it was coterainouo 

with One oan - one vote, but bthers recognised that more was in

volved in the concept# The same Can be said of the responses 

to the word ••Freedom** which seen quite sophisticated# Some 

(though not all) comprehended that there is a relationship be

tween freedoa and order; we do not see reflected in those 

responses an irwesponsibly anarchistic conception of the term by

*4:

any noons# It is also interesting that there seems little an-, 

phasis on freedom in terms of property rights and private eco- 

nonic enteiprise in the oepae tha one might perhaps es^pect iron 

American students raised in the context of a laissea-faire 

ideology; Instead we Bpe hero a concern with brOadof classeo of 

righto involving oelf-expression and ffeodon of choice Finally,

concerning distinctions between ••Soci^ion** and ••Cqmnunisa** 

there soons some degree of confusioa present in the minds of 

our respondents The Arts students aH?ear a bit more articulate 

hero than the flcionco students, especially in theif emphasis 

upon a difference between the two concepts as having to do with
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the degree of democratic versus totalitafianitondencios itf

pocieties commonly called spcialiat as against those associated 

with communism.

Turning now to the older students (fourth year-plus) we 

find some alteratiohs in patterns of response. Concerning the 

^ distinction between "Ideology” and "Ideals", there seems to be a 

difference in tho soph^^ of ^roach between Kikuyu and

Baganda Arts students in favor of the former, but in the ease of
r

Science students the difference is reduced and even,' to some ex

tent, reversed in favor of the Baganda (although of course the 

' number of eases is far too small to permit real comparison).

•With respect to the dieBtinctions between "Totalitarianism" and 

"Dictatorship" the Arts students seem more sophisticated than 

the Seience students (with the marked exception of Huganda case

#B) but the older Kikuyu Arts students seem most knowledgeable 

of all concerning the subtleties of totalitarianism. Compared

to the younger students, the older Arts students perhaps reflect

the social studies education to which they have been exposed* 

Concerning the eonc^^t of "Democracy", the level of sbphisti- 

cation has increased even above that of the younger studonts; 

thercjf is evidence of real thought fulness and atter^to to dpor- 

ationallze the concept meaningfully for the African scene aro 

Clearly prooent The somo can be said of t^e reoppnoos to tho 

term "Freedom", and thus wo may bo in the presence hero of one 

o f tlib ii^resoive achievenents o f British education 

distinctions drawn'between■"Socialism" and "Communism", we 

again^find an ei^hasis upon the more democratic potential of

• .

In the
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Socialismo PartiouJ.atay ijap the handling of

dlstlhotlon on tlie part of eLLiaost all the Elkuju Arts atudents* 

We inquired of our re^bndents the names of those hews-' 

papers and magasines which they read hith fair regularity and 

which provided their oost important sources of day-to-day in

formation relative to current events. She following list of 

sources-is arranged according to most frequent number of men

tions, although the absolute /numbers should not be tafeen too 

seriously since there was no information for a few respondents 

and all those for whom answers are recorded mentioned more than

V, ,
S ■■

Bather it is the proportions which are interesting 

and the range of sources both in number and level of iE^ortance,

> one source.

Total Humber 
of ^ntions.Source

Uganda Argus (a local newspaper in English)

East African Standard (major newspaper of 
East Africa in EnglishI published in Kenya),

Kenya and/or Ugandij^ Ueekly Hexys

24« • «

17

7

London Times,.,,

Vernacular papers of various kinds,..

Dxua (an African ma^Bino in English)

The Heition,.. ^. v,,, . . . ... •.. ., ^ , •.
Benders Digest,, ,, • •,,, , • ,,.,,,, ,, ,,,
The Economist

)toot Africa, Bhodesia and Hyasaland 
•'- (ii news bulletin) , , •,, ,.,,..,, ,., , ,,, • •,,,.,
Hew Statesman

7

7

5• • • • # • # • »
4

4

3• •»•••*•• • ••,•o,,

2

2,,,,*,

London Daily Telegraph 

Time Magasine,,,, 

U,S.I^A, and B.B,C

2••O•••••••••••••••••••••

2

news releapoo,,,.,,w....2.• '
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Four different sectarian professional journals were mentioned by 

the two elerffinnen in our sample» In addition the following 

sourcea received One mention each: Newsweek; Hew York Times;

London Daily Mirror; Zonik (a Central African nows release); 

The National aeographic; London Illustrated News; the Man

chester Guardian; and Punch.

Thus the importeuice of sources for our respondents seems

to vary roughly in inverse proportion to the distance at which
Jr

they originate. Makerere is in Uganda and thus the Uganda Argus 

is the most frequently mentioned source. Also, several students 

fioa Kenya have mentioned that only during vacations in Kenya do 

they get to read certain of the sonrces mentioned. This, prs'

sumably, is due both to the factor of availability and also to 

the pressure of academic and leisure activities which take np

the time required to go to the lib wiry (or the town bookshops) 

to avail oneself of a variety of sources. Thus, if one adds to 

this the data in th^ previous chapter pertedning to reading 

habits generally, indirectly at least, it would seen that keep

ing informed is not a major preoccupation of our respondents 

relative to other priorities 

radicply from overage students in the United States and the 

United Kingdom.

KLnally we,tmrh to a consideration of the foundations of

In this they seem not to differO

world-view and of meaning in the realm of moral evaluation. 

In our research on this we hove chosen to ccacentrato upon the 

role of Christianity in the lives of our respondents 

done so because Chrtsti^ty is^^^^^t^
Ne hhve

and
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relatively consistent frameodrt within ijhicli nostern-Eui^^asu-^ 

conceptions of altiaate moral values and their correlated^noral

npras were introduced into feat Africa^ In this sense Christi

anity cannot be ignored* Even to speah of acculturation to 

Western culture in East Africa requires an xmderstanding;of how

Christian claims to truth in moral hnowlodge and norms of inter* 

action have been handled in terms of their si^ficance both to 

social institutions generally'and to ^dividuals in particular.

Table Q,-.19. discussed in the previous chapter, 'suggests 

that loyalty to Christian religious conceptions is nbt 

important part of the psychic economy of our respondents 

pecially the Baganda for whoa specific reli^ous iiheiaes formed 

the second most important cat^ory of socialization themes.

This conclusion is reinforced by the rbsponseo embodied in 

Table Q-45 wherein, again, we see the iB^jortance of a Christian 

religious orientation, especially to the Baganda.

an un<

es-

Tablos Q-»46

A, B and C ejqolore the yarious aspects of Christianity in terms 

of their relative importance to respondents. In the case of 

Table ft-46 A (PLrst Choieay rosponooB broken down by Protestant 

and Catholic affixations have been presonted as well not bo-« '

causeJthq religious variable has boon *>»nd to be statistically......

related to tho tribal (the eollo wore too nninii to pernit noan* 

ingfui analysis), but becanoO the breakdown is - despite this -« 

interesting in that it is so in line with the broad differences

between Protestant and Catholic enphaoos 

typical Protestant ei^haois

For instance the

the personal relationship to Ood 

is reflected in categO^^ wH" whoso i^Ortnaee in the

on

..■can'-
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coaprohendeLd nithomi the fereakdomi into religious^.

affiliations Similarly the Honan Catholic eaphasis upon fopnal

theology and uatui^al reason is apparently reflected In the re- 

i^onses to category ”A'',

Finally, as concerns differences between Protestant and 

^ Catholic affiliates, we find the respohses to cateigory "J”

.C’Eeligioirhas played alaost no role in oy life’*) quite strikingo 

IShen all three Sables are total'ed together, this category was

chosen twelve times (three on first choice, four bn second, and 

five on third). Analysis shows that three individuals account

for nine out of the twelve responseso Shese are all Kikuyuj and 

twob^bf them are affiliates of the very strict African Inland

Mission group while one is a Presbyterian. Of the other three 

individuals, one io a Kikuyu PresbyteriQn, one a Kikuyu Aa|p.iean,

(In the third-choice table, theand one a Muganda Anglican.

Kikuyu Anglican dropped out of category "J”, presumably into the

**No Answer” categp^, and was replaced by another Kikuyu member, 

of the African Inland Mission. Since there are only three mem

bers of this latter denomination in the whole Kikuyu sample.

it is not unimportant that all three shbuld have sooner or later

claimedr that their religion had played no role in their lives.) 

It is diffictilt to intezpiret these findings, Hot a £4^gle Homan

Catholic responded in category .”J” and only a single Muganda
. . x)

O'*

Are we t;o attribute this to the religious or to the tribal factor 

or to both (iyo,^ the type of integration botwoon then; in 

society as against the other)? fhis type of quantitative data 

cannot aid,'UB\here.--'v-'''',''^

■»

one
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Tables Q.-47. Q.-48, 0.-49 emd 0-50 present data relevant to

tbe problem of Church-Sta,te relations. Herei too, we find inter

esting combinations of attitudes whose meaning, in tbe absence 

of deeper qualitative analjsis, remains obscure. We shall re

turn to this issue later in the chapter.

Hegarding the larger problems af intexpretation and the 

meaning^ of our data, it is clear that questionnaire data in its 

quantitative sense is not only Inadequate but possibly mis

leading. Hence Figure I?« D.A. was constructed to present the 

qualitative data wo had managed to gather through the oombihed 

application of our research instruments. Thus for each of our 

respondents, identified here only by the same caGC numbera used 

•in Figures I and II. D.A». all comments relevant to religious 

conceptions specifically and fundamental world-view generally 

have been gathered together under appropriate headings.

This data largely speaks for itself. However certain com

ments can be made concerning it as a whole.

First: It is obvious, in our view, that Christianity, in 

some form at least, has eaerted a powerful influence upon the 

world-views of our respondents. Simply from the ]wint of view of 

6fpe<^fic Christian doctrihes our records reveal a high level of 

belief. The following data, abstracted from Figure IV. D.A 

reflect the degree to wkLch this generalisation holds true 

relative cbnservation of this ensuing profile of beliefs in 

lation to other secular university-educated intelligentsias is 

obvious, although, it should be noted, the Baganda again appear 

more conservative than the Kifcu^

<-

The

re
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FIGURE 17, DATA APPENDIX (ABSfEACT) 

ORIEHTATIOHS^RTBPECIFICEXPRESSED BELIEF CHRISTIAN THMES

Baganda

Tee No No Indi
cation

Eiqiressed
Doubts

"Doesn't
Hatter"

"Don't
Know"

God 20

Divinity
of Jesus.•..•

Immortality 
of Soulo.*

Devil.......

Heaven and 
Hell

613 . 1

16 1 2 1• o •

A 1 15

9 2 9o • o • • • • • •

Kikuyu

God 29 2 1

" Divinity 
of Jesus.

Inmortality 
of Soul.

Devil

15 2 11 2 1 1

410 5 7 5 1> o o • o

AA 21 2 1• • • • • 0 0-0 0

Heaven and 
Hell......... 4 45 . 19

Belotr the surface of this ea^rassion of beliefs we must search 

C for more Subtle configurations of attitudes and values, which 

brings us to our second general comment on Figure 17.

' v';:Second:'' ^ '^These' pro tocol's suggest that no ltd. values and 

norms relating to the functioning of society seem relatively un

related, in the min^s of our respondents, to the categories of 

Christian theology and are likely to remain so.

Christian parents attempted to assert a relationship between

Even whore
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these two realms in their socializatioa practices, most re

rejected thiso More generally, the 

protocols are rather striking for thieir evidence of a widespread 

resistance to the concept of sin and related patterns of guilt* 

This generalization has important implications for social con

trol* If moral norms are seen as reflecting secular values and 

rooted in secular sanctions, both positive and negative (and, in ' 

this sense, independent of Christian categories), then organi- 

"zational (ecclesiastical) Christianity cannot wield the influence 

over the individual's conscience which it could were these normair 

tive dynamics rooted in the Christian theology of sin and re

demption* It could be suggested that, also, the refusal to 

ground moral values and norms in a supernatural frame of refer

ence and sanction system represents a eontinuation of the tradi- 

tional African "naturalism" in moral matters (i.e* the tendency 

to see moral issues directly in terms of communal welfare rather 

than in terms of tlje will of a supernatural god)*^- Although 

there are definite exceptions in our protocols, this trend is 

one which the writer believes to be prevalent in the data* If 

so, then it may be hypothesized that, despite the present in- 

tens:Uy Of the mutual involvement of religion anC polities, the 

future of Christianity in East Africa (at least aie far as its

spondents seem to

*

intelligentsia is concerned) will tend in an a-political direction 

unless Christianity can substitute a its present techniques of 

sociEil Control a positive social philosophy capable of xnLnning

the voluntary adherence of people searching for a hew foundation

This leads us into our third general comment*for social order
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Whatever may be the case in the future, our protO' 

that at present there seems to be little general 

relationship in the minds of respondents between theological 

doctrines and:socisQ. organizational theory of any kind (e.g 

the social gospel movement in Americah Protestantism^ or Boman 

Catholic socio-politiceil thought). Indeed respondents seem 

barelyjaware that such relationships exist.. This lack of deeper 

thought about the broader implications for society and politics
r

of their own religion is matched by a corresponding lack of 

knowledge (or interest) in other religions. Thus religion in 

itself does not appear to be a major focus for intellectual 

interest or speculation.

cols BU^dst

e

These points lead into an interesting consider

ation with respect to the study of acculturation and intelli- 

. gentsias as opposed to other sectors of a population, 

be argued that different operational definitions of acculturation

Fourth;

It can

^ding
must be used acco to which sectorjB of a population one is 

If a peasant, let us say, states that he is a 

Christian but then proceeds simply to give Christian nones to

referring.

all the bid gods, one can entertain doubts about the level of

Western-educated intelligentsiasacq^sition of Christianity

however, are not likely to hold on to the old gods in any case. 

Can one then state that, operationally, by virtue of this fact 

an intelligentsia has thus accepted Western intellectual culture? 

One must exercise prudence here because it can obviously be 

argued that most Ameirican college students, let us say, can 

hardly be said to be deeply affected by Western intellectual

• ' f

t
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culture either in tenns of personal i>riorities of interest 

tasibe or reference-group behavioro On the Other hand it is 

also true that for sLreas such as East Africa the appropriate 

standard of comparison for a uniTersity student cannot be the 

typical but rather the upper-level product of American (or any 

other highly educated society•s) higher educationo If the 

latter standard of comparison is used, then the Chinese students 

of Wen-Han Kiang'a study (1948), for instance, can be said to 

Imve been far more highly aeculturated to Western intellectual

f

i

!

culture than tbeir Ba^da or Kikuyu counterparts. The diffi

culty is that Kiang (and others who have conducted similar 

studies) failed to specify with what tjpiQ of Btudents they were 

dealing and to what extent they were typical or atypical, 

any rate, the eyiaence in Figure IV reinforces, for involvement 

in intellectual Christianity, what our evidence in the previous 

chapter concerning reading habits and in Chapter 4 concerning 

student interests generally has implied: namely, that this 

intelligentsia is singly not very emotionally involved 

informed 8a>out the major issues and lines of diversity dividing 

the various sub-groups and loyalties of Western intellectual

At

or even

culture. While our respondents do not seem deeply affected by 
the ebi^s and flows of Western ideologies, as in the manner of 

Kiang's Chinese students, neither do thoy appear to bototnby 

the type of conflict between idoologiao,el traditionalism and 

form of modernism oharacterizing the Japanese students in the 

studies by Battistini (1956) and Bonnet et.al, (1958). 

while they ejqorosB nominta adherence to many Western fbnns and

some

Thus
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institutions, their very inability to articulate serious criti

cisms of one sort or another against these institutions either 

in the secuiar or the relijgious reaiim suggests the kind of npn- 

involveinent which coiild be Used as a definition of lack of deep^ 

involvement in the sector of Western life our respondents are 

supposed to represent

Fifth; It is also necessary, however, to stress the im- 

portant degree of individual variation reflected in Figure IY«
t -

This is true both with respect to the distribution of specific 

beliefs and to the emotional importance of these beliefs to 

various individuals. Thus some believe in heaven and hell, the 

devil and immortality, and some do not; for some such beliefs 

have great affective significance, for others they have only 

cognitive importance, laiese variations are, sociologically si^ 

nificant insofar, for instance, that ecclesiastical authority 

will probably wield more influence over those deeply concerned 

with immortality and salvation than those without this concerno

Generally speaking, there seems to be a somewhat 

greater emphasis upon authority and obedience among the Baganda 

than the Kikuyu, this difference probably being related to the 

close integration between the hierarchicsa churches (Catholic 

and Anglican) amd the hierarchical society of Bugamda,

Seventh; The subtleties relative to the foregoing points 

must be kept in mind when evaluating th^ significance
of answers

to questions relating to Church-State relations (questions ^7-50 

reproduced in Figure TV) Many respondents were found not to be 

fully aware of the ideological issues involved here, or at least

• .

of the relationships between the questions and these issues • .
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Hence we, as observer,Chad to construct operational definitions 

of a tendency toward or away from the doctrine of the sepa.ratipn 

of Church and Statee For readily apparent reasons, we utilized 

. as an ideal-type definition of tiie ”pro” position relative to 

the doctrine of the separation of Church and State a response 

pattern of "Disagree'* to questions 47, 48, 49, plus"Agree»? to

The ideal-type position opposite to this

(i.e, favorable to the close relation of Church and State) we
■

defined as a response pattern--of :”Agree'' to questions 47, 48,

49 and "Disagree" to question 50 (AAAB),

basis of the in^jlications of these response patters, regard

less of whether or not the individual respondent was consciously 

aware of the ideological issue of Church-State relations or note 

Of course, most respondents did not reply in terms of one or 

the other of these ideal-type patterns, 

sixteen did so according to the following distribution.

question 50 CDDDA)

We did this on the

Out of fifty-two.

Pro-Separation 
(Pattern DDDA)*

Anti-Separation 
(Pattern AAAD)*

KikuyuBaganda Baganda Kikuyu

Homan 
Catholic

40
(10?6) (12.55S)

Protestant ■. 2
(10%)

C'C,-
i3ol%)

5
(15.656)\

J

4Totals ■■ c^l-, V-.
(3.1%)

9
(20^) (1056) (28.1^)

•To enable the reader to explore further on his own, here 
are the relevant case numbers. For Pattern AAAD-Baganda; Hos. 7, 
8,9,15; Kikuyut Nos,- 19.- For Pattern DDDA-Baganda; Nos. 5,10; c 
Kikuyu: Nos. 2,11,14,18,21,25,26,28,30
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liT is clear ■that thfe distinction according to tribe, here, is - 

more in^>ortan-t t]^ that by religioa shict^i^ ICurther etidlence

of the closer integration between Christianity emd society in 

Buganda relative to Kikuyno 

these positions as revealed in Figure IV

If one examines correlations of

one finds that those 

answeidng according to the DDDA pattern^^^h^^ somewhat less ortho- 

dox in their Christian positions than those responding in the 

For instance those stressing the separation of 

Church and State tend to answer ‘•no” more often to question 45

AAAD pattern.

(concerning the personal need for a religious philosophy in 

life) than those holding the opposite positiono Also, the former 

seem rather less concerned with the question of immortality than

the latter and tend to believe less in the devil and in heaven

There were some comments by way of qualification which 

proved helpful in the interpretation of what respondents more 

specifically had in mind regarding their answers on the question- 

These commentjs are aaso recorded in Figure IV.

and hell

naire

the present chapter of this study oh 

the reconstruction of perspective* Limitations on space have 

dictated the selection of priorities for discussion within the

bodies of these chapters 
interest

These priorities reflect the writer's 

sj but he hopes that the reader may find in the Data 

Appendix material relevant to his own

In cCnclusion we now turn to t4e "iinal chapter of this study

in which we shall spell out briefly some of the implieatibns we

see in ouriwork for the future of Western education in East Africa 

and in non-Westem areas generally and more fundamentally, for



>,

inter-oultural conununication between the intellectual elites

of the world^’'

f
f

*.

c

J

'X
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Notes

All BagAnda respondents were, later in the interview, asked 

specifically about whether or not they wished the Kabaka- 

ship as an institution to surviyei The results were four

teen in favor (although four of these stated that they

: "1.

£^e^s£naJL3jsr did not really care) while four were opposed, 

and for two no answer was recorded This, however, did 

not seem to interfere with;support for the in^lementatibn 

of ah East African Federation for which twelve expressed

themselves in favor, five'were opposed, one did not care

and for two no answer was recorded.. Comments in. explanation

for Opposition to Federation stressed the inability of the 

relevant tribes to understand each other and the lack of 

any specific need for Federation at the presaht time.

»
.r

The Kikuyu were also asked about their attitude toward an 

• East African Federation, Twenty-three were in favor (al

though one of these stressed economic as against political 

union), one was. "indifferent", one was "not sure", for 

seven there was no indication of an answer in the records, 

^d none expressed themselves as unequivocally opposed.

2 A particularly sensitive comment with reference to this

question on the part of a second year Kikuyu science

student is reproduced here. It is a good example of the

thoughtfulness with which many students (at least in private)

apprbaohed the prospect of independence;
•Misunderstanding of democracy I am afraid will still be 
prevalent (as a problem) and perhaps will become worse. 
Dictatorship may result. Tribal organizations may result 
and I fear Kenyatta might be a King over the Kikuyus more 
than otherwise. The land’problem•'^(is also very serious)
I never have had to think more seriously about my Kenya 
thBin now and the views given are not as pessimistic as 
they may appear but they are a genuine general reflection 
of the impression I have got from my fellow Kenyans,
Kikuyus have been very influential but they won't always 
remain so and so Kenyatta might be rejectedjgy other people 
But the truth is that so long as the Kikuyu masses want him 
it will be impossible for the ed,ucated few to refuse his

I

• ,, ■
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VPrime Ministership' which is conceived as Kingship more 
them anything else by the Kikuyiis and so the future 
African government may have to- suppress empther Mau Mau 
I am not a loyalist in any way but I havfe been very sad 
when I see how the masses suffer for Independence and 
by making these comments I do not mean to devalue the 
Kikuyu achievemehtBV.ioThe land (also) will be as big a 
problem to Kenyatta as it is to the Kenya government now 
because people want it free, Kenya is best suited for 
land—communism more than anything else but I won't expand 
that now.

fl e •

ft

Tijd.s comment, incidentally, should not be taken as in 
opposition to Kenyatta, 

any, are.
Very few Kikuyu students, if 

Rather some fear (perhaps with Kkrumah in mind) 

what he might be forced to become xmder the press of ■>

circumstances.

3« It should be kept in mind that wesfefer here to sophisti

cation only with respect to Western political and social 

phenomena. Obviously all our respondents could be esspect- 

. ed to possess a very high level of sophistication regarding

■tde dynamics of their own societies and many others as 
well," It could even be argued that we are testing here 

only sophistication of articiilation rather than under

standing.

4 The reason why so many Westerners fail to see this as

"naturalism" is because the communal welfare concept in

cluded both the living and the dead.

African, societies,

"Death", in most 

was not traditionally defined-onto-
logically as"non-beihg" but rather as a different level

Thus the will of the ancestorsoffquite "natural" being 

and/or of gods once hinnan could hot, in the Western sense-j 

be viewed as supernatural authority (of.J.Jahn 1961 and 

E. Smith 1950) ■^3
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CHAPTE® yill 

SUMMRY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this final chapter we sum up our findings and bring the 

study to a close with some concluding comments on their sig- 

^ nificaince*

The data presented.in previous chapters suggest certain 

conclusions which can be summed up in the form of generali

zations.
(

First, it is evident that the following comment by 

Smythe and Smythe (i960;I09) concern^g the Nigerian elite they 

studied is applicable to our findings as well;

the popular notion that a Western education somehow 
separates an African irrevocably from his tribal identi
fication was not borne out by the study,"

That Western education brings about some form of separation

But our exploration in depth of attitudes and

world view indicates clearly, in our opinion, that these students

1.

It . o • •

cannot be denied.

cannot be understood a^art from their traditional e:]q>erience and

The data reflect profound processes of syncretism between 

tradition and modernity, rather than alienation from them.

2. The previous generalization can, however, be' qiialified 

by the point that these East African respondents seem more affected 

by elements which are common to East African traditional societies 

(at least Buganda and Kikuyu) than those which differentiate

ties

them. Specifically it appears that Zalihger’s conclusion 

(Kimble, 1962:381) regarding his Nigerian and Ghanian student
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V respondents is equally true of those studied here;

“They display a high degree of effective involvement in 
the norms and customs of the traditional family, and ex- 
press considerable approval for the cohesion, mutual aid,
respect for elders, and other personal relationships which 

• characterize the traditional family. At the same time
they e3ii»ect that Western socio-economic developments are 
bound to result in a breakup of the extended family systems, 
and a development in the direction of the more isolated 
conjugal-type family of the West.'''

His data, however,.as well as~oi^s reveal numerous indi-
f “'1,

cations of ixnwillingness to adher/e to many of the specific familial 

and other obligations which characterized traditional society 

when these were seen to interfere with modernization and personal 

social mobility,

3, A third generalization bearing upon and elucidating the 

continuities between past and present has to do with the social

•* .

■

origins of our respondents, 

derive from the higher status levels of their respective societies. 

In the case of Buganda this was easily perceivable in the highly 

disproportionate numbet of sons of chiefs in the student body.

But somewhat uneaq)ectedly, Kikuyu students also were seen to 

derive disproportionately from either (and both) families of 

high traditional status and/or families which had a history of 

active involvement in the modernizing sector of Kenya life.

Both Baganda and Kikuyu students

The

meaning of this finding as regards the Baganda and the Kikuyu 

is, of course, different 

sons

For Baganda, the decision to place . 

im the university is part of the broader pattern of adapt

ation on the part of a traditional oligarchy to modernization

aind; social change But it appears that Kikiiyu students also 

have benefited from a broader-pattern of decision regarding
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adaptation to sociai cliaiige on the parts of their families.

Studies in other parts of Africa suggest that this finding 

is not relevant only to the present setting. Hanna (196A-;42l), 

in his study of Nigerian students at the University College of 

Ibadan» reports that -

^ "Students were disproportionately drawn from,higher-status
backgrounds; approximately 3 per cent of Nigeria's male 
population is engaged in administrative, professipnal, and 
technical work, whereas 59 per cent Of the students' 
fathers or guardians were/so engagedi"

Likewise it is interesting and relevant that Marviok (1965:^75),

in his study of Creole, Ibo and Yoruba students at Fourah Bay 

College, writes

suggests that these students make no 
wholesale rejection of their cultural origins - far from 

. it, aind for at least two reasons: first, many features of 
their parents' way of life are not seen as in conflict 
with^the modern order they seek to bring about; second, 
their parents have often been sufficiently enlightened 
to help them with their educational efforts, and suf
ficiently influential in their communities to provide models 
of whom their c]^ldren can feel proud, even after becoming 
Western-educated intellectuals. Parents who identify with 
the aspirations lof their children, in short, appear to be .. 
important supportive factors in the lives of many of 
these young African students."

These findings, we

issue of social stratification

"Our evidence « • • • •

will suggest later, bear:heavily upon the

to do with group cohesion.

From the standpoint of technical sociological criteriaforde- 

findhg groups;(i.ei consciousness of kiP^

sustained communication and interaction, and behavior regular-

and CO mmon fate

ized by mutually accepted social norms), respondents in this 

study cannot be said at this stage at least to be members

ol” a single social group based on,similar educational experience • ''
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Differences reflecting membership in; diverse tribal and ethnic 

Eategories, educational specialization and territoriality out

weigh the influence of the status of "student” as a basis for

Divisiveness is aggravated by cultural stereo

types ^ich preclude to a considerable extent common perception 

of similarities in fundamental attitudes and problems, which, 

as this study has suggested, tie African students together 

more than they themselvss usually realize.

Shils (1962) has described the political outlook of 

many non-Western intellectuals in terms of intense politici- 

zatidn, populism, oppositionalism, socialism and incivility.

He has also suggested that there seem to be three stages in 

the political development of intellectuals in imderdeveloped 

countries (constitutional liberalism and religious-moral 

renewal; politicized nationalism; and finally a kind of politics 

disillusionment and withdrawal), 

what does the evidenc

• group formation

In the light of this model, 
I in the present study suggest about this 

generation of East African (particularaly Baganda and Kikuyu)

students?

iChese stude^ first of all, appear to be very little 

, especially if this term is inter-affected by pdliticization

preted in terms of political activity^ This is an imeaqpected 

finding and emphasizes the importance of inquiring closely 

into the specific concomitants of popular sociological
generali

zations Other studies provide some assistance here

(1962:388) points out that of Zalingeb*s

not more t^an half

Kimble.• -

respondents 

were found to b e •highly Interested'
It • • • •
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(in politics) of the rest little more than half wera 
even ^moderately ijiterested'v The reetsohs for the father 
^rprising lukewarmness of so many (notably Nigerian) 
students were hot always articulaLted, but in several cases 
they appear to have been related to the subjects they were 
studying. By no-saeans all African students who come to 
(the United States) major in political science j msuiy are 
far more interested in economics, and in finding their 
future in the field of business, industry or technology,?’

It is possible, too, that these students’ presence in the United

States auid the fact that this Was a pre-independence study may

have influenced the results. The studies of Maryick and Hanna

also throw some light on specific Concomitants of interest or

lack of interest (perhaps involvement is a better word) in 

political activity Although these cpncomiteints apparently vary 

considerably with specific situations, some of their data are

9.

relevant to possible explanations of the more than expected

political apathy of the respondents in our study

(.19651^93)$ for instance, says of his science students that they

.,».seemingly care little about party struggles or 
legislative actionh. Their substeintive concern with 
public affairs is distihguished, moreover, by a com
parative indifference to tribalism tiS a problem, 
also how comparatively slight are their intentions to 
take active part in community politics, either immediately 
after college or in middle age^ It seems likely that many 
of them will spend quiet lives, making useful contributions 
to the modernization of their country either as tech- 
hicians of teachers, almost irrespective of what kind of 
politicEa regime or civic life flourishes around them."

Marvick

II

Recall

c
Hanna (1964), whose study focused specifically on political 

interests and involvement , found that the Nigerian students he

studied were generally deeply involved^in!politics 

there were certain characteristics shared by those who 

most active in partisan^affairs 

relevsmt to our study

However

Tsrere

Two of these appear directly 

One is "lower occupational statusf
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"suggesting that power was pursued to compensate for status 

deprivation" We have seen that our respondents did not suffer 

from such deprivation, having almost all derived from higher 

status levels in East Africa, A second characteristic is 

^’private sponsorship at University College, Ibadan, and in

tention to become teachers, indicating that government en^loy-

O' .

ment or sponsorship, and professional (excluding teaching) 

aspirations, minimized activity", In our Study, the vast 

rfflajority of respondents were on gbyemment bursaries at Makerere

which made political activity risky for them (especially before 

independence) and. furthermore, most e3g)ected to enter posts 

(both government and private) which precluded extensive politi

cal involvement.

As far as populism is concerned, if one has in mind Shils'

ideal-t:^e conception of it (i.eo "The 'people* are a model and 

a standard; contact with them is a good, 

are meted out on thje basis of 'closeness to the

Esteem eind disesteem

people* or dis-

tance from them."), then tke respondents in_this study cannot 

be said to be much affected by this tendency, 

potential for it, however

Evidences of a

are scattered throughout: the datar

The most obvious possible e3g)lahation for this 

of populist feeling

relative absence 

is that our re^ondents were students within 

and not putside East Africa and thus were not so radically re- ;

moved from thSir indigenous environments, 

have seen, the student role

Furthermore, as we 

pas, in most cases, well rationalized 

kind of guilt on whichand thus there was little baSis for the

populism tends to feed.
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There is little evidence of any pppositipnalist s^drome.

Among some Baganda

I

Iat lea.st of the intensity Shils describes.
4istudents could be found frustration in the face of separatist 

tendencies oh the parts of some Bag^da politicians, but this 

was balanced by loyalist sympathies or at least ambivalence 

regarding the Bugahda monarchy

f
i

f

1
Many Kikuyu students voiced 

frustration with the tendency toward self-see]d.ng which they 

claimed to see among msmy Kenya politicians.
/'I'.-'"

of the study it cpuld not be said; that ”The degree of alienation 

from the constituted authority.,..was almost always deeper and 

more drastic than the opposition which exists in advanced 

pluralistic societies."

11.1

J
1But at the time
i

Î
1:

!

iI
The absence of the varied European and African themes on 

Marxism is quite striking. This appears to be part of a larger 

pattern of non-dogmatism which, in turn, probably reflects a 

heavily pragmatic and generally "liberal" stance toward politics 

This stance tends to eschew theory as well as 

dogma, but it is not unaccompanied by evidence of thoughtful 

reflection on the meanings of terms like freedom and democracy. 

Related to this is the relative absence of what Shils has 

^called incivility^ as regards traditions of responsiblecitizen- 

P“*^®coh^rary* respondents seem actively award of and

I
1
I
i

'■ . < w:

t|:

and society. I

'k-
b

i:

c I
ship

I:
Econcerned about this problem in relation to the politician^. 

One qualification to this, howd^er, is the I
f:

appearanceofin-

civility in intra-university life where tribal and territorial

■t;.

i;

I!

partisanship of a rather passionate kind 

(Hanna found the s^e problem in the university

i;are not unknown

at Ibadan and tt
ffi

S
i
i
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quotes a student newspaper wltLch editorially condemned this 

tendency on campud.)

points by fitting them into Shils' 

stages of political development among intellectuais. The 

respondents in this study are obviously not part of a student

generation characterized by politicized.nationalism 

the nationalist battle was all but overo

For them
• ■ 9

Rather they seem to 

be hovering on the borders of Shils' third stage, that of dis'

illusion. However, at the time of this study, it appeared to be 

an incipient and (as yet) unpoliticized disillusion, Where then,

one may ask, are the energies of these students pri^rily direct

ed? The answer to this is our sizth generalization.

6o The uuderlying pattern in the evidence presented in 

this study, we suggestV is one which can be labeled privatized 

professionalism.

O'.

By the term privatized we mean the channeling of affective

energies into the struggle for the discovery and establishment

of personal coordinates for loyalties, obligations and security

to replace those traditional fOci which are crumbling under

the forces of change. As Hunter (1964:338) has pointed out:

*?Three moving forces in particular are powerfully at work 
tteoughout Africa - the idoa of the free and responsible 
individual personality; the idea of democratic authority; 
the idea of economic competitiveness. Matched with.them ^ 
are the institutions which have, in part, expressed them 
in the West - the nuclear family, .universal education, the 
ballot box, the individual ownership of land ^d property, 
the industrial corporation. It must give us pause to 
think how shattering has been the impact of these ideas 
upion the three most vital elements of a culture - 
Religion, on the lamily and on Authonityi"

It is in this direction, the struggle to maintain personal

on
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identity with respect to these coordinatesy that the ener^es ' 

^d abilities of the students we have studied seem to be prima- 

It is with reference tb these issues that ourfily chahneledo

data show the most amount of variation and depth of reflection 

^d the least amount of stereotyping

I

We have had an^le occasion 

in Chapter 6 to comment upon the profound im^ftance of family 

issues to our respondents. In Chapter ? and especially Figure IV • 

in the Data Appendix we have evidence of the depth of the efforts 

maintain some kind of religious perspective on life 

one cannot help being impressed with the degree to. which Christi

• " '

HereO

anity has in fact succeeded in penetrating to the center of the 

search for a world view, despite many public utterances to the 

contrary. But the style of its adaptation to the African scene

is typically African; visible in the de-en^hasis of sin and 

eternal punishment, of the puritanical superego and in the degree 

of the separation of ethics and theology. Indeed, in our data

on religion and career plans generally, 

the desire to maintain the distinctively African approach to

and the family.on sex as

life is evident, an approach which Hunter (1964:545) speaks

■;'Of as-.: ■

•t ■ .one treasure which could easily be lost in the haste 
(^f progress - the spontaneous relish of life itselfy of

the win relaxed and the 
and spirit open to receive and give

"the term professionalism we me^ an evident desire to 

play one's part in life largely through the instituted occupation 

al roles and their correlated obligations and ppportuhities pro

vided by society. Applicable Jiere is Bottomore's (1964:95) 

comment on: educated'Indians

• • •

senses
6
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few of those who he descrihed as intellectuals in’* o o o o
the modern, secular sensevare iii euxy co&sistenty radical 
or effective way critics; of their society, or creators of 
new socieii doctrines which can inspire popular action, and 
for the most part the influence of the inteilectuals is 
assimilated to that of the new middle classes as a whole, 
whose style of life hringe abotit small and gradual changes 
in taste and manners."

ThefcLdeational (i(ieological jwould he too strong a word here) 

umbrella which inqparts lei^tii^acy to h'oth the priratism and the

udamental (though not at times 

ty^ There is a good deal

professiojialiBm is a kind of 

unamhivalent) optimism about mpdft
■ r - '

of evidence that the Western world is still perceived as having 

ahswera to the social, economic, political suid moral problems

of change and transformation. This optimism is buoyed by a 

really basic lack of acquaintance with the massive problems and

casusilties of Western history not to speak of their philosophic 

and Sociological hases. Thus, as Marvick ea^ressed it in relation 

to his respondents at Fourah Bay, they possess "only a common- 

sense appreciation of the dynamics of human psychology and 

historical change".

Although we have focused upon respondents representing two 

quite different indigenous societies, it appears that the simi

larity of Kikuyu and Bagan^ responses outweighs the'differences. 

The l^ter seem relevant to early life escperiehces reflective 

of the different kinds of change which the two societies have 

undergone, especially the survival among the Baganda Of an

organically more integrated socialization environment than was 

the case for the KikuyU. However it is clear that BagUnda and 

Kikuyu students view themselves and the world in considerably

more similar ways than either group is aware of. This suggests^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ■

...
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\hat a stronger basis for empathy; and cooperation exists be. 

tween Baganda and Kikuyu than either have realized.

this, let us bring this study to a close by 

relating it to broader patterns and issues of theory, research 

and social policy concerning social change and education in 

Africa,

;

One my ask, first, abbut the relationship between Bagainda 

and Kikuyu students bn the one hand and other East African
f

fstudents on the other. Both groups can be linked in distinction 

to other East Africans in that both, although in quite different

ways, have benefited from a history of successful adaptability

The Baganda students are part of a traditionalto modernization.

oligarchy which has not only mintained but intehsified its 

ruling position. i\irthermpre they are part of one of the 

weEilthiest traditional societies in sub-Saharan Africa, Although

they are part of a society which is, due to its traditionally 

non-bureaucratic aiM radically decentralized organization, 

structurally unadaptable to modernization, the Kikuyu studenta 

a people which is notorious for its relehtless pursuit 

of Western eiiucatiqh, political ambition and other motivations and

desires functiohally useful for adaptation to euid social mobility 

withi^ a modernized society^
For these reasons, it seems a safe 

conclusion that both groups are destined for a high plabe in the

emerging social class system Of East ^rica. 

Rosberg (1964:690) have pointed out;

For as Coleman and

•'Throughout Africa, certain tribal, linguistic : _ 
groups are in a more advantageous competitive position 
than others. This;favored position my be the result;of 
<me or more different factors; greater a^ptive capacity

or ethnic

K
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of the traditional; ciilture; Earlier smd more inte^^ 
exposure to p3defaity (education, commercialization, 
urbanization, accumulated T^ealth, and so forth)* emd the 
resultant competitive advantage of the individual i“ "til® 
quest for status and influence in the new order; more 
natural resohrces or greater- economic potential of the 
area; and preferred treatment during the colonial peiibd«'*

This relatively advantageous^ h^^ and prpspect (^us, in the

case of the Kikuyu, the lingering shock.of the Ifau Maue:q)eri-

ence), may be one contributing factor to the ma.rked lack of

radical politicization euflong tb.e Baganda and Kikuyu students*

Another contributing factor may be the lack of overseas experi-

*
- -M

I

It is interesting that Smythe and Smythe* in their work 

on Nigeria (1960:l6l), claim that

ence. I
i

"There is a difference between those who are educated 
abroad*•*.and those who are getting their education with- 
in Nigeria itself* The latter are developing into what 

• might be characterized as donfqrming yotinger elite* Al
most all of. the yoiinglpeople attending the University 
CollOge in Ibadan or the various other institutiona are 
the recipients of igovemment support* Since they do not 
wish to jeopardize their scholarships or future job 
prospects in civil service employment (to which practically 
ail of them areicommitted), they are rarely found engaged 
in current controversies of basic inportance* Some of the 
elite say that these students seem to have translated thiSi' 

caution into a pronounced class feeling,. a sense of being; 
•better*.*"

I

;

We are not in a position tO say if this distinction exists in 

East Africa as well* but if it does* dae additional reason for 

it might well lie, in the possibility that actual experience in 

the Western world may help erode the optimistic confidence iu 

■ the benign nature of "progress" which w^ suggested earlier was 

present to some degree in the attitudes of respondents* 

is, of course, also possible that politicization can be increased 

by the opposite effect - perception of the vast difference in 

levels of "progress" betweeimthe Webern and, the non-Westem

■I

M

I

1

I

5

f
■J

•■'r
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worldo) At smy rate, it does seem evident that this study %is, 

from a broader sppiological perspective, dealt with a sectof of .

the future occupants of the higher levels of the emerging 8upra~ 

tribal and even supi-a-national stratifioatioh system of East 

Africa. In this sense, theh,,the term "elect'Vin the title 

of the study^pears as most applicalble to a social class 

interpretatioa. Is it also applicable in the sense of a 

political elite? This is the tc^pic of bur second: concluding •
t

comment.

c

I
I
5

:■

I

I
■«

The question of the degree to which the highly educated 

in Africa wiJ.1 also form the ruling political elite is a cbntro- 

On the face of it, the logic of the hypothesis

The relationship between political 

power and high position in the stratification system is a truism
, ' ■ s,' ■'

of sociological theory.

i
i

versial one.

I
seems clear and compelling. :<

Education is now obviously correlated, 

in Afriaa, with high pccupationail achievement andj through this,

1

I

mobility into the upper levels of the stratification system. 

When one adds to this the elitism and statismof most of the
i;

sub-Saharan African nations (cf. Coleman andEo8bergl964:662- 

663), the correlation between education and future political 

seems almost inevitable.

>:
■j

!
if

elite status

However there axe equally strong, if more sixbtle, arguments 7 

against such a prediction.

means tmiversal throughout the non-Western world, 

trend seems ianthe opposite directipn once the goals of the

i'

K-rst, this correlation is by no

In fact tlie .'I

I

nationalist revolution are achieved (see j for instance, Waller- 

stein 1964:Part III) Lipset (1963:74) has generalized this•

'i

y



trend as follows (but note the helpful qualifications of his 

point by Coleman, i965:2?-2B);

"As we have noted, intellectuals play wi inportant role 
in most new nations in formulating the objectives and 
rationale of the struggle for independence. . But after 
independehce, leftist and populist idepiogies, and an 
emphasis on practical pursuits as mpst useful in an 
underdeveloped* society, press the intellectukls to ■ 

withdraw from effective grffiup participation in politicso^ 
And their concern with the ’giopd opinion* of the elite 
of tl^ former metMpolitan power may even lead them to 
depreciate the achievements of the nation which they 
helped bring into being* For new nations are not only 

po , populist and pragmatic; they are also provincial
resxiLting tension between the intellectuals and i^e 
dominant forces in the new nation may constitute a 
handicap in formulating an effective national self- 
image, Thus, all hew nations face the problem of in- 
coiporating tBeir intellectuals into their politics,”

Second, there is the long-range trend toward the breakup

of the intellectuals as a coherent '’caste or compact rank"

whose sociological causes Mannheim (1956:91'^171) has apalyzed

so well. It is possible to argud, in response to this, that

modem statist-oriented societies ,(especially those based on

socialist ideology)

And, as Mannheim himself points out

I

The

.f

1 tend to become heavily bureaucratised.

6The bureaucratic hierarchy creates its own criteria of 
distinction by a new system of certifications for civil 
service careers. On this new basis the educated have 
become identified as the possessors of diplomas and
i^eer monopoliesca

These monopiolies may or may not be used to attain and maintain

ultimate political power* In the United States, for instance 

where this trend toward elites of certificatibn is today quite 

marked, there has been no attenpt on the part Of thehe elites to 

attain political power. Likewise, as Bottomore (1964:Chapter I?) 

in a very lucid analysis of this issue has demonstrated, there is

»
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no reason automatically to assume that intellectu^s , managers

or bureaucrats must be viewed as contenders for the place of

ruling elites. After reviewing comparative evidence relating 

to thisV he concludes that

•'In spite of the mamLy difficulties presented by the concept 
of class, I think it is -a great deal eajsier to demonstrate 
the existence of broad class interjests in modem demoi 
cratic societies (with the evidence' proeided by the formation 
of specific organizations, by political ideologies suid by 
voting behaviour) than to show that elite groups such as 
those we have examined have any similar collective interests 
or even a collective 'elite-consciOusnessVo'’

■

■ S.'

r

(This, of course, does uot preclude the fact that •'competition 

and conflict among them may restrict the power of those who are 

the rulers of society at a given time.") In authoritarian 

societies (and some suggest this is a trend in all advanced 

industrial societies) it is, of course, possible for the tech

nical and bureaucratic cadres of govez^ent agencies to exercise 

eventually what amounts to full governing power (cf, the dis

cussion of the »»no-party state" in Coleman and Eosberg, 1964; 

674^676), This is a pbssibility which cannot bemled put, 

but neither does the available evidence as yet suggest its 

inevitability.

A third argument against the inevitable correlation of 

educatit^ and political elite status is the possible decline

one prerequisite variable how present in most of Africa^ As

Coleman (1965:355) suggests.

of

0
"The elitist climate there, however, 3^8 probably transi- . 
tory, nof only because the trend toward educationar 
eclecticism, multiple dependency, and indigenous innovation 
will dilute and transform it, but also because the ex- 
pension of indigenous secondary and higher, education will 
deflate it insofar as it is produced by educational 
scarcity."

'M

'.’V‘
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Fourth, and finallyj thfere is the evidence we have cojllecied

in this present study showing the absence of requisite ambition

and elite consciousness appropriate to the drive for supreme 

political power It is, of course, possible that sectors of 

the East African student population other than the ones we

If .so, however, the absence 

of the sizeable amd sociologically important Baganda and Eikuyu

students from among their ranks suggests education alone is hot
■ ■ \

a' sufficient basis for the development of.corporate elite 

consciousnesso But this raises the inevitable question about 

the future? Will what is true today be true tomorrow? Or.are 

there elements in the present situation discussed here which,

O'

studied may harbor such ambitions • '

were certain circumstances to be altered, would produce a 

reversal of the trends we have outlined? And if so, what are 

these oircumstances? This issue forms the basis for our third
v

concluding comment.

There are thre^ elemehts present in the data which, under 

certain cohditions; could form the basis for a major trans' 

formation of attitudes leading to politicization of some kind.

These three elements are a certain degree of populist sentimeht 

based on concern (guilt is peibaps too strong a word) about the 

elite-mass gap; attachment to certain kinds of traditional values

a degree of optimistic confidence inand norms; and, third 

somewhat stereotyped version of moderni^ 

three elements are interrelated, 

upon two mutually reinforcing factors

» a

y and progressw 

Populist' sentiment is‘based

These

One is the promise of

equality as a core value of the liberal democratic
;

ethos
• ■

'V

• c..
i;
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Second, traditions^. African societies, whatever their differencas 

V had powerful egalitarian strains whether ejqjressed structurally 

as ;dn the decentralized Kito or more subtly in the

,heavT- emphasis on the responsibilities and olfligations of power

to be found in even highly centreilized suid hierarchical systems 

like Bugahda, In the face of both these.traditions, the possi< 

bilities of irresponaible power and severe differentials in

life chances which s^re potentially present in the emerging class

sys'tem and the elite-mass gsip generate a tendency toward counter

vailing populist sentimeht. Apparently faith in the benign 

potential of modemization plus the still favorable personal

opportunities for highly educated people in East Africa present

ly have held this sentiment to a relative minimiun.

However one can imagine at leeust four circumstances which, 

were they to come about, could activa:te the potential for politi- 

These are, first, disillusionment about modernization 

brought about by close-j-range experience (as through travel) with 

the massive problems of industrial societies. -Ihe second possi

bility is political and economic failure at home brought about

cization.

by instability, inefficiency or the contradictibns of the revo

lution Of rising expectations Third, there is the potential for 

the increase of populist sentiment arising out of a widening of

•
■ C.

the elite-mass gap seen in terms of access to living stan^rds 

^ societies wn the part of different sub

(classes, ethnic comimmities, political favorites

groups

epc,).

finally there is the possibility for a traiisformatioh of persohal^^^^^^^

circumstances such as through intellectual unemployment brought
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by the production of unnoted: s3d.lls, the spread of educational 

opportunity, or pei^^e eventually even the seini-aiutomatibn 

of white collar occupationso^^^^^ ^

Very relevaint here is Wallersteih’s discussion (1965) of 

elites in French-speaking West Africa, A situation of over- 

productipn in the educational system on the level of piamary

schools smd universities (but not secondary schools) seems to

On the primary level,have come about in that part of Africa
f ■ ■■*

tke famous problem of unemployed schbol-leavers has apparently 

become 60 ea^losiye that a slowdown of educational expMsion has 

been quietly initiated in some parts of French-speedcing West 

The risks for the social structure are clear. As

9 .

Africa.

Wallerstein (1965:20-21) points but, these include

unrest among those persons who^ haying entered the 
edges of the money economy themselves, are anxious to 
enable their children really to profit by it via the route 
of education,”

II o • • o

But if government does not initiate a slowdown in such cases, it

will find those who are educated at the primary level 
turning against each other in eompetition for the limited 
:gob8^available,"/:

The 1959 "anti-stranger” riots in the Ivory Coast and the 

"status-group politics”underlying the army coup in Togo in 1963

II
9 • • •

are exhinplee of what is possible in such situations. The dangers 

of unemployment among university graduates, with its concomitant 

proletarianization of the intelligentsis, are vividly illustrated 

in the history of contrai and eastern Europe subsequent to

World war I and the breeikdown of the Austro-Hungariah espire 

(see bibliography in Mannheim, 1949:99* note 1) 

are both immediate and long-range

These dangfers 

The immediat e dangers include

'9'.

9 -

f' ■ •'
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fragmentation of the social structure into ”ins" and "outsM ahd-

the rise of radical ideologieso Wallerstein (1965:22-23) has

effectively descrihhd this problem fOr I^ench-speaking Africa:

"The ‘outs' will be the wehker groups; elites coming from 
'minority' or backward groups, 'stranger* fanners in cash- 
crop areas, traditional merch^ts squeezed out in the pro
cess of eodnomicnatiohalizaition, shilled workers and 
lower administrative staff as opposed to hi^er cadres in 
the towns. It will be these groups who will get the smaller 
portion of the eoonomic pis and aunong whose children the 
larger number of unemployed school-leavers will be found.
If these groups are able to coalesce, and particularly if 
leadershdp can be provided by intellectuals who are im-- 

r employed (eepecially where the lack of employment is due 
to the presence of non-indigenous personnel), then a 
radicalized but pro-development ideology should have much 
appeal and; much effect.?'

• -
The longer-run dangers have to do with the probable nature of 

these ideolsgies and the social and politioeil piractices associ

ated with them. Mannheim (1949:102) effectively summed up this 

aspect of the problem.

"If a society in which the various classes have very un
equal steindards of life, very imeqUal opportunities for 
leisure, and vastly dissimilar opportunities for psycho
logical and cultural development, offers the chances for 

afeitvircultural leade:|ship to larger and larger sections of the
population, the inevitable consequence is that the average 
outlook of those groups which have been doomed to a more 
unfortunate position in life, tends more and more to be
come the prevalent outlook of the whole society. Whereas 
in an aristocratic sobiety in which a very small minority 
was culturally active, the low average level of culture of 
the less fortunate classes was confined to their own sphere 
of life; now as a result of large-scale ascent, the limited 
intelligence and outlook of the average person gains gener
al esteem and importance and even suddenly becomes a modal 
to which people seekato conform. A gradual influx from 
the lower classes can be assimilated by the upper classes^ 
aS is still very largely the casein England today; when 
however, the influx assumes mass siproportions^ the older 
intellectual classes lose their assimilative power and are 
themselves submerged." (Note: Hauinheim is using the 
word "culture" here in the Europeax. ! sense of the quali
tative development of cultivated sensibilities and spiri
tual values rather than in the more general; anthropo- 
logical sense.) '.V,'v:

>
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This fatefiil generalization is not, at this point, full7 appli- 

cahle to the (especially East) African social scene; What Mahn- 

heim is referring to with terms like lower classes is the dis

advantaged proletariat and the "petty bourgeoisie". This kind 

of terminology (and its sOcial-psychoiogicai correlates) cannot 

be applied to contemporary Africa without seripus distortions. 

However, if modernization duplicates the Europie^ history of 

class formation in A.frica, and the spread of foiiial educa.tibn 

is not correlated with socio-economic opportunity, then Msumheim's 

generalization will become increasingly relevant. (Of. Lerner, 

1951* for the role of "disaffected plebeism" intellectuals in 

the history of Eascismb)

In the face of these very real possibilities, it becomes 

meaningful to search for a more precise definition of what should

be meant by "an educated elite" in an age of increasing admini

stration, interdependence and authority, 

basis for our fourth concluding comment.

This question is the

Regarding this next 

comment, it should be stressed that what is seuLd reflects our

conviction of the characteristics that ought to be displayed by 

an elite whose status rests on highpr education 

not defi^ng what empirically exists but what^ in our view.

Thus the comment is at the same time an argu 

raent relating to policy in the field of education.
We suggest that the meaning of eli^e

Thus'we are

C
ought to exist,

as applied to higiay 

educated persons should be characterized by three related ele

ments. One is a level of a skill appropriate to the existing 

and emerging functional division of labor relative to the
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m^agement of Society itself 

ppnsciousness capable of ceoprehending in philosophical, his

torical and socioiojglcaitera^f the tr^sfprmations relating the 

•individual's pwn society to the patterns of world change« The 

third factor is mastery of the knowledge necessary to relate and 

contribute oneVs skills to the rational-control of change through 

social planning

The second element is a level of• '

The latter point would require an educational 

curriculum stressing the interdependence of the various depart- 

ments of knowledge and their significances for problems of

O -

public administration, 

type of education and consciousness which Durkheim envisioned

It will be receilled that this is the

as the solution to the problem of social solidarity in ah age 

of specialization. While he himself was forced eventually to 

qualify (if not ab^doh) the hypothesis of the spontaneous

emergence of "organic solidarity" in modem society, it certainly 

appears reasonable that this type of integrated awareness should 
be deliberately fostered at least in a society's intellectual 

elite.

Relative to this mpdel of an elite possessing abilities in 

vocational skills/ historical consciousness and knowledge for 

comprehensive sociological innovation, what can be said about 

the intelligentsia which we have tried to bring to life in this 

present study? There is little question as to the vocational

This has been pne of the majorcon3>etence of these students

strengths of British education wherever it has been trani^lanted.

The second factor, historiCo-sociological consciousness, however 

is more probiematical
I

In our view, the data wC have presented• '

r-;. .
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indicat es rather clearly a fairly undeveloped cohscibusness of 

this sort except in terms of a vague and slightly ideologized 

emphasis on cbmmunalism and progress characteristic of all the 

various formulations of African Sbcialism (cf* Eriedlahd and 

Eosberg, 196h)« This consciousness, in many parts of Africa 

(though less so among our respondents) is jstill, in the literal 

sense, reactionary. The values of African life are asserted 

agEiihst those of the Western world even while the technology of 

, the latter is coveted. This, of course, is a familiar phenome- 

non, having appeared in India, Japan, China, Russia and -to a 

degree often not appreciated by the intellectuals of these 

countries - in Western societies themselves, ^at Hunter 

(196^:342) says of Africa could easily be applied to many in 

the West as sell:

(

.0

"Europe has immense spiritual resources to fight back 
against her own diseases once they are recognized - the 
whole tradition of humane and religious culture from 
Plato to the present day and a tradition not merely 
learnt but in man^ ways built into the formation of 
persoinility. But jAfrica, even though converted to 
Christianity or Islam, lacks the real depth of this

Even where the Western world is stereotyped favorably and used 

as a reference model, as is still by said large true among East 

African s-^udents, this stereotype is superficial and uninformed. 

Indeed as long as cohsciouanees is dominated by a dialectic 

between a stereotyped model of modernization imposed from without, 

and sm equally stereotyped model of the virtues of an Edenic 

communal past struggling for survival within^ there can be no 

realization of the fact that with the revolution of rising 

ejipectations, the entire wbrld is now becoming •'Western*'.; ^

: ' -7;
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This brings US to the third criterion of an eidudated elite 

which we have suggested, the desire and the skill to engage in 

sociological innovatione 

has accurately put it,

li

This is a crucieJ. point for as Hunter

it is easier to talk- of humanism than to settle down 
to the hard thinking needed to design, iii the concrete, 
real institutions (factory systems, sooiEd security, 
organs of goveihmeiit) which will giv practfcal bpen-
ihg foi* a new style of human felationefhips,- If Africa 
accepts not only the motives but the institutional forms 
of the affluent society, she will inevitably accept also 

f the values and style of life,howeverloudlytheintellect‘ 
uals :may-: coznplaino'"'^'''

It will not do, in the face of this, simply to praise and rely 

upon the adaptability of the communal values and social forms of 

the paste In a powerful criticism of the tendency for African 

Socialis^yfheoreticians to do just that, Igor Edpytoff (1964: 

60-61) has warned that

If o o o •

"Successful social engineering in Africa, as anywhere else, 
will demand at least as much careful study as is given to 
the promotion of fisheries and new crops, and the complexi
ties of African c 
ations deserve mo 
derivation

"The institutional overview we have presented, and the 
iaportance of studying the;cultural variable in its 
minutest details as far as specific societies are concerned, 
lead to certain broad conclusions^ The most obvious one is 
that it is the restructuring pf existing institutional 
arr^gements, both cooperative and noncooperative, that 
wil^ meet with the greatest resistance, Begardless of 
whether a fundamental African communal orientation exists 
any attempts to take away existing econondc and dthen 
functions from, let us say, the lineage, or the individual, 
or the village, will present difficulties, A communea 
conception of African culture will predict these diffi- 

more successfully than an individueaistic 
conception of American culture will predict the reaction 
to a transfer of existing municipal functions to larger 
or smaller units," (Italics his)

Of all the three characteristics of ah educated elite cited, the

l^tures 
pe than

and the richness of their vari- 
a simple pigeonhole of Western

• - -

t -

i
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students we have studied, in our view, fail the most seriously 

to measure up to this last criterion of Imowledge and iflclination 

for conscious social planning and reorganization. The intellect

ual foundations^ the personal inolinationsv and the awareness 

of the necessity of such innovations as havihg to come from 

them all seem to be aiissing from this student population as 

whole (with notable individual exceptions) 

price for an absence of the criteria we have mentioned has been 

the'formation of ideologies and a politics of disillusionment^ 

Only the sociological perspective with its integrated rational 

approach to planned change can forestall the tragedies of ideo

logical politics and their correlated revolutions of resentment. 

This, in the most fundamental sense, is the great task of edu

cation (especially on the higher level) in post-independence 

Africa. Recommendations in this direction arising out of our 

observations and research form the basis for our fifth and final 

concluding comment.

We have seen that at the time of independence there existed 

a severe isplation hetween secondary schools on the one hahd and 

social life and change on the other. In some areas this iso

lation was more pronounced than in others, but generally spekk- 

ing, there seems to be a certain inherent tension between the 

model of the Christian socohdary boarding school cbrmaunity and 

involvement in life on the oiitside. This Reparation con be 

defended bn the ground that some such experience is necessary 

a breaRbetween the past and the future, and also as a bksis 

for study without the anxieties of role obligations.

■■n.'

The historical

■ 0

as

However we
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have also seen that a degree of insularity can be achieved 

which not only feiils to prepare the student for what he will 

later e3q)erience, but also can inculcate vaiues and perspectives 

which will prove to be inapplicable and unrelated to the norms 

he. will later be forced to obey on the outside 

secularization of education C6U1 be expected to alter- this situ

!rhe increasing

ation as far as Christiein values and norms are cohcemed. How

ever the depth of the changes taking place in Africa and the
f ■ ■ ^ '

necessity to establish some kind of basis for national unity

and consciousness of kind tp replace older divisive patterns 

will in all likelihood produce attempts to build value and norm 

indoctrination into school curriculums and social life*. How a

balance can be established between fruitful isolation and de

tachment as against necessary involvement is not an easy questicm 

to answer and must be subject to e3q)erimental attempts suited to 

local situations. We suggest that this topic is a fruitful area 

for future sociological Research in developing areas.

One aspect of the foregoing point is the sharpness of the 

break we have observed between secondary school and college life, 

This break is confusing to the student and reflectiye of con

fusion in educational goals and their institutionalization.

This issue, too, deserves more analytic and empirical attention 

than it has received to date and cannot. Of course, be separated 

from broader conceptions of what is expected from secondary auad 

higher education as well as of the relationship between theifl 

(cf, the discussion of the very relevant theories of the Japanese 

educational reformer, Mori Arinoriv by Herbert Passin,

■Chapter .9),-^ - -

- '• ■
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With respect to policy in higher education, if the goal of 

the latter Is conceived in terms of the model of elite-formation 

We have constructed earlier, then certain conclusions autpmati-- 

The goal of higher education must include the 

formation of a corporate intellectual leadership for the whole 

of a given region spanning barriers of tribe and botder. It 

must also provide mephahisms for the prevention of an emistexitial

cally follow

gulf between the intelligentsia ai^d the people they represent
■t ■

and for whom they must speak,- In other wordsj a univerB4.ty must 

act so as both to relate the student to the world outside and

to the world within his own area. Here three specific recom

mendations seem in order on the basis of our findings.

First, more attention than has up to now been the case 

must be paid to the infoiroal aspects of commimication within the 

university community between staff and students and between 

different sectors of the student population. Ho single formula 

can be put forward here to accompliBh this; there is ample room 

for imaginative ejEperimentation. It may well be that any such

attempts must begin with a relevant orientation program for 

expatriate (and even African) staff. This is a contraversial

point, but if the university does not see the problem of communi

cation as one of its functions we may expect to see ever- 

djacreasing political encroachments upon its prerogatives in

I

the mannerathat Sir Eric Ashby (igS^f) has discussed with refer

ence to Ghana

Second, with reference to the forestalling of the rift 

between educated intelligentsias and the masses of people.
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Americam e^eriments with respect to this would seem peculiarly

We have in ihind paid norl!>appropriate to the Africa settiflg, 

study programs, domestic peace corps ventures and the like. ,

O

There is reason to hope that snch prdgrsuns, intelligently 

carried put, could forestall the irrational populism so often 

born of guilt through isolation. They might also prevent the 

difference between mhnual and intellectual fimctions becoming 

symbolically implicated in a social stratification system 

(cf. the relevant.attempts on the part of the Hussians to desQ.
0

with this problem as discussed by Jeremy Azrael, 1965;Chapter 8).

Third, there is the problem of the curriculum itself. It 

seems clear that if the present artificial disintegration of 

knowledge into competitive academic departmental empires of 

specialization endemic in .Western universities is transferred to 

the African setting, there is little hope for the development of 

the type of integrated consciousness and world view which most

educational thinkers have! alw^s agreed is necessary for. a 

rational outlook on history and nature. There is thus every 

reason to urge upon universities in Africa as well as elsewhere
'i

curriculum e^erimentation toward the integrated pursuit and 

communication of knowledge of a kjnd associated, for instance 

with the Wassachusette ihstitute of Tec in the United 

States

f

• '

We end this chapter and this study wi^h a sense of a 

beginning. A new world is being bom and what it will look like 

can say. What those who possess tradned intelligehbe do 

or fail to do will be of incalculable inportance in determining

no man
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the nature of that world. These are all cliches. But as with

most eiiohes, they contain more thetn a germ of truth, 

particle of truth lies the hope for those who have suffered 

the ■'terrors of the past that there may yet he a better future.

In that

•i

f
t

\
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;
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Notes

1 What Shiis means by '^incivility'* is tlie"conTiction that 

only those iffho share one's principles amd positions are 

wholly legitimate members of the polity and that those 

who do not share them are separated by a steep bariier"o 

Thus incivility refers to those who feel that "they are 

the state and the nation, and that those who do not go 

along with them are not just political rivals but total 

enemies.
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PTTEODUCTION TO DATA APPENDIX

This Data Appendix reflects three fimdamental purposes. 

The first is to facilitate the writing of the analytic chapters

whose interaal continuity and flow would be marred by the constant

The second purpose is tointerjection of large masses of data,'
r

make accessible the evidence on which analytic conclusions are 

based in compact form in order to enable the reader to ascertain 

for himself the viability of our interpretations and/or to enable 

him to arrive at other possible formulations based upon his own 

experiences and research. Finally, we wished to make available 

raw data whose richness of content precluded adeqhate analytic 

attention due to limitations upon time and space within the con

text of the present study.

The data gathered wi4hin this Appendix are relevant only

The materials have been organized 

It is arranged ac

cording both to chapter headings and Sub-sections of chapters. 

Tables reflecting data derived from the questionnaire are 

numbered according to the question number in the queationnaire

-»

-•r.

to Chapters T, 71 and VII.

with ease and speed of reference in view.

itself. Thus, Table Q-4, for insteince, refers to the results of 

question number four in the questionnaire When UQ" do es not'm '■

appear before the number,- the table is not derived from a question 

in the questionnaire The research, instruments themselves are 

reproduced in the Methodological Appendix which follows this

• ..

one.

■i
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Under each chapter emd sub'i'septioa heading, the; t^les in 

this: Appendijc are arr^ged according to the order that refer

ences to them firsirtappear in the chapters themselTes, In cases 

where, a table is referred to more theui once, the reader will 

find a note directing him to that part of the Appendix in which

Further^ space economy dietalM the im-the table is locatedJ *

possibility of providing in the tables the forced=choice answer- 

laibels where these were in the questibnuaire itself (as contrasted 

with our’’ own coding categories based on open-ended questions).

The answers aja the tables have therefore been designated by 

letters which appear in the questionnaire as well for easy refer- 

Many tables and all figures are organized according to 

this writer's coding categories*

.

ence*

Where this is the case, the

categories will be found defined and labeled in connection with 

the particular table or figure itself.

In many instances, data were aujalyzed statistically to 

determine whether or not distributions reflected cer1»in vari

ables which are of interest to us. These variables are;

Tribal affiliation ^
First as against fourth (or more) year in collejje 
Arts versus,Science.course of study 
Protestant versus Homan Catholic religious affiliation

It was uneconomical in terma Of space to present emy distributions 

other than tribal affiliation (which is of major interest in the 

context of this study) unless there was“somer statistical basic

The only statistical technique applicable to the methods 

used and the results obtained was Chi-Square amG.ysisi euad the 

latter was applied only when the number of cases in the relevant 

cells warranted it•

for it.

In a few cases significeint differences
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between Yarieiblea were found Eind tbby are reported in the 

relevant tables and the appropriate part of the relevant chapterso 

Table I, in the section for Chapter V, presents a general 

picture of the actua.1 sample.

11
Isla
II
ifi;

Figure I-A goes into greater de^ 

tail regarding the sampile* Each respondent is identified by 

case number, these numbers distributed according to tribe,'» .

S'

1religion, year in school emd specific course of degree study. 

These numbers remain constant in all figures (except i^gure III) 

presenting data relevant to individual respondents, 

reader may match figures and derive composite portraits of 

individual members of the sample without compromising the 

anonymity of the participants

;

Thxxs the
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In the following •pages^ nnder Figttre I-B. pe have gathered 

together^ from all of our instruments, data releyant to tlie socio-
' V.' .V-

economic fs^ly histories of each of oUr sample participantso 

The significance of this information is analyzed in the body of 

Chapter V« While we have tried to supply as much information 

for each individual as possible, relative to each of our category 

• headings, gaps were inevitable and these are indicated in the

i

•■•fa

• ^

•iL',

V'-'l

K -appropriate spaces.

» When judgments are presented, e.g. as with the use of the
■ ' *

phrase ”no special position" under the category of Father’s cuid

Mit
fel
m.0
i

1111
Mother's Statuses, they reflect the statements of our respondents, 

not the evaluation of this writer.
liEt;

Thus the phrase just mention

ed means that the respondent informed us that, to the best of

»

: jhis knowledge, the person of whom he was speaking was of average 

sociail significance in his society, rather theui socially im- 

The only exception to this rule of the exclusion of 

observer judgment occurr^ed in connection with the obviously 

justifiable cases in which a respondent's relative was of such 

unique importance that to identify his sta'tus would ha've revealed 

the identity of the respondent himself.

portant.

IS

In such instances the
i,, i

I ina-ture of the Status position was concealed by the writer and a 
general statement

of status significance substituted.

Despite gaps and occasional^ funbij^ties, the writer feals

if

Itiii
iI-B embodies a not undynamic pijcture of socio

economic and culturea change over two generations. iHowever, to

avoid complications, we have provided data with reference only

i; a

•
lifrsit!to biologicea fathers and mothers add their fathers and mothers.

[ ■*
la-
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have distorted the picture regardingShis mayj in some cases, 

lines of social inheritiance in these societies in which bio

logical and; social descent were hot as correiated as we tend

'Ip:’

raMl
,5

! 1] ito. think of them in Western socieities*
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CHAPa?ER SIX

DATA SECTIONS ON TOPICS:

SEX, LOVE AND MABRIAGE 

CAREER AND SELF DEVELOPM^ 

ANXIETY
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A) SEX, LgVE AND MAERIAQE ;
TABLE

Total KikuyuBagsuida
A 11,5% (6)

69,2^ (36)
5.^ (5) 

11.5% (6) 
1.9% (1)

10% (2)
65% (13) 
10% (2) 
10% (2) 

5% (1)

12.5% W
71.9% C23) 

3.1% Cl) 
12.5% (4)

0 0

• • •
B.;>
c...
D..- • O

E...
i'-
i.

TABLE
,1

0 Total Baganda Kikuyu

59.6% (31) 
1.9% (1) 

36.5% (19) 
1.9% (1)

60% (12) 59.^ (19) 
3.1^ (i) 

3715% (12) 
0 0

A. • O

B 00• • • .
C. • • I
D. ..

35% (7) 
5% (1)

TABLE Q-6

BagemdaTotal Kikuyu

5966% (31
13.5% (7) 
21.2% (11 

5.8% (3)

65% (13) 
10% (2) 
25% (5) 
0 0

56.3% (18) 

9.5% (3)

Yes
No • e • • • • • o • •
Undecided 
No answer.

• « O

o •
i

TABLE Q-7

r

KikujruBagandaTotal

82.7% (43) 
15.4% (8) 

1.9% (1)

70% (14) 
25% (5) 

5% (1)

90,6% (29) 
:)9.4% (3)

Yes.........
No.
Undeoided... 0 0

'rs.
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'CABLE Q-11
'. ■■;

KikuyuTotal Baganda

50% ilO) 
50?J (10) 
0 6

75% <59) 
23;i?6 (12) 

l69?5 (1)

90.69S (29) 
6,5% (2) 
3.356 (1)

Yes.
No see e e e e e e e
Undecided• # o

TABLE Q-9i FIRST CHOICE

KikuyuTotal B^gandai.

^5% (9) 
10% (2) 

5%<1) 
25% (5) 

5% Cl) 
10% C2)
SECOND
CHOICE

30.896 (16) 
25.096 (13) 

1.996 (1) 
25.096 (13) 

9.696 (5) 
7.596 (4)

21.996 (7) 
34.i»96 (11) 
0 0 

25.096 (8) 
12.596 (4) 

6.396 (2)

A e » e •
B
C. . e •
D. ...
E. ̂  s o
F. .. • •

7.5^ (4) 
28.896 (15) 
9.6^ (5) 

32.796 (17) 
17.396 (9) 

3.996 (2)

12.5^ (4) 
18.896 (6) 

6.396 (2)
37.5^ (12) 
18.896 (6) 

6.396 (2)

A 0 0O P «
B. • . a
C. . . .
Da . a e
Ea . « .
F. . . .

"*31596 (3)
2596 (5) 
1596 (3) 
0 0

TABLE Q-5

KikuyuBagandaTotal

67.396 (b) 
1.9^ <1) 
l.95« (1)

2096 (4) 
7596 (15)

996 (Q) 
0 0

34i,i»^ (10) 
62.5^ (20)

A. ...•c
s . . . . •
. . . . <»' c

Dependi

■;

B
C 36.1 va

3.196 ( 3: ;

S’

. .-i
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TABLE Q-10
A) MARITAL raOBpiMS

Baganda KikuyuTotal

11,5?6 (6) 
1.9?^ (r) 

75.096 (39)
3.9S6 (2) 
3.9^ (2)
0 Cl
3.996 (2)

9.^ (3) 
0 0 

90.696 (29)

15^ (3) 
5^ (1) 

5096 (10) 
10^ (2) 
1056 (2)

0 0 
10^ (2)

A. o * • . .,. 0 o . «
B. •S • e• •« a * < ‘

'o'b . c ''

Do . • . O • • 9Q1
-E. « ••••••• oc

"rKo'o . j:,'..o ..o,. • <
No answer,..

0 0
0 0y.

0 0
0 0

B) DOMESTIC 
AFFAIRS

rA 0 0 
57.796 (30) 
if0.it96 (21)

0 0

4096 ( 8) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
596 (1)

00• • • • • • • • 9 p
59.496 (19) 
40.6^ (13)

B o • • • • • • • <■ r c • • • o » • • • • • <

D..•.....*.« 0 0 0 0
E. 0 0 0 a
Fo • » * • • 0 • o * ( 0 0 0 0
No answer,' 
C) MONEY

1.996 (1) . 0 0• «

46,2^ (24) 
1.996 (1) 

48.196 (25)
0 V 0

50^ (16)4096 (8) 
5^ (1) 

45^ (9) 
0 0

A o • • • • o • o • • t
B 0 0
C 5096 (16)••••••a•••<

D. 0.0 <10 • s •.,
E. 00 0 000.0 0,

F. 0.0.0.00•I

0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 
5.996 (2)

0 0 
10^ (2)

0 0
No answeri 0 0o <

TABLE Q-10
TOTALS FOR SIX CATEGORIES

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

^.5^ (114) 
fl.596 (36) 

(150)“ 
1.396 (4) 
.6^ (2)

0 ::r
1.996 (6)

35.096 (42) 
14.296 (17) 
42.596 (51) 
1.7^ (2) 
l.-^ (2)
0
5.096 (6)

A# •a•* 9•••a a
Ba awaaaaaaaa 

a a' a. a. a a.'a. a'a 
Da a a a a a a a a a a 

• • • • 
.■ 'Fa a a.» • a'a a.« a'a 

a a

37.5% (72) 
9.9^ (19) 

51^696 (99) 
1.096 (2)

C.,

E. 0 Oa a a

0 0 0 0
No answer. 0

V;'-'
:.T,'
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a!ABLE-''Q-28,v:. . 
TOTALS FOR FOOR CATEGORIES I”

1i:
ii
i::

KikuyuTotals Bagauda I:
5^lO.O^S (8) 

58.695 (47)
O ' 0 
6.2^ (5) 

18.895 (15) 
1,3?^ (1)

• 5.056 (4)

19.756 (^^^^ 
52.99S (110)

25b9^ (33) 
49.295 (63) 
0 0 

■ 1.6^ (2) 
18.056 (23) 
3.9^ (5) 
1.656 (2)

A... • O O O • fi 0 9 0 0
• • 9 • • • • 9 9 9 b

C* 9 9 « 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
B 'i:

0 0
I3.A95 (7) 

18.395 (38) 
2.9^ (6) 
2.995 (6)

Do 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 0 0
E # 9 9^ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Fo 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 'r.\w.No answer• 9 9 •

f

r TABLE Q-32
.0 A) FIRST CHOICE 1:

f

Totals BagaAda Kikuyu fII25.056 (13) 
57.756 (30) 
3.9^ (2)

3555 (7) 
40^ (8) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

2556 (5) 
0 0 '

18.8?5 (6) 
68.8J5 (22) 
0 0

Ao O 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Bo 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 
Coo 9 9 9 9 9 e 9 9' 9 
00 999999 9 9 O' 
0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 0 

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.9 9 
Co 09 9 0999999

B) SECOND 
CHOICE

*I

D 0 0 0 0
1.9^ (1) 

11.^95 (6)
E 3.195 (1) 

3.195 (1) 
0 0

iF. Si
0 I0

i

59.655 (31) 
34.6^ (18) 

5.855 (3)

4556 (9) 
45^ (9) 
1056 (2) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 . 0 
0 0

Ao'o 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 '9 9 68.855 (22) 
28.155 (9) 

3.195 (1)
iB.•.«•*.....

\ ; C'^ • •««*'• li
1;

D. « . • . ... • ... 0 0 0 0
E.'. O 0 :0 0
F. . . . . • * • . a • o O 0 0 IG...•... .... 0 0 0 0
C) FOURTH 

CHOICE
C VA 0 0 0 0 

595 (1) 
2055 (4)

15^ (3)

0 0
B.>' a . . . .'. 1.995 (1) 

11.595 (6)

(4)
32.g (17) 

7.595 (4) 
17.3^ (9)

0 0 
6.395 (2) 

25,056 (8)
, . ’0\..;.: ,;^0

43.8^ (14) 
9.i»95 (3) 

15.695 (5)

C...-90900 09990

D..... ...*>. I:vE I9 9 9 0 9 9 .9 9 9 9 9

G. .
•jNo answer,,. I:

7

•l:
C

r
fts

■^h\
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Q-12a

Tdtails Baganda Kikuyu
I

35^ (7) 
5596 (ID * 
10^ (2)

18.896 (6) 
65,696 (21)* 
154696 (5)

25.0^ (13)
61.9696 (32) 
13.596 (7)

Tub...... *,.•V

Noo..
No answer...

ft

First Tear Fourth Tear

36.896 C7)
, 47.'»^ (9)*

15.896 (3)

7@s »«••■•••• 
No b • •-« •••••»

0 0 
84.6^ (11)* 
15.396 (2)

•»
fiS No Answer...

•Tribe and’ year are related for category "No”, 

e 1 df ^-5.17, significant at the .05 level.n
cf;!

TABLE Q-19 
CODING CATEGOHIESpi

A) Moral, ethical
(general moral, ethical responsibility; self-discipline; 
devotion to truth, patience etc.)

B) Specific religious emphasis
(same as above except for specific religious references)

C) Adjustment advice

ai
\

>1:
along, how to be happy, etc., 

of the order that •wealth is not important

D) Self^develbpaent
(striving, work, making something of self; the value 
of education, of work; contrasts with "C" above)

E) Independence
(stand on one's own feet, be independent, self-reliant, 
have/the courage of convictions etc.)

F) General neuiners and conduct
> (conventional traits like good manners, politeness etc.)

G) Social relations
(special emphasis oh getting eilong with others in social 
interaction'including happy home life; tolerance, kind--

H) Hespect for elders
(ior individuals e.g, parents, elders)

I) Bespect for traditional institutions and enstems
(either whole society or specific items)

J) Identification with territory (not tribe). country or
"continent.

lessons on how to get

t
t, or 'be»

ffl

,

liMi

I
-.'J.".;

.vPV'-V;.,. .. ", v/, -P,;. v
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•S&BIjE Q-ig-Continued
K) Social usefiiiness

(be of use to othera as contrasted with simple nice
ness - usefulness to country through ser7ice,citizen-

y;:,:;;/'ship;, etc.
ii) Wo answer or “haven’t thought of it”

Total* * 'Baganda* Kikuyu

13>5% (14) 
i;o% (1) 

17.3?^ (18) 
6.7^ (7) 

10.696 <ll) 
5^896 (6) 
1.096 (1) 
2.9^ (3) 
1.096 (1) 
5.896 (6) 

10.696 (11)

a) • • '•> o . 27.596 (11) 
20.096 (8)
0 b

12.596 (5) 
5.096 (2)

12.596 (5) 
7.596 (3)

21.996 (14 ) 
9.4^ (6) 
1.6^ (1) 

20.3^ (13 ) 
7.856 (5) 
9.496 (6) 
4.g (3| 
1.696 (1) 
1.6% (1)
0 0 
7.796 (5) 

14.0% (9)

b).«........
C)... o..... .

. .'. . . 
b) .......
D).

r*** 
..........F)

Q) ».... ... ..
H) «.*>... •..
l)....... . . a
J) . • . <i ^ . ... . .

0 0
5.0% (2) 
2.5% (1) 
2.5% (i) 
5.0% (2)

K) b . . . ..» . .
D

*Responses in tenns of number of mentions by two.

LIABLE Q-20 
CODING CATEGORIES

A) Physical
(beauty, good health, to be taller, good physique etc.) 

B) Intellectual-conative
(higher I.Q., specific abilities like maths; talents 
like music; strong TTill or determination and other 
striving attributes)

0 Background changes; family life emotional
(more underst^ding parents, more religious parents, 
mother cafe, freedom before parents etc.)

D) Background changest education and material
(more an^ earlier education, better material home 
yironment; wealth; ea:se; earlier introduction to

H:-'^'Western'iife''styles^
E) Identity assurance; social reiational ~

(acceptance by a woman and by one»s children; rich 
friendships; loyal associates etc.) 2)

F) Identity assurance; material and functinnal
(good job, secure future, settled identity and function 

'■■in':society)/-' vV-.'.'V ■'■■V;-'
G) Se^ice orientation

(to be able to do something for.others, to be h useful 
person, to have a career of;service)

en-

-V'
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TABLE Q-20>Contintted pi

(faith, fuilerreligioustraiaingjreligiouBehviron- 

I) National progrees
(own country's - or trihe^s- progress both internal 
and extei*nai relative to tha world)

'J).';iv'World''iprogresB'"'.-'r.:'■''■•"i
(world free of tensions, freedom from fear of war, 
interaatipnal fraternity etc#)

K) iMiscelianeoits-''i:V
L) No answer, »don»t know”# or »hhveh«t thought**

I

i
- .*'v

i
V ■1

Total. Baganda Kikuyu
.»■

A«•••••o••••

• o «••• • ••o•

• •. 0'«.

0 G
4.8% (5) 

21.2% (22) 
41c3% (45)

0 0
7#5% (3) 

20.0% (8) 
37*5?S (15)

0 o
3.2% (2) 

21.9% (14) 
45.8% (28) 
0 0

.■ J

B . I
■i iiC

B..«>.• • *.«• s

£. 0 0 0 0
E...••. • ••• • 0 0 0 0 0 o
G..w «•.•.•.. 0Q 0 0 0 o

1.0% (1)H.... 2.5% (1) 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0
J 0

9.6% (10) 
22.1% (25)

0 0 O O 
11.0% (7) 
20.5% (15)

0e • 9 • 9 m • • • • • 4
K*•.o....•.. 
L..••.... • • e

7.5% (5) 
25.0% (10)

■

♦Miscellaneous: sex education — Ij some Western ways 
of life -1; mix freely with broader non-kin society - 1; 
good nature in society - 1; freedom to mix with one's age 
group - 1; freedom from fear from outside worlds- Ij Treedom 
of choice - 1; freedom from race tension - 1; self discipline 

1; Basic undefstanding of common life problems - 1.

TABLE Qrl7

c
Total KikuyuBaganda

0 0

1.9% (1) 
17.3% (9) 
56.5% (19) 
25.0% (13) 
19.2% do)

0 0
'v,0.''. O'-
0 0 
5% (1) 

30% (6) 
40% (8) 
25% (5)

none..,.,.,. s 0 :

3.1% (1) 
25.0% (8) 
40i6$%(l3) 
15.6% (5) 
15.6% (5)

lo••«•••o o o o
i

I2 • • • • • • • • • • • 
3* **•••**••• 

••••••••••

■ f

more than 4* 
donVt care*•

'1

i
■ ■
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TABLE 4-26 
CODIira CATEGORIES

A) Religious
(being barred from God; loss of faith; failure to do

aical or meirtal illness or death 
chrohio disease, blindness,"insanity, invalidity,

C) Illness or death of a close kin
(parents, siblings, wife)

D) Untoppiness in marriage and parenthood
(lack 6f understanding, love and communication in 
the home;idesertion by wife; unruly children; failure 
as husband or father)

E) Career blockage
(failure in exams; failure to achieve specifically 
mentioned car^^^

F) Career incompetence
(relative to personal standards, not simply status 
achievement)

G) Childlessness
H) Personal isolation

(loneliness, no friends, physical isolation, isolation 
through unpopularity, personal failure in social 
relations etc.)

I) Economic difficulties

B)

, v; t

■ 9

(unenyoloyment and poverty due to environmental factors)
J) Personal disgrace

(commit or be accused of crime; excesses in sex or 
drinking etc.)

E) Harrowihg of life
Clife loses its zesti boredom; dpll, routine existence;

^ return to tribal aBstrictions)
L) War~~
M) Native country

(failure of country, or its destruction or subversion; 

N) No answer or '*ceLn*t say”

( Totals Bagemda Ki^yu

30.89$ (16) 
9.6^ (5) 

17.^ (9) 
11.556 (6)

20^(4) 
20^ (4) 
1056(2) 
20^ (4) 
1056 (2 ) 

■■©■■■■■■■"'■O' ■ 
59$ (1) 
0 0 
596 (1)

A. '0".,v\:;-.'^o
37.59$ (12) 

9.496 (3) 
15.6?; (5) 
12.49$ (4) 

0 o
0 0
9.4^ (3)
0 0

•••••••••••,
B« • • • • •«••••

• •••••• '3B. • • • •••••••
: E

0 0
•••••••••• 1.9^ (1) 

5.89$ (3) 
1.9% (1)X« • •«• • • • • • V. v:

'

^-1, _ -* i- im- r_ ^ ^ -I r- , » > -• V.,. , ^ ..»-l H ^ \
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TABLE Q-26-Continued

M

1-

Wr
K

. Totals Baganda Kikuyui
p
fe i

Jo e••o s 0 o o 0 o 
o « o o o o *0000

0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
10% (2)

0 0 
3.1% (1)U

lo9% (1) 
0 0

Kfi;
W':.L 0 0> •

Mo • o 0 ■ • 0 • • 0 0 00 00
11.5% (6) 12.5% (^^)No • :. o 0 0 0 0 0 O O:s! * %

a:
1

B) CAEEER AND SELF-DEmOPHMT ORIENTATIONS-'it

'i,.;.A f

- TABLE Q-32 A, B, C 
(see above section) .

FIGURE II

a In the following pages can be. found data drawn from 

all available sources on the career goals aind self-development 

orientations of all respondents. Under the first category 

referring to specific career desires, the two questionnaire 

items asked for the occupation the respondent felt himself

2) and the one which, if he had 

perfect freedom of choice and full opportunity, he would most 

like to enter (number 3).

S;m.i}

j? m.
if

P''
;La

(numbejr imo st likely to enter.'V'

;

li It;
IV; s
a

ijas m
c Pi

a

I7.
Ii;3

ISi
%a;

i; I;■-P 1^.i ^

I» f.
s,
I1^3;I ff
&

M t;u-
VCPa
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te':'■i TABLE Q-35 li

i;m
f'.Totals Baganda Kihaiyu

76.9^ (40) 
19.29i (10) 
1.9S6 (i) 
1.99^ (1)

84.45^ (27) 
9.^ (3) 
3.196 (1) 
3.156 (1)

A. 6596 (13)
3556 (7) 
0 0 
6 0

i‘''■■■'■"■B.";. .'l-i 
..Both

No answer*

..i'• •
1:^1O • • • A 0.0 • II'• o

y ;1TABLE Q-55
: ,51

Totals■ > Baganda Kikuyu i'Vi

S-;332.7^ (17) 
61,556 (32) 

1.996 (1)
3.956 (2)

A. 2556 (5) 
6556 (13) 

556 (1) 
556 (1)

37.596 (12) 
59.496 (19)

I'':"' ■ O'
3.196 (1)

iB • • • • * • • « • o Oc 0 ■^1
Ho answer000 3i;::’

D) ANXIETIES 3^

'iTABLE Q-26
SEE SECTION,»SEX, LOVE AND MARRIAGE"

5 -
y-^TABLE Q-27
I -J

■- 'i

1 =
5 ;

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

7.596 (4X,3,,2 5.8^ (3/^
k0.k% iZl^g^ 
44.2^ (23) 
1.9^ (1)

A.,. 1596 (3 )>2^?.

1556 (3 
55^ (11 

596 (1:

B ^ .1• • o • • • • • • • Oc... ■■::

70%D 3Ifcjlmsc p"S!
{ 3

• • • • • • • 9.

I-/1•Claims ^ever to have been acquainted with anyone
outside':-;hiB ^ family,-

TABLE Q-29

il
E:'3rS;

•A 33

:|;|Totals Baganda Kikuyu
;

28.896 (15) 
71.296 (37)

2096 (4) 
80^ (16)

Tea
No

'34.4^ (11) 
65^6^ (21)

-3#••••••00

El• •••••••.OO

5,EVf

'll
m
EE

I■A- --EAE: :■
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TABM Q-50 s
I
sTotals BagandS ELkuyu

13.59^ (7K 
71.296 (37V

3i9?6 (2)

12.556 
62o5^ (2Q9 
6.3^ (2\
3.156 (1)^1.95S 

12.55^
3.1^ (if

* A« • o • • • o o • • o
Bo o • • • • • o • o• 
Coo o * •• • oooo

84.796 7556*
0 0
0 - 0 
0 0
0 0

g1.956 (l)V, ^ 
7.556 (4/^5.3%
1.956 (1)

s

No Josser, . .
E,j- • » »

IFourth YearFirst Year

5.356 (iK 
84.2^ (16K^ 

5.356 (1)'^

15.3^ (2X 
53.8^ (7y 
7.7^ (1\
7.756 (1)130.756 

15.3^ (2/

A•000000^000 
B, • • • • •• • •,, 69.1^* 89.596*

5.3^D 0 0
Eo • • •, • • • • • 0 0

5.356 (1)No answer. 0 0o o

•Tribe and year are related for combined categories
"A-B” 0 '

x^e 1 df ¥

4,00, significant at ,05 level. i

JTABLE Q-31

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

iilip
40,4^ (2iF 
1.^ (1)

3,156 (l)^v 
34,4^ (iiy 
31.256 (loyv 
31.256 (10>'

.:v 0 0\
10^ (2/
30^ (6)\n^

596 (L)

.A'o'* ♦ • • • • o o o o
Bo o o O O O O O O • O

1056 37.556
C. • , • 0 • , , ,

62.it56D. ,0 •••••• O',
No answer, 0 0... .

fc
TABLE Q-34

^ :BagandaTotals J Kikuyu

13.556 (7N 
26.9^ (14V
19:256 (lOJVe 
40.496 (21)/

18.8^ (6K^g g.-
20,196 (9 
18.896 (67V 
34.i.96 (11;

I556 (1)^.

2096 (43N 
5096 (10 V

A, ••• • 0 ,,.•.0 40,496 3056 IB 1••*,,,

B, , 59.696 7096* 53.256* i!
i*
i
I
t
I
5

, ___________________ _____ . , ............................................................................................... ................................ - .V .______ ...............................
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TABIiE Q.-34~Contiaued

■:A-/

J Fourth YearFirst Year

s11^55.89638li^ 5.3% (1 
5.3% (1 

26.3% (5Km. Q<*i 
63.2% (12?^'

A.. o • • • o o • # •
B..
c••••••••••• «-
D. ro..* • • • #

./ IY.

Tribe and year are related for combined categories
"C-D»'.

2X" e 1 df = 5.3A, significant at the f)5 level.>

TABLE Q-37

Totals Bagsuada Kikuyu

(25

15% (3)\
60% (12 

5% (1 
5%(1)S^ 10% (2p5%

6.3% (2)\.c 56.3% (I8r5’^^ 
3.1% (l/

21.9% (7\,t ^ 9.4% (3p^-^

Ao O P • • « • P * « • .809$rB 57.•p••#••••##

3.9%Go P OPPPOPPPO 
IDo P P • P • P o p P o
£o"p • p p p p p^p p p
No ansT^ero

15.4% (8K 
6% (5)/ 

3.9% (2/
25.%9.

5% 3.1%..
I

TABLE Q-59 I
'
i

BagandaTotals Kikuyu

82.7% (43 
11.5% (6) 

5v8% (3)

90% (18) 
5% (1) 
5% CD

78.1% (25) 
15.6% (5) 

6.3% (2)

A.• O P P P P p o O O P $
Beoppppppppo'^*

iBoth • POP' POP# :c I

■i

t;

.... .......... ii.__.«• ....... __________ . :....... .......... ..........
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TABIiE Q-51 
CODING CATEGORIES

A) »No really serious Taroblems” or ”not sure”
■■ B). Self-establishment

(fitting into society and profession; building a
of living; adjustment

to new situations; establishing an identity)
C) Establishing a good marriage -

(specific mention of finding a good wife, establish- 
^ ing a "Christi«ua*r marriage etc;>

D) Support of relatives
(education of siblings, support of parents in old- 
age etc.)

E) Miscellanebus private troubles
F) No answer

Totals*^ Baganda* Kikuyu'*

16.7^ (26) 
31*^ (49) 

-14.1% (22) 
10.9% (17) 

7.7S6 (12) 
19.2% (30)

18.3% (11) 
36.7% (22) 
16.7% (10) 
13.355 (8)

5i3% (2)
11.7% (7)

15.6% (15) 
28.1% (27) 
12.5% (12) 

9.4% (9) 
10,4% (10) 
24^0% (23)

A«. 9 • • • • • • O • •
B® • • • • • • • • • o 
Co.® « • • • • • • « ®
B® • • ♦ •••••* o'
E^®...

.... • o
F®..'. •. . o'

♦Hesponses by number of mentions by three®

^^MiScellanepuss

reuniting his parents - 1; reuniting family - 1; religion - 1; 
indecision - 1; "just live" - 2; confidence - 1; to live 
according to hie ideals
girls
from me" 1.

to adjust to a society of masses - 1;

2; self discipline, especially re 
1; how to deal ^th people who es^ect "too much

First Tear Fourth YearC:
28.2% (111^ 
12.8% (5? 
15.3% (6) 
15.3% (6) 
10.3% (4) 
17.9% (7)

8.7% (5) 
"^3.^ (25) 
I4.(fl5 (8) 
14.0%)(8) 
5.3% (3) 
14.0% (8)

'.A. ^
B'.'. .

• C. . . . , . . . . e .
D. ..........
E..•.... • .
F. . .. . «

^ and year are related for category "A";
X e 1 df = 3.94» significant at ^05 level

^Tribe and year are related for category VB^'; 

X @ 1 df = 19.12, significMt at any level.

■

• •!'
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For Tables 7r 1^, 19

Chapter VI, section on *»Sex, love and marriage"

L-

20 and 3? see Data Appendix to»

- '• ■

I;
iITABLES Q-38, A, B, C AND D 

CODING CATEGORIES
-.Mlm

iiA) "Can't thinte"
B) Traditional social rules -

(courtesy; hospitality; greetings; spontaneity and 
syn^a^hy.etc,) I

• C) Traditional marriage role relatiohshi-ps and home life
(usually stresees traditional though modified sub
ordination of wife; final authority vested in husband; 
traditioneQ. division of labor etc.)

D) Extended family relations
(obligatipns^ sense of belonging etc.)

E) Clan prerogatives
(authority of clan elders; clan functions)

F) Traditional government
(for Baganda means monarchy, dignity of ceremonials 
for Bibaka etc.)

G) Traditional marriage ceremonials and lams of mating and

t
■I

'tI

If

I
i!#■

:

J

procedure
H) Sex morals
I) Restrictions of young girls and daughters
.J>>'^'ArtB

i-

(music, games, dance, dress)
K) Respect for elders and parents, emd their counsel
L) Comnttnal work, living and obligations

(including, for some, aspects of traditional land tenure)
M) Language
Misc.) Mjacellaneous

A) FIRST CHOICE

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

- ^ A 21.956 (7) 
6.396 (2) 
3.1^ (1) 
6.3J (2y
3.196 (1) 
0
3.196

''O
0

105^ C2) 
13^ (3) 
10^ (2) 
Ig <3) 
15^ (3) 

556 (1) 
396 (1) 
0 0 
396 Cl) 

10^ (2) 
3^(1) 

0
3^ CD 
0 0

17.396 (9) 
9.696 (§) 
5.896 (3) 
9.696 (5) 
7.5^ (4) 
1.9^ (1)
3.996 (2)
0 0
1.996 (1) 
9.6^ (5)

19.2^ (10) 
5.:8^ (3) 
le956 (1) 
5.8^ (3)

^ ••«•••••• •
0« • • • • • • • •

IB:

• • • • ••••
E. V

■,;' E# • • • • • • • ■

• • • • •

I:-(S F; G
.. •

0X •••••••••• •
9.4^ (3) 

28.19^ (9) 
9.496 (3)

9.4^ (3)

J# ••••••••••

' Xi*'* • • • •'•r I
M. .......... 0
Misc........

i;

t:
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B) SECOND CHOICE

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

25.0^ (15) 
15.4^ C8) 

%m> (5) 
(3)

3.9^ (2)
1.99^ CD
3.99^ ( 2 ) 
3.9% (2) .

5.8% (3)
9.6% (5)
5.8% (3) 
1.9% (1) 
7.5% (4)

15% (3) 
15% (3) 
10% (2) 
10% (2) 
10% (2) 
5% (1) 

10% (2) 
5% (1) 
0 0 
10% (2) 
10% (2) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

31.2% (10) 
15.6% (5) 
9.^ (3) 
3.1% (1)

Ao • • • • • • e o
3 • • • • • o • « o
C • • • • • • • • • • •
D•••«••••o••

E 0 0• •'•o'
«• • • • • • * * *

&•• •'••••••••

*.
’00

0 0
3.1% (1) 
0 0 
3.1J (1) 
9.^^% (3) 
9.4% (3) 
3.1% (1) 

12.5% (4)

H• ••••••••••
I 0•••••••••00

•••■•••••••

> i

Xio • • • • • • • • • • 
• •••••••••

.

Misc ooo*«o«o

C) THIRD CHOICE

Totals Baganda Eikuyu

44.2% (23)
11.59i (6) 
7.5% (4) 
1.9% (1)

35% (7) 
15% (3) 
10% (2) 
5% (1)

50i0% (16)
9.4% (3) 
6.5% (2)

A • • • • • • « • • O O
Be«a»a*««« 00
C
D. •>»«..«•. . 0 0

0E^ 0 0 0 0 0
3.9% (2)

3.9% (2) 
1.9% (1) 
3.9% (2) 
1-9% (1) 
7.5% (4) 
0 0 
11.5% (6)

10% (2) 
P 0 
0 0 
5% (1) 

10% (2) 
0 0 
5% (1) 
0 0 
5% (1)

F 0 0o••# ■ •••«•»
G 0 0 0 0• • o • • • • • • • •
H. > « • . . . . . 
X.
J. O . . . . . . . .'.

6.3% (2)
0 0
0 0

9.4% (3) 
0 0 
15.6% (5)

He ••• • • • • • • e
Le•••«•••• • e
Me • • • • • • • • • •
Misc.. :o # •'•'o'.

r
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D) TOTALS OF THREE CHOICES 
: (FOR CA.TEGORT ••A” ONLY)

. To-tAls Baganda Kikuyu

28.856 (45)A..O........ 2056 (12) 34.4^ (55)

Catholics Protestants

A ••••«•« • llil56 (7) 40.9^ (58)

\Arts Sciences

A^
r 20.5% (16) 57o2% (29)

^Tribe and religion related for category ”A"; 

@ldf.= 11.54 significant at .01 level.

^Tribe and course of study related for "A”;

® Idf = 6.72 significant at .01 level.

f

, TABLE Q-52

Totals *. Baganda Kikuyu

19.256 (10) 
75.0% (59) 
1.9% Cl) 
3.9% (2)

Tribe 
Natipn 
So i#li ••••••• o

45% (9) • 
55% (11)
0 0 
0 0

3.1% (I) 
87;5% (28) . 

3.1% (1) 
6.3% (2)

• • • • • • •
o • • o •

No answer* • 0

TflBEB q-4i 

CODING CATEGORIESc,
A) »Can't think of anv»
B) Kinship customs

(str^g distinctions between nuclear and extendi^
and between close and distant relatives generally; 

untraditional ceremonial customs such as honeymoons etc.)
C) Physiceil and sexual customs

(public kissing and embracing; homosexuality; prostitution; 
^ use of cosmetics and creams on the body; hair styles etc.)

D) Impersonal interpersonal behavior
(indifference; hospitality breaches; social atomization; 
over-formality! unnecessary loish and h^ etc^

r ■
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TABLE 9.-4l-Continttedi;

t;

E) Over-equality of the sexes
(iiiside of marriage and out; sexual looseness} loss of 
femininity etc.)

F) Some- forms of government
' communism; imperialist policy etc.)

G) Disc riminatio n
H) FB-scellaneous

%
%

■«

./ ♦ V

Totals^ Baganda^ a
Kikuyu

S; 30.8% 
10.6% (XL) 
18.3% (19) 
18,396 (19) 

5.896 (6) 
2.996 (3) 
6.796 (7) 
6.7% <7)

25.096 (je)
17.596 (7)
22.596 (9) 
20.096 (8)

7.596 (3)
2.596 (1) 
2.596 (1) 
2.596 (1)

3'f.'»96 (22)
6.356 (If) 

15.696 (10) 
17.296 (11) 

4.796 (3) 
3.296 (2) 
9.4^ (6) 
9.496 (6)

A 0 ••.•••• o • o •
B. .
0. . . . .. . . . ii.

f

I
i • D...........

E . • •*.... . . • . 
F.■....«....

0.
I

. H....... . . . .
if

^Number of mentions by two.

TABLE Q-42, a AHD B 
CODING CATEGORIES

A) Elite standards
(corruption; moral standards; eaiplbitativenesB and 
excessive self-aggrandizement at expense of ignorant 
masses on part of new elites 4tc.)

B) Internal national unity 1
(tribalisitt; interest-group clashes e.g. landlords and 
tenants, minority communities etc.; in Buganda, the 
'Lost Counties' issue, Buganda secessionism and royalism)

C) Socio-economic development _ ,
(Africanization of skilled professional and administrative 
posts; labor force problems; capital accumulation; , 
education etc.)

D) Stable political administratibn
E) Communism
F) Preservatioh of traditions aihd customs
Gy"Can't think of any

S

I

I
If

j

li': ■>> :

-TV 'TV
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TABLE Q-42, A AND B-Continued

A) FIRST CHOICE

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

7.556 (^) 
32i7^ (17) 
40.4^ (21) 
13.5^ (7) 
1^956(1)
0 0^ 
1.996 (1) 
1.996 (1)

mw
596 (1) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

3.196 (1) 
28.1^ (9)
43.896 (14)
18.896 (6)
0 0

A* a •« VO

So • a a • a a a a a a

c a a a a a a a a a a a

^Sa a a a a a a a a a a

So a a a a a a a a a a

F 0 00 a a a.a a a a a a a

3.196 (1) 
3.196 (1)

,G. • . « «
Misc

■ >- f

f 3.) SECOND CHOICE

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

17.396 (9) 
19.2% (10) 
40.4% (21) 

‘7^596 (4) 
1.996 (1) 
l i 996 (1) 
.9.6% (5) 
1.9^ (1)

A 15% (3) 
1596 (3) 
4556 (9) 

5% (1) 
0 0 
596 (1) 

1596 (3) 
0 0

18.8% (6) 
21.9% (7) 
37.596 (12) 

9.4% (3) 
3.1% (1)

a.'a.a a #'a.a.'‘a .a'o O''.
Baaaaaaaaaao
Oaa«aaaa«aaa

D a a aaaaaaaaa 
Sa a • a a a a a a a *

F* a a a a • a a a a a 0 0
6.3% (2) 
3.1% (1)

G a a a a a a a a a a a
Misc

TABLE Q-3e 
CODING CATEGORIES

A) Save, invest or use for highly practical purposes
(e.g. education; insurance; business; pay off debts;
invest for release from work etc.)

B) Luyiries
(e.g. travel, material objects)

C) Benefit of presetfb family
(for parents, siblings, relatives etc.)

D) Benefit of future family
(e.g. material like house emd land; educational in- 

; vestment; cash csrop development etc. )
E) Philanthropic
F) Miscellaneous
G) No answer

■ J
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TABLE 0.~36-Contiriued fe

■ -a.'- Kikuyu^Totals^ Baganda

369^ (18) 
12^ (6) 
209^ (10 ) 
209^ (10 ) 

896 (V) 
296(1) 
296 (1)

koM (13) 
6.396 (2) 

12,596 (if) 
31.296 (10 ), 

6.396 (2)
0 0 
3.196 (1)

37.896 (31) 
9.896 (8) 

17.196 (14) 
24.496 (20) 
7.3^ (6) 
1.2^ (1) 
2.496 (2)

A« • • • • e o • •
: B« * o e••••••o

••••• • •
: B'o • • • • • • • • • O

. E • • • • • • • • •«• ■M■ • I

Ee • • • • • • • • • •>.- ^
U:

••• •••

®^Figures in terms of numbers of mentions per item.
(V, '

t

TABLE Q-40 
CODING CATEGORIES

A) Cold War
(coexistence, specific issues like Berlin etc.)

B) General big power tension
(comments with specific reference to tension between big 
powere; political misimderstanding, respect of rights, 
scramble for power etc.)

C) Generalnationalism and aggrandizement
(pride among nations, extremism of"national assertion etc.)

D) Colonialism..
(financial, territorial, exploitation rather than assist
ance etc. )

i-
1
ivi
0

.... J

E) Race
F) Nuclear war danger

(piroliferation of nuclear arms; science for destruction;

G) Democracy
(how to institute and spread it; recognition of human 
rights etc. ^ ^ ^

H) Communism
I) Economic deTelopment

(development of wealth, employment etc.) 
j) Ignorance ^ ^ ’

(under-developed world vs. the West in education for

K) Miscellaneous
L) No real nrobiems that serious 
•M) Don’t know ^

5 V-
I;
i-'

I

t
giIII:
Is1
I;

I;E1;1;II&
fi
I
i:
«
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TABLE a-46-Contdjme d

„a a Kiktiyu^Totals Baganda

9.0^ (14) 
9.0^ (14), . 
6.49S (10) 
7.7^ (12) 
5.156 (8) 

21.296 (33) 
2.696 (4) 
4.5^ (7).
8.396 (13) 
2.696 (4) 
,7.796 (12)
1.396 (2) 

14.896 (23)

8,396 (5) 
13.396 (8) 

6^7% (4)

9.496 (9) 
6.396 (6) 
6.396 (6)
5^296 (5) 
5.296 (5) 

22.^ (22)
2.196 (2)
3.196 (3) 

12.5^ (12)
3.1^ (3) . 

10.496 (10)^ 
0 0 

13.596 (13)

A • • • • • « • • -0 o
B,..•0. ... .. ••• .•
c«• • ■ • • • • « • ■
Do a d• • •• • • • o (7)

, 5.0^ (3)
18.3^ (11) 
3.3^ (2)
6.796 (4)
1.796 (1) 
1.7^ (1) 
3.396 (2) 
3.396 (2)

16.796 (10)

E, • o • • • • o e 0 o
J » %

E.
- G . . •

: B. . . . . ■ • . • . .
I. . . • . • • . . • .
J■»:

L».

f

f.
■t

M

a
In terms .of number of mentions by item. 

^Seven cited population explosion.

TABLES Q-44, a and B
A) EXPECT

■ Totals Baganda Kikuyu

25.096 (13) 
4a.l^ (25) 
11.596 (6) 
11.5^ (6) 

3.996 (2)

1096 (2)

10^ (2) 
20^ (4) 

596 (1)

34.496 (11) 
43.8% (14) 
12.5% (4) 

6.3% (2) 
3.1% (1)

A. .'«
B . . ... . .' . .
C;...........
B. ...... a . ..
No answer...

B) DESIBE

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

30% (6) 
30% (6) 
10% (2) 
30% (6) 
0 0

A 19.2% (10) 
28.8% (15) 

7.556 (4) 
42.3% (22) 
1.9% (1)

12.5% (4) 
28.1% (9) 

6.3% (2) 
50.0% a6)

3.1% (1)

•
3* • • • •
C. . . i • » . • » . ,
B . . '. ... .. . . .
No answer.i.

"'TABLE :':^-19':":'r;:v'
See Bata Appendix for Chapter VI, section on "Sex, 

love, .and'; marriage",
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TABLE 0^45
I
I

Totals Baganda Kikuyu

42.396 (22j 
34.65i (18) 
23.196 (12)

5596 (11) 
25^ (5) 
2096 (4)

fYe 8. • •; • ^ . * _•
e a/s .

« • 0 • • o

34^496 (11)
• 40.696 (13)
25.096 (8)

No,.
Don?t know yet3i

y

TABLE Q-43

■ r; Totals Baganda Kikuyu -

59.496 (19) 
31.296 (10) 

3.196 (1) 
6.3% (2)

69.296 (36) 
25.096 (13) 
1.9% (1)

■ 3.9% (2)

A 85% (17) 
15% (3)
0 0 
0 0

B,
Bo tk.
No answere . .

TABLE Q^46, a, B and C

A) FIRST CHOICE

f Totals Baganda Kikuyu
\15.4% (8) 

11.5% (6) 
7.5% (4)
0 0 

15.4% (8) 
13.5% (7)

"; 0^. 
28.896 (15) 
1.9% (1) 
5.896^(3)

2096 (4) 
20^ (4) 

5% (1)

A« • • • • • • o • • ft
B«•• • • • • • • • •

12.5% (4) 
6.3% (2) 
9.4% (3)c • • • • • • • • • • •

D. .•..«••. • .
E. .. .... . . ^ .

0 0 0 ■

■ 10% (2) 
5% (1) 
.0 0 

40% (8) 
0 0
0 0
0 0

18.896 (6) 
18.8% (6) 
0 0
21.9% (7) 

3.1% (1) 
9.496 (3)

' 'F. . . ...'.. .,
G 0...........
.. . .'. . . . 

I...........
H

J . . . . . . . . ... ...
No answer. 0 0. .

Protestants R, Catholics
38.1% (8)^

9.5% (2) 
9.5% (2)

9.5% (2) 
19.0% (4) :

A*.•
' B* * • • •;•••••••«•

B* • • • • • •« #♦••••

0 0
12.9% (4) 

6.5% (2) 
0 0

19.4% (6) 
9.7% (3)
0

38.7% (12)

0
E# • • • • # • • • • • •
F* • • • • • • • • • • •
G 0 0 0• • t « •••••• •• • •
H i4-.3% (3)••••••••••••to
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OJABLE Q-46-Gontinued
• i

1

ProtestEudts Bd Catholics ii
ja 5^295 Cl) 

9.796 C3)
!0K 0

J * • • • • • • • • • . • * 0 ^ 0 0

aGood for youth as foundations for morals 

B) SEC0NIi, CHOICE
./ * k

ri.

Totals Baganda •Kikuyu

(2)
15.496 (8) 

9.696 (5)

596 (1) 
2096 (4) 
15^ (3) 

0 0 
25^ (5) 
2596 C3) 

5% (1) 
596 (1) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 , 0

3.196 (1) 
12,5^ (4) 
6.3^ (2)

A
B.
C«..

• • • • • • • • • • 
E» •«•••*••••

■i

0 00 0
21.9% (7) 
25.0% (8) 

3.1% (1) 
•6.3% (2) 

0 0 
12.5% (4) 

9.4% (3)

23.1% (12) 
25.0% (13) 

5.9% (2) 
5.8% (3)

I. F• O *••••• • O • IGa.«« •• • • • •.
H
X. .••••••»•. 0 0 t•7.^ m 

5.8% (5)
J. •«•«•••• ?

§
No answer.. o

I
i1.

C) THIBD CHOICE i

BagjandaTotals Kikuyu
.;• 6

\ 9.4% (3) 
9.4% (3) 
3.1% (1)

11.5% (6) 
15.4% (8) 

1.9% (1) 
0 0

llji
17.3% C^9) 
1.9% (1) 
9.6% (5) 

15.4% (8)

15% (3) 
25% (5) 
0 0

A•••••••••••
5o••••••two*

Co d • • • • • • • •
V

0 0 0 : 0D • • 0 • • • • • • • 
o • o • o • • • V • o 

' Fo o • • • • • • • • •

S 'o • • • ' • • • • • • o
X•• • ••••••••

6.^ 2) 
9.4% (3) 
6.3% (2) 

15.6% (5) 
3.1% Cl)0 0

5% (1) 
0 0

iE
i

• . .

i
J 12.5% C^) 

25.0% (8)
io. • #.'• • • •••

No answer . . .
''X - ■ i

a
Serves to teach conformity itself. J

3
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TABLE Q-if?

Totals Bagaiida KLkuyu

Agfaa o • • • • • 
Disagree 
It depends^

26.^ (14 
69.296 (56) 

3.9?6 (2)

3096 (6) 
6096 (12) 
1096 (2)

2595 (8) 
75% (24) 
0 0

-1

• • > O
.

Emph^is for those who agreed was on softening the 
'word "automatic"; stress was placed on advice in moral as
pects of life, -

r
TABLE Q-48

■ f

c
Totals Baganda Kikuyu

a 28.895 (15) 

1:1^
Agree 
Disagree 
It depends

45% (9) 
50^ (10) 
5% (1)

18.896 (6) 
81.5% (26) 
0 0

• • o • • • •
• o « e

» •

For those who agreed^ emphasis was on advice with respect 
to types of people, not advice about specific individuals. The 
former was seen as-part of general responsibility of social 
leadershipo Emphasis was placed on freedom of people to refuse 
advice if they wished.

TABLE Q-49

BagandaTotals Kikuyu

75% (39) 
25% (13)

90^ (18) 
1096 (2)

65.695 (21) 
34.496 (11)

Agree 
Disagree

o « • o • • •
o • • •

i
TABLE Q-50

BagandaTotals Kikuyu

71.2^ (57) 
26.9% (14) 
1.9% (1)

45% (9) 
50% (10) 
5% (1)

Agree....,.,
Disagree 
It depends

87w5% (28) 
12.5% (4)

■. 0;-"V'^"
• # • •

O':,

-'i■f.'
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FIGUEE III

the following, Fi^re III j we jiresent data relevant 

only to a selection of the total anotint we have collected on 

this topic.
i

IWe felt it logical to select for inclusion here 

the comments of first yea.r end fourth year-plus Eikuyu and 

Baganda students from both Arts and Science 

case of the BaganSa,hCwever, there being only two first year 

Science and one first ydar Arts students, we included second 

year students as well, - Thus the distribution of students in- 

eluded here is as follows:

Kikuyu

Arts: 4 students, first year; 5 students, fourth year-plus 
Science: 6 students, first year; 3 students, fourth year-i»lus

Baganda

courses, in they

I.

Arts: 3^students, first and second year; 4 students,fourth year

Science: 3 studehts, first and second year; 7 students, fourth 
.'"/■year-plus;

The organization Of Figure III is according to concepts 

so that the reader can observe both the di^ribution of defi

nitions by concept and can also trace the attitudes of the 

: iuduriduals regarding different conqepts since the order of pre- 

eentatio.n (individuals signified by letter) is the same for 

each', of ^ the/^Concepts. '^^;. ,1

plus

same

c-
I

I
i

I

C

I
rS;
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. FIGURE III

ELkuyu
First Tear Arts

Ideology Ideals

A) A view about general structure of
thingso Examples ; the General Will 
and Corifflunismo (Dangerous?) Itde- 
pendsv No one can liv;p without some 
basic set pf beliefs. Some ideolo
gies are dangerous but there is 
nothing dange ro us in ideology 
'pen'.se," yV'-'

B) This concept is confined to - or 
connected with - religion or re
ligious society, (Could not name 
£iny examplesi)

C) A system of thought prevalent in a 
society; the end of a long devel
opment of evolution, the means to
ward an ideal". Examples: CommunisBi 
Democracy, Anarchy. (Dangerous?)
Yes, because ideologies cannot with
stand the test of time. If one 
swallows it whole one is in trouble,

D) A system of ideas laid out to be 
followed. Examples; Western ideo
logies such as Democracy, Communism 
and Capitalism.

a) A particular ob
jective to' which 

y people aspire.

{

.0

B) Specific things 
good for a State 
which could be 
adopted.

C) An aim or goal of 
the ideology.

'a-

D) The best ideas to 
follow, the best 
goals.

Kikuyu
Fourth lear-plus Arts

Ideology Ideals

A) A set i-dea -covering a way of lifCi 
Examples; Moral Re-armament and ; 
Communism, Such ideologies believe 
•they can save the world. 

vV Yes, becauee one ig
nores everything except the ideo
logy one holds - it becomes almost 

Va ■‘religion*.

A) First objectives.
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^ FIGUHE Ill-Continued

Fourth Year-plus Arti

Ideology Ideals

B) Ideology almost merges unto a re
ligious level - it is something

*. that comes from deep within and can 
affect masses of people or a na
tion, Exeimples: Communism, Christi
anity, (Dangerous?) leS, h ecause 
ideoloffir can he pursued without 
reason; it caoi he a mass hysteria 
of a sort.

-
C) Diverse aims of different people 

with different heliefs, A way of 
thinking about whole groups of 
people. Examples; Communism and 
Capitalism, Not dangerous.

D) No comment on this concept.

B) Principles which an 
individual tries to 
liye up toi These 
may he wrong too, 
hut they are nec
essary to a hal- 
smced, consolidated 
vieU of life.

r
,0

C) What one tries to 
achieve; a perfect
aim.

D) Something that would 
he the perfect goal, 
(Eespondent sees 
slight hut Unim
portant difference 
between ideals and 
ideology.)

E) Ends commonly ac
cepted as good, but 
not indoctrinated or 
forced. Can he' left 
to people to see and 
reason out for them
selves.

E) A definite philosophy which can 
be indoctrinated. Examples; Morail 
He-armament sind Commiuiism, 
(Dangerous?) Yes, because it usu
ally involves violence, force and 
propaganda.

Kikuyu
First Year Science

Ideology Ideals

A) No comment; can*t define

B) No comment; cem't define,

C) Same as ideals.

A) No comment; can't 
■ Vdefins^;;"

B) What is generally 
expected.

C) The fight thing; 
good goal

a
o.
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FIGURE Ilf-Cbntinue d

Kikuyu
First Year Science

Ideolo^ Ideals

D) A Bystem devised by somebody to be 
followed by other people minutely. 
Examples: Nazismo (Dangerous?) Yes 
because there is a tendency to make

pebplef^like robots; to act accord* 
ing to plan; can be inhuman,

E) Sop^sticated ideas which have no 
reai put come, Bas no real meaning 
to me. (Respondent could not

think of examples,)
F) Ideas and principles underlying what F) 

one does. Examples: honesty, purity.

D) Involves various 
ideas, A govern
ment can borrow 
ideals but not a 
whole ideolo^. 
Ideals need not be , 
followed minutely,

E) General goals for 
achievement.

■■ y "* .

■*

Certain beliefs. 
(Does not see much 

- difference between 
these two concepts,)

Kikuyu
Fourth Year-plus Science

IdeailsIdeology '

A)A) Same as ideals. Best things one can 
ei^ect from field in 
terms of which one is 
thinking,
Fixed ideas; not too 
realistic.

B) A method of doing things; accepted 
principle or theory; a pre-formed 
system which must be followed, like 
it or not. Can be dangerous if 
taught to people who don't think

accept things as gospel 
Examples: Communism,

C) No CO mment; can't define

B)

C) No comment; can't 
define.

»: ,
C

•i

y:'. v ’ --u-< ■ >
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FIGURE III-Con.tin\xed 111
i
si

tel
First and Secdnd Tear Arts mmBIdeology- Ideals pi

1
A) Must Be acquired >y- training and 

knowledge^ (Respondent could not
‘think of examples,)

B) Some sort of policy, (Respondent's 
idea based' on book he read oh 
Moral Re-armament.)

C») It is a collection of ideals; a 
kind of theory with many things 
incorporated, to be used on a large 
soaile, like religion, it can affect 
many people. Examples; Communism 
and Moral Re-armament, There are as 
many ideologies as governments*

It can be dangerous because an ^ 
ideology can be used to collect
ively cover everything up.

13A) Ideals can just come 
to one•s mind, but 
cannot be proven valid 
or invalid,
Saiae as ideology, (Re
spondent unclear about 
meaning of both 
concepts,)
•An ideal is more 
practical and can be 
used by individuals.

la

B.)

i
c)

IS-
13;"

1:3I
.Baganda

Fourth Tear-plus Arts

Ideology Ideals |i

A) Theoretical goals
B) A conviction reflecting a guide 

or philosophy of life which one 
can foliow> Can be dangerous if 
one does not allow for other 
opinions. Examples: Cbmmimism and 
Socialism,

C) No comment; has never thought of 
l;;''-,this,;31.;3';^

D) A philosophy of what is spbd. 
TNere is nothing dangerous about 
it. Examples are complete- disarma'

man. ^

A) Practical goals,
B) Aims and goails.

• '

ill

C) Virtues.
'3

D) Generally same thing 
as ideology; con
ceptions of what is 
good,

3:'

3

is
13;

0
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FIGURE Ill^Cbatinued

i
Baganda

First and Second.Year Science

Ideology Ideals

A) No comment; can't 
define.

B) What we generally 
aim at.

A) 't defined

^ B) A kind of philosophy or doctrine. 
Can be dangerous if ideology is 
.wrong.'Exeunple : Moral Re-armeunehto 

C) One uses an ideology ±o achieve am. 
ideal. It is an idea which sinks 
into the mind from within as con
trasted to arthreat. (Respondent 
could think of no examples^) It 
can be deingerouB, depending on 
what it is. Ideology can border 
on religious feeling.

U

C) Abstract goals.

I
f i

Is
i.#
i

4'
13
i

Baganda
Fourth Year-plus Science

Ideology Ideals

A) Seime as ideology.
B) Ambitions which are 

realizable.

A) What one aims at
B) An ideology phiiosophizes about 

things best in life in the form 
of utopiasy -

C) No comments
D) ideas floating around in someonel’s 

mind, without necessarily being in 
agreement with general opinion. 
Examples; seceBBionist aims of Bu- 
ganda and related traditionalism, 
(Respondent could not name exeunples 
on a world level,)

E) Conceptions of perfection,
F) Ways of thinking or looking at 

things. Especially^ opinions con
cerning what is best, (Respondent 
could not think of examples.

G) A teaching or belief about goverh- 
ment or the State etc,, whicife

putting forward. It may 
not be good for everyone. By impli
cation an ideology covers more 
people than ideals. Can be danger
ous if itlqioisonB minds in the 
sense that it leaves no room for 
people to form their own ideas

. : .fi

C) No Cbmmeht.
D) Ideas which are 

generally acceptable.

I
4

E) Same as i^deology, 
FX Things one likes 

or thinks good.
i
13
13

G) Something one would 
work toward e.g, to 
be a good l^ristiani 
Ideals are more per
sonal than ideologies

i!

I
I

I
13• ;
i

i:
K
I
34
1";
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FIGURE Ill-Continued
i;

I

Kikuyu
First Year Arts

To talitarianism Dictatorship

A) Aims at control of the spirit, not 
just objective actions. A form Of 
the general will intei^reted by the 
few. (We asked the respondent where 
he had learned this interpretation; 
he replied: '•Through the study of 
Communism plus the implications of 
the word itself.")

•, B) Same as dictatorship,
C) No comment; can't define.
D) No comment; can't define.

A) Less grievous than
totalitarianism; only 
conbeirned with 
Objective actions and 
obedience.

> »

(
i

B) Rule by one man,
C) Rule by one man,
D) A number 0f rulers 

pulling the strings 
without consultation.

f! Kikuyu
Fourth Year-plus Arts

Totalitarianism Dictatorship

A) A situation in which a group of 
■people, holding an idea in common, 
dominate the State to the exclusion 
of amy other influences. Such a 
system works toward complete powfer.

A) Rule of one man - not 
necessarily a bad one - 
which may have been 
occasioned by a num
ber of factors. A dic
tator may save the 
State from anarchy. 
Essentially there are 
twO types of dictators: 
totalitarian and 
exceptional leaders•

B) XTill, 
ojf one poreioa oA the 
oaxweo agninoi their

;■ xjiiia/:'
O J^reloe of power for

k:-thO"ralor*o^'Own:-' '.-'k'-
benefit

B) Same as dictatorship except harder 
’■■■■kV to/-,ovorthibwo■

C) A roler ezeroising absolute power 
for benefit of the pobplo* it is 
llrt to be a boaovoleat dic
tatorship, oftea supported by the 
people* A oiii^io Metatbr oon be

in a rortiutiba* But the 
more daagoroab forn Ctotalitarlan- 
ipa) icrharder to renowo booaaoe 
it has a widoh babo of s^ort*

D) Hot nuch different froa dibtatoaro 
B) Hot ouch difforeat from dietatbrii

I

B) of one man.
B) Bdlo of one mah.

■■
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FZGUBS III«»Coatinued

Kllcs^
First Year Seiando

lotalitarianlflm detatorsMp

A) Ho oomnentr can't deflae. A) A raler to be obeyed 
nitbodt question, As

, ia;:cbnBQnls!ai*.:\. '
B) One^nan gov-emnent.
C) Rule of one aaao . 
B) Ona-non role*
E) One-man rule 
fV One-man rule o

'* .

B) Ho comesAtI can't definoo
C> Ho eommentf can't define
D) Ho coaaaatl can't definoo
E) Ho coment; can't defineo
F) SasA as dictatorship.

O

Kikuyu
Fourth Year-plus Science

SbtalM^tarianisa Bietatorshlp

A) Buie of one man.
B) Buie of one man.
cy A government in Ahich 

people are told ehat 
to do whether they 
Tiant it or noto

A) Ho comment r can' t define.
B) Ho comment; can't define.
C) Ho comment; can't define.

Baganda , 
and Second Year- ArtsFirst

XotalitazianisB BLctatorship

A) Xhls concept has more 
to do irith one indi
vidual with absolute 
power.

B) Oovornaent in hands 
of one man with no 
opposition.

C) Ho oppoo'il^ion at all; 
oho must obey.

A) Bole of a few people with absolute 
power and no opposition.

B) Ho comment; can't define.

C) Some degree of freedom for ex 
propsion of ideas• '
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FiaUSE Ill^Continned St

Baganda
ELrst and Second Year Science I

iSotalitarlanlsn Blctatorsbip I
IA) Ho comment; can't define*

B) Ho com can't define,
tf) Gentler thad dictatoraliiop.

A) B)tle of one man.
B) Bole oY one mane
C) More horrifying th^ 

totalitarianism; rule 
by ^rce.

D) (hie«imanmle6 
bV (tee-man rule b

I
■'I./
si

D) Ho comment; can't define 
B) Ho comment; Can't define

#
. ■ I
I6 '.

?•

■ ''fr .

iBaganda
Fourth Year-|G.uo Seienee ■ I

11;
4Dictatorshipgotalitarianisa

I
A) State ruled by non- 

elective process.
B) fehdency jtust to i^ye 

eommandso If obedience 
restdtst dictator does 
not care nhat else one 
does.

C) Buie of onemano
D> Buie of one man.
bV Buie of one man.
F) Ho opposition.

G) Buie by one man.

A) Ho comment; can't define.

B) Sendeney to control everything; 
poser-holders sish to shape all 
life. i

‘iS:

IC) Same as dictatorship
D) Ho comment; can't define,
E) Ho comment; can't define.
P) Feels there is a difference, but 

does not inos
G) Ho comment; can't define.

i

Kikuyu
First Year Arts I

IDSfCKTEtACY
A) Freedom of the individual as much as consistent with common 

good. !Ehe ideal is^to consider the feelings of every men* er 
of society. It is unrealistic, but it is on ideal to stiivo 
for. This striving is the centrcO. element in d^ocracy.

one vote,

I

B) One. nan
C) People's ^rticipatioh in government. Ability to pi^ a nan

One man-one ^in power or depose himO'.

D) One man-one vote.
;;

I

I■ . flT' , . S
I
S
I
e
?■

I44
Jm
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FIGOBB III°Contiaiiea

Kikuya
Fourth 7ear-pluo Arts

;vDBIOCBACi:
A) A Gtate B^oh every iadividual has got freedom of ex

pression and the rig^ to particijiato is gov^irpmeat 9 either 
throng hi^elt or throng^ r^reseatativeB« Xssr is ma 
r^reaentatiVes vhd phzt]^ ahtloipa^^diat peopie^minto

* B) of the majors li: is not fair to apHt "bj^" and Mfor”
a dOBO-

oraoy; Detention lafs eteo in Ghana are neoessazy. Some. 
peo]^e misuse deaoeiAoy in early stages, the danger being 
that this Bisuae is hard to reverse. Xhe ,ii^ is dei^ratie 
eieetiona. Xf these are abolished, there is no hope^. . V

' C) She inclusion into sooiety of liberalism and toloranee; of 
the freedom of esqpression and association. Hot necessnrily

.';one. man-one;.yote.v 'f':,-; . ■

D) A form of government that alloss individuality and indi
vidual lives, and allows the iadividual to ploy a part in 
running the government. Z would coll Ghana a democracy.
There have to be limits. She detention lows may be wrong, 
may be going too far. With no free press, though, thOre is 
no democracy. A free press I would consider the dividing 

:■ line.".; ■„

j-

V

Eihuyu
First Tear Science

DBHOCHACT
A) Majority decision oh maj or issues through representation;

thus, one maib-one vote.^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^

B) Becognitioh of opinion of every oitisen through elected
Vri^resentativea.; .

C) Justice (equality before the law) and freedom of e:q?resoion. 
It includes one man-bnei vote, but it is not this olonei

D) Bqual rights for everybody. Bi^roosion of this in polities

essazily ono nan-bhe vvete. I don* t bxflibvo that voting is 
the right wi^ to choose dinoo the mjori^ 

vote on prejudice. An hltomattvo is a group of people^ 
maybe intelloetualo, who con Choose tho ri^t poisons to

:'.V'-.'::-rulo.^.'v'.

B) Free expression' of opiMon without fear^ V Hot aecedsasily 
;one' man-one''vote.y

F) Bi^t to elect the government according to one man-one vote.

'■■.a.

.
.-'.l.-v

•■'5-
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naUHE Ill^Contlnued

Fouxi;ii Year->plus Science
DMOCEACT
A) Qanex^ freedom to do oiiat one feels is 3dght as lonff as one 

dbee not destroy anj'ohe ^se. Not necessarily one man-one
' vote.- ■

B) Individual rights as long ajs they are not inconvenient to 
society (i.e. whl(^ ?OTU;d hting hors to society as a i^le; 
that which interferes with proper running of soeie^).

C) One man-one vote

./ ■* V

O

> {

Bagandar.

First and Second Year Arts■t

DEHOGKACY

A) Freedom of ei^ressione free pxoBSt vote etco

B) People have a voice and can ezprooo opposition.

C) Freedom of ej^ressing each individual’s view to government 
and having lAese taken into consideration.

Baganda
Fourth Year-plus Arts

B^CBACY

A) If laws are not made by people through elected r^reseatatives 
then there is no democracy.

B) lhen the right to Cppositibn is t^ democracy ends.
Ohana seems hot to be a democracy.

C) Qhana-type democracy is fit fOr some African States tin>U|^ 
it is not really a democracy, or rather it ih a veiy modi
fied one. It is unfit for TTganda, because it is so badly 
divided and should be made into a national unit.

P> Government in which citizens are free to express Individual 
opinions, including criticism of govexhaent.

Bagandav:C
First and Second Year Sclonee

D^OCHACY- , ■

A) Absence of dictatorship; freedom to osproos ideas and free 
dom to act. X>ividing line between democratic society and 
somothing else is exLstenoe of an opposition. Hence Ghana 
io.':nota'deBOeiraoy.

B) Bight of the indicidoai to choose his govexnm^

C) If peoplo vote according to tribe, race or religion, democracy 
loses its meahlag. !Ehe vote is the best sin^e ejqpression
of public opinion.

c*.
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KESOBE III^GSntlntted

"'v:'■^■'■'"■Bageuida-vv"
First and Second Tear Science

DEMOCEACT.,,

D) freedom is basic minimniBe Freedom of speech and election
of representativeBo One aanrdne Toteo

E) Freedom for someone to choose to do obat he thinks is ri^t 
as long as it does not collide too much m±th a neighbor's 
rif^ts to atpeeeh, e:^ression and ehoioeo,/ * >

Bai^da
Fourth Year-pliis Science

DEMOCBACI

A) Khere the people have some say through elected representatives 

' B) Haih aspect is majority xtile*

C) Bepresentation by elected rulers; one man-one vote.

D) Cannot think of a criterion; has never thought about this 
.^questiono';'^'.

E) Differences amongjpeople uithout any groups being regarded 
as inferior to others is a democracye It is not equality; 
representatives must truly ropzooent all groups in their 
constitueneyo' Democracy involves both the election of 
representatiyes and their actions for all the peopleo

F) lShen people have libe^ to choose chat they like 
of expression of opinion on governm.ent policieso

G) Form of government in ohich the Individual role of people 
is ^ven more emphasis than in 
Bare minimum isuniversal suff

Freedom

other form of;governmehto
O.

First Tear Arts
FREEDOM

A) freedom is to be left free to do the xd^t thing ohich is 
determined by lao of right and of reason* I am auGlre of 
controversy over meaning of natural lam* lEhe objective must 
be to bring revelation and natural

B) She ability of the commuaity to influence government through 
r^reoentatlves is the central meaning of freedom

C) limited freedom is the only post^illty in nazQr si?jiereoo 
Freedom to act as one thinks involvoo xio rnlos of honBo 
oithout goyomnonto

D) E^raees many shades of meaning* The right to do Tdiat one 
pleanes ^thoat ineonvenioneing society- that is, without 
liitprfering with right of others to do the same*

. {

reason together*

O
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FiaUHE Ill-Coatlaaed

IKikuyu
I’ourth Tear-plus Arts

■; if

.FRESDOH

A) IVeadom lUTolTes the recogaltlon of lawso Freedom allows a 
person to ^ as lie wishes within lawso I fear freedom of 
action a little bit because it cen lead to anarehya It is 
also true that law can wipe out freedom, robbing pne of 
choice of career, restricting one's purely ^rsonsi life

* and property
B) At first It is, of course, uhuru (independence)« Freedom 

itself Is longeri-aastiag* It lnwe3Lvea being able to eza 
press one's feelings without fear; to act Or say as ohe 
will except for killing etc o Freedom has bounds based, 
bSsieaily, upon^ reasonable limits*

C) Hegard for other people's intorests; sense of others' 
rt^ts in relation to your bwno

D) When one can choose for oneself without hawing to limit 
another' a freedomo Ohe must restrict oneself to livo l^thin

■'■^■■thisillimit.';-'

S) Law and order within which people are froe*

g
I./

O-

I
I> I

I
I
i
I
SI.
t.

■ f

Kikuyu
First Tear Science

FBEEDOM

A) So be able to do anytiiing without restrlotlono But Freedom 
is thus a wariable thingo ^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^

IB) She ri^t tO esg^ress oho^o hpiniohso

C) She ri^ to egress one's omi i;dea®; pepplo being allowod 
their rights to eduoation and life (booiO security expressed

D) Hawing huoan fi^ts and a say la oritip|siag goweraaont.

E) l^te of ruling onooolf; no extomsl ;ceotraints at oUo 
Could slip into chads if one is allowed to do ^ wrong 
thiogso Freedom oan thus bo dangerously, oloso to anarohyo

F) Freedom can load to onareby unless the State has good
monto Freedom exists whoa c^oh hunsa being bos tho riidit to 
determine his pTm destinye^^^^^^^^^^ ^

O

Kikuyu
Fourth Tear^ltto Soionee '3

msmm
A) Chen ono is froe to do as one likos

_ B) Horo it Eloaas reieaso from Idporiollcsi* Hlbbody has a fight 
to rule onothor porson in a political sense without that 
poroon'o odnoeate

C) Ffeedoa to pagpreso one's 
roligiouo froodom otc*

own opinion^ to bun property.
3*

. is

. ...... ........ ................ ............_...... ; i,;
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ihWmiS III-=»Coattnned I
■ : S' Ba^da

51r0% aad SaeoQd Tear Arts m: m
IK

A) treedwi is the seeu^ty of the indlvldnga against nnfair- 
aess and

bV A pfesenee of latr and order put i^tO pxnetioeo tan and 
order means that the ^versaent tries to help people and 

* people hi^p goTeraaeat to help then help theasel7es« -Tree 
dom relgnS nheh harmbniods relations eidst hetweea govern^ 
sent and people, ^ejr oast listen to each other. Soo aanj 
people think that ihea iaderpendeaee obSea, there sill be 
.ao;'^mofe'::'taxeS''and';sO';fortha:;C

C) Freedom to have can opinion ^d to olais idiat one should have.

Bag^dav.;
Fourth Tear-plus i^tS

5
.'.F

8

mI
j-

;
i!
5

Y

-» ■i

I
FB iM•juatli; i;

I
A) Can't really give a definition, but generally it means to 

do Int one feeia is id^t.

B) There people are not bound by strict regulations and are 
Tree to eapress .themselves and to do ohat is ri.^t.

C) Freedos of speeeh and choice (respondent has not thou^t 
about it much).

B) So act as one Ukea within the law.

Ii
i
■f!

i

\

Baganda
First and Second Tear Science

,1

FHBBK®

A) Treiedom of es^fession for ideas; doing what one nanto;
the fourffreedomso

B) Freedom Of speech, movement etc

C) Freedom to choose; ffeedos means one must regard others. 
Ho freedom con exist at the expense of one's hoiG^bors. 
Ifutttal agreemoht is the positive meaxiing.

D) Bight to eatress ono^ feelings freely

E) To enjoy that is yours by right.

»' .
I
if

I

.■■88:,Baganda i.v 
^ T^^^^ Toarrplus Science

9FEir-Hriilt)!

A) Tithin limito, beiaig able to go about one's busineoa without

B) Chance to esgpreSo ppinioBs. She ec^hasio is on chance, even 
if there is nC bhonoe to carry out one's opinions
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FIQUHE III»Contiaued

P
Fourth Ihar^lus Science

FREEDOM'','i

C) People togeth^ deciding what th^^ to do as a people«,

D) Siman freedom is also not being forced to do what one does 
not want to do, in the context of unforced discipline 
Freedom passes into the opposite of freodoa beeanse of

*. inherent SMise of duty which forces one to do soaothlng 
one does not wanta It becomes diffiorat to realise which 
is ^lich, duty or freodbma

B) Bifitht to exeretse human ^^ts ^ee thought, will etc.), 
within reasonable limits (iio, those that doa«t conflict 
with rights Of others);

F) Ihea all people hate same rights to lifo (eog. surrlTal, 
folf«oxprosoion, boaaftt from tho comitry's ihatltutions). 
Limit is when «ie rights of others are interfered with.

G5 io be able to eritioise within limits anything, and to be*, 
have as one likes within the law. If there is freedom 
these laws are deeided upSn by iooie^ and pobplo then 
voluntarily Uye within the low.

ti

0 ■

I
I

9

!

Elkuyu
First Tear Arts

Eoeialism CommuBisa

A) A polilieal approaeh open 
to reason; a eonheption 
of general wolfare in 
whioh the Individual has 
a plaooo She danger is 
that it eon tom into 
Ckimsumism bectmoo that is 
its logical coaoluoioa.

B) Everything is ottnod by 
the State; no private

:^.;:^;:::proporty.;,'V'''\:::./'/\\'';\::'../,^
C) lot sure; doooa*tseb 

much difforcnee hetwoen 
this and CoEmnnlsa

A) Invol^oo application of totali-> 
tarlahl^ to prevent ooatra- 
diotions in doetrineo lonce 
peo^a must hs forced to think 
the "right” way - to bind him 
to epntradictibno.

. I

B) lo conaent; caa»t define.

C
c) B<sb^ diotributish of incbaob. 

From cbch aceordiag to his 
nobd, to caoh...6te. BaoSia 
today is not rbSUy Ma&iot 
boeanoe it oravoo world pOwor 
and coa^ost. It has boba dls* 
vofitod from origiaol Idoblo^ 

D) Proporty colloetlvoly ownod 
by tho State

••i-

B) lo conmoat; can*t dofiae0

• .

,*

1
r.'
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gPTOBB IlloContiauad

Fonrtb tearoplQS ;s

Socialism Commimisa

A) iias at tho soolo ^ ^ 
Soclaliame The^th to achievi^ 
aent Involves revolution nhicli 
is very difficult, lltliou^ it 
alas at/ i^ciallsm^ 
eoa^ttod to an ideblo^ m a 
paradise sort o^f life. Communism 
does not necessarily aim ett 
deiucratic aet^ds.

B) Coamunlsm Is an ideology of 
sort. It mis all initiativeo 
She indlvidu«a virtually comes 
to an end. Shore is a coB^lste 
ldeatificatioaxrf.ththoS1md;e-. 
a Idnd of rcOlgioh in itsolfw

C) She State has tho ri^t to orga
nise every a^ect of life of the 
citisen. Bifferenee with Social-

b) As we hnow it ik history it is a 
very extreme Socialism. Every
thing is controlled from the 
center - economic and other 
acti^^tiese-^Shere is a belief 
that only in th^ 
country be ran.

A) Sendency to Create Wel=> 
fare States. Besources 

" exploited to the maximum 
- and natioAaliaed in a

democratic way.

\

B) One aspect of government. 
Socialism does leave one 
a certain amount of per
sonal initiative. Esqpha- 
sis is on material 
development.

C) Ih^hasis is on material 
equality of distrihution.

a

D) Socialism allows room for 
individual initiative, 
private enterprise. But 
govemaont provides for 
wel;^e of people in es
sential services. It re
quires the xationoli- 
sation of industry and it 
is, of course, possible 
to socialise everything 
where all is controlled 
from a center

E) She State is entrusted 
to carry out many %. 
fuaetions; but public’ 
consent is present.

E) Based on force and absence of 
free choice among the poo^e.
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ilGUEB IIIf^ContianedA

Elkayu
First Year Science

Socialiaa CoBnTmi&nn
A) Friendliness; soeiabilf 

ityo
A) iOiat exists in Bas8ia;idea of 

everyone being eqnal; I can* t 
really define ito (Claimed never 
to bave beard of Cold lar and 
stated Earl Marx bogan m>r&d 
■tell.)"'

B) Ho eoaaent; ean*t define.,
C) All people having the same; no 

■ private property© lack of
freedpm to eapress onn ideas; 
most do shat Superiors tell one 
to do; no freedoa at all

y ' * .

B) Bo comaent; can*t define©
C) Beople doing things ac®
- bording to what their

> ‘ neighbors think; con® 
Oideratiott of other 
people's opinions© (Sees 
no relationship to 
Coamunism at alio }

D) Having to. take part in 
the coanunity so far as 
life is concerned; hav
ing to do one's part.

E) So coment; canMfcjdefina

'b

B) Hot different ftom SocialisBU, 
Cold lar is nothing but a 
straggle for powero

E) se comment; bah* t defi^
not understand issues in Cold 
!3ar at alio

Kikuyu
Fourth Yeax^lus Sciei^ce

Socialism Communism

5A) People live togo^er under equal 
standardso ColdSOr is Bothing 
but fear and a struggLo for

■ ■■powOr.::^
B) .Society in which everybody has 

rii^t to ovorythlng; all is 
owned by the State; no private

.;■ ■property.::.'; ,
C) Ho comment; can't define^, and 

does not understand all the 
fuss ro the <^ld Bar. P)

A) Sane as Communismo

B) Almost the some as 
Coamunism except there 
is more room for private

C) BO comment; can'tdofiho,
proparty.
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KCGUBB III^atiE^iad
'i'-.

.; Baganda/;;;;::-:/:
First and Second Year Arts

Socialism Communism

A) In democratic Stetes one 
can bare a bit of 
Socialism

B) I don»t really know, but 
it exists When people beo 
lieve in sharing things " 
as members of a society • 
en;}oying common privileges

. but still having private 
property;

C) Involves more freedom 
than does Communism.

She State bons everything and 
in some coimtries is totaii<> 
tariano^

B) Bverythlng belongs to the Stateo 
Jhe theory is that everyone has 
a legltiaa^ claim to eyerything 
in the country; all in i^
I do not believe this to ba true 

- in Bussia literally at this time•

C) A kind of Socialism^ aiforced 
sharing, but means of eppllestion 
causes suffering and destroys 
Social life. In Commnism there 
are no freedoms of speech, liberty 
etc. for the individual.

•*' .
O

Baganda
Fourth Teazv-plus Arts

Socialism Communism

A) Bo comment ; ean*t define.
B) Qovenament which edms at' 

making the resources of
a country serve society 
as a whole; uith special 
references to economic 
resources.

A) Ho comment; can't define.
B) B Sthte which aims at ot^ress- 

ing i^e ri^ts of inSividnals 
and wtibh attempts to ma^ 
thihg common to evorybodyo Bat^ 
boiongs to all tiith no private 
prcperty; non are to serve society 
and;socioty can take whatever

. : ;it'^fOViires.;;
C) ̂  @e comment; can't dofine.C)^ Ho comment; can't dofine.

B) D)C
“Both are forms of government; otherwise does not really 

understand the dynamies very well.

Baganda
First and Second fear Science

Socialism Communism

A) Bto coamont; can't define.
B) Sharing everything.

A) Ho comment; can't define
B) Same as Communion,
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Baganda
First and Second lear Science

' Socialism Comanism

C) To have some activities 
one doss tojfether elth 

‘ others

C) As a creed, it is hot godda It 
involves the' heliVf that you 
belong to the State; you have 
no fundamental human ri^tso 

D} ^ oomaent; can* t define and 
does hot understand Cold War«,

B) It is everybody being m^
id eaoh other, ih order to railse 
the icokkers from belowo But 
Communist countries tend to re
turn to Capitalist uaysa She 
Ctold War involves democracy vsq 
Coinmunlsme She latter is a sys
tem in which the governme^itruhs 
everything from the economy to 
prlTOte life and where it has to 
be Informed of everything 
people thinko

0} Bo comment; oan't definao

E) Other extreme Of Communism 
toward Uie democratic 
sidOo Socially is the 
borderline between 
Coamunisa and demoeracyo 
So Socialism is Communist 
tendencies with democratic 
practices. ^

'/vv.-:" Baganda;'
Fourth Year-plus Science

Socialism CosQunism

A) Bo comment; can* t defineo A) A ^tate whose government controls
dll pdc^ie and orders them to 
obey. Bot fflUch private property 
ezlsta, and there is much secrecy 
ouppcurt of goyernment. Every 
product belongs to the State. 
(Bespondont states ho road this 
sOmoplaoe and is not sure if it 
is tmo. Understands Cold liar 

"vaguely” as a rivoliy of power 
groups and resources etc.)

B) Far more rigidly disciplined and 
organieed society.^

C

B) Friendlier, more relazodo 
Society organized to

things comunea but 
based on frlondshlpi.

0} Bests on eeonomie basis, 
on an economic policy, 
i*o. things belong to 
the State.

C) ^ves moro than Socialism into 
therealndfpoliticsiaono-

:;:.;-:party:State.":..-;.^^

■
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HaUBE Ill^atli^ed

: .;Bagaiida .
£bartli learopluB Seienee

Socialism Ceafflualsia

D) Hare attention to
lt« Srue Coomunlsi^, I ha^ 
beaz’d* forces 70U to do tM^gs 
70U other^se do not want under 
coi^uloloiso

E) A eOsHimltjr in uhl
has t^ sane share in n state of 
absolute equ^Oitjo (Hegpondont 
daijas never to have heard of 
tern »»Cold lar"o)

F) B^eiTtbins is ouned by the 
State; no pirate *propeftyo

D) !!9iere is freedom of ex
pression. In So eialism 
one has a free senro of 
Obligation. If sucsa^ 
fill, all duties are" 
voluntarily perfbriedo

E) Idv±ag in a sbei^ 
eemanni^ duift of 
absolute sharingo

./ * .

V

F) not very sure of mean
ing. Peu:tlalxiationali< 
zation of most things 
with a certain degree 
of liberl^o

G) Ho comment; can't define. G) Ho eoament; can't define.

. C

'3'

: ^ Kf
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figube nr

In the following pages are ^thered eQ.1 data bearihg on 

the formation of religious per^ectives and wbrld-viewo Ihese 

are arranged according to pboialization relevant to religious 

views ('’Background") i present beliefs regarding the existence 

.of God, the divinity of Jesus, and personal immortality; pre

sent views un the nature of morality; and attitudes toward the

./

proper relationship between churoh and state The latter was• /

ascertained by four forced choice questions in the question
k

naire which read as follows:

47- "leaders of the Church Should be automatically consulted 
by those in political power On the moral aspects of major 
social, economic and political decisions

48. "Beligious ministers should be expected to guide their
church members in pbiitical, as well aS personal, problems 
such as advising them how to vote, in the best interests 
of morality."

49- "The Church has a duty to ei^ress opinions on public 

affairs.^
560 "Beligious leaders do noj-have a greater right than any 

other citizen to have their opiMons listened to by those 
in power."

Each respondent was asked either to agree (*&") or disagree

("D") with each statement.

-.It

The other two questions referred to directly in figure IT 

tap more intimately personal orlentatiens toward Christianity. 

Question 45 asked: "Do you feel you require some form of 

Chrlation religious orientation or belief in order to achieve 

a fully mature philosophy of life?"} to which the forced 

choice anowero wore "yes", "no", ahd "I dbn*t know yet" 

Question 46 listed a series of aapscto of Christian relii^bha 

and asked respondents tO nunber them in order Of inportanCe
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ija thoir livos tip to 

tabulated for tbe first three choices in gable Ap B and C 

and for first choice o

Kjially, under the miBcellaaeous heading, ”Coiaaents" 

can be additional points not easily classifiable under tbe 

other categoriesb

Since Figare lY is based upon data derived from all 

research techniques utilized in this study, aomq of the 

aaterial in it is based upon quostlona put to reefpondents 

directly, and other parts have been voluntarily conti^buted 

in autobiographies, interviews and qualifying eotmohts On 

questionnaireso For this reason not all category cellsacotad 

be filled equally,_ Thus if a question Bark (?) appearo, it 

aeans that there was nouhere in the total data on' a. particular 

re^ondent any indication of attitudes regearding that category.

■c 3 • '

t

y

c

/
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ABBEEmSIOH KET

For the pui^oae of conserving space, the writer has 

drasn up andibbreviation Key for the fbllnoing words and 

terms which, of necessity, recur frequently in gjgare IVo

o o e e. • o o a An^icsnAngl 
AoIoMo 
bet, 
Catho 
Cath*m

• o e e
African Inland Hission• 0 00 9 0 0 9 •O » 

ame a « a•a a »a aa :betSOen
aoaaa CathollC

♦ .

0 0 0 9 99 0
a,a a•a a•a•a Catholicism

Christian 
Chr*y a•b.. a oa•a baa Christianity 
inta 
Presb 
Presb'm 
prim.
Prot

Chra a a a a a a a a a a a aa

t-a a intermediate 
■Presbyterien,

aaaabaaaaao PTesbytoridnism 
primary 
Prstestand 
Protestantism

99909999900r
9 09900000990

.t

0099099900900

Prqt’m 
reca 
pel 
rel'y 
BaCa

a a a a a a a a a boo
record 
religion 

a aa a religiosity 
a a aa Boman Catholic 

secondary 
subject

0 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 0 9 0 9 0
9 '

0 9 09 9 9 00 9

SeCa
subj,O ' 0 9 9°9 00999000

c
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A. HethodologicAl Plrold.eins

ffiIheire are essentlalljr six gezierai proUaos wHlch can 'broadDLy be called 

methodological in ^relation to the present study. They include toe problems 

of rapport; ppera.tional data collection procedures; secondary information; 

language; ambivalence and secrecy. Each will be discussed separately.

?v'

• \ f

The Problem of Rapport;
y - ■;»

The -types of rapport problems which are encoun-tefed in a research 

context such as toat in which -tois study was carried out are almost self- 

evidmat. The estabLlshment of an intimate, harmonious relationship between

researcher and re^ondent in any situation is difficidt. When the barriers
........................................................................................................................................ ■ ..... ..................................................... - ' «•

include race, culture and genial suspicion based rpon a partiallyunfavor

able View of social research, they may seem close to insurmountable. How, 

for instance, can a Kikuyu student ^cplain his deepest feelings about toe 

MaU Mau episode (in which his father or brother may have llpst his life, his 

home cattle lost) to a whi-te researcher^ toen in -this

re^ondent's mind the whi-te man stands at least • indirectly re^onsible for 

toe tragedy? How does a Muganda student, whose peqjle are in bloodless 

rdvolt against a Protectorate autoori-ty in toename of -toeir revered monarchy, , 
e^^lain to a foreign so ciblogist frcm a ri^^blic his inner fears that the 

Kabakaship (kingship) may perhaps be outmoded and even a bsrrier against 

moderiiization and process fbr his people?

toe writer sent a notice to each maaber of toe 

prospective sanple in-troducihg toe project and asking their participation in 

initial mee-bing in the s-budent lounge. Prior to this meeting, two studen-bs, 

one Muganda and one Kikuyu, had been ehlis-bed oh toe advibe. of ceidalh helpful

I
■3

IS'

■5

1
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college staff aa Ixifonnal research assistants and general informcuitsi 

(They had been selected on the^ basis of personal stability and general 

sociological sophistication and they proved invaluable throughout Idle 

course of this study.) During the initial meeting, the proposed project 

was outlined in detail, but no commlfenent was asked of the students, 

flather^ they were told that alV of tiiem Ho^d be invited, fbur at a time 

(two Baganda, two Kikuyu) for dinner and a long evening of discussion. At 

that tine, ^they were told, after all questions had been aired and answered/ 

formal decisioiis relative to participation in the study would be requested; 

During the course of the meeting, considerable elaboration of the nature 

and purpose of social research and of the rde of private and public 

financing in independent research was necessary.

Meanwhile, as these dinner dates proceeded, the writer took part in 

various student activities, held informal consultatioxis with helpfUl students 

and staff, and pursued necessary reading.

y^ipus rde tMisipns bec^e cle^ly noticeable as time went ly.
Figure I presents a list of rples diich are involved in sulih a situation

more or less ''instinctively!, be balanced> leSt interaction 

between researcher and rei^ondent become fijcated at a cp|niter-productive 

level. Generally speaki^, ihe writer entered the situation conscious of 

his roles as an American, sociologisty white man, and, in general, stranger.

It was our initial belief that we were similaiiy perceived % the respondents. 

Gradually, our percepti(m of the subtleties and concrete difficulties of rde. 

definition and perception increased and it became clear ^at a subde^^ 

dialectical relationship between spontaiieity and dramaturgic^ awareness had 

maintained oh our part at all times . Da East Africa One comes to 

realize that, as an American, one tends to arouse a certain amount of hpstility

■■■1.
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Figure I

RESEARCHER ROLES RESPONDENT ROLES
V

/•
a. Ri^resiehtative of American 

Culture ^
Representative of Tribea

b. I^res'enta^ye. of American 
Government

b. Representative of Africa
T

■ 9

Representative of Colonial 
Government

Representative of Race (Black)c. c

i.
d. Representative of Profession

1 - teaching
2 - research

d, Representative of Stratum
1 - wi-Uiin a tribe (clan, age 

grade, rbypl family etc.) 
outside of tribe 
("new educated elite"
"new middle class" etc.)

2

Representative of Race (White) R^resentative of Colonial Culturee. e.

f R^resentative of Rgligioh 
("MLssionary*')

f. R^resentative of Religion•; '

C
No rde (unique individual; 
perh^s friend)

Confidant and advisorg g

'5
hi No role (u^ue individualj 

perhi^s friend)
h. Subject of research

. • '

.y-

i

['■'-■i:. . . . ...
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baseci, perhaps, on scane OTvy of Amarican material standards of living 

(probabl^ a uhiVersal phenoriierion). Balanc^g this -was a stereotj^e

prevalent among East African students Wb have had e3?)eriaace with American 

mission teachers of American spontaneity and frankness as closed to alleged

This expectation on the part of these AfricanBritish reserve arid alopfhess 

: students of "American” spontaneity and iheir willin^ess to respond in kind
;

proved a helpful aid to communication. Howeverf we were also perceived as 

representing the American goyeimment (since this was the source of research 

funds), and this r^e definition aroused considerable initial suspicion.

!Bieae misgivings were relieved only as a result of numerous lectures on our 

part on the nature of the American government's relationship to private 

research. Africans have little precedent in their experience for the idea 

of politically disinterested government support for basic research. Stress 

was laid by the writer qipn a definition of this research as providing insist 

into the successes and failures of Western education in Africa which would

proveuseful for the future educational institutions of the new Afidcan nations 
and iLso for any Western agencies vhich wished to extend ai^ to African education. 

Reepondent perceptions of the researcher as social scientist were ambiguous 

aiul ambivalent, some people understanding what this role meant, some rather 

The utilitarian sheets of the stu<^ provided a mutuallysuspicious, 

acc^table rationale.

our perceptions of respondents began with sun initial view 

of them as "educated Africsins" with the status sensitivity and even aggress-

C .... r

iveness this role often connotes. Thus we were not uiprepared for aggression. 

Deeper than mere abstract awareness on our part of the studahts as maibers Of 

tribal categories, religious and irreligious persons, and as individuals, did 

not come about without conscious effort to penetrate stereotypical barriers



3
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'f. of pBrc^tion baaed on siperfic^ wea such as past e^erienCei pppiilaa' 

phrases such as «the educated elites, and even clo-aing (suits, ties and 

so ftu*th which can often present mutual barriers of a quits sub^e sc^t)^. 

The Problan of Operational Data Collection and Interpretation^

Research mettiods in an unfamiliar culture can, in a sense, be'haji5)ered 

, -by the existence of a atorehouge of concepts and hypotheses derived from 

research in Western societies.

i:.

"v:

i

■••I

I
The reason fcurthis is that social Science i 

theory has^hbi advanced far enou^ in tdie context of nbn-festern societies^ 

especially in the'study of social change, to serve as a foundatibn for the

i!
■ ;

I;’

generating of hypotheses postulating ttie interaction of specific variables.

Kiis is partly beca,use we do not know how specific variables "hang together", 

and partly because of the large ^ps in sispla infonaatton about ^ecific and 

loc^ conditions in non-Westem areas. For exanple, in Western societies, 

social sciOTtists may correlate pacific variables suCh as religibus affiliation

V:;

'V,;
I

■t

\
I or socio-economic status with forms of behavior such as political action, 

verbalization of attitudes and so forth. H■-

On the other hand, in societies 

undergoing tradition from traditional to "modern" forms, such variables may 

not safely be assumed to "mean" the same things to actors as they do in

a;i
K-;

;■

u.
L?.

IWesteim societies. Thus, as inter's study of Buganda politics danonstrates, 

religious affiliation and political and other conflicts jnay not reflect what 

they do in the West but rather totally diff^ent interests such as clan groii5)s, 

royalists and chiefs, sQ.1 deriving fbom Conflicts and meanings inherent in^^^^^^ ^ ^ 

the tfadltdojoal society and world-view.

In the present study, the main tasfcwas to produce as profound a general

In such a decqjtively siuple task, it is easy to make the mistake of ignoring 

V the meaning of data and hence of misinterpreting it altogether, thds producing

L!;:'

i
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a useless study. It was tlierefore nacessaury to built into our stuc^y-design 

the means of galiiering sufficient data about the context of the individuals 

we inveBtiga:ted, to enable us to state the meai^g of date dathered about 

these individuals. The scope of our techniques was limited by reasonable 

conjectm-es guided existteg teeojpy aS to what kinds of material Bdght 

prove amportant in data analysis, ^our geneiral categories of material 

were accepted as relev^t for ah understandihg of Stir respondents. These 

included trt-bai and geographical area history} the hi story^ structurej 

attitudes and environmental setting of the individual re^pndent's family; 

the seccmdary school and the university as institutional settings for 

acculturation in ^st Africa; and tee respondents' attitudes and world-views 

in tee areas of kinship customs and relations, reli^on, political and 

social philosophyj education and self-identity. To obtain date on these 

areas, both formal and ixiformal methods were used.. Each will be discussed 

s^arately. “.

Formal methods; (The actual research instruments discussed herein may 

be found at the end of this^Appendixjc) Makerere College, at the time of this 

study, organized its male ptedents into four donnitories. S&ch dormitory 

assignments were random and arbitrary, each dormitoiT' (or Halls of Sesidence 

as they were called) could be viewed as COTitaining a r^onably random sai^le 

of the male:pcpulation of tee collsi^ in terms trib^ conpositioii, age, 

course of study, religious affiliation pnd year .in school. T^^ procedure 

utilized and teeir assuE5)tions snre described in Chapter V of teis study,

•'.i

t

r-

. A

• '
■■■■:■'A'. •

All respondents were asked to. participate in three formal date-gathering 

techniques 

questions ais guides.

First, ^they were asked to write an autobiography wite specific 

Second, a questLonnaire was admihistered.

e '

It was

V*' '

;V

im .UM
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cohsti^ctad by the writer on the basis of some of -fee autobiographical 

protocols, but an initial guide was the queetionn^re developed by Gillespie 

aiid All^ their ci^as^natAonal surv^ of student attitudes.

- each respondent underwent an individual interview lasting with

sme, a miniinim of fo^ ho^^ a maximuia with sane others. Of ei^t to 

ten hours (the lattei! being admihiEftered in two or even three sessions).

For each respondent, a period of approximately four to six months elapsed
■ ■ ■ ' ■ > ' '. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

between the administering of the autobiography and the coii5>letion of-the 

final interview. The heart of the formal research procedure was the interview

N

■f

t

ihich was designed to cover all areas of interest in the respondents' lives. 

The autobiography and questionnaire had two primaiy purposes. First, th^

produced clues about lapbrtant events in respondents’ lives both as individuals“
t

and as representatives of tribsO. and other groT5)s, and gave some indication 

. ; of the ftamewprk of meaning witi^ which these events were perceived.

it was hoped that these instruments would function as goads to intro^ection 

so that the final interview would not cone as a surprise or even, perhaps, 

as a trauma;

3
Second,

3
I

3
1

I
■i Informal methods^ Almost all activities engaged in, apart from tiie 

formal standardized research techhiques> may be called ihformsa methodsj in 

that all infoiroation is helpful.

c<^ent, the helpfulness of nornBl social interjcoupsa on the part of the 

researcher with sthdsnts> teachers and yarioM kindq of staff and pm’sonnel

3

Thereforei we may take for granted, without5
-1

3

5
i. ;r.

within and outside the uniyeraity. However, bther actiyitxies were up^rtaken 

as well, ihich were
i

»%-/I designed to elicit ^ecific kinds of informati<^V FiJ^st, 

all available student writings such as essays, journals and lettOT’SI

perused for jbiBi^t 1^0 cuireirt and prevailing topics of concern.^^^^^^^^ S^ 

specific interviews were held with laiof^edge||^e staff and. non-sanple students

.'■I
- y

i
• j

■f

• i
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for the same reasons. Third, two subordinate studies were undertaken to 

gain insight into the social life of Idle major secondary schools of Idle,

Bugahda and Kikuyu areas of Uganda wd Kenya, and of Makerere itshlf. In 

connection wildi toe secondary level, safaris were tak^ to-three l^es of . 

schpblsj tos major Protestaht, Catholic and Govemmeht schools of the area. . 

In all of them, the records -^e studied for relevant sitatistics ^out 

students and, at least, toe Headtaasters intensively interviewed concerning 

school standards, stud^t-s-baff relations, and prevsdlihig attitudes under*
- .a .

lying educational practices. Regarding toe universi-ty setting* a special 

questionnaire was circulated to boidi students, and staff based 15) on preliminary ' ' 

interviews. This questionnaire sou^t to provide infomation about the total 

quali-ty and range of types of student-staff relations: at the universily frcm 

both viewpoints. The findings of tois special study were circulated to the 

staff and a meeting between -the staff and the researcher resulted in which 

many diverse views were discussed^ These in tuTn provided more insights and 

clues about toe institutional setting in which Africans encounter Wes-bem 

higher education. Furtoer, the researcher himself engaged in some part-time 

teaching (in Sociology) in ca*der to eiqierience at first hand Stmie of toe 

probLems of toe ciassroan. Finally, whenever possible, student hoiies and 

famiiies were visited during vacation trips in which opportunities presen-ted 

thCTselves to chauffeur students to their fijme ^villages.

These informal sources of information combined wito considerable discussion 

and reading, yirided valuable information which rendered toe da-ta obtained 

through toe more s-tahdardized techniques f&r more meaningfui.

Broadly spesdcing, this study deals wito two classes of data; social- 

psychological and historico-sociological. Figure II presents, in dia^am form> 

a model of the dual position of toe research-bbserver in relation to these

0
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two classes of data^ As . social-psycholb^stj i^e researcher is derating 

with research units primarily ccB5>rised of ps7chological individuals 

Addressing himself to the individual, the observer studies his present 

b^avior and attitudes. Further, he collects data about the respondent's 

life history ao as. to ploi this history in such a as to locate the^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 

major factors which have influenced the re^bndent' s present sittwtion, 

proKLous and attitudes. In doii^ this j one- is hot stut^ng social change 

as such. One is.dealing only with iridi^dual life histories. !Ihere is 

another perspective which the observer must take if he wishes to set^ 

histories into a broad pattern of social change. He may •'step to the side'' 

and adopt as his basic research tmit not the individual but the historical 

pattern as such. Thus, the observer becanes a historical sociolo^st. When 

approaching a sfflries of life histories fron this perfective, one is searching ^ 

for common events of a wider range with greats relevance than only to one
s '

family. One looks at the introduction of Christianity, the rise of Western

education, government policy changes, Mau HSu, land cons OlljidatiohV etc^^^^ -

as events affecting more or leSs all Kikuyu aind/or Baganda families ^ Then 

one.;iooks-at local historical v^iations of these events (free-hold land

tenure more developed in seme areaS than bttiOTS, different forms of 

Christianity in different areas, etc -). In doing this, one Can and does

talk about social and cultural change, ^r, in the observer's mind, 

model of the recent pre-European Kiktfi and Bugahda societies of the ipih

is a

century presented to him by ethnological- reCords. And he is, in fact, 

looking at patterns of change in various dimensions such aS economic 

organization, land tenure, raLigioh, politics and education. Having fixed 1
these two perspectives clearly in mindi the observer is now pr^ared to st^ 

back and forth from ''in froirb" of the individual re^ondents to the "side"
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and attempt to place these individual life histories in the context of 

socip-cuiturai change. The larger historical ptospective affords a roi^ 

set of criteria withtdiich to talk aboijt ^ concept such as '•distahce moved

% an individual, famlLy or environment from traditional ways of life." 

stu^yiiig the amount of change a society has undergone, it is custcmary to

In

I • ■

•.*
examine 1*at society at saad: point in time in relation to some ethnological 

7 'base-line which is a model .of ^at -Uie traditional society is believed to 

have been like at about the time of arrival of a colonizing power. It is 

possible to ^ply this analogy to the individual person as weiiV Ihusi in 

this study, a kind of "indiyidual base-line" was constructed for each 

respondent (in analogy to the ethnological ba.se-line of a society) in tenss 

of which the processes of change can be studied oh liie level of toe individual 

life history. This terminology is based rpcn toe assun?)tion that there is

{

I

a

very wide variety in the distance indi^dual families have traveled frm the 

etonolo^cal base-line and that in dealing with individuals, one must take ^

. this variation into account. -Thus, the "individual baseTline|’ can be opera

tionally defined as toe type of social life and customs characteristic of the 

fandly and immediato environment into which the respondent was born and which 

formed his cultural reality nntii he became deeply involved iii school (usually 

at an age between 7 and 10 years).. !Ihis Individual base-line is refOTred to 

in Figure II as the "birth and socialization'environment" of toe individual.

I

' The Problem of Secondary Infonoation:■

Althou^ as suggested in toe previous discussion, a considerable range 

br ^ta was coUectedi its nature presented a sufficient methodological prbbLaa

Much of toe data concearning the past history 

of respondents obviously could not be based tpon first-hand observatioh;

to warrant separate discussion a. ' '

The

same is true of imich of toe general information'^gatoerefd through informal

a '■
■' ■. ■>'

^-5

• •.
i*
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Two general methods of

reducing error were eagjloyed. First, in the case of information derived 

■ through informal sources such as genereil interviews^ ^d conversations* liie ^ 

data were always evaluated in terms of the known interests, orientation and 

position of the iitforinait. Given this kind of knowledge^ certain informants 

. usually appear mere reliable and ''objective" than others. Second, writh 

• reference to Ijisttrical data elicited ftxm the student re^ondents about 

their otm past, their; early environments and their families, questions were 

asked in such a ^y as to stress objective facts ihich could later be used 

in operational definitions of conc^ts like "change". Thus a respondent 

was never asked a question phrased in a manner such as "How much do you 

think, your family has changed frem traditional Kikuyu ways?" Such phrasing 

invites defensive or offensive emotionsO. response because words like "change" 

an«i"tradition" are affect-laden symbols. Rather, if the iiiterest of the 

researcher lay in changes in the respondent's family custoM, specific 

factual questions were asked about con^ete mattOTS Wch as iW tenure, 

rdigious practices, kinship relations, social statuses, literacy and 

education, specific occupations^ and standards of living; The interview 

guide was structured in the form of a check-rlist, affording the interviowra*

a chance to tailor the phrasing of each cpiestion tp the personality and
y . ... ..y,- . .. , y • ' ■

scphistication of each individual ro Since each respondent can be

e^qjected to have extensive information orjly about his own past and family, 

it is actually the researdier, in possession of cenparative information, who 

is in the best position to construct a conparative typology of "individual 

base-lines" and to draw condusions about cenparative rates of change.

In such a discussion, however, ttie problems of psychoLo^cal data
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caiinot easily be fitted '^ bperaldon^ logid j^t set fb^ Res^bndOTts 

made fi'equent refereades to.psychological attitudes toward change ^ich they 

' attributed to parents said other significant persons in their lives.

for ambivalence and misunderstanding are great when a personsreiates his own 

attitudes and'feelings. InfdrmalAcn^^^^^ ftcm a considerably Westernized

off-spring about the psychological feelings of his traditiohal parents and 

family must b§ approached with ^treiM;caution. On the olher hand, 

seem vitally and congistently ipqjortant in the total context of the research 

protocols. Indeed, as great as the risk ^ in coping with iti the risk 

seaned greater in disregarding it altogether. Such probl^ cannot be 

resolved within -the limitations of the present research dtesignj they 

only be conproBiised. In the orientations to change discussed In Chapter V,

■the psychological dimension plays a major part. However, if we look ii9)on 

it as perceived attitudes toward change, then "the engihasis is shifted fnaa

;•

3
(< The chances

f

S'

t;

I

a

,5

l;

I can .

I

an interpretation of the question, - "What really were Idle attitudes of

quest|Ldnportaht figures in Idle respondent's early life?” to a 

be phrased more accurately as, "What did the respondent perceive the attitudes 

of these^figures :in his ibaiay life to be?" . This shift in Interpretation is 

s i^ it resolves idle dilemma of secondary

on whidi can

3

information in this ^se and preserves' the i^ of tdie psychological

ifeta on the reasonable asstmption ibat a person reacts more to what he
I

perceives a. situation to be tdiah what it ''really"^ ^1^ 

hypothetically "objectiye"yoteerver. - '

atten^ts to cope

dangers of secOTdipy information are designed to minimize, not eliminate,

dealing with On-going and

deal life, conpranises wiidi canons'pf methodological perfection must alw^
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over a consideraKLe period of time during vfeich M re^pndent had ample 

change to forget previous answers to a question. If the ankwear^ wOTe 

ddLiberate falsehoods, it was difficult to maintain "ttiis pattern throughout

ttie rese^ch time period. If, however, inconsistent answers reflected
- ■ ■

r:

IPIa
s.

ambivalencey of -feeling, the previous answer was iisually recalled 

e:5)lained by the respondent himself. Second, the intensive interview 

, ' allowed for observation of a respondent as he answered questions. True 

anbivaience of feeling usually is reflected in facial esprressiOTs and 

gestures in quite a different ■iray tiian is an attenpt at fabrication of 

response. • Thanks of. these factors in the research process, it iras possible 

to focus tpon areas of ambivalence with Idle attention which this kind of

'H'H

I

a f!. i}?

mma
ai

data deserves.
a The Problem of Secrecy;
S
I Atteaqjts at deliherate falsification of information usually took Idie 

form of withholding concrete items of information for one reason or another.

Such atteupts generally occur with information which threatl^s the-image

a respondent is trying to project, isually that of a modernized ahd Westernized
.:,..pp. .'..'.'■-'...''''''■■/a;'

educated African. Thus one might e:iq)ect such maintenance of secrecy or even 

falsification in matters such as traditional religious and kinship'practices, 

sexual behavior^ and traditional cosmological beliefs such as the efficacy; 

of witcheraft and charms on the; part of Idle respondent or his fhmily. In

this particular study, cer-tsdn concrete information proved easier
’■ a..,a .• - a ■ a-

to check than matters of persdnal attitude. Thus> 'if. a student, for instance,, 

witdiheid a fact such as the eriat^ce of a polygynous household, there were 

two ways in which this mi^t cd&‘ to li^t. J^st, inconsistencies resulting 

from such a secret would aipear'ihteinially in -the; protocols, in the fbrm of 

a few uneiplained brothers; and^siStwsyap|tec<^di other sources of iiifoimatibh^^ . '
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IIf:ibe made. The attaints just described to salvage the possible usefulness ' 

of second-hand information reflects seme Biajor con?)roniBegby pf ihis 

The Problem of Language;

Svif
ii» -1i

i.

For a number of practical reasonsj it was not feasible in the present
I'. I 'Iv I'I''I. I"'''

stupy for the "researcher to acquire a working knowledge of Luganda and Kikuyu, •
^ ■ ■ . '-■ / ■I-/

ttie languages of Buganda and akuyu respectively. The fact that all -ttie

respondents spoke fluent Bigiish faciliteted liie research process ebnsider- 

ably. This fact turned every respondent into a linguistic informsuit. With 

the additional help of lengthy discussions witii the two students acting as 

research assistants, it was possible to explore the traditional as against ' 

the English meaning of a word or concq)t4dienever-this seemed, advisable.

Thus, it spears to us that the language problem was kept at a reasonably 

minimal level in coniparison to other methodalogical problems encountered 

in tliis study.
•*

The Problem of Ambivalence;

,‘,A
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It is unreasonable in contexts of change and i^heaval tio expect data 

in the area of psychological attitudes to show uniform and clear patterns. 

Ambivalence, sel^f-doubt and anxiety are facts of life in more stablePai^ehs . 

tean East Africa. This self-evident point, however, creates a methodological 

pr^em. Ai^iyalence is an jhiportant psychological datum in itself for the

t, to be properly evaluated, it must be

■i
I•I','-

iii
■ :P

iii

'.3
study of change ^dikd^fatioh

clearly distinguiaheck from atteopts at falsificatibn. The major technique

with tdiich We atteipted to cope with this problem is a common; One in P
questionnaire an^ interview,construction. It consists in the phrasing of 

the same question in a number of logically related but tqparehtly different 

terms. This technique was buttressed by two other factors inherent in the 

present research process. ; First, -Uie research instruments were administered ;

lir
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abo^ a respondent 3uch as other students, cctnments of teachers, aixd records ; 

might T^ing such information to It^t. However, in the matter of psychological 

attitudes, secrecy is more difficult, to detect. It is our belief that in this 

particTilar study, two areas probably subject to the most intense secre^ are 

the vestiges-of traditional relii^ous beliefs of the respondent’s family, and . 

personal attitudes on the part of respondents thenaelves on/ttie power of 

witchcraft. Certain incidents at the university suggest that the beliefs 

■of many students regarding witchcraft are such that, were they brought to 

light, -they might threaten the rationalistic and scientific image tdiich 

students like to project. At least, it appears at times that witchcraft 

beliefs are subject to feelings of real ambivalence.

Generally speaking, it must be stated that no ultimately satisfactory 

techniques could be devised for the desired minimization of secrecy in the 

area of attitudes. As ccmcerns information of a"concrete factual nature, 

periodic checks indicated that this kind of information was offered freely 

with remarkable lack of reticence once confidence had been.established. As 

a general nil e of timiib it appeared true that if a respondent was willing to 

volunteer information about kinship practices such as polygyny and personal 

data in matters Of sexual behavior, no significant factual data were being 

wi-thheid'in oiher areas of. ir^stigation.

s^tematically with methodol

ogical problems by isolating-six relevant issues i.ppj’blems of report; the. 

operational problems of data collection; the risks of sedondary ihformationj^^^^: 3 

and problems of language, ambivalence and secrecy. Not all of these were 

solved to the satisfaction of a. rigorous meihodologicaL conscience, (bis can 

only hope that they were solved to a degree sufficient to allow the' develop- 

ment of significant research results..:
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B., Methodological Technique^

is
_ Prior to the application of the three formal research tools, a file of 

basic data was collected f;rdm each respondent. This material dealt with 
^ two basic categories of information; family data and educational experience.

1. Eamily Data: ’ . :
•^ndividnals about whom information was elicited included 
the respondent's

.-father

> '•
•V

* ‘

si
•father * s father i

s: r

■father's‘ mother
■■ •father's brothers

. •father's" sisters
•''’S

•father's wives other than respondent's 
nrother (same for mpther)

/■

sss •siblings of respondent •

•wife of respondent (if any) plus her 
parents and siblings

■ The-information gathered about these individuals included

• -alive or dead

s
v; ••

i

i
Ss
S:l.
II

r'-:is •age

-education (formal)

-languages .spoken and •written

-occupation, (at death or retirement 
of at present) both main \nd secondary

-previous occupations in earlier phases 
of life cycle

-community involvemen-t and political 
activity

■:/

:
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3
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2. Educational Bata;
Respondents were asked to list all sdfaools attended 
and give the following infornatioti’tebout them:

-years attended i

-management

-where respondent was living at the time

-distance of residence from the school

in settling down and nature 
of adjustment to them.

Respondents were also asked the following questions:

"What 4id you do between leaving school and 
coming to Makerere?"

"Who helped you most to come to Makerere and 
in what way?"

'Why did you decide to- apply for entrance to 
Makerere, rather than going straight into 
employment, to the Royal Technical College 

. ■ (Nairobi) or-overseas?"

S
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3e

; "What course of study did you enter ^ ; 
first arrival:^ tfakerere and' what were 
your reasons for that choice?"

■ Subsequent■to thisthev fesearch tools 
according to the follqwing order:

.a 3,

upon l!.if > •

S■al

f:;
3-.

were applied in three phases3i

H

tl■ '■ o
9 -autobiography; 

’ -questionnaire

al
...

I
I-• V ,

. /
i'-'aa:

■interview (multiple Sfess^qnsj• r
•i.'.'i

a ..Included in this Appendix afe the instruments used for the Makerere staff- 
stiident relations subsidiaTjr study discussed in Chapter IVc These are:

■.a" t f
■a*

'O-the staff questionnaire 

-the student questionnaire 

Copies of all these Instruments follow in the order cited above.
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ADTOBIOGRAHir

- I; . BACKGROUND

]ja idiis^p^ we are intOTested in the i^lowl^ k^ of information:

1. Where were you bonr and into what kind of family .
(large or small j level of income and wrealttij general 
social poaillon in your society, e£c.)^

2 . _To extent were you raised ^thin tbe social 
and ciistonsT of your traditicMiad sociely?

3. Give a brief account of yoxir past education and how you 
came to be at l^erere.

it; What are two or three evehte or factors which you considOT^
. have been of outstanding influence in making you lAat you are?

How did you decide t^jon what you are reading?

f

V

i

11 THE FUTURE

In this paurt we would like you lio project yourself into Ibe fbture, 
and we are interested in the following kinds of informtion:

1. What are your plans for the future in general?

Describe what you think you will be doing in the next 
ten years -specifically.

3* What is the single most ijiqjortant ibing you hope to do with 
yonr:;life?-T;

1;. What, fear you, would constitute a h^y life?

2

■\ ,

r
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QUESTIOMNAIRE

liB iiI
is
■i

s?
®3, Naaie a
siReligioD /Tribe g

/■' '■'

■;/■

Ifarital Status; (tick one) Sing:e_ j Married , Divorced_, Sq)arated- .

> If married, idiat was the Ceremohy?g(t^ck~ one)
Custcanary Law , Christian g Hoslan / , Civil

■ Any children? Yes
' -'v ' ■

This is all -Uie personal date you. pe asked for in this questionnaire 
A more deteiled discu&sion of your family relations wUl be gone into 
•dinrlng the interview.

1
la■!1 I
ft

S;

fta iIf yeSj how manytNo aft .ftr f

I •. .
II
■

■

a

■a?

ft 1

g
K

I
1=

la

1. How would you characterize ydur present physical condition? 
Excellent Good , Fair , Poor .

2. State occipation or profession you are most likely to enter.
s
ft

ft. : : v~ p
3. If you had your choice of any occiqjation or profession in the world 

(the necessary abilily and a full opportunity to enter it), what 
occupation would you choose?

U. What is your attitude toward paying bridewealte? (tick onq)..
liam against paying it under almost any circunstences.

___ ip am against it, but if asked I would pay it.
c.^__ I I actuELlly never thought about ihis and have no feelings on it.

I belieye in the bridewealte tradition and would like to pay it. 
i would not marry a girl from a family so far rOToved from tribal 
traditions teat they would not ask me for bridewealte.

Si. What is your attitui^ tow^d careers or occtpations outside tee hone 
for married women? (tick oils)

I: approve of full-time careers for tesa.
I aqiprove of part-time careers fbr teem.

___ I dissqiprove of any career or occiqiation outside tee home for them.

FOR MARRIED STUDENTS (please answer): Did you pay bridewealth? Yes__^ Nd_ 
If yes, why; if no, why not? ^

Ift

1 m
'
b.

i
Ifte-
Id* ft
ft-I- e
ft:
ft

d■ft
ft

■' --a. ■;;, ft
b I

I
I:I
I'
I
i

^■1 • '
c.
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6. Would you (or did you) marry a girl of whcan your parents (fisa^rove?
. ' __Undecided .

7. Would you maiury a girl from outside your own tribe? Yes No_;
If no« why not? _____ - '

Yes . No

Would. you^^ect jTOir wife to obey you without question? Yeff , No / '

'9- Number, in order of iir?)OTanee tio you, the fcaiowing qualities of a idfe 
(i for the most djEqjortaht^ 2 for the itext moet^i^^

a. ___^Shareq my own opinions and beliefs.
b. ___Basic intelligence thou^ not necessarily academic education. '
c. Academic edogation'
d. Pleasant disposition and a good companion. ■
e. Hard worker, and efficient housekeeper and motherl
f. _ It doesn't matter as long as l am in love wii* her.

10., If you get married and have a family,*%o do you eaq)ect will be mpst 
iiifluential in the direction and control of -Uie family as divided into 
•the following categories (tick one in each category) , V '

Danestic Affairs 
of -Kie Household

•'

X

\

Marital Probleas 
and Disagreements

Education of the 
Children

Myself 
NY wife 
Both equally 
My parents 

‘ Her parehts_^ 
My clan

Myself 
My wife 
Both equally_ 
My parents 
Her parents__ 
My clan

Myself 
My wif e__ 
Botti Bqually_ 
My parents ‘ 
Her parents' 
My clan

Inheritance Money

Ml^elf 
My wife 
Both equally 

. My parents 
Her parents 
My clan

11. Would you marry a girl of a different religion than your own? Yes

12. Do you think it at all possible that you will be divorced-dnriiig 
your lifetime?

Land

Myself ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
wife

Both equally^ 
My paPraits V 
Her parents__ 
My clan

Myself 
MY wife 
Both equally^ 
My parents 

.»Her lJarents__ 
My clan/' 4'

No

NoYes
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13; Whaty in terms of your own values, shptild be val&d grc^mds for divorce 
a. . for the husband ^ '

4- V. ■

b. for .iiie wife

• ih/ Miat is yo3n* attitaide toward polygaBQr? (tick one) "
; consider a polygamous married .

fbr myself j it is wrong and.backward.
• b. I see nothing inher-entiy wrong in' a polygamov;s marriage:- If

I could afford it, and fbuhd the ri^t woemh, I might consider it
c. I see'^nothing inherently-wrong in polygamy, but for myself,

I don’t think f would like it.
d. _ I have actuaihly ^eyeI^ 'thpu0lt about this and don’t Imow what 

my qpihion i^

1$. Would you marry a girl chosen for you by your family if you were not 
in love with her? Yes <

16. Have you ever broken a friendship with a girl because of her parents’ 
or •your parents ’ disapproval? Yes 
If yes -(diose parents .disapproved? Hers

17 . How many children would you like to have if you marry?
four
five|_ _
more'^than five 
I don’t care.how many

C-

i •

!

> ■ :

f V\t

■

r No.

No
y Mine_ 9

.r ■■ -

\none 
' one 

' two 
three

. . i/

.i

18. FOR UNMARRIED STHDaiTS ONIY: Do ypu intend to get married eventually?-"
a. Yes^ I would like to get married.
b. I don’t care one way or liie otherj I don’t think kbout it much.
c. No, I don’t think now that I want to ^t loarnied.

If your answOT is "N^', please briefly state "sd^r you feel ttiis. way

.
♦

!>•
O'

If your answer is "Yes”, what marriage cenemony would you desire?
Christian ’ , Moslem , Traditional , Civil

■ 19. As a parent, what two specific things will you try hardes to teach

. '

y

■O'' V
-b • '

r-.
s. r

20. What two- things would you most like your children to have idiich you

■ ^■■:a.

,•
-'.yf

4

b.
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; 21 ^ Would like to live the main pOTt of yxiur wor^g life in (tick one); 
: a, your own tribal area

h. your territory, but not nedesbarily your iaribal
c. _^ in some otoer tertitoiy of Afi-ica altogether. ' Where^
d. in some non-Af^ Where?

U
■ ■' i.

r:;

Would you like to live your retired life iii (tick one)' 
a. your own..tribal area , -
!?•__ your iierritoiy. but not necessarily your tribal area

ih some other territoiy o^ Africa sitogether. Where?_ .
Where?

1^.11
22.

Is
la

c
d. in some non-African country;

Sii How long do you e;^ect your working life to be?
tile next'30 years

23.
si
'■iS

a. ___ the nfext 10 years
b. the next 20 years

■  ̂•
d, 1*e next UO years.

t

mxi •» .•
2li. At what age do you eiqiect to retire?

25, -To about what age do you eiqiect to live, (barring unforseen catastrophes)?_;

'26. Everyone at one time or another 
things that could h^ipen to him
worst cohceivabie thing that could happen to you in TPUr t^te?

sii
S5f

iss thinks about the. best and the worst 
i^lffe. . What, for you, would be the

sS

■■

Do you find that you are' losing touch with scute of your friends and relatives 
outside the University becsHiseryour ideas have become different frcaa theirs? 
a,^ I Aui this very often c._ I find this occasionally

I find this fai:^ly. often d. I find this rarely.

28. If you had a pCTSonal problem that worried you (for example, a difficult 
decision to make), whom would you most prefer to talk it over with?
(tick one for each category.)

In land and Property Matters
Parents>or member of parent's
iCamily.
^ wife, (if I had one) 
f relative outtelde my immediate 
family
(idiat relation )
A religious minister or priest 

I A friend.
Other (State whanL^_£_j,_^__^

27

b

m
If

In Marriage Matters
Parents or member of
parents' family 
My wife (if I had one)

_ A relative outside my
• immediate family.

(idiat relation___ _ _
d. A religious minister or priest.
e. A friend.

ir a.
a b . •

C.
■'3

),
f • ;

,3^>1
ri )other (state whom__ ♦ '

v:i
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28. Continued. ■

'■■ •**. r
jfa 'Career Matters 
TS^iSti'xf^'mOTEIer of 

. ^ parents * ^ family
b, _^ W&r’wife (if I had one)
c. _7 A ri^ative outside my ; 

: immediate ;family..
(^at relation ^ \ ~)

___ A priest ofnirfinister. - 
e. A friend.

Other. (State who

In Honey Ifatters- 
Parrats or member of 
parents' family 

_ ISr
__ A relative outside my 

immediate family.
(What relation 

A priest or minister.- 
^ A friend.: . .
__ Other. (State irtio )

Do you sometimes feel ^onely^^d wish- you had more close friends? Yes

a. t

vA::;
V.i

/
5) =,;

d. /
/f

iX”>.V
/ ’

29. No .V.'-t

I

%30. Concerning your pers bnal future and -the possibUity of fulfilling your 
hopesj ifouid you say that in gerraral you feel (tick one

e. indifferent (i'll a<yust to 
■ -whatever ccmes aloiig.)

[i

it.

.a. enthusiastic 
b. hopeful

31. Do you someti^s feel you are-drifting with no real goal in life?
c. ^ occasionally, but seldcmi, I feel ■this way
d. I do not recall ever feeling this way

c. confused .
d. bit-ter

I?
■

1[r;i-
' a. I of-ben feel this way.

I sometimes feel this way
r E

b. ii

32. Please number, in order of iji5)brtance to you, the following iteiM idiich you 
expect nil^igive you ihe most satisfaction in life, (l for what you ea^ec-t
most Satisfaction fromj 2 for what you expect next most satisfactions from, etc.). 

^Your career.
b. Family relations and married life (home and children) .
c. Leisure time a^ recreation actiyritiep.
d. PartiCipa-bion'in -the affairs of ray tribal ccmmunity.
e. Participation in na-bional and international activities.
f. Religious jeliefs and activi-ties..
g. Other '(sta-te idiat^^_ _ _  '_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

33. In general what do you believe will be more inportant to your advancement 
in life; personal ability or influence throu^ personal contacts, family

‘E;:;;v;;and.'fniendS? :(tick'oiiayv E ;
personalability

3l|. The world is anfUnfciepdly place in which men are basicSLy evil add 
^nd dangerous^ (-tick

I agree with this. : ' ,
b. I agree with this slightly.
c. I slifihtly disagree with -this.
d. I disagree wi-th this.

35.- Do you expect to be nwr^uCcessfuL as a leader in"j^ur field
average persma in your f3^ who has the same amoii^^ education as you?
a. more successful
b. about the same
c. ̂ less Successful.

i3

.1 i:a.KW
it i

is
I

).
£

i
-.r

I;
influence -through contacts, ia'^ :r;b.

e;;

a. 1
a

■S

34 - siI
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I36V if you sho^ get a large ^ of money at the end of your
would you do with it? •

t
I"-

“i:ii
S'

V'"''"'"

37. Balancing obligations and benefits^ to idiat extent dp you 
relatives (ii^e. members of your present family and the family of your 
future wife) to be of n^istance to yop in your lifetime? (tick one) '

jj_Gonn^tly available and difficult to do, without. a
__Avaiiable rtienever neededjCor advice ajid some assistance, 

bo-Hi perso]^ and financiS-y '
Ifoergenciy economic assistance only. - 

__A slight hindrance to ine. 
e; I am afraid, a real barrier to W advancement.

38. It is often said ihat newly onerging African spcietles should be healthy; 
combinations of the best of the Western way of life plus the best of African

. traditions. Please give three African traditions, in order of inportan'Ce 
to you, which you feel should be carried over to your future society>

Ij-

a.
b.

c.
d.

a I
‘M

S

'f

I fl
1.
2.

IS3.■p
■t;

39y Do you ^ect your destiny to be (tick; o
__determined largely by what ynou yourself make of it.;
___determined largely by external circumstances over tdiich you have 
^ittle control.

Uo . What, in your opinion^ are three major world problems which must be^ solved 
wittiin the .ne^ twenty years if total disaster is to be avoided?

P& • m
b. B3 :'14

1.;S 2.
3.

z
\ ■' ■

4l. Give two ior three aspects of Wbstem life idiich you would not like to 
.see adopted into modern African society.

li
c
I

42-. Please name, in order of laportante, what you feel the two most iji?>ortant 
problems of srour society will be after independence.
1.3

. . B.... ^ .. - ; ::

43. Democracy is often defined in the words of Abraham Lincoln as "government 
of the people, by 1*0 people, and for the people". If you were fopced to 
do, so, would you personal^ give ^eater enphasis to iiie conception -(ti^ one) 

BI-Uie people (one man, one vote, elected representatives, opposition, etc.) 
FOR the people (paternal government, socialized economy, centralized 
’ '-VB- ■; government,vetc.)

3
3

., z II
V-.Im4 m■::40

4 %
r
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M. As a solution to the problem of intemaluonaa tensions, four principal 
possibilities have been suggested. -Biey ^e listed belcw. FLease tick 

you youreelf favorj and then the one you think most likei^- to 
come about (if toey differed

I would 
like this to 
happen ’

I .e3?)ect 
thie to 
happen

A situation of strong nationalism where 
'each cpiintry retains its full sovereignty, 
nmch as in to^

b. DevejiTOment of regionalism. For exanple, "
Baii-Si^'ican Union, A United States of 
Europe, feast African Federation, etc. _

Federal union of most non-Ccmimunist 
countries, with the door ^en to 
Russia and other nations not at first 
parti cip ^ing ;

d. A world goverment worked out perhaps
through an extension of the United Nat4ons_

li5. Do you feel you require some form of Christian religious orientation or 
belief in order to achieve a fully mature phiipsophy of life? (tick)

_  _ don't know yet«■

hS. i&ich three of the following aspects of Christican religions have you 
^ ; V found most iii5)ortaiit in your life? Read them all first and then nui*er

• the three most ii^ortant 1, 3 in order Of inportan^e to your, ejqperience
rqp to the, present time.

Ihbology andi prpoto of existence of God.
b. !I!he promise of life after death.
c. Ethics and philosophy of society.

The existrace of ministers (or priests) to whom you could take 
your personal problems
The Missions as a; path to Western education, 

f . Doctrines whii* can tell jrou^at is r^^ is wrong.
The local church as a place in which to meet po^le and feel at heme.

h. ' Prayer and the help of God in personal pTOblqns. '
i. Other aspects (please specify 
3. Religion has played almost no role in my life

1;7 i Leaders of the Church should be automatically consulted by those in
political power on the moral aspects of major social* economiu and political 

■ decisions, (tick one) I agree I disagree with this

ij8. Religious minist^s should be eapeCted to guide, their church members in 
political, as well as personal problems such as advising than how to 

. vote, in the best interests of morality, (tick one) I agree I disagree _

a.

#■ . • '

f"'

c.

?r?P

No.^es.
-

• /

;

I ■

:■■■■'-a.

.:'-d..: /:
: :C.,;

e.

g

■ W.' ■
}

» •

»h9, Ihe church has a duty to eipress opinions oh public affAArs.
I disagree with this ■ /I agree with this_

/

.  "m.
1
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^0. Religious leadears do riot have a greater right than any other citizeri to 
have their opinibris listened to by those iri power,

I agree with this _ _

■51. ’What do you-think wiil be three serious persorial problems you will face 
over the next few years after your gra<toiioh. frok Mrikerere?

I disagree with this.«'

,v

C*
t

52 Do you think of* yeurself more as a Mugarida (or Kikuyu), or as a citizen 
of Uganda (or KeryaJ? (tick one)

- Muganda/Kikuyu. Uganda/Keryan

S3. "Many African studerits^ after they graduate frou DriiVersity, will ahoriilr 
find thaaiselves iri'positions of great power and influence; They will be - 
too yourig and ine3q)ertBnced for these positionsj they<^ll have no older 
generation to look ip to for guidancej the traditlonEf of thelf society 
are rio longer adequate to ^ their decisions; they themselves are 
confused and anrious about who they are and what ttiey really “Want,
Yet the decisions.of mary of them will influence the lives of millions 
of their fellow Africans. Cohsidiering all this, it must be said^^t^ 
few groins stand dri greater potential danger of personal unhappiness, 
of profound comption'Of character,, and egotism than does the young 
African student elite of today," (tick One) '

1 larg^y a^ee with this statement.
b. w I larg^y disagree with. this statem^t,
c. _I don't know if I agree or disagree because I have never 

~thoui^t about myself in these terms.

Would you pl^se comment briefly on your answer. (If you agree, how do you 
feel these dangers might be avoided; if you disagree, why do you feel ttie 
statement is inaccurate; if you have never thogl^t about it, what is your 
inmediate reaction to the statement?)

i

I

a.

, ■

\

3"A

7

,-V

■ ■'
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INTERVIEW CHECK LIST 

(^r Intenriewer Only)

I. FAMILY; .
V 'The purpose of this section is to explore the social structure ' 

of the subject's familyj where he fits into this structure ' 
(e.^ rank/ obligations and benefitsy-etfcv); the psychological 
relationships obtaining between the subject and his fsunily;

. relationship to family as a partial index of link to'tribal: 
tribai tradition) etc.

.^Questions;

r' ’"
*. ;

'i:/: Clanrelatibnships"
Rank and position in family 

3. Psychological feelings about family
Family relationship to. tribe (e.g. social position, type 
of socialization- of child, religion, economy, etc.) 
Family attitudes toward; and ambitions for subject 
obligations and benefits’ ^ ^
Residence history of subject (how long where-and with 
whom and why) (relate this to charts)
Communication (topics of, discussion, closeness, etc.)

2. (
\ .

■ k.

5
6.
7

8.

II. COLLEGE LIFE
The purpose Of this section is to get at the formal and informal 
aspects of adjustment to college life and the role that the social 
/social framework of the college plays in the contact of the African 
student and Western ideas.

Questions:'
4' .

\
Iv . Differences between college and secondary school life 

e^g. study habits, staff-student relations, atmosphere, 
discipline, etc.

2. Problems of adjustment to college.
3^. Staff-student relations
4. ; Activities and^ studejh*^’societies 
5* Y Helping relationships ^ ^ ^ /-

Friendships (sociometry, topics of communicationj 
methods Of contact.)
Extra-college activities (politics, visiting fellow 

8. • Aesthetic experience ; education and'aspirations

6
\

7 • ■

f
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■ ;IV. SEX AMD flOMEN:
The purpose of this section is to get at the heterosexual .

^ ’ experiences and problems within wWch the ;Ei^ject views
■ relationships with women and considers the prospects of 

Questions;

.• iv .*- Personal history and experience
■ 2V Feelings about -women; emotional, physical, moral.

(unity of procreation and sex:, influepce of tribal
■ ‘

V. ’ MARRli:GE AMD FAMILY LD'E:
The purpose of this pection is to get at the subject ’.s version of 
family life; 'the traditional content of this version; relationships 
between family of procreation and family of orientation; etc.

"V:
J *.<•

,/

•J

Questions;

1,;^ Marriage prospects (already married,; engagsed, plans,)
•2. Mutual rights of marriage partners (e.g. divorce; 

reasons for separation; rights of. appeal and to 
whpm, degree of privacy, etc.) j 

3. Mutual obligations (marital roles, etc.) 
k. Relationships between nuclear family and family of origin
5. Family planning
6, Socialization of ohildren •

(validity of interchange of roles, etc.)

i

k

j!
FRIENDSHIP;
The purpose of this section is to examine friendships as part 
of the total pattern of social interaction of th subject, and 
alao to cpatribute, to an understanding of the scope and content 
of communication and consul-tation which thesei-subjects take part in.

: friendship and cbramunication_^e important inforinal inde;ces in under
standing the growth of ref efhnce groups, f^ure community Life, etc.

Questions;

VI.

f

i.
5

s
I

U Friendship patterns 'll relation to kinship; : ^ , ,
Friendship and career (foie of profession^: tiesi assocs.) ^^^^ 

3. Friendship and physicai residence (neignbofliness)
V. Benefits and obligations of friendship (material emotional).

', 5. Friendship arid conmiunication
6. The sociometry of friendship (location,vtribe,

stratum. Shared activity).

2.
«

-•* ■ •

;

>
•r'

:■

'

'5>'
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■ VII. RELIGION;
TI16 piiitibse of this section vis to explore the influence Of religion; 
upon the subject's life, .both In,a personal and a social philosophic:'

;'''''':'"senseV:^/'’v

Questions;,
A-. ■ ■

\ •
1. ^ Religious history; contact with individuals, - ^

* institutions, customs, ceremonialsy et<iv
2. E^ipraiion 'of some of the questionnaire questions on 

the influence of religion qn personality end, philosophy 
Reading and religious practices and their influence. -

./

3.
V

J.VIII. CAREER;
The purpose of this section is to determine first, how the iiu^ect 
thinks Of his career; 6econd, what influenceB have beeh actiye ln ' 
the fomation of his aspirations; third, how his career fits ih,'
in his mind, with the total framework of his life aspirations and ■ 
his vision of the futurev '

;*

i-

Questions;'

Major Influences in. career decisions; (persons,’ — 
reading, events) y'

, 2. Career stages and content 
3;.' ’. ;Purpos08';:^of .'eereer'v^ \ '
4.^ Homogeneity of Career vs. multiple occupations 

•.5« Role of career"in personal happiness
Problems, with re^fd to career the subject is 
aware.of having to face after graduation

1.
/

6.
}

IX. PERSONAL.PROBLEMS;
The purpose of this section is to;obtaln a picture of the 8ubJ(ect's 
sense of perso^ problems, their content and their scope.

• Questions; - • ' '

, 1. Alcohol •
2. - Personal problems after graduation; what will: they bef
3. Personal values; e.g. whit is specifically desired :
- for life, .contradietions, guilt^^^^f^^ etc.
4. Women and;marriage; e .g. CoitflictS, between career and 

home,-personality conflicts V in interaction, sex^l fears
5. Friendship & community; e.g.,'roots’, community life,

finding one's own level, etc. .
Family relationships; e.g. conflicts;-obligations,' 
conmunications, etc.
Psjhibologtcal problems; e:.g. fears, confidence j'Omental 
illness, lack ojF consultation, etc. : / ^

8. v:; Financialvand material 'rv.'
9, Over-intehee personal aniBiosities

\•. •6.

T.

: .
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^ The purpose 6r this section ip. to eo^lorie the subjject ’s thinking on 
' vital issues of .the tifl«i' Since it is inpOssible to do this in any 
con5)lete and compre^nsive manner within the context of a general 
inierviewj^' this section asks the subject io define certain key words 
in current events i, It. also presehts some terms which are to be 
differentiated 'from other' related terms’; The assumption is that 
some understanding of the major world issues of our time require's 
as preconditions ah understanding of the terms presented here for 
definition and'contrast. . .

i:'4
1-^

I !

f: ■
■

Questicfns: •
T'"'IS

. ^ 1. Ideology and. Ideals (define each and differentiate '
, . .^between them) ■. ' '

2,. -'state and Society (define each and differentiate 
between, them)

3- Totalitarianism anS, Dictatorship (define each and 
idiffonentiate .between them) )

^ '4. .Democracy ■
• 5. Freedom and_Anarchjr (define and differentiate)

Socialism and Communism (define and differentiate)

♦
;

m
;

6.i .
l-i

I
''i 7, -y,..

•k

■a
si ■"1:S' :

1

a
:s
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smt^ QUEBCTONmiBE

name
. V.

./ .* •/•Deparl^nt: '

Number of ^Yearb af Makerefer

HOyE;. ;,If you need more space for any questions than the space
' provided please use the reyers'e side of this questionnaire L 

Als6> qhaplainsi wardens and others whose primary 
responsibility is other than teaching are welcome to 
modify particular ^eStions or to add qualifjrihg comments 
relevant to their special experience. . ^•

.*
' I. a) Is youT presence at Makerere the first, experience (rf ahy kind 

in a non-western area which you have had? (in the case'of 
African staff, please state whether you' have had an e^erience 
in a western country) (tick one)

, -"Yes'/'v.-^ No

If you have had previous experience in a non-western.area, 
please state what this eiqjeriehce has been,_^_ _ _  '

b) Do you find that students at Makerere are basically different 
from students with whom you have tod e^gperience in the West?

' (tick one) Yes,
Please explain-your answer

%
In sane waysNo

■ S.

i

c) What are some of the major problems with students you face
here, which are outsi^ your ejqperience in a Western university?

Were you aware of most of these problems you would face at 
Makerere which are different from those of a Western university 
before coming here?' Ygs '

- If yes, how did you know them? -

t

No
-■

, II, Wtot follows are some imaginaiy quotations e^qgiresBing. various attitudes
of s'taff toward students. Please iread them and respond as reques'ted, - *

.» '
I

4

•A
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mQuotation 1,
‘'The basic purpose of lecturers in ftny university is ■to- teach 
teach students and not to play hursenaid to them; I to not 
see why it should be any different in a university in'Africa^", 
(tick one) I largely agree with this

I largely disagree with this
If you disagree, piehse eatplaln your answer . ■

i
-Si

*

m
ay*;•

Quotation 2. ^
"TlMoretically I would like to establish closer relations with 

■ Students j but my schediile sii^iy does not allow it. The whole 
situation here is such that if all my duties are to be perfonned, • 
and 6n:top of that I am to establish personal relationships with . 
my students^ my day wouM have to be 35 libur^ ibngi'V

a) Does the abdve quotation. fit ^ur e^qpefience? (tick one)
■ ■ .'Ho'-. . ' / ■ ■ ■■''V-:.'';/'''

It does except for a few of my tutorial students '
b) Would you please give a brief outline of your round of dally 

activities On an average dayj^ Include details such an family 
committments, committee meetings> etc

t f

I
il

i.;.' '’i

lili

-

I-Quotatiop 3.
"Yp general I don't mind getting to know my students, but the 
tTOuble is tbat they^ bave so nany persbrusil problems that I 3uBt 
don't know wtet I can to. I can't solve these problems iot them, 
and after a while - unless I can do something specific for 
someone - I tend to avoid encouraging students to talk about 
■■their'bersonal;llves; With: ' ■ ■ '1 ■■' ''■^ "

a) In general, does this quotation reflect your e^erience?
No .^V / ■: ■■ . ■'

m3
li
I.'

■ I

saiisli
. Yes^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
If M, please briefly explain why this quotation does not apply 
to yovu: escperlence. (i.e, is it because you to-not feel that it 

-is the JOb of the staff member to involve himself in stadpnts' 
personal problems; or is it that ^u restrict the nvmber of 
students you know on a personal level; or do you find that you 
can help students with certain problems and not with others, ■ etc.)

ii

*;mmlm
.-I
■i-j

li
;

b) Do youu feel that one answer to the problem might be to set up a;
gxiidance unit in the College (in conjunction with the student 
health office, perhaps) to which you could refer students with 
Specific problems you do not feel you could handler /
■:Yes. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If no, would you please indicate any alternative suggestions you 
might have, and the objections you feel can be raised against a 

■ guidance;unit

^.1'" -li'
m-' il'ii i:' msNo ■S3

■r-

li
li' c) Would you please list briefly sra^ of tbo kinds of-problems you

. are aware <rf among your studentsY I. I
i. .

.(■

'■)

I
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d) At present do you do any referring of students to other staff ’
; ; . members;;such as the student health officer the chaplain the 

wardeh-;': htc.?' ; .Ho ;;•
If yes, to whom (name) do you refer most often : '

Quota;|^oh;41 , ; .
. V , '*When I/first came out here, I iras very idealistic and ei^husiastic.'

■ But I found that it -Just didn't work out the way I'd hbpTOs Students 
are difficult to get to know! they are suspicious; rather, ungrateful 

- ; fpr ;;thing8 done for them; and' besides I find .that 1 ’^^Ust do not have 
enough in cdmmbh with them to establish a really Close relationship/" 
'(tick,^one'teidw);;',

a) In general I would say this is true in fly, case .
No, I would not say this is true in my ease

b) Mqre»specifically, :dp you find students unapproachable in the , 
vsense of being suspicious,of hot talking ahbut themselves, of
seeming to resent you> etc.?

c) What criticis^-'diS) you feel can be inade of Makerere students as
a group (that is, criticism which goes, beyond the iddosyncfacies 
of a few individuals. -

SI
i
I

• ;
'^1 P

1:

I

£
h.

%

Yes No
■'i

I u I

d) When you dp talk to students IhfPrnally, what do you find to talk
'about?/'.-;'... ^ 1

i':.

e) Aside from academic knowledge and skills, do'you consciously
attemptto instill certain-^values or standards of appreciation 
into your students of an artistic-, philosophic or religious,: etc, 
nature? Yes 'B.:,.';'''"."..'.'"r,
If yes, please state briefly what and why_

BI iI
I'

f) Do ypu feel that you as an individual have anything to gain from 
personal contact With students?. ' _
If yes, please stake what; If no, plehse s-tate why Wt.

.f
Yes No

i
1:

•..,1

I
I:g) ^Do you; find that ypu have any tribal or Eegional favorite groups

> bf s-tudents? Yes ' / ' No
■ If yes, please state which and:.why ... ..........;• ; ; ..

'•I

i«;
II
k

.A

h) . Are those students ypu.know best on a personal level also the ones
you are most in-terested in acadefldcally? ; Yes_ _ _ _  . NO' :
If no, what other basis of InitiaLrinterest in studen-bs is there?I

4

\.V 5^
. , i) Do you feel that it is unrealistic to maintain the academic stand

ards of performance- at'lfekerere which you would adhere -to with 
; students in a.university in Britain (or the best American Or 
_ S6uth;i/^rican universities)? Yes _______

If yes ,^what do you essentially atteinpt to accomplish with your 
■ students?'

I:

i
No;;

I
I I..-.*...

■i V.9
y.

\
%

S^ .
•'.r
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Quotation 3«:
"Thei^ are very few among any staff in any inaiyersitjr are

Sion and to establish a personal bond with their students ^ It ; 
requires a special talent to walk the thin line between taking an 
‘interest in your students as individuals and deteriorating into 
full-time social worker at the expense of your profession; bet- ' 
ween easy informality and the familiarity which breed cbnteiipt."
Do yOu agree* with this attitude in the sense of recognizing ape- . 
clal individuals pn the Mafcefere staff who fit these qualities?

■ ' Kb-;/■

•»

,.>■

a)
*■

Yes - _ _ _ _
Do you place youuself in this kind of special categoj^' (Please
be hbnest and also forget modesty) Yes_____ _ _

c) Would ypu please put down the names of 2 or 3 people who you feel ; 
fit the characteristics idescribed in the above; quotatibnv,
(REMEMBER TdAT ALL OP THIS IS HELD COHFID^IAL AND HQ WILL ,
EVER BE MEtolOHED IN ANY REPORT/ WE ARE; JlBT INTERESTiD'^^.m ■ 
COMPARING STUDENT AND STAFF EVALUATIOIB ON THIS)

b) "J

Ho'

i
.-.'i

d) ' If ypu agree with Quotation 5, do you feel that;this talent is
Bomethihg geherailyundefinabie - is "just there" in the person- 

' ality - or do you feel that these people have qualities and tech
niques which could be consciously, learned by all who would like 

, tp improve their relations with students?

1

1

'4

What dP you think Makerere students in general feel abPut the
staff in general? ■ / ' ; ’ ^ _ _ _

e)

"f) ■ If YOU were asked tP make an honest criticism of Makerere staff
please state what" you would offer as vsilid criticism^. •

i

<? -y

g) Would you rate student-staff relations at Makerere. generally as:.
. Relative to your ejqperience 

in other'uniyefstties
Very good y ; ,

/ ; ■■ Fairly:.good;
Mixed/;-. ■ : ..

/.

: Relative tb your ideal'
Very good 
Fairly good 

■ Mixed
Pretty bad -' 
Terrible .• .;y

Some people claim that in western universities a case can be 
made for a kind of traditional hostility between-ataff and 
students. How do you feel about this, in relation to 
Makerere?..

I Pretty bad __ 
Teirible, ii

I
f.

;

5

• ','N
i

rI
•J

■:?

I

,.s

I
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^III. May we respectfully ask for answers to the following questions.

a) ^ Please state which country or countries you spent I your child-
■ ^.'v.^'a^'''’'''^hb6d aM adolescence? ./■ ^'7 ; a';;'/'

How nany years Of teaching experience have you had?

Please list your teaching experience elsewhere than at Makerere, 
' . including secondary level.

.

I’
ft

I

■ ' b)
1

d)1 a

a.t-'
• \ •

d) What would you say were yourninotives in coiing to Makerere as
a^ihst teaching in your own country or in some other Western ' 
area? (This^ applies only to expatriate\staff-) ?

• 1
■O'm

,,o-

IS:
•••

V

Do you have any fruther comments of your own to add? If qO, please use 
the reverse sides of this questionnaire. Any additional comments yOu 
might care to make would be mOst welcome. Thank you again past kindly 
for your generous cooperation. . ^

I'i? *
i?'.

■ ;

I
I"

' ' -i'

5
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STIHlIBiT QUESTiOHNAIRE
i
‘if-'

V' :

It is not. necessary to put dovm your name, but please put down the following 
information:

Tribe

I;‘If

. .. m

NOTE:, If you need intn*e than 
the given ^ace for a qUeStipn 
use the reverse side of the „ •

; questionnaire; ■

y

Course of Study
7

Year .
i-:-

Secondary School ^ .. f
r

J:
say yotir adjustment to Makerere has been: (tick one)
; A bit difficult^ ; Very difficult .

If your adjustment to Makerere. has not been eSsy; please state. 
briefly what scane of the difficulties have been.

I. a) Would you 
' Easey_ _

%b)
: Uk

9

•b .i /
c) Has -Uie transition from.secohdary school to' college caused any 

problems of adjustanent to Mdkerers? ■ If so, inehtion some of the 
problems you have faced as a result of this transition. - • J

! -mM

il. a) How would 3^u rate your personal tutor? (tick one)
Very helpful 
,Occasionally helpful '
Virtually useless to me

■ b) Briefly explain in what way, if at all, your personal tutor helps

a
iii:• a
il

you. =‘.

'.'.I
Cl

. !
ic) If you feaL your personal tutor fails to be oY much use to you, 

eiqjlain briefly why yon feel this way.

Do you experience difficulty in ^preaching your tutor for advise 
or to discuss things in general? Yes Ho
If yes, why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  '_ _ _
If M, what is there about him that puts you at ease and makes 

■'v i'him ■ easy;.to.; approach?^-'"

ad)
>

. o

mm
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In general, would you say rels^ions between siaff and students 
here are; (tick one)

i
Very good 
Fairly good 
Mixed “
Pretty bad 
Terrible

b) PieaseO^ve some reasons for your response in the previous 
.. questibbi That Yis, if you feel relations are goodj why, and 

- if thqy are bad, why is thi§J? (How does staff meet or fail
to meet the needs of students?)

t

c) W^buld you say .that relations between staff and students in • 
. secondary schodl whare: (tick one) 
much better than 

. a little better than
about the^saiale as :
relations between staff jmd atudents here at Hakerere? v

rse than 
than

a lit 
much

9

■■V. ■ ■

3

d), hhat do you feel should be Ihe most iaportant responsibility 
•' of staff at M^ relation to students?

e) Do you feel that staff-student r^^atiohs in an African university 
should be in some waj^ different than in a Western university?

".Yes-■■O:-.,

E^lain your answer
No • '

f) What do yoh tunk^the sta!^ at fibki^re think abo^^

V.

g) Wha.t are sane of the-probiems of adjustment lAich you think 
the staff faces when coming to Makerere?

■!

h) Do you feel that staff Wires have any Influence on the popularity
. x-.Yes_ _  _ _ _

If yes, please e:i?>lain briefly in what rey you think this is tree
: No .1

. z-' . '

• . I

■ ^

Have you ever had classes with an African lecturer?
Y ...--: Yes~x ' _ _ _

j) What is yOm* Opinion of African staff?

i)
No I

; \

r.

»•
t'

■A',

t
X-,. ...'t-x';':'--
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k) At s^condaiy schoblj did you find the African staff more ^lii^ 
to help you on a personal level than the non-African staff?

' -. No , .. . , ■' ,

I
I

Yes
If yes, how? •

1) . Pi^se give the names of two staff memberd (ary staff - lecturers,
^war^enyV^h^lai^s, physicians, etc;) whom you like best. s

NOTE: No names of staff mentioned will ever he revealed, nor 
must y<m reveal:

What is >there about these two IhcUviduals that m^es you like ^ 
them?'

f

v'

I

't ■
K.#'
;■

Please give the names of ^ staff members you like least? 
iV : ~

What is there about these two individuals that makes you dislike 
thert?V. -- -

m)
2.

I

I

What do you believe to be the basic purpose of a university in 
Africa? ..

n)

o) If you were asked to make an honest criticism of Makerere students 
please state what you would offer as valid criticisms I

i:

the event of a deep piersoi^ crisis, what sin^e indiydjJual
in Makerere would you jpproach? (Among steff or students or anyone). 
Name ~

this person?... ■ ■

p)

f !•
'i.

Do you have any furiher comments of your own to add? If so, please
the back pages of this questionnaire. Any additional cwnments .

you mi^t care to make would be most welcome.

o q)
use

/•
•r
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